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ABSTRACT 

Language, history and onomastics in medieval Cumbria: an analysis of the 
generative usage of the Cumbric habitative generics cair and Iref 

This thesis explores the way generic place-name elements can cast light on both the 
history of the northern British later known as the Cumbri, and their language in the 
period 650-1200. 

Place-name evidence, when used with care, provides useful information and sometimes, 
considering the lack of early Scottish historical sources, the only information available 
to the modem scholar. Thus the thesis uses place-name evidence to provide otherwise 
unobtainable information both on British settlement and historical chronology. 
Questions raised include the extent of Cumbria, the issue of medieval language shift, and 
the reasons for the ultimate demise of Cumbric in our area. 

Before discussing Cumbric place-names an historical framework based on non
onomastic evidence is established to give context to the analysis which follows. This 
framework shows how the Cumbri expanded into Cumberland and elsewhere from a 
Lanarkshire / Dumbartonshire base in the 10th century. When the place-name evidence 
is set against this background a chronology of place-name usage consistent with the 
known historical facts emerges. The evidence suggests that the main usage of certain 
place-name generics fell within a certain time frame, and that the pattern of Cumbric 
expansion indicated bears a resemblance to that suggested for the subsequent take-over 
of parts of southern Scotland by the Gaelic-speaking kingship. 

The following chapters deal with the generic habitative elements cair and tref The two 
elements were chosen (1), because they occur regularly throughout Cumbria, and (2), 
because they are also the two chief generative habitative elements in the other Brittonic 
countries. In these chapters both local and pan-Brittonic aspects of the elements are 
discussed. To each of these chapters a Gazetteer has been added discussing all probable 
occurrences of the element in our area. The internal evidence from the data, taken 
together with the conclusions to be drawn from their distribution, indicate that the cair 
and tref elements enable us to chart and assess the Cumbric expansion, and provide 
suggestive leads in relation to the demise of Cumbric. 

In the concluding section the findings on cair and trefare juxtaposed.That cair and tref 
show a relatively 'late' usage compared to other elements prompts the hypothesis that 
they indicate the extent of the Cumbric re-expansion up until the mid 11 th century and 
that after that first political independence was lost and later the language. With language 
loss the Cumbri became either Gaelic or Scots speakers. 
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Introduction 

Language, history and onomastics in medieval Cumbria: an analysis of the 
generative usage of the Cumbric habitative generics cair and fref. 

One aim of this thesis is to test whether place-names can be used to cast some 

light on British and Cumbric settlement up until c.1200 in the areas that comprise 

today's southern Scotland and north-west England. Scottish history is notable for its 

paucity of early historical documents, which means that if onomastic material is 

analysed accurately it can provide an important source of primary evidence. In addition, 

this thesis seeks to examine the data collected to establish whether the generative usage 

of generic place-name elements, in this case cair and tref, can be shown to be within 

certain time parameters. 

If this can be demonstrated it means that the data collected may be able to tell us 

something about one of the most poorly attested events in Scottish history, the 

emergence of Cumbria from earlier British kingdoms and her 10th century expansion. In 

tum, it means that many of the cair and tref names that survive in the Scottish record 

may have been coined at the time of the Cumbric expansion, dating from c. 900 to 

c.l030. 

The methodology employed is outlined below. Each chapter follows the formula 

of: the presentation of data; analysis; conclusions. 

Chapter One is a historical framework. The available historical documents and 

most recent scholarship are discussed and conclusions drawn from the evidence. 

Historical events are interpreted to establish the time parameters into which the 

onomastic study will fit. 

Chapter Two outlines the generic element cairo It studies its origins, its philology 

and its usage throughout the Brittonic speaking countries. By drawing comparisons it 

establishes the change in the nuance of meaning that cair has between them. It also 

establishes a time-scale for the generative usage of the generic. 

Chapter Three is the actual collection of data on cair in Cumbria. It outlines a 

methodology for collection, integrates archaeological evidence and collects historic 

forms where available. It also sets out to provide derivations of suggested cair sites. The 



conclusions, drawing on a distribution map and a site-type table, discuss what can be 

shown from the cair generic. 

Chapter Four applies the same methodology to the British generic element tref It 

discusses the philology of tref and scholarship on it from the Brittonic countries and 

draws conclusions from that scholarship. 

Chapter Five is a Gazetteer of tref sites applying a similar methodology to that 

used with cairo Historic forms have been collected and derivations suggested. The 

conclusions draw together the evidence collected with the scholarship to test the 

hypothesis. 

Chapter Six contains the overall conclusions. It draws all the evidence together to 

put forward overall conclusions and examines how successful manipulation of the place

name evidence is in supporting the hypothesis. 

Place-name study in Scotland is still not on a par with that of other European 

countries and this situation seems, sadly, set to continue. However, it is hoped that the 

collection of cair and tref names will prove useful for the current Scottish place-name 

database proj ect. 1 

Prefatory Notes 

(1) Throughout this dissertation a conservative form of Middle Welsh is used rather 

than using all the written forms available e.g. Alt Clut is used instead of Ail Clud, Petra 

Cloithe. This gives consistency and avoids confusion. 

(2) Originally it was hoped that examples of tref and cair from Pictavia could be 

included, but I concluded at an early stage that it would have complicated matters 

unduly to consider these place-names. It may well be that the results of this thesis will 

have relevance to them. On being drawn into the 9th to 11th centuries it was clear that the 

model employed saw Cumbric names in conjunction with WCB evidence and that the 

names in Pictavia contained their own dimensions of difficulty. Furthermore, including 

proper entries for names from Pictavia would have made the thesis far too long. 

I This project is being run by the SPNS currently on a voluntary basis (see www.st
andrews.ac. uk/insitutes/sassi/spns). 



Chapter One 

A historical framework in the context of Brittonic place-names in early medieval 

northern Britain 

In order to discuss Cumbric place-names, especially settlement generics, a 

historical framework has to be established. This is provided below. Once the framework 

has been established it is then possible to begin to identify the different linguistic strata 

of the place-names in northern Britain2 and from this concentrate on the Cumbric one. In 

order to achieve this, and for reasons of space, the history of the earlier British kingdoms 

before the 870 fall of Dumbarton are only discussed briefly. 

A perennial problem is the relationship between political expansion and language 

change, establishing which areas in northern Britain were inhabited and controlled by 

British speakers, which areas were under British! Cumbric3 overlordship, and the 

question of the later Cumbric expansion or 'reconquest' and the areas this covered. In 

such areas we will find British names generated. Furthermore, overlordship will be 

discussed and whether an area was under British / Cumbric control and if there were 

other ethnic groups living within its borders. 

It is proposed here that as a general rule for a place-name to be generated we 

need a generative place-name generic plus a 'critical mass' of speakers settled in an area 

in order to produce a place-name. In addition, it will be suggested that names can be also 

be generated by a comparatively small group of incomers when those incomers are 

coming in as the dominant group. Examples are the scattering of Norman place-names in 

England such as Beaulieu and Ashby de la Zouch. 

2 When Britain and British are mentioned it is in its earlier pre-17th century sense referring to the P-Celtic 
speaking peoples and the island they live on, and not that of modem Britain and today's 'British'. 
3 British / Cumbric here as the Cumbrians were not known as such until the early 10

th 
century. Before that 

they are referred to as 'Britons'. 
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Previous scholarship4 has shown that borrowing other peoples' place-name 

generics and the occurrence of hybrids are comparatively rare and that the term 'hybrid' 

has to be satisfactorily explained. Use of hybrids as an explanation will be avoided as 

sometimes they are used as an easy get-out clause from more thorough investigation. 

Place-names act as a backdrop to which historians have often pinned their 

theories. Habitative place-names, while being evidence of settlement, do not always 

provide us with a dating for that settlement let alone show how long the language lasted 

in any given place. Cases of abuse of place-name evidence by historians are too 

numerous to list here. Chronological problems are seen in the chapters on the cair and 

tref elements below, which discuss whether we can say that one element shows earlier 

British settlement and one was more generative, i.e. more widely used, than in the 

Cumbric (post-900) era. These chapters also discuss how the terms cair and tref came to 

be applied to different types of settlement through time. For example, the settlement 

itself would change, as in the case of many tref sites, from a homestead to a village and 

then a town. Similar temporal problems have been encountered by English place-name 

scholars in seeking to establish a chronology for the use of settlement generics such as 

ing, ingham and ham. 5 

In reviewing the various primary and secondary sources for a historical outline of 

the British Hen Ogledd (the Old North) in preparation for this chapter it is apparent that 

more questions are raised than satisfactory answers found. These questions are discussed 

below. The chapter will, for reasons of space, focus on providing a historical framework 

primarily in the context of enlightening the following onomastic discussion. It is not 

within the remit of this dissertation, which deals with onomastics and language, to 

discuss the finer aspects of historical and political developments in the period from the 

5th century to the end of the 13 th
. However, it may be suggested that English and Scottish 

writers have downplayed the role of the northern Britons. Although we can expect the 

4 See Cox (1988-89:3-5) for a discussion of some of the problems. 
5 For a discussion see Gelling (1978: 106-29). 
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written histories to celebrate the 'winners', it was not clear, in the period from the 6th to 

the 11 th century, who those 'winners' would be. For a while it may have seemed as if it 

would be the Britons (or the Picts or Northumbrians) rather than the Scots who would go 

on to create a medieval state in the north of Britain. 

To summarise, this chapter will survey briefly the primary and secondary sources 

and scholarship; the post-Roman British kingdoms; the emergence of Rex Aloo and the 

kingdom of Alt Clut as a major political force and the extent of British rule; the arrival of 

the Norse and assessing the effects of the fall of Dumbarton; British survival and being 

re-named as 'Strathclyde', re-assertion and the Northumbrian collapse; the question of 

British assimilation into Scotia; the emergence of 'Cumbria' and 'Cumbrians' in 945, 

and whether they are the same as or different from Strathclyde and the 'men of 

Strathclyde'; Cumbric 'survival' in Cumberland or the re-assertion of British 

sovereignty in Cumberland and a discussion of the origins of these British; Carham and 

the end of the royal line and implications for the continuation of British lordship; the 

post-Carham period and the survival of the Cumbric language and the Cumbrians as a 

separate ethnic group thereafter; Gospatric's Writ and 'the lands that were Cumbrian'; 

later descriptions about the extent of Cumbria (e.g. the 1069 Carlisle charter mapping 

the extent of Cumbria although by then it had ceased to have any meaning); and finally, 

'partition' and 'plantation' under David I and Malcolm IV. 

1.1 Primary sources 

The few primary sources which mention P-Celtic speakers in northern Britain 

include texts such as the Ravenna List which mentions Pexa on the Antonine Wall, 

Tadoriton and Maporitum and Blatobulgium. They are reviewed by Jackson (1953:31-

75), Watson (1926: 10-43), and Rivet and Smith (1979). These are the following: Tacitus 

on Agricola; Ptolemy c.150 from an earlier source (with no mention of the Wall and 

who mentions Carbantorigon); the Antonine Itinerary, a gazetteer of chief cities and 

Roman roads c.300; the Peutinger Table c.365; the Geographer of Ravenna with a list of 



British place-names compiled in the 670 from a 4th century source; and the Notitia 

Dignitatum of Roman forces in Britain at the beginning of the 5th century. 

Written sources in Latin from the post-Roman period include Gildas c. 570, Bede 

d.737, saint's lives such as those of Patrick and Columba. There are written documents 

in OW, including the Surexit Memorandum, Llandaf Charters, Juvencus Gloss, and the 

Computus Fragment. From literature we have the court poetry of Taliesin on Urien 

Rheged, Aneirin of the Gododdin, and Myrddin of Gwenddolau's court. 

Later, in the 9th to 1 t h century, documentary sources providing evidence for the 

north British includes the Welsh Annales Cambriae, the 'Irish Chronicle' of 911 which 

underlies the Annals of Ulster and Tigemach, and the Pictish Chronicle, reviewed most 

notably by Lawrie (1905) and Anderson (1922). Documentary sources for Scottish 

place-names giving medieval forms of names can be found, for example, in the volumes 

of RMS and charters of the various kings and monasteries of Scotland 6 and England. 

In addition, we have a burgeoning amount of archaeological evidence for the people of 

this time and the further analysis and study of names and language is providing further 

insights into P-Celtic at this time. 

However, in the main, documentary evidence is scarce. Place-names, once all the 

data from each ethnic group has been collected and analysed, will prove to be one of the 

chief forms of evidence for this period in early Scotland I Cumbria. 7 

1.2 Scholarship 

Besides the work of those mentioned above we have had notable contributions 

from Jackson, Barrow, Wilson, MacQueen, Smyth, Kirby, and Taylor and Nicolaisen on 

place-names. 8 For earlier writers we have to take into account ideas prevalent at the 

time. For example, the idea of a superstratum of Celts ruling over aboriginal populations 

6 See Nicolaisen (1976:xxii-xxvi) for a listing and fuller one in the SHR (Oct. 1963) Supp. 
7 The current SPNS project to create a place-name database will prove an invaluable tool.. 
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fitted in with the imperialist credo of the 19th century, for example. Some scholarship 

could say that where there was a lack of British names it meant that the super-stratum 

was 'thin' rather than the more obvious cause that the Brittonic names were replaced by 

Norse, Gaelic or English ones.9 

2.1 Post-Roman British kingdoms 

Immediately when we begin to ask who, and where are the P-Celtic speakers we 

are faced with problems. Previous scholarship (Jackson et al.) has presented the 

Dumnonii of Scotland (mentioned by Ptolemy) as the forerunners of the Britons of 

Strathc1yde. However, this is by no means certain. In addition, in the area that would 

become Cumbria and then southern Scotland there is mention of the Votadini, the 

Selgovae and the Novantae. It is only with the Votadini,lO whose name develops into 

Guotodin and then Gododdin, that we can have a little confidence about their location, in 

this case in Lothian and north-east England. In addition, there are two tribal names 

which do not seem to survive into the 6th century with the Strathc1yde Britons, the 

Gododdin or Manau. These are the Selgovae who have been placed in the Selkirk area, 

and the Novantae in Galloway. Furthermore, it may be asked from whom does the later 

kingdom of Rheged derive. 

Rivet and Smith (1979:343-4) discuss the places attributed to the Dumnonii and 

mention Ptolemy who has them at Colonia, Vindogara, Coria, Alauna, Lindum and 

Victoria. The last two, Rivet and Smith suggest, are at Drumquhassle and Inchtuthil 

respectively, Alauna they identify with Ardoch, Perthshire. 11 These are far from the 

8 See the bibliography for their works. 
9 These issues raised are a broad and controversial subject in themselves for which there is not space for 
discussion here. 
10 Ptolemy has Otadini in his Geography see Rivet & Smith (1979:141). 
II Ptolemy describes Alauna as a polis of the Dumnonii. Rivet and Smith (1979:245) have identified this 
as a Roman fort at Ardoch on the Allan Water in Perthshire but it is not an area one associates with the 
Dumnonii. Instead it may be suggested that this polis is Alt Clut itself and a pre-Roman settlement. Firstly 
Watson noted (1926:467-69) an etymology from Alauna to give British *al- or *alo 'rock', with suffixes 
in Gaulish *acaunos *acouonos 'rocky place'. Secondly, kings at Dumbarton were known as Rex Aloo. 
On visiting Dumbarton Rock it is apparent that this was an impressive fortress needing no other name than 
'The Rock'. Cf. Gibraltar, also a fortress and also known as 'The Rock'. 
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Strathclyde basin and in lands that have been seen as that of the Caledonians 12 who in 

turn are deemed 'Pictish'. 

Further questions may be raised: firstly about the nature of tribal overlordship in 

the pre-Roman and Roman periods, and secondly about our understanding of who the 

Picts and the Britons were.13 In this period it is argued (and it will underpin some of the 

arguments in this dissertation) that they are derived from the same ethnic groUp.14 A 

summary of the argument is that the Picts, the Prydyn, as well as the Britons of Prydain, 

up until and during the Roman period, spoke dialects of P-Celtic. By the time of the 

Roman collapse the dialects diverged. This was not because of great changes in Pictish 

(as it became known as), but because British, under the influence of Latin, had changed. 

If we accept the hypothesis that Pictish was not influenced by Latin to anything like the 

same degree as British it would lead it to be a more conservative form of P-Celtic. It led 

to Pictish being recognised as a separate language 325 years later by Bede who 

commented in the 730s on its difference from the other three languages (HE 

1.1.,1969: 16-17). The earlier divergence of Pictish to form a separate branch of the P

Celtic tree is matched later by the subsequent split of Brittonic into Welsh, Cornish and 

Breton. 1S However, it is not the purpose here to discuss the people who became known 

as the Picts. Rather this chapter concentrates on the more southerly of the northern 

Britons, who emerge on to the historical record (barely) as the kingdoms of Gododdin, 

Manau, Strathclyde and perhaps Rheged. 

2.2 Overlordship and Settlement 

Before discussing each of the British kingdoms and attempting to delineate them 

it has to be made clear what is meant by 'rule', territory and kingdom. We can accept 

that Alt Clut had kings but to determine the extent of their kingdom is difficult. We 

cannot apply later medieval models of distinct territories. In tum, we cannot start putting 

12 Because of the proximity of Dunkeld, the dun of the Caledonii. 
\3 Further discussion can be found in Woolf (1998a). 
14 See also Forsyth (1997: 18-27) 
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names of kingdoms on maps and say that all that area must be British! English! Pictish

speaking. 

Equally, we have to refine our ideas about overlordship, who was ruling over whom and 

to what extent. Was it just the assertion of' overlordship', or the more thorough signs of 

conquest such as the settlement of retainers or the establishment of a bishopric? 

A typical scenario envisaged for English settlement in today's southern Scotland 

and northern England is that of armed retainers seizing royal land and power centres 

amidst a British-speaking populace. If we accept that most of the Anglian retainers were 

English speakers they may have initiated language replacement into the estates seized. 

Over time this may have spread to neighbouring estates and regianes. However, it is also 

envisaged that there may have been a considerable survival of British speech.16 One 

such example may be Carrick after the seizure of the plain of Kyle by Eadberht (750). 

We can imagine a local British leader in his regia outflanked by the English accepting 

terms from the Northumbrian king. Such a scenario would allow for the continuance of 

British speech there. 

Later on in the 10th and 11 th centuries the Cumbric expansion may have been 

similar to the Gaelic one into West Lothian, for example, where retainers took some key 

estates and implanted their language. This would lead to clusters of Gaelic place

names. 17 Similarly the Cumbric expansion was an extension of the regnum Cumbriae 

into the, by now, mostly English speaking (and Hiberno-Norse) areas. We may suspect 

that key estates were taken by Cumbric-speaking overlords and their retainers. This led 

to the creation of some Cumbric names and the spread of Cumbric speech to 

neighbouring estates. One reason that Cumbric did not survive in the south of Scotland 

15 The Picts developed their own memorial script by using symbols. It may mirror the process of the Irish 
developing Ogham and be a response to the spread of Latin for memorials as used by the Britons. 
16 Except for the initial land-grab areas on the Northumbrian east coast. This earlier period is marked by 
what may have been a type of 'ethnic cleansing' and not one of the models described by Koch (1997) who 
suggests a long period of gradual language shift. By the post-conversion period the English kingdoms 
policy toward the native Britons moved toward assimilation rather than removal, e.g. the laws of Ine. 
17 For example, the baile names in Bathgate parish WLO: Balbardie, Ballencrieff, Barbauchlaw « 
Balbaghlagh 1335). 
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was that the regnum Cumbriae only lasted c.130 years while Northumbrian rule had 

lasted for 300 years. Similarly Gaelic did not survive in Lothian as the rulership stopped 

using the language before it was widely established amongst the English-speaking 

population. 

The model of overlordship that can be applied to Alt Clut is that of it controlling 

its immediate hinterland with governance centred in its citadel. In tum this model can be 

applied to 'Rheged', Manaw centred at Stirling, and Gododdin at Castle Rock, 

Edinburgh. There may have been secondary fortresses allied to the kingship, for 

example the usage of Traprain Law allied to the central Gododdin citadel at Edinburgh. 

Each one of these kingships would seek to exert overlordship over neighbouring 

kingships; a fonn of 'lordship' similar to the modem mafia, the exacting of tribute for 

menaces. The duration of the overlordship would depend on the lifespan of the leader: 

numerous documentary sources confinn how overlordship would sometimes collapse on 

the death of the leader. Often it would be the neighbouring kingdom which would 

benefit, usually in the minority of their enemies' successor. Such a pattern can be seen to 

continue into the 13th century in the wars and raids conducted by later English and 

Scottish kings. It was legitimised, for example, in the Welsh Laws which outline that 

each good king must raid his neighbour's kingdom in the summer. 

One example of this type of overlordship is Urien as udd catraeth. Archaeology 

(e.g. Alcock (1987)) has shown that the material culture of the people at Catraeth in 

Urien's time (mid 6th century) was Gennanic. Urien, as discussed below, is 'battling in 

Aeron', which does not necessarily mean that Rheged includes Aeron (Ayr) but may 

mean that he has tried to exert 'overlordship' over it or raided it. Similarly the Picts and 

Northumbrians in 756 assert their overlordship over Alt Clut. It did not mean the end of 

British kingship, British rule or British language. It may have meant merely the handing 

over of hostages and some silver. The overlordship only lasting as long as the raiding 

party were in the area. After that things would return pretty much to nonnal. Some 
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scholarship 18 relies excessively on a model which sees the exertion of overlordship, or 

the change in the language of the names of the dynasty, as furnishing proof for the 

collapse of a kingdom, but it may not mean much at all. Indeed, for every time the 

Britons are being besieged they seem to be able to respond immediately and with 

devastating effect. 

In Scotland we can propose a model in which by the 8th century the earlier principal 

kingships have developed wider influence and hegemony. The king has established his 

powers beyond the hinterland and from now on he will seek to extend them. In order to 

do this, instead of simply raiding the territories, he begins to settle retainers there, the 

prize being land after the summer's campaign. It is arguable here whether Eadberht's 

'conquest' of the plain of Kyle is just a raid or the start of English settlement. The 

paucity of early English names in that area suggests either that this was just a raid into 

British territory or that any attempt at conquest and settlement was unsuccessful in the 

long run. With successful conquest and where the retainers gained control farmers would 

be brought in to settle and farm parts of the newly stolen territory. 

Early English place-names illustrate the differences in Northumbrian 

overlordship. As discussed below, and as illustrated to some extent by Nicolaisen, we 

can appreciate the absence of English place-names from southern Scotland except for 

Berwickshire, east Lothian, the lower Tweed valley and eastern NTB. However, we 

know that the Northumbrians were overlords over what remained of Rheged, Gododdin 

and eventually Manaw. 19 In addition, we do not know how many English names there 

were before the later Cumbric and Gaelic overlay in south-west Scotland; places like 

Maybole may just be the survivors of a much greater amount of English settlement 

names. The Northumbrians tried to exert their overlordship over Alt Clut and the 

18 E.g. MacQuarrie in Grant & Stringer (1993:1-19). 
19 This leads one to suggest that the areas with early English names are those parts of Rheged and 
Gododdin taken before the final collapse of the British kingship in those areas and the areas devoid of 
English names, but that we know to be under partially Northumbrian rule, must have been the previous 
areas of Rheged and Gododdin under British kingship. In turn, this underlines the need to establish a 
chronology for early Bernicianl Northumbrian settlement generics to establish when English settlement 

happened. 
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southern Picts with varying degrees of success. However, after Dunnichen (685) the 

successes were over and the 'protection racket' opened up to all comers. 

When a king felt secure in his new borders by and large he established a 

bishopric there (e.g.Whithorn), with one bishop per kingdom.2o This would help give 

stronger governance (and/or extortion), the emergence of kingdoms with distinct 

borders, and for the people living within them, language shift to that of the dominant 

group. Where no bishopric is set up by the incomers it suggests the existence of a 

province with very distinct identities surviving. 

2.3 'Rheged' and Gwenddolau's Powys 

'Rheged'and Gododdin are mentioned only in later medieval Welsh literature. 

For Rheged there is little evidence for it other than the literature and two (dubious) 

place-names which may refer to the kingdom.21 Problems start immediately even with 

the name 'Rheged': it may be interpreted as rhag coed, 'by the wood', or it may just be 

an epithet i.e. Urien Rheged 'Urien the generous/liberal,.22 The idea that scholarship 

has, on the whole, been party to is that 'Rheged' refers to a kingdom, but this may be a 

complete misinterpretation. However, despite the many problems with the historicity of 

the literature Urien's kingdom will be referred to here as 'Rheged' simply for the lack of 

an alternative. 

It is problematic to map the possible extent of 'Rheged'. Previously scholarship 

has focused on the place-name Dun Ragit on Luce Bay, Galloway, and Reced dale, now 

Rochdale, as places which contain the name Rheged. 23 In addition, a Ith century poem 

20 Except where bishoprics were already established. In Anglo-Saxon England bishoprics were altered, 
suppressed and/or restored as over-kings established more lasting control. 
21 See Williams' discussion (CT xxxix-xlii) mentioning Ekwall's suggestion of Rheged containing rae 
'against' and coet 'wood' and suggestions for Yr echwydd, Goddeu and Llwyfenydd. 
22 rhegedis a now obsolete W. word for 'liberality', cf. anrheg 'gift'. 
23 While one can accept that Dun Ragit, ignoring Irish examples (Dun Reichet), may be referring to 
Rheged, Rochdale from reced dale must surely refer to OE reced 'hall'. However, the river Roch was 
Rached or Rachet in the 13 th c. which may contain the name. There is a Righed recorded in Ruthwell 
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mentions Carlisle as being in the region of tir Rheged?4 However, rather than accepting 

such a huge area we may be safer in seeing 'Rheged' as signifying a single kingship 

with overlordship perhaps over Dumfriesshire, Westmorland, the North Riding, 

Cumberland and the Eden valley. It may have been centred either at Catraeth, identified 

with Richmond and the place most mentioned in the Taliesin poems, or in the 

Llwyfennydd area, identified with the Lyvennet river CMB, or at Gwen Ystrat / 

Gwensteri identified with Winsterdale near Windermere (or even elsewhere in the area). 

The literature from Taliesin mentions the boundaries of Rheged eight times in 

the poems about Urien. In addition, areas said to have been under Urien's rule are 

Aeron, Yrechwydd, Gwen Ystrad, Llwyfenydd, Goddeu and perhaps Catraeth. Clancy 

(1997:5) has suggested that 'the use of multiple terms for Urien's domain does lend 

credence to the view Rheged was not a single kingdom, but rather the name for a 

confederation of smaller territories'. He continues: 'Confederation may be too friendly a 

term ... the impression given elsewhere is of kingdoms trying to gain overlordship of 

their neighbours'. The extent and name of Uri en's kingdom can be compared with the 

kingdom of Gwynedd where the kings there were entitled the 'king' or 'lord' of 

Aberffraw or Mon, referring to the central part of a broader kingdom. 

Urien's kingdom may mirror what we know of the citadel at Alt Clut, that was 

not yet the 'kingdom' of Strathclyde but it was a centre of a wider hegemony. Similarly 

we can envisage a British king, in the twilight of romanitas, taking tribute from varying 

neighbouring areas from his post-Roman citadel, raiding in Yr echwydd and defending in 

Aeron. 

In addition, he may have had other lands on his cylch, lands providing the royal 

retinue, one of the most favoured being Llwyfennydd and Gwen Ystrad. It compares well 

parish, Dumfriesshire in RGS (1460) near Tynron (itself probably from Din Rhun). However, Righed is 
most likely from 'rig head'. 
24 See Williams I. (1980:83) for references for the poem by Tywysog Hywel ap Owain Gwynedd. 
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with the later Arthurian stories of Arthur's military base being at Caerlleon and his 

summer residence being at Kelliwic, Cornwall. 

2.4 Otadini / Votadini / Gododdin 

The earliest references we have to the people latterly known as the Gododdin are 

references to the Votadini.25 The extent of Gododdin's remaining territory before the 

loss of Din Eidyn, probably in 638,26 may be indicated in the later Gaelic poem Duan 

Albanach27 where Fotudain is the area between the Forth and the Haddington Tyne. 

That this area of northern Northumbria should keep this name until the Gaelic arrival, 

and long after English rule had been established, may indicate some survival of British 

speech here.28 

Recent scholarly discussion of the poem Y Gododdin attributed to Aneirin has 

focused on John Koch's contribution to the debate?9 Despite some criticisms his work 

has initiated a new way of looking at the historical setting30 and he has suggested some 

'Cumbric' linguistic innovations. His historical suggestions stem from a more complex 

view of the period and intra-ethnic relations.31 Rather than single monoethnic blocs he 

argues that English people were settled in places like Catraeth, under the overlordship of 

British rulers such as Urien. Even if scholars disagree whether the Cat Catraeth is the 

same event as Gweith Gwen Ystrat, it remains a fact, discussed by Alcock (1987), that 

there were English settlers in the Catterick area perhaps as early as the late 5th century. 

Their settlement there accords with the earlier settling of English people mentioned by 

Gildas, for example, in order to fight against 'Picts' and 'Scots'. Similarly Urien could 

expect his English cohorts to fight his British enemies, just as he would eliminate any 

25 Further discussion can be found in Rivet and Smith (1979: 508-9) and Jackson (1969). 
26 638 has been detennined as the fall of Din Eidyn (Edinburgh) to Oswald of Northumbria. However, the 
AU, which only refers to obsessio Etin, 'the siege of Edinburgh', is not conclusive proof that Edinburgh 
actually fell to the English in 638. 
27 For which see Jackson (1955: 165-66) 
28 Alternatively, it may also only indicate a continuity of naming practice in Fife. 
29 See Koch (1997). 
30 See for example Isaac (1998) and Padel's review in CMCS 35 (1998) 45-55. 
31 See Koch (1997) III The battle of Catraeth, a historical reconsideration, xiii-xxvi. 
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English rebellion such as that of the Anglian leader Theoderic. A later British versus 

Saxon scenario may have been telescoped onto the past by 9th _13th century Welsh and 

English writers when divisions between Britons and the (by then) dominant Saxons, 

drew on ethnic distinctions. 

2. 5 Pre-870 Al Clud / Petra Cloithe / Alt Clut 

The kingdom called Alt Clut is referred to here as Alt Clut because until 872 

there is no evidence for its connection with, or the existence of, 'Strathclyde' the 

kingdom.32 We know that there was a base of kingship here and we know these kings 

were major players in the four-way ethnic split that was early medieval 'Scotland'. 

Early evidence about the kings in Alt Clut comes from St Patrick, the 5th century 

British bishop. Patrick wrote sometime in the mid_5th century between the 430s and 

490s. One of Patrick's letters is addressed to the milites Corotici, the teulu or warband of 

Ceredig. In this Patrick criticises Ceredig as allies of the Scots and Picts, not' fellow

citizens of Romans and Christians', reflecting the romanitas that the British, or at least 

Patrick, still felt themselves to be part of. 

But their rulers are referred to as Rex aloo and the citadel elsewhere as Al Clut, 

All Clud, the 'rock of the Clyde' or Dumbarton Rock - not 'Strathclyde' .33 The Life of 

St. Patrick also refers to Coroticus as rex Aloo. Adommin, one of the best sources for our 

period, describes Rhydderch Hen reigning in petra Cloithe (VC i.IS). Bede describes the 

citadel as civitas munitissima Brettonum quae vocatur Alcluith (1: 1-2) and urbem 

Alcluith (l: 12) and he translates it as petra Cluit. 

32 The earliest form for Bishop Auckland, Durham, is Alelit 1050 HSC. It warns us of the pitfalls in 

interpretation. 
33 See p.7 n.ll Alauna > Alaa. 
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In the Irish annals the kings are called rex Ala Cluaithe. 34 When it is attacked, 

according to Symeon of Durham, by Unust, King of the Picts, and Eadberht of 

Northumbria in 756 it is on Alcluth. In 870 AU we hear of the cambustia Ala Cluadhe. 

Early Welsh literature supports this; Taliesin in praising Urien Rheged, declares 

kat yn ryt alclut CT vii. This ryt (rhyd) or 'ford' has been identified as the ford at the 

Dumbuck barrier which was still in use in the 18th century. More indirectly, CT 63 

describes the peace under Gwallawg, a gaer glut hyt gaer garadawc, which may be 

referring to Alt Clut (see Williams 1987:15). Up until the siege of870 it is still referred 

to as Al Clud, while the siege is referred to as Obsessia Ailech Cluathe and the 

destruction of arx Alt Clut in AC. 

However, this loss seems to have led to an international change in terminology as 

we have, two years later, in AU, a reference to King Arthgal as rex Britanarum Sratha 

Cluade, who is killed 'by the counsel of Custantin mac Cinaeda' and so Alt Clut is dead 

and 'Strathclyde' is born. English sources describe the onslaught of the Norse on 

Straetled Wealas (ASC), Strecledenses (St. Neots), Stratcluttenses (Asser). 

In turn, by 945, there had been a further change in nomenclature where the 

kingdom of the north Britons is referred to as Cumbra-Iand [ASC]35 and the re

expansionist, ambitious, medieval proto-state of Cumbria emerges. This later Cumbria is 

discussed below. 

It is problematic even to begin to describe what the boundaries of Alt Clut were. 

It is probably best to suggest a minimum and maximum extent as to its boundaries.
36 

34 658 AU, 694 AU, 722 AU and 752 AT. 
35 ASC A : '945 Her Eadmund cyning oferhergode eal Cumbra land 7 hit let to eal Malculme Scotta 
cyninge on jxet gerad jxet he weere his midwyrhta eegjJer ge on see ge on lan~e'. 
(This year King Edmund overran all Cumberland; and let it all to Malcolm kmg of the Scots, on the 
condition that he became his ally, both by sea and land). 
36 See discussions by Koch (BBCS, xxx, 3-4, 296-303), Williams I. (1982: 82-84), Williams I. (CT,1960: 

xxiii-xxxi). 
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Previous scholarship has mistakenly printed 'Strathclyde' at various locations on maps 

ofpre-870 south-west Scotland.37 Ayrshire and Renfrewshire are always included but 

there is no clear evidence for this. The literature (e.g. CT 'Cynon of Aeron') indicates 

that Aeron, in this area, was a distinct British kingdom.38 One could take a default 

position and ask, if the Britons were not living there, who was, but beyond that it does 

not provide many answers. Place-names from the area (strat Gryfe) and the later 

dedications and associations with St Uinniau39 indicate earlier British rule. As for 

Ayrshire and Kyle recent excavations at Dundonald 40 suggest British occupation in our 

period. Perhaps all we can do is take a default position in that even if these regions were 

dominated by Anglian or other kings their populations can have remained British 

through to the Cumbric period. 

2.6 Manau/ Mynaw / Manann 

Control of Manau, as even the briefest look at later Scottish history and 

geography will tell, is pivotal in the control of central Scotland. Also, perhaps because 

the area has been so contested, and the history so contorted, Manau has received less 

attention than Alt Clut or Gododdin. 

Sources 

Manaw Gododdin is mentioned in one MS of the HB as being the place of origin 

of Cunedda, founder of the first dynasty of Gwynedd. Jackson has pointed out that 

Gododdin has been added to Manaw to distinguish it from Manaw, the Isle of Man, and 

that it should not be taken as the name of the kingdom. To go further, one may add that 

it also means that Manau was not necessarily part of Gododdin either. 

A Manau is mentioned twice in AU at 582 and 583: bellum Manonn, either a 

battle, or possibly two battles (or just mentioned twice), in which Aedan mac Gabrain is 

37 For example, see Koch (l997:cxliv) 
38 Incuneningum c.730 Bede, probably Cunningham, suggests a British leader in his regia, possibly even 

named after Cynon himself. 
39 Carwinning, Ki lwinning. 



the winner. It may refer either to Manau or Man. However, as Clancy (1998:8) has 

suggested, the AU, four years previously, uses Eufanial Eumania for Man in an entry 

describing the journey of the Ulaid to Man, suggesting that the plain of Manau is 

referred to in the 582 entry. He also points out that Aedan mac Gabrc:iin had a victory in 

Manau c.582/3. The king of Dalriada would have a more strategic reason to be raiding 

here than a long sea trip to the Isle of Man. AT has Cath Manand for example at 583. 

Anderson noted that the various forms are the Ir. genitive of Mano 41 equivalent with Vv'. 

Manau, and states that the Man referred to is the Isle of Man and that it is 'without doubt 

the meaning of Mano here' (1990:90 n.3) which makes less sense. AC has bellum contra 

Eubonian. 

The next entry is in 711 where on campus Manonn (AT campo Manand) there is 

a battle between the Picts and Northumbrians. Also ASC (MS D, E, s.a. 710) mentions 

the battle and gives us some idea as to the extent of Manau at least around 711. It says 

that the battle was fought betwix Hoefe 7 Coere, 'between the Avon and Carron' rivers. 

Lastly, an emended passage in the HB42 on Atbret Iudeu the 'restitution of Iudeu' in 655 

may gloss the 'fortress of Iudeu' by referring to it as being in Manau. 

Literature 

In CT v Urien and his teulu raid Mynaw. In the raid cattle are stolen suggesting a 

land-based Manau simply because of the difficulties in stealing cattle from an island 

perhaps a day's sail away and that there is no mention of any boats. 

A suggestion by Williams (1987:120-21) is an emendation ofCT xi, 'in praise of 

Gwallawg', where warbands are described as from Pryd[yJn and 0 berth Maw ac eidin. 

Williams suggested emending this to 0 Berth Ma[naJw ac Eidin, 'from Manaw's Perth 

and Edinburgh'. Such an emendation is difficult to accept. Even if we can accept the 

40 This may be derived either from G. Dim Domnaill or Cu. Din Dyfmml. 
-11 Watson states that 'In early Gaelic Manau would become Manu, Mana with genitive Mannan' 
(1926: I 03). 
42 See HB Ch. 15 
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unlikely probability that Perth was of any importance then it is also too far north to be 

within the bounds of Manaw.43 

The later poem Armes Pryde in calls on those 0 Vynaw hyt Lydaw, 'from Mynaw 

to (as far as) Brittany'. This is also interesting as it illustrates the south Welsh perception 

of who were fellow Britons and how far north this extended. 

Place-names 

Place-names are useful in beginning to delineate the extent of Manaw, yet again 

bearing in mind the fluidity of borders. Slamannan WLO, Slefmanyn 1275, denotes in 

Gaelic the 'high moorland of Manaw' and probably on the southern frontier of Manau. 

Clackmannan, G. for 'the stone of Manaw', is in the centre of Clackmannan 

town.
44 

The northern boundary may be marked by Cremannan in Balfron parish, STL. A 

1296 form John de Cromenoc and a 1303 Cromennane may be G for crioch Manann 

'Manann's border'. Watson was troubled by the boundary extending so far west but 

boundaries were not fixed and we can see Manaw as comprising some of Stirlingshire 

and Clackmannanshire. Borders can be envisaged as comprising the Ochils in the north, 

to the Cleish hills in the west. It may have included Culross, itself a detached portion of 

Perthshire and earlier of Strathearn in the middle ages. Clancy has noted the two 

descriptions of the dominion of St Serf of CuIross (Servanus?) which seem to include 

some of Clackmannanshire. As above I suggest it includes all of CLA. The north-west 

boundary did not extend much farther than Stirling itself, to the existing Perthshirel 

Stirlingshire border, making Stirling very much a border fortress. The western boundary 

would be where STL met the Lennox / DMB, between these stood the bog and high 

ground of Bannog. A further historical and literary reference is the battle of Strath 

.. 3 Williams mentions (1987:120) Watson on maw and its occurrence as a place-name and that is a fonn of 
magh, corresponding with W ma 'plain' pI. maeu. 
44 Watson (1926: 103) suggested that this may have been an earlier British clog 'stone'; one can also 
suggest W. lIech 'slate'. The stone itself was moved to the centre from the nearby hill Craig Ree, the peak 
being named King's View. The hill name as G. creag righ suggests that there may have been a centre of 
kingship, a lIys (or lias), at Clachmannan. 
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Carron (642) where the British slaughtered the Gaels, again emphasising the strategic 

importance of this contested area. 

2.7 The Miathi / Maetae and Manaw 

Similarly with the Gododdin, Manau is linked with an earlier tribal group the 

Miathai (to name them in Gaelic), earlier Lat. Maeatae. Place-names appear to have 

preserved this name with Dumyat Hill and Myot Hill near Stirling. Cassius Dio 45 

mentions that Britain north of the Antonine Wall was divided between the Calidonii and 

the Maeatae, these having subsumed other tribes. This latter idea is plausible if we 

accept the idea of overlordship of other tribes. It has been argued that the Maeatae are 

Pictish because they come from north of the Antonine Wall. However, it may be 

suggested that the difference between Pictish and British is an outside construct. In the 

spectrum of dialects that made up British from Nantes to Orkney, that of Manaw would 

be a shading, albeit perhaps more of a Pictish variety because of the situation leading to 

less influence by Latin. The absence of Pictish-style sculpture from the area outlined 

above does suggest that Manaw falls within the British area, and it is in the British world 

of the Taliesin poems. In addition, Dio describes the Maeatae (and the Calidonii) as the 

'two very great races of Brettanni'(see Rivet & Smith 1979:101). 

Later Bede tells us that the place Peanfahel (Kinneil) had a Pictish name, and 

this lies just outside the border of Manaw. In tum this may mean that the Picts 

conquered Manaw after 685.46 Clancy (1998: 11) has suggested that any ethnic tag 

adopted or applied to Manaw may be 'for political rather than for overt cultural reasons' . 

In addition, it may be suggested that the cross-over point when one stopped being of 

Prydain (W. 'Britain') and started being Prydyn (W. 'Pictish') in our period may have 

been a very fine, almost indistinguishable, line. 

45 Xiphihnus is our testament to Dio here, whose History is lost in this part. See Rivet and Smith 

(1979: I 00-1 02). . 
46 James Fraser bye-mail (22/3/2002, Celtic department, University of Edinburgh) suggests that the kmgs 
of Fortriu moved into Manau in the 590s. 
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A probable early battle between the Gaels and the Maeatae is recorded in AT 

(s.a.594) as cath Circennd, the 'battle of Circenn'. Watson (1926:58) discussed how the 

name Maeatae is similar to other Gaulish tribal groups names (e.g. Nantu-atai, Gal-alai, 

Gais-atai). He states that Maiat would regularly become Miath in 01. We hear of the 

bellum Miathorum from Adommln in which Aedan mac Gabrain is fighting. We can 

therefore envisage the Maeatae living in the area of Manaw even though the word 

'Manau' itself is not derived from Maeatael Miathi (or a British reflex ofMaeatae, 

* Maead or * Mayad). In turn one can speculate that the name Manau, Mynaw may be 

derived from a deity or individual (cf. Manawyddan, Mannan). The place Clackmannan 

describes one point, possibly the important central meeting point and royal inauguration 

site, for the whole area. Perhaps the Maeatae tribal god or original chief was Man after 

whom they named their land referring to the land of that deity. One comparison is Clach 

Maben which is also a stone named after an individual or deity Maben, and lends its 

name to an area (Lochmaben, Carmaben). Also we can compare derivations of Votadini 

and Dumnonii.47 

2.8 Stirling 

Stirling is referred to by Bede as urbs Giudi 48 (where he mentions it along with 

urbs Al Cluith) and by HB as ludeu. Names for the Forth are Merin luddew or lodeo 

(Gododdin), in Gaelic (MI) Muir nGuidan, names indicating the importance of this 

fortress at the head of the Forth. It can be envisaged as being as important to those of 

Manaw as Din Eidyn was to the Gododdin. Scholarship has suggested that ludeu may 

the British name for Stirling. However, in the tref chapter an alternative is proposed. 

3.2 Using English place-names to delineate British kingdoms 

The discussion above outlines the difficulties we have delineating the British 

kingdoms. However, to some extent we can circumvent these problems by establishing 

where the early English place-names are. It is perhaps ironic but it is English I 

47 For Votadini and Dumnonii see Rivet and Smith (1979: 509 and 343, respectively). 
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Northumbrian settlement names that may give us the most clear idea of the boundaries 

of our pre-800 British kingdoms. By this process we can establish where Northumbrian 

settlement was. In turn, by default, the assumption is that the areas lacking in early 

English settlement names must have been British. Nicolaisen has provided us with a 

series of maps detailing settlement sites by place-names (1976:74-75). 

Nicolaisen (1976:68-83) rightly questioned the accepted chronology of English 

settlement names in the 1970's.49 In addition, he emphasised the need to establish a 

specifically Anglian chronology. As Anglian settlement in Bernicia was to come later 

than Saxon settlement in south-east England it is necessary to build a picture of regional 

usage of English generics and chronology. 

If we accept here that names containing -ham represent the earliest settlement; 50 

and then overlay them with the subsequent generics we can get a picture of the extent of 

Northumbrian settlement (e.g. see Nicolaisen 1976:74-5). Ifwe then add known British 

settlement names we should reach an inverse picture of English settlement and this in 

theory should represent British settlement. Next we need to establish up to what date 

these early English names were being coined and to what date Nicolaisen's maps 

represent settlement- name usage. On his Anglian crosses map he gives an end date of 

850 (1976:82) and this accords well with the history if we date Cumbric expansion 

afterwards to the 900s. Secondly, the maps provide evidence of Cumbric expansion 

when combined with distribution maps of Cumbric settlement generics. 

Ifwe take all of Nicolaisen's early English place-name maps, even disregarding 

the chronology problem, we can see that English settlement names are concentrated 

along the east coast with a density in the lower Tweed, east Durham, the east of 

48 See Jackson for the debate on location (1981 :1). He gives the name as ludeu, Giudi being Bede's effort 
to render it into English spelling. 
49 This chronological sequence accepted until the 1960's was respectively; -ing, -ingham, -ham, with -tun 
coming later. Revisions such as Gelling established -ham, -ingham, -ing as a better order although not 
without qualifications, one of the main considerations being regional differences (Gelling, 1978: 106-129). 
50 The case for -ham being earlier was established by Gelling (1978: 1 06-129). 
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Northumberland, Berwickshire and East Lothian. In addition, there is a scattering of 

names in Cumberland and Westmorland. The absence of names along the north coast of 

the Solway Firth is surprising considering the historical and archaeological evidence 

(Brooke et al.) showing how Anglicised this area was. Indeed their complete absence 

from the Whithom area is most notable. Next we have the tiny cluster of names (4) in 

Kyle including Maybole, Prestwick, and perhaps Eaglesham (although if the first 

element is from Gaelic eaglais and not Cu. eglwys it would be Gaelic from after the 

Cumbric period). This little group has been seen as representing post-750 Anglian 

settlement after Eadberht's taking of the plain of Kyle. One conclusion that we can draw 

from this is that the areas without English names were British. It is immediately 

noticeable that Lanarkshire and Dumbartonshire are devoid of early English names as 

we would expect. It may indicate a compact British kingdom controlled from Alt Clut. In 

addition, the upper reaches of the Tweed, Peebleshire and most of Dumfriesshire also 

only have about three English names. The pattern in West Lothian is similar. Similarly, 

the area that came to be known as Galloway also, according to Nicolaisen's map, has no 

surviving early English place-name generics. 51 However, it can be seen that a major 

problem with establishing a place-name sequence in this area is that it may prove 

impossible to distinguish between areas where the English never settled to those where 

they settled and named but which were later replaced by Cumbric or Gaelic names. 

If we match the distribution up with the historical data, the lack of early English 

names appears very odd. We know that Northumbria established a bishopric at Whithom 

implying settled, established English rule (and settlement) over an area. Yet in the 

absence of early English settlement generics the question remains as to who were they 

ruling. The answer would seem to be a mixed population of British and Angles. The 

presence of Anglian style crosses in the area indicates an English presence and studies 

by Brooke (1986) have suggested that the area was populated by zones of British and 

Anglian estates. It also shows the weakness of, and how we cannot rely on, onomastic 

evidence alone in apportioning areas to certain ethnicities. 

51 Kircudbright, being a dedication to St. Cuthbert, hints at early Anglian settlement in KCB. 
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The overlay of English names in Cumberland may reflect the English takeover of 

the area previously ruled by Urien Rheged's dynasty. However, we still cannot say that 

all of the area from Stranraer to Stainmoor and east to Catterick was 'Rheged', if it was 

a single kingdom at all. Rather it is likely that Urien's kingdom was a composite 

kingdom consisting of the lordship itself, perhaps in the Catterick or Penrithl Eden 

valley area. In tum it had overlordship of other British areas, perhaps Aeron (Ayr), 

Novant (Stranraerl Rhinns), KCB, DMF, Teviotdale and probably English areas in the 

east. 52 That it ruled over various British areas may have provided a precedent for 

Northumbrian kings to take over such a widespread overlordship. The Northumbrian 

kingship by conquest and marriage alliance took over 'Rheged', that it should also 

inherit the other British areas under Urien's dominion, despite what British kings may 

have thought, may have been justifiable to them and would be desirable. 

The ethnic chronology of names in some areas of Scotland goes from British to 

Northumbrian to British I Cumbric. From the composite map (see Fig. 3) we can see 

more clearly what the historical, and as will be discussed later, the onomastic evidence 

hints at. This is that in the period of Northum brian collapse the Cumbrians (either as a 

people I kingdom or as several lordships ) not only pushed down into the Eden valley 

taking Dumfriesshire along the way but also settled in West Lothian, Peeblesshire, and, 

going by the concentration of trefsites in Carrick, pushed out from a Strathclyde 'core' 

area and took all of Ayrshire. Galloway may have remained British and lor English but 

with an increasing population of Hibemo-Norse made up of Norse and Gaelic speakers. 

There are few early English names left in southern Scotland outwith the area of 

the south-east coast and the lower Tweed valley. Scattered here and there are a few in 

Dumfriesshire, Whithom and in Kyle. These may be seen either as outlying 

Northumbrian settlements set amongst a British population with a British aristocracy or 

that other English names have not survived following subsequent overlay. The areas 
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without early English names may be seen as British and British speaking. We may allow 

for some short term English lordships. No doubt after 300 years of English rule some of 

these British areas, and especially the elite, may have become English speakers with 

English names. Similarly some English incomers may have become British speakers in 

the 8th century. 

The main cause of change in nomenclature in these territories was not until the 

arrival and settlement of the Norse in the south-west (in 902) and the later settlement of 

Gaelic speakers in the rest of Cumbria after 1018. In turn it is possible that all Norse and 

Gaelic names may overlie earlier English and British names. There is no evidence for 

the Gaelic and Norse names being any earlier. 53 The Cumbrian expansion may have 

been aided in that large areas were still British speaking and had British overlords. 

In addition, Anglian crosses are mainly confined to the south-east of Scotland. 54 

Their distribution suggests that, as with later Cumbrian rule, Northumbrian rule did not 

necessarily equal Northumbrian, English-speaking settlement. Instead it indicates that 

Northumbria probably ruled over large areas of British speakers in the period to 890. 

Northumbrian settlement is probably only partially indicated by a composite map of the 

early English place-names and the Anglian crosses (see Nicolaisen's maps 1976:74,75, 

82). It has to be considered that many English place-names may have disappeared 

following the Cumbric expansion, and then the later Gaelic one, meaning that the 

surviving English names tell us only where the later overlay of Cumbric and Gaelic 

names failed to reach, rather than original Anglian settlement. 

In this way it can be seen that English place-name distribution serves as a useful 

tool. In comparison, and ironically, a map of British place-names is less useful in 

52 See Koch's discussion (1997:ix-cxxvii, especially lxxxii and xci). 
53 See Taylor's recent discussion (2001)ofsliabh names in the Rhinns which undermined Nicolaisen's 
argument that they represent very early Gaelic settlement. 
54 Exceptions are Whithom and Ruthwel1. 
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determining British settlement, as we have to account for subsequent overla/ 5 and for 

each area a chronology has to be established. Lastly, we do not know how many Old 

English names there were originally or their distribution. 

Alternatively the English distribution may indicate distant rule. Examples such as 

Prestwick, Fenwick, and Maybole in Ayrshire, may have been either like plantations 

amongst Britons or areas where British re-conquest had failed. Cunningham provides a 

very useful example of the problems of overlay upon overlay that we have. -ingham 

indicates early English settlement. However, Cunningham is a village name and it is odd 

to find it referring to a territory. There are a few examples of names using the -ham 

generic that refer to territories in Europe e.g. Trondheim and Bohemia. In addition, the 

earliest spelling of Cunningham is Cunniningham56 and seems to refer to the -ingham of 

Cunnin, perhaps Cynan a British name. It suggests a British estate, perhaps with a 

British lord or owner, but named by the English. 

A later Norse overlay is found in Galloway (see Nicolaisen 1976: 102) and in 

Durnfriesshire where the east part of the county was known as the 'Norse parishes'. 

However, whether this influx of Norse names into Durnfriesshire and Galloway are 

contemporary with each other is unlikely. The Galloway ones look like primary 

settlements of Hiberno-Norse. The Dumfriesshire ones may be much later and be the 

result of Danish settlers brought in by Anglo-Norman lords as Meschin did in 

Cumberland. Just as with the Cumbric expansion we have no documentary sources 

detailing the Hiberno-Norse settlement here. As with English place-name study it can be 

seen that further research is needed in establishing a Norse and Hiberno-Norse 

chronology for the usage of generic elements and for a possible Anglian underlay in 

these names. 

55 As we have to do with English place-names. 
56 From 8ede, c.730 Histaria Ecclesiastica. Also see Nicolaisen's discussion (1976:70-71). 
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3.1 Cumbrae 

Our knowledge about the extent of British rule in the post-870 period is helped 

by the Norse naming of Cumbrae 'Cumbric islands'. This is a useful fact for a number 

of reasons. It illustrates that the Norse recognised a group called the Cumbrians as 

distinct and it indicates that the Norse recognised the islands as Cumbric territory, or at 

least inhabited by Cumbric speakers. Before the Norse attacks it is difficult to establish 

the extent of British rule but if the Norse can call them Cumbrian, it shows either that 

the islands, and presumably Renfrewshire, have stayed British or that British power had 

extended there in the period when the Britons started to be known as 'Cumbrians'. 

However, it cannot be said that the Norse differentiated between Cumbrians and Cymry. 

4.1 Earlier expansion / 'reconquest'? 

Documentary sources help to delineate the pre-870 fluctuating borders of Alt 

Clut. English sources57 tell us of the 750 conquest of the plain of Kyle by Eadbert of 

Northumbria. In order for the area to have been conquered by an English king it shows 

clearly that it was previously under British rule although not necessarily that of Alt Clut. 

At high points in the history of Alt Clut its power may well have extended southwards to 

the Solway or at least to the Beattock pass. Northwards may have contained one core 

area of the Alt Clut hinterland, the Lennox. Clach nam Breatann,58 just north of Loch 

Lomond, may mark the northern boundary. 

However, these boundaries were fluid. There were potentially three main periods 

of British re- expansion, before that of Cumbria in the 900s, usually at the expense of 

Northumbria and any of these may have led to the establishment of British place-names. 

Such re-conquest may have been the period 642-655 after the defeat of Oswald and the 

period of war including Strath Carron, and Atbret Iudeu, where a British alliance under 

the leadership of the Mercian Penda almost led to the collapse of North umbria. 

However, this would probably be too short a period to establish any place-names. The 

57 Bede EH p574, Continuatio Baedae. 
58 As a clach /llech stone marker it is mirrored by the Rere cross stone boundary marker. 
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second potential period, perhaps of greater extension, was after the great Pictish victory 

at Din Nechtain in 685. 

This may have led to the British taking advantage and extending their territories, 

and Macquarrie suggests this went to the Solway (1993: 19) although Whithom seems to 

remain Anglian. For 685 Bede (H.E. iv, 26) tells us that Aldfrith 'restored the ruined 

state of the kingdom, although within narrower bounds'. We are told that the Picts, 

Scots, and Britons 'invaded' a great part of England suggesting that the Britons 

reclaimed territories. This period of the first re-expansion is possibly represented by a 

layer of British settlement names as well as the later Cumbric period. 59 Low points in the 

history may have been 658 and the death of Guret king of Dumbarton and the mid 8th 

century, with Eadberht's overrunning of the plain of Kyle (750). However, despite such 

low points and some Northumbrian re-expansion the thin record may obscure the extent 

of British power even at its low points. 

756 saw the following entry from Bede's Continuato: 

In the year from the Lord's Incarnation 756, Eadberht in the eighteenth year of his reign, and 

Onuist king of the Picts led an army to the town of Dumbarton. And hence the Britons received 

terms there, on the first day of the month of August. On the tenth day of the same month, however, 

almost the whole army which he led from Ovania to Niwanbirig, that is the 'new city', perished.60 

Anderson (1922:234), MacQuarrie (1993: 11) and Kirby (1991 :150) have discussed 

this entry as implying a 'siege' of the Britons. Kirby and Anderson also assume that it 

was the Britons who slaughtered Eadberht's army ten days later despite being besieged 

by the Pictish and English allies. Recent scholarship on this entry has gone some way in 

59 Koch (1 997:lxiv-lxv) also suggests periods of expansion, from Strath Carron up to Bede's time, and he 
proposes that the British mention of warriors from Gododdin was used to back up their 'reconquest' of 
West Lothian. 
60Anno ab incarnatione Dominica DCCLV/ Eadberht rex xviii. anna regni sui, et Unust rex Pictorum, 
duxerunt exercitum ad urbem Alcwith [recte Alcluith]. /bique Brittones inde condition em receperunt, 
prima die mensis Augusti. Decima autem die eiusdem mensis interiit exercitus poene omnis quem duxit de 
Ovania ad Niwinbirig, id est novam civitatem. 
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providing new interpretation. Breeze (1999: 133_7)61 has convincingly identified Ovania 

as Govan. Woolf (2001: 15-18) has suggested that Niwanbirig was not in Bernicia but 

Mercia. Woolf also suggests that Dumbarton was not besieged but that the allies may 

have approached in order to achieve terms either for the British to join them or for oaths 

to be extracted and hostages taken while they ventured south. Woolf states that; 'the idea 

that Onuist was involved in an expedition against iEthelbald's Mercia from which he 

very nearly failed to return finds some support in the oldest surviving version of the 

origin legend of St Andrews. In this account, compiled in its present form between 1093 

and 1107, Ungus son ofUrguist led an expedition to the southern part of the island ad 

eampum Mere where he was surrounded by his enemies. With most of his soldiers slain 

he was forced to return to Pictavia on foot, we are told, accompanied by only seven of 

his closest companions' . 

It remains unclear as to who defeated the allied army, which may have included north 

Britons. However, if we accept Woolfs identification that Niwanbirig is in Mercia it 

appears likely that it was the army of Aethelbald of Mercia and not the British who were 

the victors. 

In 849 we hear of the Britons burning Dunblane.62 This is of note as it shows either 

that the Britons were raiding from Clydesdale or that they may have had control over 

Manau, (if this was not Pictish controlled) in this case raiding from Stirling. It may also 

go some way to explain how we find some late sounding British names in STL and 

WLO and the Dunblane attack may mark another re-expansion of the British before that 

of the 10th century. 

However, although the British may have established some settlements and coined 

some names, their periods of re-expansion did not last as long as the 10th century 

61 See Breeze (1999: 133-7). He has been supported by Koch for which see Koch's appendix to Forsyth's 
paper, 'Evidence of a lost Pictish source in the Historia Regum Anglorum of Symeon of Durham', in 
Taylor ed. (2000:33-4). 
62 See Anderson (1922:vol 1, 301-2) quoting ehron.of the Kings of Scotland. 
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Cumbric one. In turn this suggests that many British names outwith Clydesdale and the 

Lennox, were coined in the Cumbric period between c.900-1 050. 

From Strathclyde to Cumbria 870 - 1040 

5.1 Sources and names, contemporary and late 

In 872 we discover a change in nomenclature for the Britons of Alt Clut. Their 

king Arthgal was killed by counsel of Custantin mac Cinaeda and he is described in AU 

as rex Britanorum Sratha Cluade. The change is also reflected in the ASC (MS D) 

where in 875 it mentions Scandinavians raiding Strcetled Wealas. 63 Asser, meanwhile, 

has the Stratcluttenses. A further change in title happens in 945 when the kingdom is 

called Cumbraland in the ASC (A c.960). This is the first mention of it in an English 

source and it mentions Edmund's ravaging all Cumberland. That it refers to the same 

kingdom is shown by the AC which have for the same date a raid on Ystrat Clut. This is 

of note as it suggests that through Welsh eyes Cumbraland is part of Ystrat Clut. 

Through English eyes it suggests that the new border with the northern Britons was 

Cumbraland as opposed to Clydesdale. 

5.2 English and Norse sources 

The Chronicle of iEthelweard64 is a translation into Latin of a text of the ASC 

version closest to Alfred's original c.950-975. It describes the Dane, Halfdene, raiding in 

875 and his encamping on the river Tyne to make war on the Picts and the Cumbri. This 

text is seen as being written in the mid-950s. Combined with the Norse naming of the 

Cumbrae islands it may indicate, as Wilson noted (1966:68-70), that by the 10
th 

century 

the northern Britons called themselves, and were called by others, Cumbri, and that they 

inhabited the area between Northumbria and the Clyde estuary.65 

63 Different MS have Straecled Wealas, B., Strecledenses St Neots. 
64 The Chronicle of JEthelweard ed. A. Campbell (1962:41). 
65 Phythian-Adams (1996: 193 n7) has criticised Wilson (1966:69) in that IEthelweard's Chronicle is 
acceptable evidence for the earliest use of Cumbri as it was written a century after 875, where the ASC 
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Earlier the A text of the ASC, contemporary with Alfred, describes the Straecled 

Walas, and as mentioned above Asser gives us Stratcluttenses. Welsh sources such as 

the Armes Pryde in c.937 refer to them as Cludwys and Ystrad Clud which may in tum 

have 

influenced the Irish usage of 'Strathcl yde' . 

With Irish sources we find Alclyde used for the last time in 869 and 870, as by 

871 it is termed (rex Britanorum) sratha Cluade. It may have been a conscious re

naming because Al Clud has been destroyed. A 918 entry in Duald mac Firbis uses Srath 

Cluaide.
66 

The AT 997 describes Mael Coluim as 'king of the north Britons' .67 

Alongside this we have the Norse evidence of Kumreyjar referring to the 

Cumbrae islands. This, although late, is from the 13th century Saga of Hacon Haconsson. 

In addition, Snorri Sturlason's Heimskringla mentions an Olaf Trygvason who harried 

both Bretland, Wales, and Kumbraland (c.990). Cormac's Glossary c. 900 provides its 

own insight referring to the Bretnas and to Combrec ( cf. Cymraeg 12th century) as the 

language of the Britons. It suggests that the Irish did not differentiate between the Welsh 

and the Cumbrians. 

One additional point supporting Cumbric expansion is that they may have been 

renamed as Cumbri because they had expanded and could no longer be seen as the 

geographically specific, 'Strathclyde Welsh'. The name may have come about because 

where the English now bordered with the Cumbri could now more appropriately be 

called Cumbraland rather than the more northerly Strathclyde. 

before had used' Strathclyde Britons'. But it can be seen that the name Cumbri does come into use c. 960 
and is used by the English (and Norse). 
66 See A.a. Anderson (1922:403) who cites Dubhatach mac Firbisigh, Annals of Ireland, Three Fragments 
copied/rom Ancient Sources, ed. J. O'Donovan (Dublin, 1860,244-246). Anderson refers to them as the 
Fragmentary Annals III of Duald MacFirbis. 
67 See above (1922:517) and AC plus AT in Rev Celt xvii, 35l. 
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5.3 Hanes Cumbri 

By 872 the northern British appeared to be losing in the struggle for supremacy 

in north Britain. However, it may be that the British also had time to consolidate. After 

the long siege at Dumbarton, and because of previous attacks, it is likely that the centre 

of government was at Govan. We hear, for instance, from the Life of Kentigem (by 

Jocelin of Furness) of Rhydderch having an estate at Perthec (Partick). This may reflect 

one of two things. Either it shows actual conditions in Rhydderch' s time or the later 

location of C umbri an royal estates in the 12th and 13th centuries. 

At Govan we find some of the institutions of centralised government, including 

the church with the burial place of kings and Doomster Hill, possibly used for meetings 

and for the meting out of justice. 68 We hear later of Cadzow being used for meetings and 

the signing of treaties. These serve to illustrate an itinerant kingship based in Clydesdale. 

Moreover, once Clydesdale was lost to Gaelic rule we notice that it was retained as 

specifically crown land and not parcelled out to lesser nobles. This emphasises its 

former existence as a centre of royal rule. 

With such a proto-state Strathclyde comprised a compact kingship ready to 

expand. Her opportunity came with the old enemy the Norse who had been disrupting 

Northumbrian rule throughout greater Northumbria. One suggestion is that as a 

consequence of this English military resources were weakened making the north western 

territories of the Northumbria regnum increasingly difficult to hold onto. 

It is difficult to be precise geographically but the result may have been a power 

vacuum waiting to be filled in southern Scotland. Into this came the Cumbrians (and 

later the Gaels). The Norse raided but in this period settled only in certain areas such as 

the north Solway coast and some parts of Cumberland and Westmorland. The 

Cumbrians, meanwhile, were in a position to expand and to rule. 
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Such an hypothesis suggests that there may have also been some alliance 

between the Norse and the Cumbrians.69 The likelihood of this may be illustrated by the 

viking-age hog-back stones at Govan70 and Penrith,71 two power centres in Cumbria. 

Norse warriors may have formed part of the Cumbrian king's retinue. However, an 

alliance hypothesis partly depends on whether we accept that hog-back stones represent 

Norse burial as opposed to simply viking-age burial. It is questionable how 'Norse' are 

hog-back stones. There is only one hog-back stone in Ireland, none in Man, the Hebrides 

or Galloway proper, all of which are areas of Norse settlement. In fact when we look at 

the distribution of hog-back stones they are conspicuous by their presence in areas we 

know were Cumbria, Northumbria and southern Pictavia. Therefore we cannot safely 

ascribe them to either Cumbrians, English, Picts, Gaels or the Norse.72 

It may be envisaged that there was Cumbric expansion over huge swathes of 

previous Northumbrian territory, taking over estates and installing their own people as 

overlords. As to who made up the Cumbrians, we may see them chiefly as Cumbric 

speakers but with an admixture of Gaels, Norse and English. The onomastic evidence 

discussed below suggests that in some areas Cumbric lords may have brought Cumbric

speaking settlers in, in others they ruled over a, by now, English-speaking peasantry. 

5.4 Cumbric expansion 

We can now turn to an outline of Cumbrian history in the period 872 to 1040 and 

attempt to outline the proposed main period of Cumbric expansion. Below is a 

discussion of the documentary evidence ordered chronologically, with an attempt to 

68 See Driscoll's discussion of Govan (1998). 
69 An alliance is also reflected in the Welsh poem Armes Pryde in c. 930s calling upon the Dublin Norse to 

ally with the Britons against the English. 
70 See Crawford's chapter in Ritchie ed. (1994:103-112) 
71 See Bailey's chapter in Baldwin & Whyte eds. ( 1985:53-64) 
72 I am grateful to Alex Woolf for raising this point in discussion. Also see 8. Crawford 'The Norse 
background of the Govan hog backs', in A. Ritchie ed. (1994:103-112). 
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present a coherent narrative in the face of a thin record, and, finally, conclusions dra\\n 

from the discussion. 

5.5 870 to 890 

This period following the fall of Dumbarton, the chief citadel of the Britons, 

appears to be a time of contraction for the Britons 73 or even conquest by Northumbria. 

Despite the carrying off of slaves in '200 ships' and the death of king Arthgal on the 

counsel of Constantine, it may not have been as disastrous 74 as it seems. As mentioned 

previously perhaps the centre of government was at Govan. It may have been in this 

period that Govan was dedicated to St Constantine. It may be a diplomatic dedication to 

a saint who could claim a British heritage and at the same time is a name found in use in 

Pictish and Scottish kingship. It may have been a period of consolidation, in which a 

new generation of fighting men could be raised and the kingdom re-branded. The 

Cumbrians were certainly not beaten. Entries tell of Eochaid becoming king over the 

ScotS.75 Although he was expelled by 889 it certainly does not indicate that the British 

kingship had been destroyed. There is no documentary evidence for this, indeed 

Berchan's Prophecy gives the appearance that the Britons had instead 'taken over' the 

Scottish kingdom. 

In 890 the entry from the Brut tells of the departure of the 'men ofStrathclyde' 

to Wales to fight with King Anarawd against the English whom they successfully drove 

from eastern Wales.76 It is questionable as to how many men this refers to. It implies 

73 See AU s.a. 870-871 quoted in A.O. Anderson (1922:302). 
74 Of interest also is the various peoples mentioned as being carried off from Alt Clut, Britons, Saxons, 
and Picts. It may show that the Britons had many Saxon and Pictish slaves and! or that there was a mixed 
community possibly working in religious houses, or that Imar and Amlaib had simply raided widely. 
75 For example, see Anderson (1922:366). 
76 'The men of Strathclyde, those that refused to unite with the English, had to depart from their country, 
and to go to Gwynedd. Anaraut gave them permission to settle in the country that had been taken from 
him by the English, if they could drive away the English, and that they did energetically. But the English 
came against Anaraud a second time because of that; and the battle ofCymryd was [fought] there; and the 
Cymry routed the Saxons, and drove them from the country completely. Thus Gwynedd was freed from 
the English, through the might of the men of the north'. From Brut Y Tywysogion in MA 688; see 
Anderson (1922:368). 



some of the nobility went while some stayed behind and that some of the land is left 

unadministered for the English to take-over. The line from Brut which states 'those that 

refused to unite with the English' suggests a temporary Northumbrian conquest of 

Strathclyde. 

However, there are difficulties with this entry. Firstly, it is not attested in any 

other source. Secondly, we know that the Brut is a relatively late chronicle and this entry 

here may be creating a history to describe a desirable and legendary descendancy of the 

later Gwynedd kings from the Hen Ogledd. However, it is of note that no pedigree of the 

Gwynedd kings suggests intermarriage with the northerners. 

The entry would help to explain the contemporary (13th century) disappearance 

of the northern British. The entry may contain some fact if we accept that British 

warriors would sometimes migrate to fight for another leader, meaning that there is 

nothing surprising in some going south to fight for Anarawd. The battle referred to at 

Cymryd appears to refer to a possible second battle of Conwy in 890 after the first in 

881. In Cumbria the dynasty continues with the Cumbrian aristocracy in place. 

After 890 the Cumbrian dynasty begins to re-assert itself and appears not to be 

under threat because of a lack of a successor. Moreover, Norse attacks in this period are 

continuing to weaken Northumbria. Also attacks on the Wessex English and Scots may 

have prevented either of these from attacking Cumbria. Lastly, the temporary union with 

Pictavia under Eochaid may have strengthened the Cumbri against the English and 

Norse forces. 

5.6 900 - 926 

This period stretching from Dyfnwal I until the battle of Brunanburh (937) 

against Athelstan, it is suggested, marks the extension of the Cumbrian realm. Indeed 

one cannot call it 'Cumbria' until after this extension has taken place as the name 
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indicates, one suggests, a 'greater Strathclyde,.77 By 926 Athelstan was making peace 

with the northern rulers at Eamont Bridge near Penrith, Cumberland. The meeting place 

suggests that this was the new border of Cumbria and England. 78 

That the border had extended (probably from Beattock) may be because of 

events between 911 and 918 mentioned in Duald mac Firbis' Three Fragments which 

state; 

'Etheldrida through her wisdom, made a treaty with the men of Alba and the Britons, 

that whenever the same race should come to attack her, they would rise up to assist her; 

and that should they come to them, she would assist them. While they were thus joined, 

the men of Alba and Britain attacked the towns of the Lochlanns, which they destroyed 

and pillaged. The king of the Lochlanns afterwards arrived, and plundered Srathcluaide, 

i.e. he plundered the country, but the enemy was not able to take Srath Cluaide' .79 

The text above indicates that it is the Strathclyde Britons, not the Welsh, who are 

the Britons referred to. The text further indicates that iEthelflaed, Lady of the Mercians, 

in alliance with the Scots and the Britons, encouraged attacks on Norse held towns and 

land and it suggests that she may have accepted or initially encouraged the Cumbric 

takeover of Cumberland to Eamont Bridge in order to establish a less threatening 

neighbour there than that of the Norse. 8o Ifwe can accept this the towns of the Lochlans 

attacked may have been those along the north coast of the Solway Firth such as Stranraer 

and Borgue etc.,81 and the Norse held settlements in Cumberland and Westmorland 

possibly including Carlisle. In addition, rather than mere encouragement one may be 

77 See the discussion on Strathclyde by Wilson (1966) in response to Kirby (1962). 

78 Woolf has stated (2001:9) that:'It is probably also during this period [c.920] that the kings of 
Strathclyde, the Clydesdale rump of the old kingdom of Dumbarton, expanded south to encompass 
Annandale, Liddesdale and the Solway Plain around Carlisle. The exact context is unclear but it seems 
likely that the Men of the Clyde took advantage of the collapse of Bemicia. Whether the local Angles saw 
them as Christian liberators from the pagan terror or just another brand of foreign aggressor is a moot 
point' . 
79 See Anderson (1922:402). 
80 Aethe1t1aed's encouragements/ connivance has also been suggested by Wilson (1966:74) and supported 
by Crawford (1985:42). 
81 See Oram, 'Scandinavian Settlement in south-west Scotland', in Crawford ed. (1995: 129) for a map. 
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overestimating English strength at this time and underestimating Cumbric strength. It 

may be that the expansion was afail accompli: JEthelflead could either go along with it 

or not, but the Cumbrians may have been powerful enough to expand with or without 

English support.82 That it stretched from the southern border of Strathclyde, i.e. 

Beattock, to Eamont Bridge in a matter of years does suggest some English support.83 

According to the ASC (MS A, s.a.924) Strathclyde accepted Edward the Elder as their 

overlord. But Cumbric power had extended and the English king was perhaps back

pedalling frantically as a confident, assertive British proto-state emerged on his northern 

border. It is suggested that the start of the Cumbric expansion was during the rule of the 

long-lived Cumbrian king and friend of Catroe, Dyfnwal. The successes of this period 

may be ascribed to this ruler because of particular leadership skills. One of these appears 

to have been opportunism. Ifwe accept Crawford's suggestion (1985:42) that the 

Cumbrians switched allegiance post-920 and had an 'open alliance' with the Norse 

which continued right up to Owain's death in 1018, it adds to the theory of expansion of 

Cumbric rule over differing peoples, in this case Norse, with some Cumbric settlement, 

resulting in Cumbric place-names. 

Cumbric rule did not necessarily mean Cumbric settlement. As Crawford has 

discussed, we can see from place-names that evidence84 of Cumbric settlement is 

restricted to Cumberland itself concentrating in the Irthing and lower Eden valleys, 

halting at the river Derwent and Appleby barony. Cumbric rule may have extended 

further to the Rere Cross but it must be considered that the mention of this as a boundary 

only comes later. 

Regarding the area that would become Galloway, Brooke has suggested 

(1991 :314) that 'Galloway east of the Urr seemed to come within the direct control of 

82 Similarly on the north-east coast the price for Scottish alliance was to 'allow' them to move into 
northern Northumbria, something that the Scots were already doing. 
83 See Crawford in Baldwin and Whyte eds. (1985 :41-42) who discusses the extension of Cumbrian rule 
and the post 920 open alliance with the Norse. 
84 See Jackson (1963:75) and Crawford (1985:41) for maps. 
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the kingdom of Cumbria, much of the rest probably rendering tribute'. This may ha\"e 

been the case but it is difficult to prove. 

With the arrival of Athelstan Cumbric expansion was probably halted but the 

English king's pyrrhic victory at Brunanburh brought another Cumbric opportunity. 

Sources indicate that English casualties at the battle were high. This may have 

decimated the power of both the English and the Norse king of York and been of 

advantage to the 

Cumbrians. Symeon of Durham tells us of a King of the Cumbrians, possibly Owain, 

fighting in alliance with the Scottish king Constantin and the Dublin Norse leader 

Amlaib. It is possible that Owain died at Brunanburh.85 

5.7 post-Athelstan 939 

Athelstan died in 939 enabling the Cumbrians to consolidate their gains and 

possibly expand their border still further south. 

Vita Catroe mentions that Douenaldus Rex guided Catroe through his kingdom to 

the border with the Northmen at Loidam civitatem. Previous scholarship (e.g. Anderson 

1922:441) has suggested this was Leeds although early forms of Leeds are Loidis, Ledes 

1086 (EPNS 1961:xxxv, 124).86 Recently, Alex Woolfhas suggested that Loidam 

instead of referring to Loidis the regio (and later the settlement of Leeds), as previous 

scholarship has suggested, actually refers to Leath Ward, CMB (Lith 1278) and that 

Eamont Bridge being in Leath Ward is the border. This explanation neatly accords with 

the 926 treaty being signed at Penrith at Eamont. Woolfhas also derived Leath / Lith 

85 See Woolf (2001: 10) who states: 'Constantin, eager to win back his honour entered into league with 
Amlaib, the current ruler of the kingdom founded by Rregnald, and invaded iEthelstan's kingdom in 937, 
apparently aided by Owain of Strathclyde and Idwal of Gwynedd. The allies penetrated deep in England 
but were ultimately defeated at an unidentified place called Brunnanburh in English and Dun Brunde in 
Gaelic. Constantin and Amlaib escaped with their lives, though Owain may not have done, and 
iEthelstan's imperium suffered a blow from which it was not to recover'. 
86 Even if Loidam is a Latin rendering of loidis it does not explain why Bede, writing in Latin, still 
describes, what we may assume to be Leeds, as Loidis Bede 730, ii, 14. 
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(1278)87 from Loid(am) deriving its early form as N. hlid or DE hlijJ 'slope' and written 

by an Irish scribe as loid.
88 Leath also sits on the border with Westmorland to the south 

and Co. Durham to the east. 89 

In 945 several MS entries (AC, Brut, Lib.Mel.)9o describe an English attack on 

'Strathclyde' and that Edmund after 'wasting' it and blinding two of Dyfnwal's sons, 

handed it over to Mael Coluim, king of Scots. English chronicles at this point suggest 

English weakness. The attack appears to be merely a raid and it may belie an English 

fear of the growth of a British state to their north. It should be considered that the 

English at this time had just regained York and were busy accusing the Cumbrians of 

helping the Norse. In addition, it attempts to play one northern rival against the other by 

'offering' Cumbria to the Scots. Southern Cumbria i.e. Cumberland is probably meant. 91 

Clearly it had little impact, Edmund was dead the following year and in 948 Mael 

Coluim raided as far as the Tees. Earlier scholarship92 has speculated that a member of 

the Scottish royal family was made king of Strathclyde during the reign of the Scot 

Custantin mac Aeda (900- c.945/952) a grandson of Cimied mac Alpin. 93 Hudson 

(1988: 145-149) has argued that Scottish rule did not happen. He suggests intermarriage 

between the Scottish and Cumbric dynasties and in addition one may suggest various 

alliances and common interests shared between Scotia and Cumbria in the acquisition of 

land previously held by Northumbria. Such alliances and mixed Cumbro-Scottish land 

gains may explain why, if the names have been coined at the same time as each other, 

we have late-sounding Cumbric place-names next to Gaelic ones in otherwise 

87 See EPNS PNCu XX vol 1 p.l67. 
88 Woolf, department seminar paper 1999. By electronic mail he said: 'the OE would be Hli/dhl so an Irish 
scribe might write loid with '10' representing slenderised '1' and 'id' representing lidhl'. 
89 See map in EPNS XXII Cumberland Pt. 3. 
90 See Anderson (1922:449). 
91 Equally unacceptable is Anderson's view (1922: 452) that the events of926, 934, and 937, made 
Cumbria an English province but because it was so 'unruly' he gave it to the Scottish king. This also 
depends on previous assumptions that Strathclyde was under Scottish rule. 
92 Kirby (1962:88-90,1987:80) Smyth (1984:205, 216-221) and MacQuarrie (1993: 18) have all argued that 
the Scots took over Strathclyde at this time. Smyth suggests that it was annexed and Macquarrie that the 
Scots kingship had taken over. Smyth cannot explain away why the Scots should raid their' own' kingdom 
and suggests (1984:221) that Indulfruled Strathclyde even though Britons had killed his sons. 
93 A discussion is given by A.A.M. Duncan (1978:91). 
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predominantly Anglicised areas such as Cumbric Treverlen MLO and Traprain, Tranent 

ELO, and Gaelic BallencrieffELO and WLO. 

Further alliances followed against the Norse allowing Dyfnwal time to 

consolidate his gains. It is maybe in this period that Penrith and Carlisle became more 

important centres. Indulf s reign of the Scots spelled further opportunities for Dyfnwal 

and an acquisitive Cumbric nobility. Indulf took over Edinburgh and the process which 

ends with Carham was started with Scottish power extending through Lothian, to the 

Tweed and beyond, possibly with some estates going to Cumbrian retainers.94 

5.7 971, West Lothian 

971 saw the slaughter of Indulf s sons Cuilen and Eochaid by the Britons. 

Whatever thereason, losing the heirs to the throne would seriously undermine Scottish 

kingship. The Chronicle of the Kings of Scotland95 state that the fight was at Ybandonia 

which has been identified with Abington and the Lennox. Berchan's Prophecy mentions 

that Cuilen dies in a 'foreign land' which from a Gaelic point of view may suit Abington 

better than the Lennox, but this assumes that the Lennox! Dumbartonshire had been 

taken from the British by Gaelic rulers and settlers by 971. 

Nicolaisen states: 'After invading Lothian and killing the Scottish king in the 

course of the invasion of971, the Britons ... '(1976:160), in his commentary on events. 

Jackson (1955:87) states, 'in 971 the Britons under Rhydderch son of Dyfnal invaded 

Lothian and killed the Scottish king Cuilen and then defeated an attempt at retaliation by 

Cuilen's successor Kenneth II'. 

It is extremely hard to find anything about an 'invasion' of Lothian. The Melrose 

Chronicle cited in Anderson (1922:476) states that Cuilen was murdered apud Loinas 

94 This may be one explanation for easterly Cumbric names in ELO such as Traprain and in the Diocese of 

St Andrews in MLO. 
95 See Anderson (1922:476) who cites Chronicle of the Kings of Scotland, version D, Skene's Picts and 

Scots (1867:151). 
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and the B text Lennas. Anderson calls it 'the Lothians' but it looks much more likely to 

be referring to the Lennox.96 lfthe Lennox was still a 'foreign land' to a Gael it implies 

that it was still Cumbrian in 971. Also Abington is in Lanarkshire not Lothian. 

However, the idea of a Cumbric expansion into West Lothian need not rest on 

the killing of the Scottish heirs somewhere. Some place-names in West Lothian (and the 

rest of Lothian) appear late and may be due to Cumbric expansion east. We hear from a 

non- contemporary source that Lothian was being incorporated into Scotia after 97397 

and that the Scots had taken over Edinburgh in Indulfs reign (954-62)98 so that any 

occupation by Cumbria of West Lothian would block the land route from Scotia to the 

north.99 Or if there was a Cumbric expansion here it may have been before this time. 

Hudson (1998:64-6) has argued for a Cumbric presence in West Lothian during 

Cinaed mac Mael Coluim's reign referring to the mention of a raid ending in main ua 

Carnari. Hudson has argued that this can be identified with a 'moss in the Abercom area 

where the Britons beat Cinaed's army in 971-2'. Furthermore, Hudson discusses the 

Scottish Chronicle which describes Cinaed going around Cumbria through Northumbria 

in order to attack the English at Stainmoor and the Clough near Sedbergh which may 

give an idea of the Cumbrian boundaries. According to the Chronicles of the Kings of 

Scotland,100 on his way back to Scotia Cinaed fortified the crossings of the river Forth, 

perhaps at the old ford site of the 'Frews' just east of Cam bus kenneth. To be fortifying 

the crossing he must have been expecting a counter attack and the most likely nearest 

enemy were the Britons. However, there are a few problems with Hudson's theory. 

Firstly, there is no suitable main (moss or bog) in the Abercom area. Secondly, 

scholarship has emended and interpreted this main differently; Skene suggested (1886-

96 MacQuarrie (1993: 16 n.3) suggests an emendation of in Ybandonia to read in Leudonia using it to 
support the Lothian derivation. The idea may have come from Barrow (1973: 152 n.33) who states that 
'Ybandonia is doubtless for Laudonia'. 
97 According to the 973 'Cession of Lothian' to the Scots a Durham record dating from c. 1100 (De Primo 
Saxonum Adventu). 
98 Scottish Chronicle version A. 
99 Assuming that a land route was more important than a sea route 
100 See Anderson (1922:512) 'And Kenneth walled the banks of the Forthin'. 
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90:368) main na Carnar, A.Anderson gives Main Vacarnar (1922:512). M.Anderson 

(1973:252) gives Main Uacaruar, Hudson emends it to main uacarnari and suggests 

main ua c[hJarnari, translating it as 'moss from the river Cornie'. A moss being 'from' 

the river Cornie hardly makes sense as a translation and raises doubts about Hudson's 

interpretation. For our purposes here it will have to be left as a moot point as there is not 

enough space to suggest alternatives. 

However, despite some problems with Hudson's argument he does cast light on a 

British kingdom relatively secure in its boundaries and hardly illustrates 'Scottish rule'. 

Place- names and the implications above suggest some Cumbric expansion and 

reconquest of parts of West Lothian. 

Liber Melrose mentions (s.a. 973) the meeting of kings on the Dee. lOl Dufnal, 

which I take to be the Cumbric Dyfnwal, and his son are mentioned as kings. This 

juncture may represent the high point of the expansion period. Both father and son are at 

the meeting with the English king Edgar and Cinaed of Scotia. Furthermore, Dyfnwal 

feels confident enough to leave Cumbria and go on a pilgrimage to Rome. It suggests 

that he felt that neither his dynasty nor his kingdom was under any threat. Dyfnwal died 

in 975. 102 Dyfnwal is, I suggest, the Dunmail commemorated at Dunmail Raise CMB. I03 

This may have marked the border with England. 

Cumbria consolidated her gains and was able takeover and to create new 

lordships. It is this period that many of the tref and cair names may be attributed to, with 

surviving clusters in Carrick, Dumfriesshire and so on. 

It was not until 1000 and a raid by Aethelred that we hear of any significant 

disturbance. English chroniclers attribute the raid to Cumbrian harbouring of Norse 

fugitives but it may also be seen in the context of the English trying to test Cumbric 

101 See Lib. Mel. p.33-34 quoted in Anderson (1922:478). 
102 AU vol. 1,486-488 
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strength and weaken the Cumbric state. In 997 Malcolm, Dyfnwal' s son, had died and he 

was replaced by Owain. Owain ruled until 1018 dying possibly at, or after, the battle of 

Carham. According to Scottish chroniclers it is seen as a significant victory for the Scots 

yet Owain led a sizeable part of the alliance and so Carham may have been as much a 

Cumbric victory as a Scottish one. Victory may have weakened Northumbria and 

lessened the Northumbrian threat to Cumbria's south-eastern border. However, the death 

of the king marked the beginning of the end for Cumbria. Despite successes under 

Dyfnwal, after Owain's death and the death of Duncan in 1040, Cumbria fell 

increasingly prey to the designs of Scottish and English kings. 

5.8 The Fall of the Cumbri 

For 1014 the AC states, Owinusfilius Dunawal occisus est, 'Owain, Dyfnwal's 

son, was slain' .104 Sometime after the death of Owain and 1070 Cumbria ceased to exist 

as a separate kingdom and was ruled by Scots, and it was at this time, not earlier, that the 

Scottish timaiste or heir-apparent lO5 such as Donnchad mac Crinain, and David I were 

the rulers. 1092 saw the beginning of the process whereby its southern half of 

'Cumberland' eventually came under English control despite David I's attempts to 

secure it for Scotland. Barrow (1973:279-314) in particular has given a clear outline of 

the 'plantation' of northern Cumbria after David's reign. 

Both Berchan's Prophecy (c.l005-1034) and the great concentration of Gaelic 

names that we find in south-west Scotland may indicate a non-peaceful takeover of the 

monarchy and Cumbrian lordships. Berchan describes Mael Coluim II as an 'Enemy of 

the British', which may refer to Cumbria rather than Wales. AC stated that Owain was 

slain in 1016. Previous scholarship on the whole accepts that he died at Carham in 1018 

or that he may have been murdered. 106 However, there is no hint given at all that he died 

103 See PN CMB vol.2 p.312. Dumbalrase stone 1576 is the earliest fonn given. 
104 The history of post-10 14 Cumbria has been discussed by Barrow (1962, 1980, 1973, 1969) in various 
articles, Scott (1997) and Kapelle (1979). 
105 Earlier this position was held by the king's 'second man', not his heir. 
106 The conflicting dates suggest that there may have been two Owain's and that Owain the Bald may have 
been tenned so to differentiate himself from another Owain. 
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at the battle. Woolf (2001) has commented on this period and offers a new interpretation 

which has been quoted in its entirety below. 107 The main point raised for our purposes is 

that there may have been two Owains one of whom died two years after Clontarf in 

1016 and who is mentioned in the Brut and another, Eugenius Calvus / 'Owain the 

Bald', who may have been the son of Mael Coluim rather than Dyfnwal. That there were 

two Owains may lie behind the reason why one Owain was given his epithet 'the bald' 

in order to distinguish him from the other Owain. Also it allows us to project the 

existence of a Cumbric king, perhaps Owain Moel, still in power to c.1 031. 

Gaelic names in southern Scotland, for example achadh in Lanarkshire, the 

previous Cumbric heartland, suggest a re-apportioning of land to the Gaelic-speaking 

retinues of the Scottish king. Cumbrian nobles and landowners may have lost their 

estates, especially if they were family or known to be loyal to Owain. Later Lanarkshire 

under David is all crown land exclusively, suggesting the seizure of estates. Gaelic 

place-names have been discussed by Nicolaisen but as with English place-names a 

chronology of usage still needs to be established. 108 However, he argues convincingly 

107 'One further noteworthy point in relation to Cnut's northern expedition of 1031 is the apparent absence 
of a king of the Cumbrians. If our identifications of Iehmarc and Mrelbrethe are correct then this might 
strongly suggest that the Cumbrians or Strathclyde Britons had already lost their independence to Mael 
Coluim by this time. Most text-books date the end of Cum brian independence to 1018. This date, 
however, is based upon the last unequivocal reference to a Cumbrian king, Eugenius Calvus, who fought 
at Carrum in that year. The fact that the Brut y Tywysogion records the slaying of an Owain son of 
Dyfnwal as having happened two years after Clontarf (1 014) and one year before Cnut's accession (1017) 
has been taken as evidence that Eugenius Calvus died at Carrum or close to it. The assumption that Owain 
ap Dyfnwal is the king of the Clutienses is based upon our knowledge that the previous Strathclyde king 
was Mael Coluim son of Dyfnwal (c.971-997), presumably a son of that Dyfnwallon who retired to Rome 
in the early 970s. Dyfnwal is certainly a name very closely associated with the Clyde and it is likely that 
this man was a king of the Cumbrians. The question is, was he the king who fought at Carrum. The 
answer is no. Carrum can be dated securely to within the two months following an astronomical event 
which can be firmly located in August 10 18 and the position of Owain' s obituary in the Brut clearly pre
dates this by several years. The obvious conclusion is that Eugenius Calvus is not the son of Dyfnwal and 
it may well be that he is his successor, most likely a son of Owain 's brother Mael Coluim. This allows us 
to detach the end of Cum brian independence from Carrum (at which the king of the Clyde was on the 
winning side!) but probably to speculate that it had been extinguished by 1031. It is even possibly that 
Cnut's visit to the north was a response to the annexation of Cumbria by Mael Coluim. This said there is 
some [evidence] that Cumbria regained its independence briefly between 1054 and about 1070' From A. 
Woolf, 'Macbeth hath murdered sleep': The Ending of Pax Danica in Northern Britain', Seminar paper 
given 18/412001, Univ. of Manchester. 
108 Nicolaisen's suggestion of sliabh showing early Gaelic settlement in the Rhinns has been convincingly 
challenged by Taylor (2001). 



that the achadh names spreading into Strathclyde and Dumfriesshire may reflect the 

post-l018 settlement (1976:135).109 It is suggested that the baile names indicate the 

post-l 0 18-31 settlement of Cumbric lands as Gaels may have been unlikely to have been 

allowed to settle on Cumbrian territory during the height of Cumbria's power and that 

the usage of baile is especially popular in this period. 110 

The period from 1018/31 to the reign of Mael Coluim IV can be seen in the 

context of the Scottish takeover, the partition begun by William Rufus in 1092, and 

Gospatric's writ which interestingly states 'the lands that were Cumbrian'(my italics). 

Also I will discuss David's Inquisition into the extent of the Diocese of Glasgow, his 

appointing of Normanl Breton families to take on the great baronies, and his holding 

onto Cumberland until after his death. All of these factors over time contributed to the 

assimilation of Cumbria and her people( s) into Scotland and England. The advent of the 

setting up of burghs by David and the immigration of English speakers from northern 

England to work in them must have speeded up the linguistic shift away from Cumbric 

where it still survived. In tum, all these factors led to the decline of the Cumbric 

language and its eventual disappearance. 

To the south-west, Gaelic-speaking Galloway emerged. Scholarship has 

discussed England's and Scotland's taking over of Cumbria but it should be remembered 

that Galloway, which emerged later as quite distinct from Scotland, may have had a role 

to play in the dismemberment of Cumbria. Galloway itself may have had a large 

109 Nicolaisen (1976: 121-148) suggests a chronology firstly of 1) sliabh in the Rinns (but see Taylor 
2001), 2) eill on the coast of the Solway and Clyde from the 7th to 9th centuries, and then 3) heavier 
settlement from the 10th to the beginning of then 12th century represented by baile with some inroads into 
Strathc1yde from the west and the Lothians from the north and north west. 4) This is followed by intensive 
settlements of Strathc1yde and Dumfriesshire after 1018 represented by aehadh . The criticism of early 
sliabh usage makes the whole issue of early Gaelic settlement in the south-west open to question. 
In addition, the baile usage and distribution may be part of the post 1018 extensive settlement rather than 
Gaelic settlement during the height of Cumbria's power. See Nicolaisen's distribution maps (1976: 121-

148). 
110 The baile distribution (see Nicolaisen 1976: 137) is interesting as, except for a few examples, they are 
not found in Lanarkshire or in Kyle. Perhaps baile represents the 1018-1092 Gaelic settlement and 
aehadh, while overlapping, is later. 
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admixture of Cumbrians in its fluctuating borders along with Hiberno-Norse Gaelic 

speakers and English. III 

5.9 Cumbria under Scottish influence 

From 1018, or probably 1031 to 1092, Cumbria fell under Scottish rule. Barrow 

(1962:4) has suggested that a small Scottish aristocracy may have taken over 

presumably leaving many of the Cumbrian lords in place. However, as I suggest above, 

the number of Gaelic place-names in Lanarkshire and the practice of Gaelic kings to 

reward their followers, suggests that only a few Cumbric lords were left in place. 

The Scottish king also had to accommodate the remains of the Northumbrian 

dynasty. Many of this house had the Cumbric name Gospatric. Siward, earl of 

Northumbria also interrupted Mael Coluim's rule of southern Cumbria annexing it in the 

1050s, however, Mael Coluim regained control in 1061. Siward' s invasion of 1054 was 

in support of the Cumbrian royal house. Evidence for this is the restored bishopric 

between 1054 and 1070 when two bishops John and Magusuea are consecrated by 

Cynsige of York. 

5.10 1067-69: Gospatric's Writ 

Gospatric's Writ is significant here as it describes the area around Carlisle as the 

lands that were Cumbrian indicating that they were no longer Cumbrian. Some 

indication of Cumbric usage is given by the use of Cumbric wassenas 'retainers', a pI. 

reflex of gwas. Also Gospatric has a Cumbric name himself. Of interest are the 

Northumbrian dynasty's claims to Cumberland against the Scottish kings as they 

indicate that they felt they had more right to it than the Scots. On two points they may 

have had a claim: the area was formerly controlled by Northumbria and the family may 

have married into the Cumbrian dynasty. The usage of the name Gospatric indicates a 

familiarity with a Cumbric past and the use of wassenas suggests a knowledge of the 

111 See the various articles by Brooke. 
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language. Ifwe accept Phythian-Adams' (1996:181)112 dating of the Writ to 1067-1069 

we may expect Cumbric to be spoken still in Cumberland. 

5.11 1069 Chronicle of Carlisle 

The entry in the Chronicle of Carlisle for 1054 states that Mael Coluim, 'king of 

the Cumbrians' has been made king of Scotland. In addition, it states that in 1069 

'Cumbria was of the same extent as it is now; the bishopric of Carlisle, and the bishopric 

of Glasgow, and the bishopric of Whithorn; and in addition [extended] from the 

bishopric of Carlisle as far as the river Doon [Dunde], 113. The 'now' referred to here 

suggests a post-1133 period as this is when Carlisle was set up as a bishopric. Being late 

the chronicle conflicts with the earlier evidence of independence continuing after 

Siward's invasion. We may also question Anderson's derivation of Dunde as referring to 

the river Doon. It may be suggested that the river Dunde is the river Duddon CMB 

instead of the Doon in western Galloway. It indicates that from a 1 i h century Carlisle 

viewpoint Cumbria still comprised a distinct territory and that Carlisle lay within it. 

In 1070 the Chronicle states that Mael Coluim 'king of Scotland, seized Cumbria 

in his own right. And he devastated Teesdale, and Cleveland, and Hexham district 

[Halywarfolk] and Northumbria, with slaughter'. This entry implies that Cumbria was 

not under Scottish control. For Mael Coluim to have 'seized it in his own right' indicates 

that he was not previously ruling it. 

It continues: 'For this reason, Gospatric, the earl of North umbria, invaded 

[Cumbria or Lothian?] with ferocious devastation; and after decreeing slaughter and 

conflagration, he returned with great spoils to Bamborough'. We hear then that King 

Mael Coluim entered Northumbria again, enslaving many English.
114 

112 See C. Phythian-Adams (1996) for a full discussion of Gospatric's Writ and its context. 
113 See Anderson A.D. (l922:vol. 2, 23). 
114 ibid. 
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The actions of these years suggests that in the power vacuum in the absence of a 

Cumbric king the Northumbrians felt perfectly able, and with a claim, to challenge Mael 

Coluim for Cumbria. 1070 and MaelColuim's 'seizure' may be seen as the date for the 

final loss of Cumbrian independence. 

5.12 1092 William Rufus 

The establishment of a border by William Rufus may be over-stressed, bearing in 

mind David's later control of southern Cumbria, but it marks the beginning of the 

process which led to the English-Scottish border and the partitioning of the southern half 

of Cumbria. I IS One of the most effective ways to eliminate a kingdom is to dismember 

it.
116 

Following this, and coupled with the later plantation of Anglo-Danish settlers by 

Ranulf de Meschin in areas around Carlisle, we may expect that the decline of the 

Cumbric language was fairly swift. I 17 

5.13 David I, Galloway, Galwegians and Cumbrenses 

David I maintained the legacy of Cumbria. When he re-occupied southern 

Cumbria, to many lords and peasants, it may have been seen as are-affirmation of their 

ancient boundaries, and William Rufus's attempts to set up a border a temporary 

intrusion. I 18 

115 See also the discussion by Kapelle (1979: 151-2) and Scott (1997: 18) on the partition. 
116 E.g. Monmouthshire from Wales, 'Loire-Atlantique' from Brittany. 
117 For which see Scott (1997: 19, and map on p. 20) and Kapelle (1979: 158-90) where he suggests that 
there was severe population displacement with refugees moving north due to the 'harrying ofthe north' of 
England. The ASC states that Meschin's settlers were sent to Carlisle 'there to dwell and to till the land'. 
118 Setting up the Rere Cross in 1136 as the border is arguably a contemporary innovation that may have 
been projected into the past. Eamont Bridge seems to have been the actual border of Cumbria and 
England. The Rere Cross marks the southern boundary of the diocese of Carlisle established in 1133. This 
diocese was made up by detaching the Deanery of Carlisle from Glasgow and the Deanery of 
Westmorland from York. There is no evidence that WML was ever part of Cumbria. One thing it may 
mark is David's attempt to extend his border further south by claiming the Rere Cross to be 'Cumbria's' 
border. Previous scholarship, (Jackson, Barrow, Smyth et al ) always discusses the Cross as the border but 
evidence, especially that of place names, does not support this. 
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Alternatively, David, in his general favouritism I 19 shown to Norman and Breton 

knights in granting them land, may have also helped to quicken the decline of Cumbric. 

The question remains that when these 'new men' such as Brus and Stewart were given 

land whom were they replacing? We can suspect that it was some of the remaining 

Cumbrian aristocracy or men like Gospatric. Also, to a certain extent, the Cumbrians 

may have become ethnically invisible. We certainly have a shortage of Cumbric 

personal names amongst the elite. However, the ethnicity of the name may not show us 

much. We know that in Cornwall many of the Cornish elite in the English and Norman 

occupation dropped Cornish names and took on English or Norman first names, e.g. 

Aelfeah Gerent, but they were still Cornish and Cornish speakers. Likewise in Cumbria, 

a 'Gospatric' may not have been a Cumbric speaker, a 'Richard' may have been. 

Of note is that many of the 'Norman' lords given land in Cumbria were of Breton 

origin. 120 Walter fitz Alan's family were originally from Dol in Brittany via western 

Shropshire (itself with Welsh speaking areas). Other scholars (Kapelle) have focussed 

on the ability of the Stewart family to manage areas formerly under British (in its wider 

sense) control. It is tentatively suggested that maybe they and their followers, servants 

and family were also encouraged to Cumbria for language purposes. At this time it is 

likely that Welsh, Breton and Cumbric may still have been mutually intelligible. 

Bringing such Celtic speakers in may have made the area more manageable and give the 

incomers some legitimacy as 'fellow Britons' .121 

5.14 1120 Inquisitio 

A key entry from a presumably Cumbric clerk at St. Mungo's church at Glasgow 

from the c .1120 Inquisitio offers a contemporary view of recent changes and gives a 

clear idea of different peoples moving in by force. 

119 I say generally as the non-Norman Gille mac Buide and possibly Dunegal ofNithsdale were probably 

beneficiaries of David also. 
120 For a discussion see Barrow (1973:315-336) on Scotland's 'Norman' families. 
121 For example, with the Stewarts coming from Shropshire it is likely that some family members and 
retainers spoke Welsh rather than Breton. 
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It states: 

Dicto namque Kentegerno pluribusque successoribus suis piae religion is 

perseverantia ad Deum transmigratis: diversae seditiones circumquaque 

insurgentes non solum ecclesiam et ejus possessiones destruxerunt, verum etiam 

totam region em vastantes, ejus habitatores exilio tradiderunt. 

Sic ergo omnibus bonis exterminatis, magnis temporum intervallo transactis, 

diverse tribu diversarum nationum ex diveriss partibus ajJluentes, desertam 

region em praefatam habitaverunt: sed dispari genere et dissimili lingua et vario 

more viventes haud facile [inter} sese consentientes gentilitatem potius quam 

fidei cultum tenere. 122 

The insight that it was a 'deserted region' has many implications and the mention 

of different peoples living in the same region appears to conform to the model proposed 

of diverse communities by 1120 throughout south-west Scotland. In referring to 'other' 

peoples settling it indicates that the writer may be a Cumbrian and is referring to Gaelic 

settlers and possibly English and Norse peoples as well. It is interesting that it comments 

that there is hostility between the groups and that some of them did not keep to, or had 

their own, faith. The attitude of the scribe towards the other incomer groups may be 

expected by a Cumbrian in reaction to foreigners (perhaps forcibly) taking their land. 

The first part may be referring to the 870 sacking of Dumbarton and the later move of 

some warriors to join Anarawd in Wales. Also it could refer to lEthelred's raid in 1000. 

It suggests a variety of communities with different languages and different beliefs. The 

new incomers, one suggests, were Gaels and Norse (probably the heathens mentioned), 

and there may also have been an existing Inglis community in the Glasgow area. The 

122 See Lawrie (1905:44-46). Barrow translated part of the above extract (1980:34). It is translated here as: 
'For when the aforementioned Kentigem and many of his successors with perseverance of pious religion 
were departed unto the Lord, several insurrections thereabouts destroyed not only the Church and her 
possessions, for truly having laid waste the entire region, they consigned its inhabitants to exile. And so 
when all the good folk were thus exterminated, an interval of great length having passed, coming from 
several tribes of several nations from several countries, they inhabited the aforementioned deserted region; 
but being of different race, and dissimilar language, and varied mores, hardly living easily amongst 
themselves, assenting to hold to heathenism more than to the cultivation of the Faith'. 
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statement gives some insight into the make-up of Cumbria that David had come to rule 

over. 

In addition, the charter states earlier: 'In Cumbria Uaque, regione quadanz inter 

Angliam et Scotiam sUa', implying that in 1120 there was a clear idea about the 

geographical distinctiveness of Cumbria. 

Barrow (1999a:60-1) has shown that the Inquisitio into the lands of the Diocese 

of Glasgow was conducted partly to support David's action in detaching Teviotdale 

from the bishopric of Durham. It deals only with northern Cumbria i.e. those parts north 

of Cumberland. What is interesting, besides for our purposes providing early forms of 

place-names, is the mention of Cumbrenses judices, certain wise men of Cumbria such 

as Leysing and Oggo.123 It gives a hint that there was still an awareness of being 

Cumbrian and that it meant a distinct linguistic and cultural heritage. 

5.15 Partition and Plantation 

Scott (1997:32, 33, 35) has suggested that David undertook a campaign to 

dispossess Cumbrian or Gaelic lords in Kyle, Strathirvine and Cunningham employing 

Flemings and Normans and that Fergus of Galloway took over Carrick. Barrow has also 

illustrated the intensity of pre-1214 Flemish settlement and describes how 'the Flemings 

in particular were ready to acquire land promiscuously' (1980:44 and map p.57). 

Scott has raised the question as to who owned these lordships before David and his 

Normans arrived. With Carrick the proposed concentration of trefi there suggests 

Cumbrian settlement and lordship before Fergus (see the trefchapters). 

According to Scott (1997:32) possible Cumbrian lords such as Dunegal in 

Nithsdale, perhaps because of the support of the English king, 124 were able to survive 

intact in their patrimony. The survival of a Cumbrian lord here may explain the greater 

123 Oggo may be remembered at Ogscastle near Biggar, a stronghold built over in 1817. Leysing and Oggo 
appear to be English language names which supports the idea of different peoples living in Cumbria and 
the various backgrounds that made up 'Cumbrians'. 
124 Scott's suggestion (1997:32). 
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concentration of late-sounding Cumbric place-names in this area. However, it may be 

noted that Dunegal may also be a Gaelic name and not Cumbric, which would add to the 

case that he was one of David's men and no more a native of the region than Bms was. 

Barrow has given a clear idea of 'Norman' acquisitions under David but notes 

the scarcity of documentary evidence. Barrow states that: 'Save for Brus' Charter of 

Annandale not a single direct record of this colonisation has survived. We know, solely 

by inference, of what appears to have been a fairly systematic plantation of Anglo

Norman or Breton barons across the middle of southern Scotland' (1973:281). 

David, while giving away lands according to Barrow, 'retained the royal lands of 

Clydesdale'(1973:329), lands which must have been formerly that of the Cumbrian 

monarch. In tum, centres that David used, such as Cadzow, Govan and Carlisle, can be 

seen as earlier centres of Cumbric govemment. 125 However, all the enfeoffments were 

carried out in Lothian and Cumbria, not in Scotia north of the Forth. 

David had begun a process, yet this should not undermine some aspects of continuity 

both in church and state. Barrow (1973 :282) states that Northumbrian nobles held onto 

lands in Tweedale, Teviotdale and Lothian, and in the church at Glasgow we see 

continuity. 

To conclude, under David's rule Cumbric was probably still thriving as there had 

been little disruption of everyday life. However, this was all to change with the 

establishment of the burghs in Rutherglen, Glasgow and Lanark, among others. This 

process had a severe impact on Cumbric as it meant the immigration of many English

speaking settlers from the north of England and because they were based in the market 

towns it meant that English, or more properly Old Scots, would acquire a superior status 

as the language of commerce. English became associated with these centres of power 

and wealth while Cumbric was excluded.
126 

125 A worthwhile avenue of research would be to establish David"s crown lands as a way to begin to 

establish the Cumbrian crown lands. 
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5.16 Govan 

Driscoll has discussed the importance of Govan in the 9th_II th century and why a 

cathedral was not built there by David later (1998:113). He states that: 

Govan church was the centre of a prosperous, probably royally sponsored cult and cemetery, 

which was one axis of a ceremonial and administrative complex at the heart of Strathclyde. At 

first glance Govan with its putative royal associations would seem to have been the natural 

location to house the new diocese of Strathclyde / Cumbria. On reflection, however, it would 

seem that it was exactly these royal associations which Govan ruled out. In this respect its status 

and importance was a liability: the kings or kin of kings buried at Govan were those of the 

annexed kingdom of Strathclyde and the devotions focused on the patron saint of the deposed 

ruling dynasty. Govan was an impossible choice for a cathedral which was to serve the interests 

of the Scottish kingdom'. 

Driscoll's view accords with that of Barrow and Scott on annexation and 

indicates that the annexation was not accepted and was an extremely sensitive issue to 

Cumbrians. l27 The discussions by Craig (1994:73-91) and Bailey (1994: 113)128 on the 

distribution and extent of a distinct type of Cumbrian IGovan type stonecraft also help to 

indicate the core area of Strathclyde I Cumbria as Lanarkshire. 

5.17 Plantation under Mael Coluim IV and William the Lion 

In 1157 Henry II of England compelled the 15 year-old Mael Coluim N to 

surrender Carlisle, Cumberland and Westmorland fixing the border moreorless at its 

present boundary. In 1237 Alexander II accepted this new border by abandoning his 

claim to this southern part of Cumbria which was then assimilated into England. The 

feudalisation of Lothian and Cumbria in Malcolm IV's reign was far more intense. 

Barrow has discussed the 'plantation' of Cumbria, to which the reader is referred. 129 He 

points to Charter No.15 in the Glasgow Registrum for the 'plantation of Strathclyde' 

during Malcolm's reign where not only were the Cumbrian nobles losing land but also 

126 A good survey of the burghs is given by A.A.M. Duncan (1975:463-519) 
127 Driscoll's idea is echoed by the recent Labour party decision not to use Edinburgh High School for the 
Parliament bui lding because it was a 'nationalist shibboleth'. 
128 Both of these articles are published in Ritchie A. ed Govan and its Early Medieval Sculpture (1994) 
Stroud. 
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the Church. The importance of the Charter is, according to Barrow, 'that the feudal 

colonization of the Clyde valley was a deliberate and forcible stroke of royal policy'. 

Barrow refers to Malcolm IV's reign as the 'Period II' in feudalisation, which meant 

plantation for the Cumbrians, where much previously Cumbrian land was divided up 

into knight's fees and bestowed mainly onto Flemish incomers. 130 

To the period of William the Lion's rule following 1174 Barrow ascribes 'a tidal 

wave of Norman immigration into Scotland' (1973:331). Not only were large baronies 

being changed over but also lesser Cumbrian nobles, landholders and the church were 

losing their land. If other cases of peasants being moved in to settle in these newly 

acquired estates occurred, as happened under Meschin in Cumberland, it must have 

spelled a fairly rapid end for Cumbric by the end of William the Lion's reign. We may 

suggest its disappearance as a community language especially in administration and 

trade centres (e.g. Lanark and Glasgow), its division up into pockets of speakers and 

then a gradual erosion as Inglis or Gaelic, according to the area, becomes the norm. The 

sheer number of Gaelic place- names in south-west Scotland indicates that Cumbric was 

replaced sometime in the period as the community language. In the east, where it 

existed, it was replaced by Inglis. When this happened exactly is impossible to say. 

5.18 Leges Inter Brettos et Scottos 

The Leges Inter Brettos et Scottos 131 in claiming gaInes (from galanas, 'blood

price') and kelchyn / gelchach132 to be defunct suggests that Cumbric had fallen from 

129 Barrow (1973:279-314, 'The beginnings of military feudalism'). 
130 Another question resulting from this point is exactly who lost out in the feudalisation. Either the local 
nobility were displaced or, as the king owned Clydesdale directly, was he sub-letting his own rights. 
131 See APS I, 663-5, for the full text. 
132 I have not included mercheta here as this law related to markets not to merch 'daughter' as Jackson 
sunnised (1955:88). Also these are not the last remnants of Cumbric. Kelchyn has been suggested as being 
related to cylch a Welsh law dealing with' circuit'. However, in the context of the Leges kelchyn refers to 
blood-price rather than 'circuit'. For example the Leges states: 'If the woman ofa ceorl be slain the lord in 
whose land he dwells shall have the ke1chin and her kin shall have the cro and the gaInes'. 
I would also suggest that kelchYIl may be Gaelic deriving from the Irish law of giallnae. Charles-Edwards 
(1993:341) describes giallnae as an abstract of 'hostage' and deals with base-clientship. It may have 
become rendered through food or money. Scots Gaelic geilleachdainn, 'yield', 'submit' ,'cede', 'serve', 
'obey', 'pay homage', is possibly the word that we see in kelchin / gelchach. 
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use in legal matters and had also lost high-status usage. 133 Previously this legislation had 

been attributed to David I. The code itself is based on Northumbrian law and was 

probably the law as used in Lothian in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Not all MSS 

have the heading (perhaps only one) Leges inter Brettos et Scottos. It may suggest a 

continued knowledge about Cumbric amongst some of the ruling class. 

5.19 The Stobo charter (c.1200), the point of loss of usage 

The Stobo charter from c.1200 134 has some Cumbric personal names and 
" 

alongside names from other languages it suggests that there may have been usage of 

Cumbric at this time. It mentions a group of men mostly with English names, but one 

with a Gaelic name Gillemihhel, and two with Cumbric names Queschutbrit, (G(w)as 

cuthbert) and the sons of Cosmungho (G(w)as mungho). Noticeably the Cumbric names 

are contained in the name of the father and it may be here that we have a glimpse of a 

point in the decline of Cumbric in the Stobo area at least where Cumbric forms have 

ceased to be used for personal names. The point in question is that of the loss of 

Cumbric as a community language in the Stobo area. Also that Cumbric was no longer 

being used for personal names in the generation that those on the Stobo charter were 

born into. 135 

If we accept that these were Cumbric speakers it is possible to extend Cumbric usage to 

1250 but beyond that would be speculation. 

In 1305 Edward 1 of England, in perhaps an early example of language planning, 

ordained 'that the customs of the Scots and the Brets be henceforth prohibited and 

disused'. This may be referring to the earlier Leges and include the Cumbrians as well as 

the Welsh and Cornish. 

133 See suggestions from Wonnald P. that the Leges may be a constitution, or at least an accommodation, 
for Cumbria during its absorption into Scotland. 
134 Glas. Reg. no. 104 
135 The presence ofCumbric personal names in PEB matches the presence ofCumbric place-names here. 
Together they re-affinn Cumbric expansion into this area of the upper Tweed at the expense of 
Northumbrians in the expansion period. 
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6.1 Cumbric usage 

It is difficult or impossible to establish to what extent the peasantry spoke 

Cumbric throughout this later period and when they stopped using it. 136 In CMBI ROXJ 

Lothians I PEBI SEL the Cumbrians either would have become English speakers or, in 

the absence of an agency for language learning, English-speaking settlers replaced the 

British in the earlier long period of Northumbrian rule. It is envisaged that in the period 

900-1070 parts of the large area taken over by the Cumbrians may have switched to 

Cumbric as Cumbrians replaced the English, but some areas may have been bilingual or 

stayed English speaking. In addition, many of the areas under Cumbric rule were Norse 

or Gaelic speaking. Such a patchwork quilt of languages in the kingdom may explain 

why Cumbric disappeared. Once the Cumbric rulership had gone and the language of 

commerce and status had changed it was time to move on to the the incoming language. 

There was no context anymore for the inhabitants to use Cumbric except with their older 

relations. Furthermore, we cannot expect to see a mono ethnic kingdom. Cumbria may 

have been quite diverse linguistically. One can also suggest a geographical variance with 

clusters of estates grouped in an ystrad, sharing a common language and identity, at any 

one time in the period, yet over the hill may have been another language and culture, 

especially in areas such as south-west Scotland and CMBI WML. 

How the language shift occurred is difficult to assess. Even if we accept the 

theory that the British population may have become English speakers in some areas and 

then after that Cumbric speakers, it still raises problems. The chief one is how does a 

dispersed, rural and illiterate population access an elite or new language. One solution is 

that in some areas that the Cumbrians took over, the amount of settlers either 

outnumbered the previous inhabitants and created enough critical mass to change the 

language of the toponomy or that English speakers were removed. 
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6.2 Cumbric survivals 

Survivals of Cumbric are discussed in the final chapter. Certain words were 

borrowed into Inglis and Gaelic. There is the usage of maer, commented on by Barrow 

(1973: 68) for example, and survivals of the legal term gaInes and the land term kadrez 

possibly from cantref Words like' gallus' in Glasgow English dialect may be from a 

Cumbric form of the obsolete Welsh word galluus 'able, mighty' and the Cumbrian 

counting system, 'yann, tann, tethera', has been suggested as a survival. 137 The latter 

counting terms however are more likely to have been the introduction of Welsh 

shepherds or Cornish miners. Lastly, as we know from the decline of other languages, 

we can expect words to continue in usage although the language has disappeared. 

Therefore it is wise not to read too much into these 'survivals'. 

It is very problematic to establish where the last speakers of Cumbric were as we 

have late sounding examples scattered throughout southern Scotland. Dixon (1949:287) 

suggested Stow parish with its late sounding Plenploth ( < Plenploif 1593 (RMS), 

probably a Cu. form ofW. blaen plwyf'parish end,).138 We know that the setting-up of 

parishes in southern Scotland was quite late (from the late 12th to 13th century)139 so to 

have a Cumbric place-name using plwyf makes this area one of the best for a late 

Cumbric survival. A good contender may be the Traquair -Stobo area with its Cumbric 

named clergy and its being in the Diocese of Glasgow. Also to be considered is Carrick 

with its concentration of tref sites albeit amidst a later Gaelic milieu rather than an 

English one. A useful comparison for Cumbric in its last days may be that of the present 

day distributed, patchwork nature of Aromanian or Vlach, a Balkan-Romance language 

still spoken by hill-pastoralists in the mountainous regions of the Hellenic peninsula in 

136 See Barrow (1980:49) for some convincing suggestions. 
137 Pryce G. has produced a rough outline derived from Celtic scholars but considering his misleading 
views on Cornish and Pictish, it should be read with care. See W.H. Smith (1885) which is very unreliable 
except for a useful listing of dialect words not just from Cumberland but from north Yorkshire and 
Durham !Northumberland fells as well. 
138 Watson (1926:355) compares Plenploifwith Blaen-plwyf CER yet still suggests pen phryfinstead of 
blaen plwyf Dixon (1947:289) also suggests pen pll1Jf 
139 See N.F. Shead (1975:41) 
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Thessaly, Ipiros and Pindus. Cumbric itself may have found itself in a similar situation 

being only spoken by increasingly smaller pockets of ageing speakers. 

It may be considered remarkable that none of the previous Cumbric or British 

political centres (e.g. Glasgow, Cadzow, Lanark and Carlisle), seem to have kept British 

speech for longer than areas like Traquair, and seem to have become wholly anglicised 

or gaelicised. Such a pattern accords with later patterns of language shift where centres 

of power will shift more quickly to the new, incoming language. That language shift 

occurred is understandable considering the number of English-speaking burgesses that 

moved into the new burghs that many of the old Cumbric centres became. 

Conclusions 

7.1 Different language groups within Cumbria and the Cumbrian identity 

It may be envisaged that the south-west by 920 had an admixture of English 

speakers, Norse speakers, and Gaelic speaking Hiberno-Norse established in 

settlements. 140 In addition, as the Cumbrians went into Dumfriesshire, Cumberland and 

Westmorland they also met Hiberno- Norse and English speakers. Place and personal 

names suggest that these language groups survived under Cumbrian rule. Perhaps if 

Cumbric rule had been for longer they would have become Cumbric speakers. However, 

in many of the lands that the kingship extended to we can envisage some people being 

wholly British speaking others bi-lingual and others Gaelic, Norse or English. 

Furthermore, such a patchwork quilt of languages may be a key to understanding 

Cumbric identity. A political border in 950 did not coincide with a linguistic border, 

even if there was a 'border' as such. We have many Norse and Gaelic names in the areas 

contemporary with our period of Cumbric rule indicating dense Norse and Gaelic 

settlement and these have to be explained It can only mean that Cumbrians ruled over 

other peoples, that the kingdom was not monoethnic and any such description is not at 

140 For a discussion and maps of Gaelic speaking Norse and Norse settlement see Crawford (1985), 
Fellows- Jensen (1985, SSNNW) and Oram in Crawford B. (1995: 129). 
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all useful. 141 Furthennore, with this mixture of peoples it may have meant that by the 

post-lOOO period Cumbric identity was not strong explaining the disappearance after of 

the language. 

By David's time one may speculate that to be a 'Cumbrian' was not just a 

linguistic definition or identity anymore. Instead it had come to mean that all the peoples 

that lived in the area called Cumbria were called Cumbrian (i.e. those that the Normans 

would later see as the 'natives'). It may be better to see the later Cumbrians not wholly 

as 'Britons' as the Welsh, Cornish, and Bretons are but as a mix of Cumbrian British, 

with Norse, Gaelic and English elements (for example, the 'Cumbrians' with English 

names Leysing and Oggo). Initially, in the first half of the 10th century to be Cumbrian 

may have meant to be British but as Cumbria extended it included these other groups to 

create an 11 th century Cumbrian. The mixed nature of some of the personal and place

names hints at this. For example, the Northumbrian noble with a Cumbric name 

Gospatric. Such a suggestion seeks to refine the idea of the Cumbrian identity or indeed 

any identity in this period as much more complex. It aims to break down earlier 

erroneous assumptions of blocs of monoethnic groups in a constant struggle for 

supremacy over each other. The later creation of a 'Scottish' identity is similar in that it 

no longer required those in the group to be Gaelic-speakers but instead included all those 

who lived in Scotland. 

7.2 Extent of Cumbria 

Cumbric rule may have extended southwards at least as far as Eamont Bridge/ 

Dunmail Raise. The location of Triennain and the intact, late spelling of its 1169 form 

(Treverman, Trevermane 1169 cf. OW treb ir maen) means that we have a Cumbric 

estate established even further south at the top of Lake Windennere
142 

A sphere of 

influence may have extended to Stainmoor. To the east Cumbria appears to have 

141 Crawford B. (1985:42) has suggested that the Cumbrians may have settled Norse in certain zones 
accounting for clusters of Norse place-names in for example CMB in the 1 O~ c. period of alliance. . 
142 Scott's map (1997: 13a) gives a good impression of a the extent of Cumbna although I would enlarge It 

to include, at various times, Peebleshire and parts of West Lothian and Stirlingshire. 



extended into Peeblesshire. For a time parts of West Lothian may have come under 

Cumbric control but with rule by the Scottish king in MLO and ELO. To the west the 

concentration of late tref suggests that Carrick and Dumfriesshire were all under 

Cumbrian control and settlement. Northern Ayrshire and Renfrewshire show fewer 

British names suggesting that this area may have had a strong Gaelic settlement during 

the period of Cumbria's expansion. Farther south-west, into what would become 

Galloway, there are fewer examples of British names indicating that this area had later 

come under Gaelic-speaking and/or Norse control. It is suggested that a layer of 

Cumbric names in Galloway may have been subsumed under the Gaelic or Norse layer. 

However, we have some estates with late-sounding British names implying earlier 

British rule here. To the north-west and north the Cumbrians were dealing with Scotia, 

herself land-hungry and expansionist. 

In the expansion period there may have been some kind of alliance or partnership 

in the acquisition of Northumbrian land. The Scots gained MLO and expanded along the 

east coast into Northumbria. The Cumbrians stuck to the south-west and the holding of 

CMB possibly with a border at Carvoran on the Roman wall. Most of the achievement 

appears to have been in the reign of Dyfnwal, perhaps remembered at Cardonald, 

Dundonald, and to the south at Dunmail Raise. The Life of Catroe may describe 

Cumbria at the time of its fullest extent. However, the Cumbric expansion, whilst 

overlapping with Scottish Gaelic expansion in southern Scotland, started earlier than the 

Gaelic one. 

Dedications to Kentigern, Uinniau, Constantine and Patrick are also seen by 

scholarship as potentially delineating the Cumbrian territory. 143 The name Gospatric « 

*gwos patrie) underlines the British adoption of the cult of Patrick. Although saint's 

dedications are a very rough indicator of Cumbric territory, extreme caution is required 

because of late dedications and dedications obviously far beyond the borders of 

Cumbria. While we can accept that dedications to Kentigern may broadly show a 
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Cumbrian sphere of influence it is not evidence of Cumbrian rule, but remains only a 

hint. 144 In much the same way the Northumbrian establishment of a bishopric at 

Whithom illustrates the consolidation of English rule. Similarly dedications to British 

saints reflects the consolidation of British rule. 

The Diocese of Glasgow and its later claims in Cumberland 'to the Rere cross' 

on Stainmoor are have also been seen as showing us the extent of Cumbria .. A good 

effort at a political map of Cumbria is found in Scott's article (1997:13a) where he 

illustrates the 1ih century lordships of Cumbria. Broadly the boundaries are accepted 

here as reflecting the boundaries of Cumbria so long as one is aware of the later, post

Cumbria, contemporary political claims of the bishops of Glasgow and Scottish 

monarchs and their creating of their own versions of the past. 

7.3 Place-name evidence 

Place-names as a source of historical evidence do have their limitations as 

discussed for example by 6 Maolalaigh (1997: 12-53) and Barrow (1997:54-74). 

However, despite chronological problems they show occupation of a territory by a 

particular group of speakers. Jackson (1963) saw the affixing of cair onto anglicised 

names as evidence for the take-over of Cumbraland sometime in the 10th century. 145 In 

doing so he was depending on the assumption that these are new cair names and that 

generative usage of cair is popular in the 9th 
- 1ih century. Pivotal evidence comes from 

Carlisle where an anglicised form of Lugu balium, rendered as Lowel, had by the 10th 

century become Cair luel. 146 To Jackson this example illustrated the Cumbric take-over 

143 See Higham (1985:41 (after Bowen, 1977)). 
144 See Durkan (1986), Driscoll (1998) and Higham (1985:41). 
145 Ekwall (1918:2) appears cautiously to accept reconquest as 'plausible'. His view that while 'such an 
event may have reversed the relative positions of the Anglian and the British element, there is no reason to 
believe that it carried along with it the extermination or expulsion of the Anglian population' is accepted 
here. Furthermore, one adds that the Cumbrians, while a majority in some areas, may have ruled over an 
English-speaking population. This would explain why the Cumbric language did not survive. Furthermore, 
he sees the Norse settlement in CMB / WML as peaceful and that earlier the English had taken Carlisle 
and north CMB in Aethelfri th 's reign 593-617, before taking S. CMB and N. Lanes in Ecgfrith' s reign 
671-685. 
146 See discussion of Carlisle in the cair chapter and gazetteer. 
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and enough critical mass of settlers to lead to a place being re-named, in this case a key 

strategic site. It is not only Carlisle which provides suggested onomastic evidence for 

expansion but other examples such as Carhullan, Carthur, and Caerlaverock. In addition, 

these can be coupled with other Cumbric names in Cumberland 147 in an area which 

previously (pre 900) may have been wholly anglicised. 

The distribution of tref sites (discussed in chapters 4 and 5), if one can prove that 

they had a contemporary generative usage along with cair, may also reflect the Curnbric 

expansion period. Their distribution when mapped shows expansion into what had 

previously been areas under the control of North umbria (not necessarily all English 

speaking areas). 

We find clusters in Carrick (an area later thoroughly Gaelicised) and in 

Dumfriesshire. It may show Curnbrian lords being given lands and resettling and 

renaming estates as tref as by this time a tref had a meaning of 'estate' or 'vill'. That 

the population of large parts of northern Northumbria were still British speakers may 

have aided the takeover. 

8.1 Evolving a chronology of British-Cumbric place-name usage: the theory of 

place-name strata 

It is problematic to try and use onomastic evidence to support ideas about 

Curnbric expansion. It may seem that all we can do is start with a possibility and end 

with a probability. However, a key factor is that our place-names may be interpreted as 

being in layers and follow a chronology according to which ethnic group moved into the 

regIOn. 

The chronology suggested is that: 

1) All our place-names in southern Scotland are British before the Anglian incursions. 

147 E.g. 8lencathra « Blenkarthure 1598 cf. W blaen 'upland, end, point, summit'); Lamplugh « 
Lamplau 1150, cf. W plw)j; 8 piau 'parish '). 
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2) In tum the Anglians put down their own layer of place-names in southern Scotland 

and implant English speech from 630 onwards. It is proposed that Anglian rule and 

settlement resulted in the disappearance of many British names. This suggests that 

surviving British! P-Celtic names are more likely to have come from the later Cumbric 

period. 

3) With the collapse of North umbria, c. 900 Cumbria emerges and takes land from the 

English. This results in a layer of names in Cumbric. This is one layer which may have 

covered over earlier English names. It also implies that many of our surviving P-Celtic / 

Cumbric names come from this period. This layer has been overlooked. 

4) In tum the settlement of Gaelic-speakers in the south may have also covered over 

English (and Cumbric) names. Also we find Gaelic secondary settlements near Cumbric 

named estate centres/ primary settlements (e.g. the baile names around Bathgate WLO, 

Balbardie, Ballencrieff, Barbauchlaw). 

5) The setting up of the burghs and the in-migration of Anglo-Danish settlers 

established another layer of English names, covering over, in some areas, Cumbric (and 

Gaelic) names. In other areas we find secondary settlement names near to earlier 

Cumbric named estate centres / primary settlements. 

This thesis, by examining in detail two habitative generics cair and tref, and 

combining this with historical and archaeological evidence seeks to: 

1) Use the place-name evidence to suggest where the Cumbric expansion went; 

2) Use the place-name evidence to suggest a time-scale for the Cumbric expansion. 

However it may be seen that there is a fault with the hypothesis above. This is 

how we distinguish between a 6th century cair or tref and a lOth century one. This 

problem has been approached by looking at the old fonn and the situation of the coir or 
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tref If the cair is seen to be in an area that we know to have been English then it goes 

some way to suggest that this is a cair of the expansion period. It may be that some 

British names survived through the period of English rule whether the language survived 

or not. 

The following discussion of cair and tref also seeks to explore a possible 

chronology of usage in the Brittonic countries including Cumbria. It examines whether 

cair and trefhave continuous generative usage from the 6th century to the 1 t h or 

whether it may be shown that such generative usage was confined to the latter part of 

this period. If this can be shown to have occurred in Cumbria it provides another 

argument for suggesting that our surviving cair or trefwere coined in the post-900 

Cumbric period. 

8.2 Late language features as evidence of names coined in the expansion period 

It will also be argued that some of our cair and tref generics and their 

accompanying specifics are late for linguistic reasons as Jackson suggested (1963:81-

83). The use of inversion compounds and the placing of stress for example supports the 

theory that many names are not from the earlier pre-Northumbrian British period but 

from the early loth century Cumbric period. Jackson (1963a:81) describes Penteiacob as 

'uncorruptedly Welsh looking, with its second element stressed and fully preserved, that 

it cannot possibly have been taken into English anything like so early'. In addition other 

examples may be added such as Trevercarcou, Cairpentaloch, Trauernent, and Caroeu 

all of which give no trace of filtering through English. 

Also the process of adoption into English also shows how our names are from 

the Cumbric expansion period. As Jackson noted (1963: 81) if Castle Hewin * Castell 

Ewein had been adopted by Northumbrians in the 7th century it would have become 

something like * Kestlen in English. 

In addition, a late, Cumbrian period, name can be identified when we have a 

Cumbric generic affixed onto an English element. This has been argued for in the case 
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of Carhullan for example. Sometimes names while of English origin have been adopted 

but with a change in stress, Carlatton being an example. Cumwhinton has been argued as 

containing Norman Quentin, again illustrating lateness. 148 

Furthermore, some of the onomastic evidence discussed below suggests that 

Cumbric was developing similar features as found in the OW development to MW. The 

occurrence of the factors above are discussed within each place-name entry in the 

Gazetteer. 

Cair and tref were also chosen as previous scholarship has shown a tendency to 

write off British speakers because of the lack of human settlement names using 

habitative generics. The British use of landscape names for settlements was also used to 

suggest that this meant that the British were therefore thin on the ground. Gelling 

convincingly argued against this (1978:50-53) when she discussed the British use of 

landscape names for settlements (not to mention English use of the same). 

The survival of British! Cumbric names may show the survival of British speech 

but not necessarily. The name might just have been adopted by English speakers. It is 

difficult to push onomastic evidence any harder than this. It is the inherent weakness of 

onomastic evidence in that on its own it is limited as to what it can show us. It is only 

when we combine it with historical and archaeological evidence that we may see how it 

augments the overall picture. 

The purpose of this thesis is, however, to discuss onomastic evidence and not to 

discuss and argue points of historical detail. The historical survey is, therefore, simply 

that, a survey and reflects current scholarship on the period. It aims to provide enough 

discussion for a basic framework in which to fit in our place-name hypothesis. The 

minutiae are left for the historians. 

148 It may be argued that it contains OE Hwitington instead. However, it still illustrates a name to which a 
Cumbric generic has been attached. 
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From the body of data collected conclusions will be drawn and their implications 

discussed for Cumbric history and language. 
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Chapter Two 

The Place-Name Element Cair in Cumbria 

1:1 Introduction 

The place-name generic cair has a widespread distribution in the area of southern 

Scotland and north-west England that we have determined as Brittonic speaking 

Cumbria in chapter one.! Nicolaisen (1986:160) termed cair as one of the key Cumbric 

and Brittonic settlement generics. In order to discuss this element we will firstly look at 

what has been said about the word cair, its Indo-European roots and its different 

semantic development in the other P-Celtic countries. Following this we will examine 

the archaeological record and apply the scholarship that has discussed cair sites. We will 

then examine cair in Cumbric Scotland and give a chronological survey of the 

scholarship on the element. Following this we will examine chronologically what 

scholars have said about cair names elsewhere in Wales, Cornwall and Brittany 

respectively. The wider view obtained will then be summarised and conclusions drawn 

with special reference to the Scottish problem. 

The second section is a gazetteer of cair place-names in greater Cumbria. The 

purpose of this section is to list all possible cair sites in the Cumbric speaking areas and 

to discuss each example. Within each entry lies a suggested derivation drawing on 

similar place names, for example, in Wales, Cornwall and Brittany. Alternatively, some 

examples suggest a Gaelic derivation. 

! By 'Cumbria' I mean Cumbria before its final absorption into Scotia after 1070. This contains the area 
from Loch Lomond, the Lennox, and Lanarkshire to Cumberland and Penrithl Eamont Bridge. Areas such 
as, and districts of, Strathgryfe, Cunningham, Kyle, Carrick, Nithsdale, Annandale, Peebleshire, West 
Lothian may have come under Cumbric rule and have been settled by Cumbrians. 
The Brittonic speaking kingdoms extended over a greater area before including Stirlingshire, 
Clackmannan which were absorbed into Scotia while Lothian, had been taken by Anglians and 
incorporated into Northumbria since the 630s. Selkirkshire and especially Peebleshire may have politically 
come back under Cumbric control, at the expense of Northumbria, in the Strathclyde expansion period. 
Galloway later evolved separately as a political unit with a mixture of English, Cumbric, Gaelic and 
Scandinavian speakers. Ayrshire and Renfrewshirel Cunningham, parts of Lanarkshire would also become 
Gaelic speaking areas. 
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We have few early attestations of cair and many are not that early. Some 

examples, while lacking in early forms, have an archaeological 'defended homestead' 

type-site nearby helping to explain our cair interpretation. Some examples have a 

Brittonic second element that also supports the case for suggesting a derivation from 

cairo 

Each different entry gives reasons why we can propose that the name contains 

the cair element. The cair sites listed in the Gazetteer have been mapped (see Fig.1 

p.210 and Nicolaisen's cair map Fig.1 (1976:161) for comparison) to give an indication 

of distribution. The corpus of names in the gazetteer is reviewed in the light of the 

hypothesis contained in section one. Contained within the gazetteer is a discussion of 

problematic names and where necessary the dismissal of those sites that are deemed 

irrelevant to our discussion. Not all names listed in Hooker's Gazetteer have MS forms, 

in cases such as these evidence from aspect and archaeology is all that we have. 

The final section will draw overall conclusions both from previous scholarship 

and the study of cair names in the Gazetteer. Scholarship has shown what the issues are 

and we can take stock of our understanding so far in various fields. The gazetteer aims to 

yield significant advances in these fields. A hypothesis will be put forward and questions 

(such as the re-expansion of the Cumbri, the semantic change and geographical 

distribution of the cair element) dealt with in the light of the hypothesis. In turn, the cair 

conclusions will be linked to conclusions from the other chapters. 

2:1 Dictionary definitions. 

Indo-E uropean roots 

Scholarship examining Indo-European has traced the formation of the element 

cair.2 It derives cair from an I.E. *kagh-ralro and this is accepted here. Pokorny traced 

the root as *kagh (IGEW:518), which gives W. cae; Ger. *hagjo> hag; E. hecg> 

hedge. It means 'to catch', 'to seize', and a 'wickerwork fence'. Morris (1969) also 

2 There has been a wide debate as to the etymology of this element (including derivations from qlladra and 
castra) which can be found in Loth J. RC 24: 298f; Lloyd-Jones J. BBCS 2: 292; Pokorny 1. JCS I: 135; 
Jackson K. LHEB:252n, HPB: 162; Williams 1. (1945:58). 
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gives an unaspirated form *kag-jou> Gaul. caio, 'rampart'. *kagh or *kag are equally 

satisfactory.3 The medial /g/ would undergo spirantisation and would eventually be lost 

in cair (*kag also yields /g/ in Celtic which in tum developed to W. cae). The IE suffix 

*ralro has a nominal derivational function and is referred to by Meillet (1964:267) as an 

intensifier, giving a meaning of 'strong'; it can also make the word adjectival. Examples 

given by Meillet with *-ro as a suffix with an adjectival function are Skr.cit-rah 

'brilliant'and Skr. r;urah 'strong'. 

The /a/ or /0/ ending would be lost through apocope in late antiquity leading to 

our cair form. In addition, we should mention Gaulish caium which Loth (1903 :298) 

derived from * cagio-n. 

Two early tribal names the Caereni and Caeractates illustrate a similar 

development to cair with the word caer 'sheep'. Rivet and Smith (1979:286) suggest 

that the caer in the former is derived from British *caero sheep, especially 'ram, he

goat', seen in W. caer-iwrch 'roebuck'; cognates include I. caera and G. caora. In 

Gaulish we find Caeractates 'shepherds'. However, Professor W.Gillies informs me, 'at 

Ptolemy'S time caer [i.e. sheep] should have shown up as *cagros or *cagra. It is 

supposed that these are 'rams', like Taurini 'bulls'etc. The IE original would have had 

*caper-, which gives caer by Celtic loss of IE *p (cf. capricorn etc)'. 

Welsh 

Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru (1953:384) in its caer entry defined it thus: 'caer.. < 

Brth. *kagro- o'r un gwr. a cae.' It then goes on to define it as a)'a fort, fortress, 

enclosed stronghold, castle, citadel, fortified town or city.' Then b) as a 'wall, rampart or 

bulwark'. The dictionary also gives us some explanations for the latter meaning such as 

that of 1753: 'Caer ... when we consider that in Caermarthenshire, the wall of the 

3 They are equally satisfactory in Celtic as both *kagh and *kag gave /g/ in Celtic. Indo-European /g/ and 
/ghl are quite separate from Celtic lenition. 
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churchyard is called caer yr fynwent, and any trench or bank of an old camp is called 

Caer.' 

Cornish 

Spellings vary, but before the fifteenth century the most regular one is caer 

although we do have Car, without the diphthong, appearing as early as 1086 (see Padel 

1985:52). Most often it refers to a 'round' the word for a 'fort' being dinas, however it 

has been applied to a fort as in Carvossa for example. Modem dictionaries have given 

ker as 'fort' (GKK: 162). Nance (1952:53) gives ker as 'fort, city', a verb, 'to wall, 

fortify' and Keresk (Exeter) as an example. This is not accurate, as will be argued below 

and as Padel has shown (1985:50) ker in Cornish mainly refers to a 'round', and 

'enclosed settlement', not 'forts' and follows the Breton meaning. Modem dictionaries 

may have followed the Welsh meaning of caer too readily instead of looking to what a 

ker site actually refers to in Cornwall. 

Breton 

OB caer, kaer, early MB caer, kair, ker, quaer, quer MB kaer, ker, ker. Loth 

noted that where Breton faded in the east in the 11 th -12 th centuries we find car while in 

the west to the present day we have ker. R. Hernon's dictionary (1959:1642) gives 'ker 

f., pI. keriou', its primary meaning being 'ville, village, hameau'. 

Irish / Scots Gaelic 

Some scholarship has confused I. cathir and G. cathair. (Dwelly (1901: 174) 

gives; 'Chair, seat bench, throne, 2) Town, city 3) Fortified city') as being cognate with 

cairo It is not. G. cathair is cognate with W. cadair 'chair', 'seat', not cairo The modem 

pronunciation of G. perhaps adds to this confusion. Cathir in I. and G was still 

pronounced with the medial 191 until the 12th to 13th century. Modem I., while not 

pronouncing this 19/, still retains an indication of the 191 by its pronunciation of cathir as 

Ica'hair/. 
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3:1 Problems: Identification 

One of the main problems in identifying a genuine Cumbric cair in Scottish 

toponymy is its similarity to other elements in Gaelic, Scots/ Old English and Norse. 

With Gaelic it could easily be confused with, for example\ carr, 'a mossy plain or fen'. 

Similar sounding place-name elements in Old English and Scots are carr 'rock ledge', 

and carse 'mossy heath'. The latter may be derived from W. cors 'bog, fen' which we 

should assume had a Cumbric form. OE ceorla appears in several Carleton's 

representing ceorla-tun 'freeman's farm/villa'. Norse also has kjarr 'brushwood, marsh'. 

When we have a number of possibilities one of the factors we can look to is whether the 

qualifier or second element is Cumbric and checking the site itself to see if any of the 

other elements would apply. However, as outlined in the introduction to the Gazetteer it 

is possible through the use of documentary forms, the location, and in determining the 

specific, to identify a cair element. 

4:1 Archaeology/ Ordnance Survey. The problem with 'hill-forts' 

By analogy with Welsh examples and Welsh semantics, we need to establish if 

there is a relationship between the cair generic and hill-forts. Furthermore, we have to 

determine when a 'fort' is a 'homestead'. It is useful at this juncture to make a rapid 

foray into the archaeological record. Recent work on 'hill-forts' is providing evidence 

that has a bearing on our interpretation of the place-name evidence (see map of 

distribution of hill forts and duns). Moreover, it is surprising that archaeologists and 

place-name scholars have done little work together in an area that would prove fruitful. 

It is necessary to define our terms, as 'hill-fort', on its own, is inadequate. The 

definitions of 'enclosure', homestead', 'settlement' and 'hill fort' found on Ordnance 

Survey maps were first established by Piggott. Dr. Ian Ralston has defined an enclosure 

as 'an enclosed site of any scale with no apparent internal houses and not necessarily 

(usually not) defensively located'.5 Ralston added that the homestead definition 

4 Words such as G. car, 'a turn, a twist' are lacking in toponymic use. G. Cair a 'peat moss' derived 
from, catha,. 'marsh', can be identified by aspect. Carn or cairn could be mistaken as cair sites but the 
presence of the final 'n' indicates a G. definite article if it is not an actual cairn 
5 Communication by E-mail 13 th June 2000. 
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originated from the EinzelhoJe (i.e. 'single farmstead') idea and represents an enclosure 

with 1-2 internal houses. If there are more than two houses, it represents a 'settlement'. 

Here we need to define 'house'. Furthermore Ralston added that 'enclosures' in the UK 

were defined for areas under 3 acres / 1.2 ha. For the structure to be determined as a 

'hill-fort' there were three criteria: 1. Its area had to be greater than 1.2 ha; 2. The 

enclosing works had to be defensive; 3. The nature of the entrances or gates had to be 

considered.6 However, Ralston acknowledges that these definitions are very 

subjective. The most recent, catch-all, term is 'hill-top enclosure'. 

Further problems are that most Scottish 'hill forts' are smaller than the 3 acres 

prescribed and recent work in the Angus Caterthuns reveals that some minor works can 

be quite grand and to some extent some major works can be quite poor. Furthermore in 

Scottish terms a fort is larger than a dun. 7 The size of a dun is given as up to 400 

sq.yards (375rm) This leaves us with 'fort' as a loaded term especially in a Scottish 

context and adds to our argument that we have to be clear what our Cumbric cair means 

and refers to instead of accepting the Welsh translation of caer as 'fort'. Then we have 

to establish that we can link cair as a place-name generic with the enclosures in the 

archaeological record. (Furthermore the Welsh record itself can be investigated, the 

original meaning may have been 'defended homestead' there before it became 'fort'). 

We can suggest that cair, when a generative element, was sometimes used to refer to 

archaeological sites including hill top enclosures and Roman sites. It indicates that some 

of our cair sites may have already been antiquities when named. 

One of the most recent and useful discussions is that of Armit and Ralston 

(1997: 169-193), who neatly summarised new developments. Firstly, we have the 

Hownam sequence developed by Piggott (1948:45-67) and summarised here by Armit 

and Ralston (1997: 176): 

6 I.e. that the gates can be considered as being of a defensive nature as opposed to being just a~ ent,rance. 
7 I use the word dun in its present archaeological sense. The word has been adopted from GaelIc dun but 
the dun of archaeology does not mean what dim means in Gaelic or Irish. 
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'This model proposed a sequence of settlement fonns through time: from unenclosed to palisaded 

sites, through univallate to multi vallate forts; and finally back to unenclosed settlements ( in this 

case comprising roundhouses with stone footings) in the Roman period. This perspective implied 

increasingly aggressive and competitive societies, marked by progressively stronger 

fortifications, until these became redundant with the apparent stability and peace resulting from 

the imposition of the pax romana.' 

However, recent work has to some extent undermined this model. For example, 

palisaded enclosures have been dated from the late Bronze Age to the early Historic 

period: 

'it is still valid at a local scale though over a longer time-span than was initially supposed .... 

Palisades for example, appear generally to predate earth ramparts and/or stone walls on sites at 

which these more substantial fonns of enclosure are represented. Palisade construction may have 

been appropriate for newly established settlements where surrounding land was initially cleared 

thereby making quantities of straight lengths of timber available.' (1997: 1 78). 

They add: 

'There is now consensus that open settlements of 'Votadinian' houses common in much of the 

Tyne-Forth area, were first constructed before the Roman invasion in the AD 80's. The dense 

pattern of unfortified fanning settlement that these houses represent appears, therefore, to belong 

to a period of stability and relatively high population that originated before and thus independent 

of Roman influence'(1997:179). 

They summarise: 

'The whole question of the functions of enclosed settlement, including hillforts, has been a matter 

of debate in recent years. Fonnerly, when cultural change was viewed as the product of (often 

violent) population movement, such sites were regarded as essentially defensive. The recognition 

of the symbolic qualities of enclosure has been significant in realigning perceptions of social 

relations and cultural change in Iron Age societies. Recent work has played down the practical 

defensive functions of hill forts and stressed their social implications: the command and 

mobilization oflabour, the territoriality and authority implicit in their scale and locations. 

Warfare clearly played a part in Iron Age society ... but there is no a priori reason to link it with 

hillfort construction. Whilst substantial defences, suitable for military purposes, are found on 

some Scottish sites, this is far from universally the case. The diminutive scale of the enclosing 

banks on some major hillforts (eg. White Meldon in Peeblesshire) almost certainly precludes a 

serious defensive intent. Hillforts, as well as containing settlement, may well have fulfilled 
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social roles not dissimilar to those claimed for stone circles and henges in Neolithic times' 

(1997:182). 

In addition to this we should note Barry Cunliffe's remarks (1995:52): 

The north-eastern zone from the North York moors to the southern foothills of the Scottish 

Highlands, developed a highly distinctive character during the Middle Iron Age as the landscape 

became covered with a rash of 'hillforts'. The use of the phrase 'hillfort' in this zone is confusing 

since the vast majority ofthe 1500 or so defended enclosures are less than a hectare in extent and 

in the south would not be regarded as belonging to the same category as hillforts. There are, in 

fact, only 14 or so sites of hillfort proportions in the region and there is no convincing evidence 

that any of them were extensively used or defended in this period. The north-east, then, is a 

territory of fortified homesteads and not a hill fort dominated zone'. 

This pattern would itself be replaced by the second century AD: 

'The upland settlements of Northumberland also underwent quite a noticeable series of changes, 

the most evident of which was the abandonment of strongly defended homestead enclosures for 

more slightly enclosed farmyards containing one or more stone-walled huts. The locations were 

now chosen more with an eye to shelter and comfort. The dominant hilltop sites of the earlier 

period might impress others but they provided little protection from extremes of weather'. 

(Cunliffe, 1995:75) 

In archaeological tenns a 'hill fort' is not necessarily a 'fort' at all and the 

'stockaded homestead' model would seem to fit the scenario for the origin of our 

Cumbric cair sites. Furthennore according to the Ordnance Survey the distinction 

between a 'homestead', and a 'hill fort' is one of size. This precludes a) big homesteads 

and b) small hillforts. Archaeology therefore suggests that in the area of today' s 

southern Scotland and northern England there were particular developments of 

enclosures in size, usage and function not found elsewhere in Britain, factors that may 

have contributed to some of these sites being tenned later as cair in Cumbric. 

Further discussion comes from Cornwall where Rose and Preston-Jones 

(1995:62) have convincingly argued for a 'round' or ker to trev sequence. They have 

shown from excavated rounds8 that the fourth to sixth centuries act as a cut-off point in 

8 A good example of a 'round' with hut circles inside is Porthmeor, Cornwall. 
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that it cannot be shown that rounds were abandoned after that date and that they were 

established and abandoned at various dates over the Iron Age and Romano-British 

period. That some of the rounds are called ker and the nearby early medieval settlements 

are called trev implies a model where at least some of the ker sites were abandoned for 

the trev sites. Rose and Preston-Jones state that, 'examples of enclosures set close 

together are not rare; it may be this relationship that is sometimes perpetuated when a 

round is close to an early medieval settlement, where one settlement has been abandoned 

and the other has continued'(1995:62). They also suggest reasons why such 

abandonment happened in the 4th - 6th centuries or possibly later; these are that; 'the 

ideas of social organization encapsulated in the defensible enclosure had become 

redundant. These changing concepts may be to do with the way in which the enclosure 

reflected the social unity of the occupants, ego a kin group; or the need for defence in a 

society which lacked central control for law enforcement and the peaceful settling of 

disputes; or the use of defences to express the status of the occupants'(1995:62). Such 

reasons may be applied to Brittany where ker as an element flourished, and this may 

reflect a more militarised, decentralised society there. In Cumbria, cair sites outnumber 

tref sites which similarly may reflect a more militarised society.9 

Discussed below is that Cair is not part of the place-name Carlisle until the ninth 

century. One implication of this is that people were archaeologically aware and that cair 

sites refer to defensive structures that had since become uninhabited or that they referred 

to an earlier settlement. Such a view is supported in that by our period dating shows that 

Cumbrians were not living in defended homesteads/ hilltop enclosures but they may 

have been living on or near the site of one. Moreover, the archaeological record does not 

indicate exactly what Cumbrians were living in during the period 900-1200. 10 However, 

9 By analogy, outside of Bemicia, Anglo-Saxon homesteads and palaces were rarely fortified before the 
ninth century. That is not to say that it was not a militarised society before but just that it is of note 
compared to the idea of cair being a 'defended' homestead. 
10 In the period 900- I 200 we have to consider which area we are talking about in Cumbria. It may have 
been Gaelic, Norse, or English-speaking. For example if the Cumbrians were mainly living in trefl the 
names of these places may have been more readily converted into baile or tun than cair, This ~re~ , 
underlines the need for further research and the problems of studying language and toponomy In IsolatIOn 
from other contemporary languages. 
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Ralston (l997:chapter 12, especially 224-225) has shown that there is plenty of evidence 

for their use in Scotland until the ninth century, for example, Dundurn, Perthshire. 

Continuously occupied former hillforts are likely to have been Alt Clut (Dumbarton) 

and Din Eidyn (Edinburgh), but we have no precise evidence as later medieval building 

destroyed previous post-Roman to early medieval evidence of use. Both of these sites 

have had caer applied to them in Welsh records I I but we know that their earlier names 

were Din Eidyn and Alt Clut so the element cair in this pre-viking age period of 

Strathclyde and Gododdin history does not seem to have been used as a generative 

element for a large hill-fort type structure. 

The importance of usage of hill-forts until the 9th century is that the Cumbri may 

have used cair to name not just antiquities but living settlements built on, or next to, 

sites of earlier enclosed settlements and that the rising horizon of cair as a generative 

element may have overlapped with the closing horizon of the usage of inhabited 

enclosures. 

Other than a mention of cair in the Gododdin and Taliesin 12 there is no record of 

its use in northern Britain before the 9th century. 13 Cair is applied to antiquities and to 

farms. These farms may have simply been adjacent to or used the site of an antiquity and 

were appropriately called cairo Later on the usage of cair became simply the word for 

the farm itself with no need for a reference to an antiquity. Usage of Roman villa ruins, 

made of stone, would make an ideal site for a new farm. There is no need for it to have 

been 'defensive' at all. This is simply an attribute that may have happened because they 

were using earlier defended sites, and it does not mean that contemporary i h 
- 11th 

century use had a defensive capacity. In addition, the late usage of cair makes it a good 

generic to use in order to map out the Cumbrian re-expansion of the 10
th 

century. 

II E.g. AC, Caer Glud and Caer Edin 
12 See below 5:2 for a discussion. 
13 The dating of early We1sh poetry raises further questions itself for which there is not sufficient space to 

discuss here. 
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The Gazetteer at the end of this chapter includes discussion of whether the cair 

element refers directly to the hill-fort or homestead or if a subsequent nearby settlement 

has taken the name. Usually these instances are of farms built right next to the hi 11 forti 

homestead, for example Carfrae BER. Other examples are Cardrona, which is a hamlet 

in the Tweed valley today, but the original cair it takes its name from is probably the 

hill-fort situated on a hill to the south. Between the two is a fortified tower from the 

middle ages. Overall, as we will see from the Gazetteer, there is a substantial correlation 

between 'defended' farmsteads / hill-top enclosures and the car / cair element. 

4:2 Conclusions from archaeology. 

To summarise recent archaeological scholarship it can be seen that opinion has 

moved away from a militaristic 'hill-fort' interpretation for some sites to the definition 

as 'hilltop enclosures'. Notwithstanding this the distinction still holds between Iron Age 

hilltop enclosures and Dark Age nuclear forts. The latter are royal residences with big 

halls; the former are not. For example, Dundurn and Traprain Law are not similar sites 

and the blanket term of 'hill-forts' has obscured this. 

In turn, this interpretation has led to a re-assessment of the nature of society up 

until the 6th century. The definition of previous 'hill-forts' as 'defended homesteads' 

matches our semantic use of cair as a 'defended', or more accurately 'enclosed', 

homestead. It will be seen from the discussion of scholarship in the Breton use of ker as 

'defended homestead' that we are able to marry the archaeological evidence with the 

linguistic. Furthermore, the Gazetteer will illustrate the remarkable correlation between 

the archaeological remains of enclosed homesteads and car- place names in Cumbria. 

Lastly it can be seen that a 9th century cair site need not be 'defended' at all. It may have 

simply been named after the antiquity it was on or next to. 

5: 1 The Earliest Sources 

Bede (II 2) makes an early written reference to cair commenting on Chester: 'ad 

civitatem Legionum, quae .. a Brettonibus .. Carlegion appelatur' . The Historia 



Brittonum (HB section VI) follows in the 9th century with a list of twenty-eight cities in 

Britain all with cair prefixed (see Jackson's discussion (1938)).The GPC (1950-67:38-+) 

makes no reference to these earlier British forms giving the oldest Welsh fonn only i.e., 

the 1ih century cair castell from the Llyfr Llandaf(see 1893:32). Old Welsh cair and L. 

civitas are implied to be cognate in the 9th century HB list and this is also implied in 

Bede. 14 Jackson (1938:44) stated that cair is 'the Welsh equivalent of civitas in the late 

Latin sense', a position he disagreed with later (e.g. Jackson 1955). 

There are several problems with the HB list of28 'cities'. The first of these is 

that it applies a specifically Welsh semantic of 'fort' or 'city', to towns mostly with 

Roman remains and outwith Wales as it was in the 9th century. This obscures our view as 

to the nuance of meanings of cair in Cumbria and also in Cornwall and Brittany. 

Furthermore, there may have been a political reason for prefixing cair to what had 

become English towns in that it made a Welsh-British claim to the legitimacy of British 

rule over Britain. However, tell-tale signs show that English names were borrowed to 

make up the name ego Cair Grauth < E. Grantacaestir (see Jackson 1938:49). 

Furthermore, in the Gaelic version of HB, the Lebar Breatnach, the number of 

'cities' has increased to 30 while in the Vatican Recension (see Dumville 1985:49) there 

are 33 (the 5 extra being Cair Gurcac, Merdin, Ceri, Glaiu, and Teim). A Welsh list 

appears in the Llyfr Cach Hergest (c.l400) with 32 'cities' (see Williams 1. 1931). Some 

of the places are not identifiable cities at all. For example, Jackson suggested (1928:47) 

that Cair Guarthigirn can be identified with Craig Gwrtheyrn near Llandyssul, 

Ceredigion, while William of Malmesbury thought it was Bradford on Avon. 

14 See Campbell 1. (1986:99-120 'Bede's Words for Places') who noted that Bede only ever used civitas to 
describe Carlisle (1986:99,100). Campbell states that 'the distinction between the civitates and urbes in 
Bede's usage was closely connected with the distinction, whatever it may have been, in contemporary 
vernacular usage between caestir and burg. A high proportion of the English places which he calls civitas 
had vernacular names in caestir; a high proportion of those which he calls civitas had names in burg 

(1986: 1 00). 
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Asser, probably using HB according to Jackson (1953:239), also gives Cair 

Ceri(n), Cirencester, in the late 9th century. Asser's use of Brittonic forms of place

names which had long ceased to be British-speaking areas may indicate the survival of 

these forms in Wales. In addition, Keynes and Lapidge suggest (1983:56) that Asser 

used these forms because in his 'Life of King Alfred' he is writing for a Welsh audience. 

The Pictish Chronicle (A / SL 1) refers to a grant mentioning Ceirfuill. M.O. 

Anderson (1973:95) has suggested that it derives from an original dated 724 -1093. 

However, dating the Ceirfuill reference is problematic as it derives from an addition to 

the Chronicle referring to a grant made by Nechtan to the church at Abernethy. It states 

'to the stone beside Ceirfuill, that is, Lethfoss and thence upwards to Athan'. Ceirfuill 

has been identified as Carpow. 15 Clancy suggests (2000: 106) that the Pictish Chronicle 

may have been compiled between 1058 and 1100. 16 Such a date, for our purposes, is late 

and indicates that the Ceirfuill addition is Gaelic albeit from an earlier Pictish form.17 

From one of the earliest sources of Old Welsh (late 11 th century Life of St. 

Cadog), Cair is found in 'Aliud atrium Caquine, cum particula agri, id est, cayr i cac, et 

uilla Pellussen' (VSBG 1944:120). This is translated as 'Another court of the kitchen 

with a share of the land, that is, cayr i cac, and the homestead ofPellussen'. In this 

example cayr could refer to the 'court 'or the 'share' of the land. VSBG (1944:120) also 

15 Anderson ( 1922: 93, 95, 247) spells ceirfuill as cairfuill; however the MS gives ceirfuill; the first 'i' is 
inserted with a caret sign. 
16 Such a date is based on Clancy'S convincing suggestion for a Scottish Gaelic origin for LB and that the 
text of the king list which accompanies the Lebar Bretnach belongs to the same period of composition. 
Clancy states (2000: 1 06) that' the Pictish king list should be considered an organic part of the dossier of 
materials which contained the Lebar Bretnach'. In addition, Nick Evans, Department of Celtic, University 
of Glasgow, has suggested in an e-mail correspondence (17/0512001) that the Abernethy additions found 
in MSS A, Band C of the Pictish Chronicle may date from the period 843-876. Evans suggests that 'the 
second Abemethynote (the one with place-names), found in A (also called SL1) was assumed to have 
been a later addition by Anderson, because it wasn't found in the other MSS. However, it could have been 
that it was omitted from the other versions (Lebor Bretnach) because it was thought to be a bit too specific 
and not very relevant to the overall purpose of Lebor Bretnach. He adds that 'the evidence is not decisive, 
but the note also seems to me to make more sense in the context where it was advantageous to be 
associated with Pictish kingship, i.e. before 900'. 
17 Anderson (1973:93) refers to the names Aperfuirc, Ceirfuill, Lethfass as 'partly Irish '; however, one can 
suggest that we can safely call them wholly Scottish Gaelic. 
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gives 'atrium cayrdicyit cum villa caerdicit', ('the court of cayrdicyit with the 

homestead/estate caerdicit'). This seems to imply that the attached homestead takes its 

name from an original court or centre of administration.18 This passage is especially 

interesting as it illustrates cair being used with reference to a court. In addition to the 

above we have; 'the court of Gurci, the priest, with the share of Cair Arthan' (I assume 

referring to lands attached to Cair Arthan again referring to a 'share' not a 'court'); 'the 

court of Cair guicou with the homestead of Ecclus Silid'(as with cayrdicyit, and cayr i 

cac, referred to as 'court of ... 'or 'a centre of local administration').19 

In these examples, cair can be seen to refer to both 'court 'and to a 'share' of the 

land, or perhaps the entire holding. In its referral to a 'court', it established cair as a 

suitable word for a centre of local administration. In its referral to 'share' it makes an 

interesting comparison with P. pett, 'portion, share'. It is perhaps this latter meaning that 

became more predominant in Cumbria as it did, in the sense of 'homestead' in Brittany. 

Lastly, in the case of the Life of Cadog it may indicate that cair was falling out of use as 

a generative element as it is applied to a range of settlement types (ie. court, share, city) 

and has become non-specific. 

Cair is also glossed as civitas e.g. Cair, if dJ est, civitas, Trigguid (Life of St. 

Cadoc, VSBG 1944:76Yo translated as 'cair (that is, city) Trigguid'. In 860 it 

interchanges with din e.g., castellurn dinduicil id est cairduicil, (Lyfr Llandaf, hereafter, 

LLD:226).21 We must ask whether LLD gives us an early indication of some confusion 

as to precisely what is the caer. In the above case, we have two different generics cair 

and din, being translated as castellurn and arx in Latin. It indicates that there was a 

distinction between what comprises a din and a cairo Moreover, it appears to assign cair 

18 See Barrow's argument (1973:65-6) that caer lies behind the original set up of the shire as an 

administration unit. 
19 See VSBG (1944:77). 
20The whole sentence is 'Cum itaque peruentum esset ad oras Guurunid, castra metati sunt in Cair 
Trigguid'. 'l[d est], civitas' appears in superscript above' in Cair Trigguid' VSBG (1944:77). 
21 The full sentence reads 'castel/um Dinduicil id est Cairduicil cum ecclesia sua et tribus modUs terre per 
circuitem arcis supra montem et infra montem'; the castle Dinduicil, that is Cairduicil with its church and 
three modii of land around the citadel (arx) up on the hill and below the hill. 
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with the 'fort' meaning, which, considering the specifically Welsh origin of the text, we 

would expect rather than 'homestead'. This example may also represent a snapshot in 

time where din was falling out of use in south Wales and being replaced by cair.22 

In tum, such a situation may have lead to confusion as to what constituted the caer, the 

'fort' or the 'homestead'. Additionally, this may have lead to the different meanings that 

would arise in Breton and Welsh. The earliest form in Breton is glossed as villa not 

civitas ego villa Bannhedos ( = Caer Banhed).23 

5:2 Early Literary Sources 

Early Welsh literature also refers to cair although, as noted by several scholars24
, 

it remains difficult to establish dating. Cair is mentioned in Marwnad Cunedda from the 

Lyfr Taliesin, for example, 'Yg Kaer Weir a Chaer Liwelyd'. J.E.C. Williams (1978:208-

33) claimed that this is not a genuine Taliesin poem but from the 9th to 10th century 

while Gruffydd argued that, 'it reads in fact like a north British poem composed shortly 

after Cunedda's death'(1989/90:2). Koch (1997:36) appears to agree with Gruffydd 

stating that the political geography in Marwnad Cunedda is 'both exclusively northern 

and archaic'. 

There are two points raised here for our purposes. Ifwe accept an early dating 

for Marwnad Cunedda it shows that cair was being used in place~names in the 6th and 

i h centuries. However, the second point is that the use of Caer Liwelyd in other sources 

is late, i.e. 1 Oth century, and its usage in Marwnad Cunedda can tum the argument around 

and allow a claim to be made for the lateness of the poetry. 

22 See also Taylor's 'Generic element variation' theory (1997:5-22) which can occur within a languag.e or 
as one language is replaced by another. Din being replaced gradually by cair maybe an example ofthts 

process. 
23 From the' Life of St Pol de Leon' in RC 5 (1881-3 :432). 
24 A good recent discussion is that of John Koch (1997) which pulls together man~ different strands of 
thought on the problems of historicity and linguistics of CT, CA and the HB. Earher post Jackson 
scholarship on the matter is Isaac (1993), Dumville, Koch and O'Hehir in EWP (1988); Charles-Edwards, 
Bromwich, and Gruffydd in AH and Sims-Williams (1984) ed. Dumville and Lapidge. 
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CT XI Gwallauc mentions caer e.g. '0 gaer Glut hyt gaer Garadawc', giving us 

a possible early example of cair being prefixed to Clud instead of Alt. 

Cair occurs in the Gododdin, which is meant to have been transmitted both orally, and in 

written form (see G. Isaac (1993:67) and Koch (1997:lxxxix-cx)). 

Jarman translates it as 'fort', 'fortress' or 'stronghold', Koch as a 'fortified 

settlement'. Jarman (1990:12) gives a poetic; Blaen ech Eidyn gaer glaer evrygai, 'Blaen 

from the splendid fort of Eidyn inspired,' or according to Koch (1997:68) Blain ech 

Et 'in-Cair clair uuce; ('foremost from the fortified settlement of Eidyn, he used to fight 

brilliantly'). 

Ifwe accept an early dating, or at least origin, for the poetry, it indicates the use 

of cair as a generative element which is earlier than Bede's time. The poetry may also 

pre-date the documentary use of cair for example when it is added to Luel to make 

Carlisle. It can be seen that in the early W. literature cair follows the W. meaning of 

'fort', 'fortress', or 'defended settlement' .25 

The main problem with the literary sources and the place-names contained 

therein is that of dating. It is a problem that has still not been resolved and for the 

purposes of establishing whether cair was a generative element in the 6th century they 

remain an unreliable witness. 

There is inadequate space to discuss fully the issue here, but what is of prime 

importance is that if we do accept an early dating for the Gododdin and Taliesin poems, 

and their use of the word cair, and that they were written by northern Britons, it suggests 

. . . 6th 7th tur rth B 't' 26 that cair was In generatIve usage m - cen y no n am. 

25 Cair is also mentioned in Oianau Myrddin, 'Ojan a parchellan andau de ir eilon, a groar adar kir kaer 
reon' for which see Jarman (1982:34). 
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One way that we can begin to fit in the literary evidence is to link it with the 

historical. From the sources we can determine the times that southern Scotland was 

under Northumbrian rule and for it to have been unlikely for British names to have been 

generated. This means that all our cair names are either going to be survivors from a 

period pre-638, or a cair set up in the two periods of British revival (Penda's British 

alliance and post-Dunnichen), or that they are set up post-920 to 1050 during the 

Cumbric expansion period. It will be argued that cair are set up mostly in the latter 

period because: 1) when Lanarkshire was taken over by Gaelic and English settlers few 

Cumbric names survived. A similar process may have happened under the 

Northumbrians extinguishing pre-630's British names making a survival after 300 years 

of English rule unlikely. 2) Some of our cair are prefixed onto both Saxon (Car-lisle) 

and Norse (Carthur) names indicating a name established in the expansion period. 

Lastly, from an onomastic viewpoint the usage of cair in the poetry gives it a late 

appearance rather than an early one. Moreover the use of caer instead of din for 'fort' 

suggests a later 8th _9th century Welsh origin for some sections rather than a northern 

British one. For example, it may be that the older, original parts of Y Gododdin use Din 

as in Din Eidyn, Din Baer, Din lieu while later additions use caer. For example, the CT 

use of Caer Glud (1960:XII 48) referring to Al Cluith, which we know from various old 

sources as the name for Dumbarton, looks very late. The usage of cair lliwelydd for 

Carlisle, when under Northumbrian rule it was known as * luel up until c. 900, and Caer 

Weir for Durham (originally Dunelm), further confirms this lateness. The late usage of 

cair is comparable to that of the caer being prefixed onto the names of English towns in 

HB. 

One further point to add is that the usage of cair does not necessarily undennine 

the case that some parts of the cynfeirdd poetry are from the 6
th 

century but that the 

period of generative usage of generic place-name elements has to be included in the 

26 The presence of cair place-names in early poetry pose~ a dilemma, either it m~y suggest an early phase 
of usage distinct from the secondary advance of cair whIch we have mapped or It may be taken as one of 
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argument and once that is established it can only contribute to the dating of the cynfeirdd 

poetry.27 In addition, the dating of time bands for generative usage of generic elements 

has further ramifications for the dating of all of our early sources which include place

names. 

5:3 Conclusions drawn from the earliest sources 

Before examining the development of the element cair in each respective 

Brittonic language, we can summarise what our earliest sources indicate. Most of the 

earliest sources are Welsh28 in origin and they reflect the Welsh meanings of the 

element. The literature such as Canu Taliesin and Y Gododdin is north British in origin 

but transmitted through the Welsh courts and the meaning of cair in these is the same as 

the other early sources. However, the literary sources can be problematic as to their 

value as a historical and linguistic source. Padel (1985: 50) has noted how cair 'is very 

varied in meaning, ranging from Roman camp through'(non- Roman) fort' and 'castle' 

to 'city". However, in the South Welsh Life of St. Cadog other meanings for cair are 

implied, these being 'court' glossed as atrium, and 'share (of land)', which has 

interesting comparisons with P. pett 'portion, share'. It is the latter meaning that may 

have lent itself to the idea of a 'homestead' rather than a 'fort'. Varying meanings also 

indicate either the element falling out of use or an element 'on the move' as it were, i.e. 

that in Welsh at least cair was moving from meaning a 'fort' to meaning 'city'. The 

prefixing by the HB of cair onto cities in Britain indicates a specific usage in British 

developing in the area that would become Wales. Since there were no cities in the sense 

of urban centres in Britain in 829 it implies that the authors of HB thought that Roman 

centres were principally large fortified sites. As Cumbric and Breton developed away 

from this 'core' meaning they will be seen to have evolved other meanings for cairo 

the points suggestive of a 9th century composition for the lines affected. 
27 It is perhaps worth considering that the cair was inserted later, perhaps replacing din, .or that the ~hole 
parts with cair in are late. It is also of note that caer was prefixed onto *myrddin < mandunum ~o gIve a 
tautological caer fyrddin precisely because -dunum, or even -din, was not understood anymore m Welsh as 
referring to a 'fortified' place. 
28 That is originating from that region! area that would become Wales. 
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6. Scholarship on Cairo 

6:1 Scotland 

Place-name scholarship is relatively recent. 19th and early 20th century \vritings 

are often coloured by contemporary ideas that anything not Scots must have been Gaelic 

with little mention of Brittonic (either Cumbric or Pictish). However, studies were 

placed on a sound footing with W.J.Watson. His defInition is that: 

'caer is an entrenched or stone-girt fort. A fair number of native forts are called caer, but more 

might have been expected. The numerous native strongholds between Forth and Tweed are 

usually styled 'chester' or 'castle'; sometimes 'rings' or 'faulds' ... The ramparts of these are 

usually of earth, circular in form, with deep ditches between them; the area enclosed is large 

enough to contain structures for living in -their sites are often visible - and also a large number of 

cattle. Thus they answer rather to the Irish rath'(1926:365). 

He goes on to note that caer is feminine with its following mutation but 'in the 

forms we have them now this is not the case'. He also notes that 'Mr. Egerton Phillimore 

observed the same feature in Cornish names and inferred that caer was sometimes 

masculine, but, as has been seen, this absence of mutation is rather the rule in the forms 

of our names as preserved in English'(1926:366). 

Jackson (1963:80) has added what is probably the most useful interpretation so 

far; , In Welsh usage caer in place-names generally occurs for those settlements that had 

regular fortifIcations; very commonly they were Roman towns or fortresses as in the 

case of Caerlleon ... and Carlisle naturally qualifIes as one of these' . Importantly he adds, 

'but the other car- names of Cumberland mostly refer to places that were never of any 

importance and can never have been 'fortresses' or 'cities'. It looks very much as though 

the word developed in Cumbric the same secondary meaning that it did in Breton -

simply a small hamlet or manor-house and farm, originally protected by some kind of 

defensive stockade. The map of Brittany bristles with such names as ker-.' 

From Jackson's interpretation of a 'secondary meaning' we can suggest that the same 

word is being used but with a developed nuance in Cumbria and Brittany. He further 

distinguished the cair place names as 'inversion-compounds' (see gazetteer) and 
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illustrated how these are relatively late (eg. Romano-British Lugovalium is not named 

as cair until the 9th century). Coupled with other late forms he indicated that such 

lateness must indicate a survival of Cumbric into the early twelfth century (1963: 81). 

Geoffrey Barrow (1973:65-6) has added to our interpretations of cair in his 

discussion of the 'shire' as an integral unit of land-management and organisation in 

Pictland and early Scotland. OW sources gloss cair as civitas and VSBG gives the sense 

of 'court' which indicates that cair should be represented in the British administrative 

structure. 

Barrow suggests (1973:65), 'that some word cognate with, or ancestral to, Old 

Irish cathir, 'city' (secondarily 'monastery'), or Primitive Welsh caer 'fortified centre, 

might have lain behind the historical 'shire' in Scotland'. However, even though I accept 

that an institution may have been adopted, it is at least philologically problematic to 

derive scir from an Anglian borrowing of Cu. cairo OE scir 'official charge', 'province', 

is akin to OHG scira 'care', and not cognate or borrowed from caer. 29 Another difficulty 

arising from such an explanation is that there is little evidence for Anglian incomers 

adopting any indigenous word for territorial divisions as they used their own including 

shire < scir (cantreJ is found as cantred but this may indicate Cumbric survival rather 

than Anglian borrowing). The incoming Gaelic-speaking Scots did not use the E. word 

scir for a shire but there is the G. word sgire, sgireachd which means 'parish' .30 Also 

there is no evidence that the Picts or the Cumbri used the word cair for anything other 

than a 'fortified place' or 'homestead' -land divisions were not termed cairo However, 

this does not undermine the argument that the Anglian and Scots incomers kept pre

existing boundaries, centres of administration and officers of administration, for 

example, the position of mormaer. 31 In addition, many fortified places containing cair 

and din do have 'shire' appended to them, e.g. Care/sire, Crailshire, and Dundesyra. For 

Crail to have become a shire indicates its use as a centre of local administration, a court, 

29 In addition, as mentioned above (p.66), G. cathair is cognate with W. cadair not cairo 
30 Perhaps a borrowing from E. 
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and the centre of a medieval shire. However, it can be seen that cair is not synonymous 

with 'shire' as any suitable, usually fortified place could become a centre. In addition. 

the number of cair outweighs the possibility of them all being centres and re-affirms that 

cair in Cumbria kept its chief meaning of 'enclosed homestead'. 

Nicolaisen is also against the 'fort' idea (and follows Jackson's theory). 'In 

Cumbria, in contrast to Wales, cair probably did not refer to anything as awe-inspiring 

as a military fortification, but rather meant a stockaded farm or manor-house' 

(1976: 160). It is unclear exactly what is meant here as a 'manor-house' in a pre-Norman 

period - I assume as a centre of local administration, somewhere where taxes were paid. 

'Defended homestead', perhaps 'chief homestead' is better than 'manor house' .32 

This is perhaps our most useful interpretation so far and he uses cair along with 

tref as one of the indicators as to the extent of Cumbric speakers. Nicolaisen comments 

on cair; 'in their almost exclusive distribution south of the Forth-Clyde line these names 

undoubtedly reflect the kingdoms of Rheged and Strathclyde'(1976: 162). He further 

notes that 'the absence of cair- names from Carrick and Galloway may have 

chronological implications, since, as tref names prove, Cumbric was definitely spoken in 

that region'(1976: 162). As we shall see from the cair Gazetteer cair may be rare in 

Wigtonshire but it is far from absent in Carrick. Furthermore the idea of a Forth- Clyde 

line is not useful. In terms of language and symbol-stones it is better to see the Ochil 

Hills as the boundary between Picts and Britons and to the west the Lennox / 

Dumbartonshire was wholly British. 

Nicolaisen excludes the keir names from his map because he states; 'although 

these and some others are potential candidates as cair names, it is just as likely that they 

contain Gaelic cathair 'fort"(1976: 162). He adds that, 'there is no pointer, such as a p-

31 See Barrow's discussion (1973:26-82) 
32 Manors per se were not a Nonnan introduction, though they probably only developed from c.900. The 
difficulty with the tenn is that they have become synonymous with the Nonnans and feudalism; perhaps 
maenwr is better. 



Celtic second element, which would with some persuasion suggest cair rather than 

cathair as the generic, and there is considerable justification in regarding the cair map as 

providing a glimpse of the Cumbric language area'. I would argue that keir is more 

likely to be derived directly from cair and I have included keir sites in the discussion. As 

mentioned above (p.66) such a suggestion is based on the (one would argue mistaken) 

suggestion that G. cathair is cognate with cairo Moreover many of the keir sites are in 

the previously British area of Manau so we would expect to find them there. 

Interestingly Nicolaisen adds, 'cair serves the same function for Cumbric as pelt 

for Pictish, and their almost mutual exclusion makes them especially valuable as 

important markers of Cumbric and Pictish, both linguistically and 

territorially' (1976: 164). 

Secondly, the evidence (outlined in the Gazetteer) indicates that there are many 

examples of cair in Pictavia, and I suggest, it gives us more proof as to the closeness of 

Pictish and Cumbric rather than a difference. We have examples of cair on its own 

without a second element in Cornwall, Wales, and Brittany. The absence of a second 

element with keir does not mean we can satisfactorily dismiss it from our discussion of 

cairo However, Nicolaisen has given a starting point for the distribution of Cumbric 

names and provided the useful interpretation of cair as a 'defended settlement'. 

Fellows-Jensen (1985:261-262) in her study of 'Scandinavian settlement names 

of the north-west', which included Dumfriesshire and Cumberland, defines cair as 

'settlement with fortifications'. She continues, 'The British generic cair occurs in 

several other p.ns. [place-names] in the North-West but in these other names it would 

seem to have developed a secondary meaning 'small settlement with some kind of 

defensive stockade', for it does not refer to the site of any known or presumed Roman 

town or fortress. The OE generic ceaster, on the other hand, would always seem to refer 

to Roman sites'(1985:262). Here Fellows-Jensen follows Jackson and Nicolaisen on her 

first point. However, on her second point reo ceaster, it can be seen that it does not 
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always refer to Roman sites. For example, the East Lothian, non-Roman hillfort called 

The Chesters near Drem. This indicates that ceaster could also vary in meaning as does 

cair and does not specifically refer to Roman sites but to any large stone-built ruin. 

More recently Simon Taylor has discussed cair (1994:8-9). He states that caer, 'occurs 

frequently in Pictland, so frequently that we must regard it also as a Pictish word. Just as 

in the British speaking regions south of the Forth, in the Pictish lowlands to the north it 

shows a remarkably high degree of correlation with the sites of Roman forts. For 

example Cardean, Carpow and Keir House, all in Perthshire, are all on or beside the 

remains of Roman forts. In Angus we have Kirkbuddo, formally Kerbutho, also with a 

Roman fort ... This correlation of caer as a place-name element with Roman remains must 

be significant'. In a subsequent article Taylor discussed Barrow's argument of the 

relationship of OE scir and Pictish cair this then being adopted into Gaelic. However he 

states; 'In Fife .. .it cannot be quite so simple an equation as caer = 'shire' (or its 

forerunner). There were many other early shires in Fife, such as Bleboshire, 

Kinninmonthshire, Ardross-shire and Goatmilkshire. None of them show any trace of 

caer, either as a generic or specific' (1997:70). 

An important cair example discussed by Taylor is that of Dunnikeir FIF. This 

example shows a Gaelic generic dun and probably the genitive feminine singular 

definite article na plus, as Taylor suggests, (1995:69) a Gaelic borrowing of cair, 

slenderised to indicate the genitive and rendered as * keir. Keir also occurs in STL 

another area where Gaelic replaced British and where the cair element may have been 

borrowed, or just used, in Gaelic and, one argues, incorporated as a hybrid, ex-nomine, 

non-generative form. 33 For example, returning to Dunnikeir « Duniker, 1200 Dunf. 

33 One discussion that Simon Taylor's thesis, I suggest, should have included is a definition of Pictish as 
opposed to Cumbric, Old Welsh or Brittonic. He ~efines ~aer a~d card~n, for example, as 'Pic~ish' but, 
one might suggest, that this needs to be expanded mto a d1scussIOn of d1fferenc~s fro~ Cumbnc and Old 
Welsh. From the evidence of place and personal names there seems to be very httle d1fference between 
Pictish and British, indeed so little that it is difficult to even talk about Pictish and British being, in 

linguistic terms, separate languages. 
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Reg) the meaning, 'fort of the fort' is tautological which suggests not a borrowing into 

Gaelic but usage of keir as an ex-nomine element. 34 

An interesting example of the confusion in some scholarship is Aliaga-Kelly and 

Proudfoot's (1996:47) article on territorial arrangements in the south-east of Scotland. 

Although interesting it gives lios as Brittonic and seems to imply that pit is Cumbric. 

They interpret caer as referring to 'fortification and enclosure', along with OE burh and 

caister and Gaelic dun and cather. In addition, they state, using Dixon as a source, that 

Cathpair, Caitha and Pimcader use cather. Ifwe check Dixon (1947:282) he does not 

make this claim at all but instead suggests that the cat is from coed and that Cathpair 

means the 'wooded dell'. From original MS he shows that the 'h' is intrusive and 

apparently is a 1930's Post Office addition to differentiate it from a nearby farm. He 

gives also an early form of Cathcart, it being Ketkert in 1165, to further support his case. 

The earliest MS form ofPimcader is Pryncado 1474, the ending being more likely to be 

a Cumbric eader, with a Cumbric generic pren, than Gaelic cathair (see Dixon 

1947:226). 

Phythian-Adams (1996:83-7) has added his own views about caer place-names 

and their historical significance. He discusses the element in some detail and raises some 

interesting points. These are discussed below, in turn and at length, as his work is 

directly relevant to this thesis. He suggests that the Cumbric resurgence in the 9th and 

10th centuries in Cumberland sprang from a Cumberland base and had little to do with a 

resurgent Strathclyde. He suggests three characteristics of the cair element (to which he 

adds an E. pI. -s spelling them frequently as caers). Firstly he notes that cair is strongly 

characteristic of a British cultural zone; secondly, the location of cair names are 'on the 

peripheries of the identifiable clusters of British names' (e.g. Carthannock, Caraverick, 

Cardunnoth and Caermote), which 'seems to imply deliberate siting in rough country on 

or near physical or cultural boundaries'. The idea of 'clusters' is extremely problematic. 

Firstly, because the so-called 'clusters' of British names may be all that remains of a 

34 We may also derive Dunnikeir from G. dunadh plus a borrowed PI Sr. Cair. 
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presumably totally British toponymy. Our records come from the 12th century or later 

and we have little idea about how many more British names there were and the extent of 

overlay by Angles and Hiberno-Norse. Secondly, following from this point the supposed 

siting 'in rough country' reflects that this was the marginal land yet to be re-named by 

the incoming group. The reasoning behind his argument reflects the danger of using 

place-names to try and explain historical and political points. Thirdly, he suggests that 

there is one caer per territorial entity of later times. He gives Caerlaverock for Nithsdale, 

Carruthers for Annandale, Carwinley for Liddesdale, Caraverick for Inglewood, 

Cardunnoth for (southern) Gilsland, Cardew for Dalston, Cardurnock for Burgh, 

Caermote for Allerdale, Caer Thannock for Greystoke, Carhullan for Appleby; and 

Carlisle for the region as a whole. The latter idea is thought-provoking and echoes 

Barrow's previous ideas about OE shires in Scotland deriving from caer. Even though 

we have more caer sites in Scotland than could possibly have been centres of some kind 

of small administrative areas it may reflect a meaning of cair in a certain earlier period.35 

From the cair Gazetteer we can see that a large proportion of cair sites are also parish 

centres as well which may indicate that some cair refer to an area equivalent to the later 

parishes rather than a shire. Such an idea is reflected in Wales where caer sites name 

both parishes and shires. However Welsh Laws mention land administration from tref up 

to cantrefwith no mention of caer in the system, which we would expect ifit was a 

centre of local administration. 

Phythian-Adams also suggests that the caer sites of Cumberland could have been 

refuges, military assembly points or starting points for the seasonal circuits situated on a 

boundary zone and having 'some sort of monitoring role'. He cites Caer Greu and Caer 

Peredur to show that battles took place at caer sites (1996:85). He continues, 'Caers 

[sic], then, may have comprised defensible male camping sites for the summer rather 

than permanent places of residence, and were thus well placed also to protect the 

summer shielings and the women from cattle raids.' He continues that caer could be 

35 It can be suggested that caer denotes, in some cases, a type of settlement that is the local centre of 
administration or the local 'big house'. 
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explained as 'both integral to the seasonal patterns of a transhumant society and 

significant as expressions of local power' (1996: 85). At this point Adams is quite 

puzzling, as he appears to imply that cair means 'male camp site'. From the point of 

view of trying to determine the meaning of cair in the British resurgence it is difficult to 

unravel what Phythian-Adams means.36 

Phythian-Adams also identifies a 'projection of the British heroic age onto the 

landscape' with the caer element and he uses examples such as Cardunneth, which he 

derives from Dunod, Papcastle from Pabo, Castle Hewin from Owein. He continues that, 

'it is ... hard to regard all the names connected with caers as coincidentally those of 

unimportant persons ... it is also difficult not to regard this pattern-however 

retrospectively- as a deliberate and perduring commemoration of Celtic pride in the 

region's past'. Such projection onto the landscape is further supported by the places 

named as cair in HB, perhaps implying a 9th British political claim of sovereignty over 

to what was then becoming England. However, we have to separate our Cumberland and 

Strathclyde cair from those of Wales or Welsh claim. The examples of cair in 

Cumberland in question most often have quite ordinary descriptive specifics which echo 

a contemporary Cumberland reality rather than the later, specifically Welsh, use of the 

cair element (i.e. as 'castle', 'fort'). Phythian-Adams does not distinguish the Welsh use 

of the element from the Cumberland and Strathclyde use. 

Referring to one important question raised in this thesis he questions that there 

was any British revival at all and that surviving British names indicate that British 

speech survived in the area rather than being re-introduced. He states, 'it is possible to 

claim that there is no direct evidence for a late British revival on these [linguistic] 

grounds at all. There are no convincing examples of important new settlement 

concentrations with British names in the various heartlands of the region, which might 

be datable to the tenth century. On the contrary the clusters discussed are all 

peripheral. .. Even the later names in cumba represent unimportant sites and - where they 

36 Further criticism of Adams comes from Barrow (1999b: 118). 
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survive - look like secondary developments from existing British settlement cores'. He 

continues; 

'All that linguistic evidence may be made to show is that Brythonic speech 

survived the Anglian occupation' and that 'the linguistic shift which involved placing 

the qualifier after the generic ... is known as far back as the Bernician colonization, as 

indeed must have been the case with Caer Luel itself. Even though we may accept his 

general point here it is a profound mistake to use Cair Luel as an example. At the time 

of Bernician occupation the Brittonic name was adopted into English as Luel, (an 

English derivation from the PrimW. (6th_8th century) *Lc3Nelor *Lc3Neil < Lugobalium). 

Cair was not prefixed to make Cair luel until the tenth century/7 after the Bernician / 

Northumbrian rule of Carlisle and about the time of the Cumbric take over. This 

example in itself either indicates a resurgent local Cumbric community or more likely 

that Cumbrian overlords from elsewhere had re-asserted their authority and their place

names. For there to have been a resurgent Cumbric community would mean that their 

language and their leaders remained Cumbric speakers throughout 300 years of 

Northumbrian rule which raises further questions about the nature of Northumbrian rule 

and moreover about the process of anglicisation. Celtic generics plus an English 

qualifier pronounced with Celtic stress indicates a group coming from somewhere else 

and re-naming places, and a people who did not use English, otherwise why re-name 

Carlatton « ceorl-tun) Carlatton? 38 

For some of these later forms where the suffix is in English Phythian-Adams 

refers to Jackson's suggestion (1963:82) that there was no need for British re

occupation, and that these are instead British names' given by the local Britons as names 

for the dwellings of their Anglian overlord'. Alternatively it is more likely that those 

doing the naming are the overlords, indicating Cumbrian overlords adding Cumbric 

37 The earliest fonn using Cair being that found in HB. Cair Liguiaid. But it has to be noted that this entry 
in HB is likely to be of the same order as the other 'crypto-cair' ie. where cair has been prefixed to Roman 
cities in Britain and should be differentiated from the locally attested name fonn Karlioli 1100. 
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generics to the settlements of their English and Hibemo-Norse subjects. In addition, 

there are further historical and social implications once it can be established that 

Cumbrians are adopting place- names, as is implied with Carlatton, or re-naming 

English places-names altogether. 

Overall Phythian-Adams uses place-names quite liberally to prove historical 

points from widely different periods and such use of onomastic material becomes far too 

speculative. Moreover, his credibility on Celtic languages is damaged elsewhere when 

he implies that Cumbric and Gaelic were mutually intelligible. For example, he states, 

'the Gaelic and Brythonic languages were [sic] but branches of Celtic and, to judge from 

what happened further north in Strathclyde, may have been more susceptible to mutual 

understanding than Old English and Brythonic (bi-lingual - like the later Welsh - as 

much of the British population may have become)'. He adds, 'Intermarriage between 

Gael and Briton would seem natural'(1996: 105). 

He suggests, from the few Bemicians that there were, that these became heavily 

Celticised, (using Hope-Taylor's work from Yeavering) and that St. Cuthbert must have 

preached in British (1996: 87). There is little direct evidence for the Bemicians being 

'Celticised'; the fact remains that they brought their English language with them 

providing many place-names and moreover their language took over the whole area. In 

Lothian it would develop into Scots. Cuthbert may have preached in British but this 

remains pure speculation on the part of Phythian-Adams. Furthermore in Cuthbert's 

'Life' nearly all the places he visits have thoroughly English names.39 

Finally, he uses Cumwhinton to furnish 'useful proof that Brythonic survived 

into Norman times', and that 'the heavy clusters of surviving British settlements that 

were strong enough to perpetuate their own names for the uplands around them had 

ensured that the Celtic linguistic tradition had been kept alive and had continued to 

38 (A similar example of Cymricisation of English place-names in Wales is from Prestatyn where the 
previous 'priest's tun', when adapted into Welsh, underwent a change in stress giving Prestatyn ). 
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develop throughout the entire Anglian period and beyond'(l996:87). It is not disputed 

that Cumbric survived in Cumberland into Norman times. However, the idea above re

asserts the myth of Celtic speakers living in the hills while the fertile valleys are filled 

with English speakers. As stated above, survival of 'clusters' of British names do not 

really tell us very much historically let alone linguistically. Rather, they tend to indicate 

the land not recently settled by the incoming group, names that have managed to survive 

to be recorded in manuscripts, survivors from a previously wholly British onomasticon. 

The general tone ofPhythian-Adams' work harks back to a previous era of 

scholarship, where the battles in the North are related to easily identifiable monoethnic 

groups struggling for supremacy with the British heroically losing.40 He makes no 

distinction between the 6th century period of intra-ethnic fighting where the British are 

still dominant in Britain, with Saxons playing a part on both sides, and that of the 9th 

century and later where in Welsh poetry and politics the enemy is simply the English 

versus the non-English (e.g. Armes Prydein) where all the Britons were defining 

themselves as nations, and where the English have now become dominant in Britain. If 

we accept this latter point it is in this period that we can suggest a projection of a 

previous British heroic age into the landscape by contemporaries of the 9th century 

onwards.41 

6:2 Conclusions on Scottish and northern English scholarship 

In summarizing Scottish scholarship on cair it can be seen that Watson, Jackson, 

Barrow, Nicolaisen and Taylor have provided valuable discussions and progressed our 

understanding of the cair element. They have shown how cair can mean not only 'fort' 

39 For which see Johnson-South (1990:231-244). 
40 Koch 1. (1997:xliii) argues convincingly for a more complex view of 6th century politics and a critique 
ofinvasionist-orientated monoethnic theories. However, Koch's view (1997:xliv) of the Anglo-Saxon 
conquest as 'an essentially peaceful long term sociolinguistic imbalance' is a little euphemistic to say the 
least. 
41 Other mentions of the generic cair not discussed here are by Maxwell (1930), MacDonald A. (1941), 
Johnston 1.8. (1930: 125), MacKenzie (1931 :297), Williamson M. (1977:45), Dixon N. (1947: 156), 
Brooke D. (1991 :319), Breeze A. (1997:97). This previous scholarship follows Watson and the Welsh 
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or 'camp' but also 'defended settlement' rather than just the Welsh definition of . fort', 

which other scholarship has followed. Such a view accords neatly with the Scottish 

archaeological record. Phythian-Adams, although his work is often flawed, has raised 

some interesting points that future research could follow up. 

Further scholarship on the cair generic 

6:3 Wales 

Rhys (1877:245) defined caer as deriving from castra, 'Castra Legionum which 

duly became Caer Lleon'. lE. Lloyd (1892:54) from the outset admits the difficulties of 

defining this word: sometimes 'caer and dinas do not seem to be differentiated', but has 

a 'special application: it is very frequently employed to indicate the sites of Roman 

camps or cities, a connection in which dinas is never found.' Also Lloyd indicates the 

process by which caer was applied. Caerfyrddin is interesting as it shows 'how caer 

came into use at a later period than din, when proper names consisted of distinct words 

(as in Din LIeu) and were no longer compounds (as in Lugudunum). Moridunum, 'the 

sea fort' (probably), is a compound of the older type; the Romans no doubt found a dun 

here- a fortified height '. This, he suggests, grew into Moridunum and then * Morddin. 

This in Welsh was styled a caer: 'it became Caer-Forddin, a name that plainly intimated 

that the Roman caer was something different from the Welsh din'. 42 He mentions the 

rapid extension of the term to Breton ker, to Cornwall, and mentions that in Cumbria the 

custom was the same of naming the old Roman stations caer as in Carlisle, Carstairs, 

Carluke, and Carriden.43 Lloyd continues, 'Caer thus appears to be a late word originally 

differing in meaning from dinas, and marking some change in the ancient British 

manner of living. Little help is afforded by the derivation of the word, for caer seems, 

like dinas, to have originally denoted an enclosure. In spite of the connection with 

definition of cair as 'fort', 'fortress', 'camp', 'stronghold'. More recent popular editions mentioning cair 
include Darton, Wood and Dorward, the last conceiving mistaken terms such as 'Brythonic Gaelic'. 
42 For a discussion on the etymology of Moridunum > Caerfyrddin see Rivet and Smith PNRB (1979:423) 
and Jackson Britannia, 1, (1970:77). 
43 Caerfyrddin is also a useful example as it may also show the lateness of usage of the cair generic in that 
for it to have been prefixed onto *morddin it shows that it must have been created at a time when it was no 
longer understood that the name contained din. This meant that it became possible for cair to be prefixed 
onto it and the myth to grow up that the town was named after Myrddin. 
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Roman sites, the derivation from castra is hardly tenable; caer is rather a native word, a 

derivative of' cae-u ' to enclose, with which' cae' = in old Welsh ' a hedge, a barrier, or 

circlet', is also connected. In some parts of Cardiganshire caerau is occasionally used 

for caeau, 'fields': the use of caer y fynwent in the sense of the churchyard wall, and of 

caerau in the sense of battlements, confirms one in the supposition that caer means an 

enclosed stronghold' . He concludes, 'a caer was a permanently inhabited stronghold, 

whereas the dinas never seems on this side of the Channel to have denoted more than a 

mere camp of refuge' .44 

It is with Rhys and Lloyd that we get the first etymological discussion as to the 

origin of caer 45 and it is discussed here to show how the debate developed. Lloyd 

(1892:51) quoted Rhys saying that 'there is no other derivation for caer and cathair than 

from castrum; but one does not see clearly why the -s- should disappear.' In concurring 

with Rhys he states 'that castrum was softened locally into some such form as caserum 

or caser, and that the medial's' was treated just as the Aryan's' in such cases as chwaer 

for *svaser.' 

J. Lloyd-Jones (1925:292) disagreed with this and followed Loth from RC (see 

below for Loth). He had shown the unlikelihood of caer deriving from a *kat- root (Lat. 

caterva, Ir. Cathir ), as this gives W. eader, cadarn and neither would it come from Lat. 

castra through *casra. He proposed *kagro or *kagra to be connected to the root cae, 

cau ( < cae-u) Gaul. caium ( <*kagio < *kaghl *kogh, E. 'hedge'). 

Next Glyn Davies in an article by H. Owen (1917:148n) argued, 'caer cannot be 

traced back before the Roman occupation nor does it occur in British place-names 

recorded by early geographers ... therefore caer is a loanword and because it is in 

Brittonic as well, a Latin loanword'. He adds, 'The Latin castra, castrum would give a 

satisfactory meaning but by no ascertained phonetic process can the st be got rid of. 

44 It is assumed here that Lloyd is refening to a dinas site in Brittany. 
45 The derivation followed in this thesis is on page 64. 
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There is another Latin word however, which was more probably the origin of caer, and 

that is quadrum, in its modified form cadrum, a word that would precisely hit off the 

rectangular form of the Roman fort. Phonologically the fit is perfect. The d in 

combination with r drops out and leaves a diphthong behind, as in cadeir (cathedra) ... 

How caer came to be applied to older British forts is a question for archaeologists to 

decide'(1917: 148n). 

Owen gives a lengthy discussion and interpretation in this article (1917: 117) and 

concurs with Davies' etymology. He states that din as sites are much stronger for defence 

than caer sites. Din was the old name for fort but became applied as 'city' and the 

confusion of meanings is found for example in Dinas Dinlle, where din as is has been 

added as dinlle lost its meaning. Caer would later replace dinas as 'fort'(1917: 117). 

However, his evidence is confined to Welsh examples only. He goes on to distinguish 

between two types of caer, the hill caer and the plain caer (1917: 117-8). The hill caer is 

a strong fort on a high hill, a 'contour fort'. It was generally circular in shape enclosing 

an area of one to two acres and may have had no military use but, he suggests, was used 

for the milking of cows (1917: 116). The plain caer is a rectangular enclosure on fairly 

level ground. He suggests that it was either a Roman camp or built in a Roman style. 

However, he gives us no examples to illustrate his distinction. Etymologically Owen 

goes against the castra argument 'because no instance is known of the passing of Lat. str 

into the W. diphthong + r (1917: 119). 

In 1945 LWilliams (1945:58) stated that caer is a fortification (amddiffynfa). 

Because of the -str- problem he disagrees with the castra derivation and Thurneysen in 

this case and supports Lloyd-Jones and Loth. Williams states:'Gwell gennyf gyda Loth 

darddu caer o'r un gwreiddyn a cae, a chymaru'r ferfWyddeIeg dunnin [duinim ?], sy'n 

golygu 'cau, close, shut, bar,' ac yn cynnwys dun yr enw cyffredin am amdiffynfa, fel y 

mae caer yn cynnwys bon y gair cae-u, cau, ac yn golygu lle wedi ei gae-u i mewn.' 
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Pokorny added to the debate(1950:135): 'One used to explain ker, kaer, caer as a loan 

from Lat. castra, which is phonetically impossible, the group -str- being quite common 

in Brittonic. It is, however, doubtless a Lat. loanword from quadra, 'square'. 

GPC (1953:384) dealt with caer and defined it thus: 'caer.. < Brth. *kagro- o'r 

un gwr. a cae.' It then goes on to define it as a)'a fort, fortress, enclosed stronghold, 

castle, citadel, fortified town or city'. Then b) as a 'wall, rampart or bulwark' Also, as 

mentioned above, the rampart derivation is seen in 1753 where 'in Caermarthenshire, the 

wall of the churchyard is called caer y fynwent, and any trench or bank of an old camp is 

called Caer.' 

E. Davies (1959:27) followed Rhys' explanation with caer as camp and it being 

derived from Lat. castrum, castra. Elwyn Davies maintained the 'fort' meaning 

(1967:xxxiii) and Melville Richards refers to caer as 'fort' in 1970 but only in specific 

examples e.g. 'Caernarfon, the fort in Arfon'(1970:65). Richards however does note the 

earlier derivation from castra but supports a derivation from cau; 'Arwyddocad y gair 

caer yw ei fod yn ffurf ar yr enw cae a'r ferf caeaf(1998:67). Lastly H. Owen 

(1994:344) defines caer as 'fort, enclosed stronghold, castle, fortified town'. 

6:4 Conclusions 

As already shown above cair derives from *kagra or *kagro. The castra 

derivation is untenable because of the medial-str- which remained in the Celtic 

languages. Some of the Welsh scholarship discussed above concurs with this; Lloyd

Jones, Loth, Williams and Richards. Others (e.g. Rhys) favour a castra derivation, while 

Pokorny favours quadra. 

It is explicit from the arguments above that the assumption that cair = '(Roman) 

fort' has also supported a belief that caer is derived from castra. Welsh scholarship also 

suggests that the Welsh meaning of cair as 'fort' is pre-eminent or the definitive version, 

so that this meaning has then been applied to everywhere else outwith Wales. In 
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addition, Welsh scholarship appears to overlook the meaning given in VSBG of 'court'. 

This may be because as Welsh speakers they have adopted the meaning resonant in 

today's language. 

It is also of note that Welsh, as the 'strongest' of the surviving British languages, 

has been more successful in getting over its meaning for cair (in this case as a fortress) 

than the other branches of British. This has occurred both in literature and in its ability to 

continue to create place-names. 

6:5 Cornwall 

In Cornwall scholarship is more recent but for our purposes more relevant to 

Cumbria. Charles Thomas' contribution is in his chapter on Dumnonia (1966:58). 

Cornish examples illustrate what could be a more analogous description for the Car- of 

medieval Cumbria. Thomas states; 'This settlement type dominates most of Cornwall 

and part of Devon ... It is an enclosed agricultural homestead often referred to as a 

'round' .. This gives us the name ker from Old Cornish caer. The round is agricultural, 

not militarily defensive, and despite subsequent blurring of usage, hill-forts and cliff 

castles in Dumnonia seem originally (ie. using the earliest detectable forms) to have 

borne names involving derivatives,(din, dinas) of Brit. *dunon, Latinised dunum, 

'fortress, stronghold". The meaning of 'enclosed agricultural homestead' serves as the 

most useful and primary definition of cair (over and above its usage for antiquities). 

Furthermore we can compare it with the usage of tref Tref emerges later with increased 

social hierarchy as tun did in E. and baile in G. 

Thomas continues; 

Rounds which come in all shapes and are very rarely truly circular, are univallate enclosures, the 

vast majority under three acres in extent, containing a varying number of huts or similar 

structures which tend to be sited, for shelter, against an inner bankface rather than in the central 

area. The bank and ditch, which are often of the same size, must have been designed to keep 

children and livestock in, and to keep would be marauders and wild animals out. The favourite 
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situation is on the upper edges of valleys, very rarely in the valleys themselves, but taking no 

account at all of any immediately dominating ground (1966:58).46 

At least this is indicated by archaeological finds and place-names. It does not 

necessarily mean there were no rounds/ cair in the valley. Often the valley floor contains 

the most fertile soil and the sites would be more likely have continuous occupation 

resulting in the element disappearing with language/ethnic change and the site being 

invisible under later sites. Alternatively the lack of cair in the valley may be because the 

fertile land there was too precious to build on. This would be especially true of 

Cornwall. Thomas continues, 'Where subsequent agriculture has not destroyed all traces, 

field systems may be found directly attached to rounds'. Thomas suggests that the 

rounds, (with a very high density, about 750 - 1000 surviving in Cornwall and west 

Devon) , are 'the homesteads of independent Dumnonian farmers'(1966:88). Fox quoted 

in Thomas (1966:91) suggested that 'the round is more like a defended hamlet or 

homestead built by a kin group rather than a hill fort built by a tribe.' Thomas sees a 

broad cultural substrate of Iron Age, perhaps of Late Iron Age date, uniting many basic 

settlement types in Atlantic Britain. 

Padel (1985:50) offers a comprehensive summation of the cair element. Firstly 

he mentions the earliest argument referring to the problem where cair (or in Cornwall 

ker) refers to rounds.47 This was thought to be a pre-Roman settlement but more recent 

excavation has shown some to have had continued occupation. Place-name evidence, 

where nearly all are of the name-phrase type, also indicates that the place-name was 

coined after the 6th century. 

To explain this Padel states, 'one could suppose that the names in car- were all 

given after the monuments to which they referred had become obsolete - in other words, 

that in place names the element always denoted an antiquity, not a living settlement: that 

46 This description, interestingly, also fits that of a rath in Ireland. 
47 See Padel (1985:51) and references he gives in Cornish Archaeology. 
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is good for some of the names (e.g. those qualified according to flora or fauna), but not 

for others, particularly those qualified by words indicating people' .48 

He continues that another answer may be that ker in Cornish could simply mean 

'settlement' as it does in Breton. This is acceptable bearing in mind that there are at least 

three other words for settlements or dwellings (bod, tre, chy), words that are commoner 

than in Brittany and which serve the function that ker serves there.49 In addition, a fair 

number of names in car in Cornwall do refer to known 'rounds' or fortifications.so 

Padel indicates (1984:53) that ker forms could just be referring to a place that had 

become obsolete as a living settlement, for example some of the ones referring to flora 

and fauna. A sign of a living settlements when named, he indicates, could be ker 

settlements with personal names as specifics. 

Padel concludes, 'we could suppose that the round as a habitation type (not 

necessarily the dominant type) lasted into the 6th and i h centuries. That is the most 

satisfactory answer, and it is also in keeping with an insular origin for the Breton usage; 

evidence from the small number of excavated rounds does not altogether contradict this 

suggestion' (1985:52). 

Most recently Preston-Jones and Rose (1986 and 1995:51-68) have provided a 

very useful study of the relationship between ker and trev. The study suggests a model 

for the development of each element and their interrelationship with each other. It also 

supports Padel's theory about the later usage of 'rounds' in Cornwall. The ker sites, 

numbered in their hundreds, have been dated 'from perhaps the fourth century BC to the 

48 On the latter point one may comment, why not? The use of a word indicating people can be applied for 

living and non-hving settlements, e.g. Arthur's Seat. 
49 This point emphasises the need in onomastics to establish a chronology of usage. At certain times some 
generics may be more generative or popular than other~.. .. 
50 This point brings rath to mind again as it has generatlVe usage and IS an everyday word In the 01 penod 

but disappears later on. 
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sixth century AD' .51 Moreover these ker sites are large, the 'equivalent of hamlets. 

Perhaps only a quarter '" were single farmsteads'(199S:S6). 

They comment, 'The distribution of the rounds is broadly similar to that of the 

early medieval settlements, concentrating on the reasonable farming areas and avoiding 

the major uplands such as Bodmin Moor, which were presumably used for seasonal 

grazing. In some areas ... the density and distribution of rounds is not unlike that of the 

early medieval settlements with many of the enclosures at intervals of between SOO and 

1000m ... the density of settlements is considerable; the impression is of a countryside 

well populated with enclosed hamlets and farmsteads' (199S:S6). 

They note the density of settlement of four enclosures per square km and' each 

between 400 and 800m from the next'(199S:S7). The model proposed is that; 'By the 

end of the Roman period the countryside was densely occupied with hamlets and farms. 

This formed the basis of the medieval pattern, with many settlements continuing on 

more or less the same location, though no longer maintaining their defences. But also in, 

say, the fifth and sixth centuries, there was a retraction in the extent of settlement, 

affecting both individual sites within the pattern and sometimes larger areas of 

countryside. Subsequently, and this may have been at any time over the next few 

centuries, many of these areas were resettled but not necessarily reusing the same pattern 

of fields or the same settlement sites' (199S:S7-60). Such depopulation could have 

occurred as a result of the emigrations to Brittany. They add that the rounds are mostly 

on higher ground, above the nearest medieval settlement. 

Reasons for the abandonment of the ker sites are suggested as; 'at some point, 

presumably from the fourth to sixth centuries but conceivably later, the ideas of social 

organization encapsulated in the defensible enclosure had become redundant'(199S:62). 

51 They refer for evidence to earlier studies undertaken by: Henrietta Quinnell C.A. 1973, Miles and 
Miles C.A. 1973, and Johnson and Rose 1986. 
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They qualify this redundancy however by saying that, 'this does not mean that defences 

became redundant on those sites which continued in use' (1995:63). 

Importantly they conclude that during the fifth and sixth centuries 'with many 

settlements deserted but most continuing or shifting only slightly, to become the trefs 

etc. of the early medieval period. Subsequently many of the abandoned areas and 

holdings were reoccupied, but perhaps with the new settlement in a slightly different 

location'(l995:66). 

The context given for these changes are that the stability of the pax Romana led 

to economic and population growth, especially from tin production. However: 'The fifth 

century was a period of political instability, uncertainty and change, leading by the sixth 

century to the development of a Christian British kingdom [Dumnonia], a proto-state, 

with links with eastern Roman Empire; perhaps it was the emergence of a more 

centralized of government at this time, coupled with changes in social hierarchy and 

land tenure, that led to the redundancy of rounds as a settlement type'(1995:66). 

The period from the 5th to 6th centuries saw the emigrations to Brittany and incursions 

from Ireland - all factors which would have led to instability and change. 

6:6 Conclusions 

Cornish scholarship from Thomas, Padel and Rose and Preston-Jones has neatly 

integrated archaeological evidence with linguistic. From their contribution we can begin 

to see an evolution of actual habitation of a site coupled with the generative usage of ker 

as a generic in Cornwall. It remains for us to apply the Cornish hypothesis to Cumbria. 

In the following cair Gazetteer, we can see the correlation of the cair element with the 

remains of enclosed homesteads. That these later developed into villages coincides with 

the suggested process in Cornwall of defended / enclosed ker sites becoming redundant 

and people moving to a different site. 52 In Cornwall these sites would become trev sites 

52 As with Cumbria it hints at the term being applied to non-living, abandoned settlements and antiquities 
indicating that those who named the place had a sense of archaeology. 
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or take their eair name with them, in Cumbria the eair element appears to have been 

more durable lasting to the later phases of the use of Cumbric for naming places. One 

suggested example is Carhullan CMB indicating a Cumbric name applied to a 

homestead possibly with the OE name Holand, or more likely E. hulan, 'monk', or the 

British name Hoelwallon. 53 

Recent dictionaries of Cornish have defined Ker as 'fort'. The discussion above 

suggests that ker in Cornish has the same meaning as early Breton of '( enclosed) 

settlement' and that dynas more accurately reflects the meaning of 'fort'. 

Overall the Cornish conclusion is that ker appears to be replaced by trev as the most 

widely used settlement generic. This conclusion will be applied to Cumbria in the 

summation which follows. However, Cornish scholarship does not provide a clear case 

of a chronology for usage of ker, rather the word appears to remain generative. 54 

6:7 Brittany 

Joseph Loth analysed the ker element in Revue Celtique (1903:288-299) and 

outlined how in Brittany we find a new set of problems. Firstly, in the eastern zone, i.e. 

east of a line drawn from St Malo to St Nazaire, which Breton retreated from in the 11 th 

to lih century, eair is spelled car and west of this zone eair is spelled ker. Interestingly 

he states (1903:296), 'De plus, les noms memes en car ne sont pas nombreux dans la 

premiere zone; dans plusieurs communes, it part quelques noms tres anciens de villages, 

Ie cadastre est entierement fran<;ais; dans les communes, it Ker, Ie cadastre est un grande 

partie Breton. On pronunciation he adds, 'Le raison de la prononciation car, c' est 

qu'anciennement l'accent etait tres fort sur a dans eaer, comme un Gallois et en 

Cornique, et I' e s' entendait peu. En zone bretonnante, eaer a passe par eaer, kear, ker 

et, en Leon, par keer, kear, avec a tres attenue'(1903:296). 

53 See Carhullan entry in the Gazetteer below (p.146). 
54 The differences between Wales and the other British speaking area in it usage of cair suggests not that 
Cumbria and Cornwall are similar but that Welsh is more innovative. 
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Despite that, in some places there is evidence of a castrum located on or near to a 

ker, and importantly (1903 :291), 'On trouve en Bretagne bretonnante des caer dans tous 

les centres gallo-romains de grande importance.' While reinforcing the idea that caer 

sites are associated with previous 'Roman' sites it has to be considered that as there are 

so many ker sites in Brittany some could not fail to be near a Roman site. 

Loth sees it as a development of the post-invasion period (1903:292), 'Les 

Bretons ne se sont point, en general cantonnes dans les villes. Les textes et les chartes du 

ix - x siecle nous montrent tous nos chefs installes en pleine campagne dans leurs lis. 

Les villages (lis, tref, etc.) etaient surement pourvus de fortifications ou remparts ou 

palissades plus ou moins solides; d'ou l'extension du mot caer et sa dissemination de 

plus en plus grande au fur et a me sure de nouvelles conquetes du sol. Ni Vannes, ni 

Corseult n' ont pre fixe caer au nom de la peuplade.' 

Concerning the etymology Loth discussed some derivations. He mentions the 

impossibility of deriving caer from castra and gives the earliest derivation that I can 

find from *kagro/ *kcigra. 'On pourrait songer a un derive de kag: gallois, breton cae, 

champ clos de haies ou talus, gaulois caium = *cagio-n. Le sens est tres satisfaisent'. He 

then offers a further derivation; , Le vieux haut allemand hag est donne une fois avec les 

sens de urbs, evidemment ville entouree de remparts. Une forme * kag-ro- ou *kcig-ra 

donnerait regulierement en gallois et breton cair, puis caer. 11 est sUr que i dans cair 

represente un son spirant' (1903:299, App.A). 

W.B.S. Smith (1940:29) in his survey of Breton names mentioned ker as 

'hameau, village', 'Ie plus commun de to us les prefixes toponomastiques de la Bretagne. 

Ce n'estjamais nom de paroisse primitive, si ker- y entre pour Ie former. Dans la 

Cornuailles insulaire la forme est Ie plus souvent car-; jadis en Bretagne on epelait 

souvent caer-, chaer-, cher-.' 
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Jackson (1967: 162) dismissed the castra argument stating; 'this could give 

nothing but *castr' and suggests a Brittonic * cagra > OB caer 'town, village.' 

He outlined the occurrence of OB *cer and MB forms such as quaer, kaer, quear, kaer, 

ker. He notes how 'I k'erl or /k'irl sometimes becomes I k'arl in the sense of village and 

always does so in the place-names.' He continues 'In the latter situation it is only 

secondarily stressed if at all, and the -er in the vast majority of cases stands before a 

consonant and is therefore very liable to become -ar ... The use of Ik'arl in the sense of 

village doubtless arose in this way.' 

Roparz Hernon in his dictionary (1959: 1642) gives ker as 'ville, village, 

hameau.' The earliest glosses are traced right up to the modem day phrase mont d 'ar 

ger, 'to go home'. He makes no suggestion as to the derivation but his early examples 

illustrate development of meaning in Breton. Hernon translates it as ville in French and 

'villa' in Latin (which correlates with Welsh evidence). Also he gives the example of en 

kaer a Bezleem implying 'fortification' and the later 'home', 'farm', 'small village' 

meanIng. 

A useful article on the subject of caer is Pierre Guilcher's 'Le mot Ker ' 

(1946:35-48). Here the different phases and uses of ker are neatly summed up. We have 

the early kaer equated with villas, 'La charte de 1037 mentionne en Ploehidinuc sept 

kaer ... qui sont designees comme etant des villae (septem villas), .55 This early usage is 

summarised; 'c'est peut etre a la fin du IXe siecle que ker a commence a prendre Ie sens 

de domaine rural ... Au debut du Xle siecle, de toute fayon, la transformation est 

achevee: les multiples ker que l'on rencontre dans les textes designent Ie plus souvent 

I 'exploitation rurale d'un particulier (ou du moins l'ont designee originellement: voir 

plus loin); mais, en cas au moins, Ie sens est: village' .56 

55 This is especially relevant to the trefsection ofthis thesis where in Welsh law trefis glossed as villa. 
Does this imply a confusion as to what comprises a villa or does it show, as is more likely, that villa as tref 
is a specific Welsh usage whereas villa as ker is Breton? 
56 We can compare the similar development of tun in England which also, by the 11 th century had come to 
mean vi Ilage. It suggests a linguistic change and a sociological change. It is also of note that the end of the 
9th century is about the time that tun becomes the dominant E. generic settlement element. It suggests that 
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Different, varying forms from the texts are given such as; Caer, Kaer, Car, Kar, 

Quer, Queer, Chaer, Cher, Ker, Kaier, Quaer, Kair. He continues, 'Le correspondant 

latin, quand il existe, est villa comme des textes plus anciens'. Its meaning today is 

multiple;' c' est ville, maison, lieu OU l' on habite, tantot, village.' 

In discussing ker as ville, he makes an important comment that has a bearing on 

Cumbria; , II est facile de comprendre comment cette acception est derivee de celle de 

'place forte' qu'avait Ie mot en vieux breton: en effet, la ville du moyen age etait 

entouree de murs'(1946:39). 

From the lih century onwards ker came to mean simply, 'place where one 

lives' and Guilcher traces this to the idea of the 'simple maison isolee'(1946:40). 

He concludes after discussing the varying meanings of ker ; 'Ainsi, apres avoir perdu 

son sens de fort, maison fortifiee, ker a signifie, soit ville, soit maison rurale isolee, et, 

moins souvent, village ou meme bourg' (1946:46). 

Flatres (1977:73) summed up the Breton ker: 'During the Middle Ages, Tre

prefixes were superseded by Ker- prefixes. In fact ker has replaced Tre- as the standard 

name for a settlement'. 57 

He continues: 

Depending on context and syntax, it may mean a 'a town, 'the home', or 'a village' - in the 

specific meaning of that word in the west of France, where a village is a place including at least a 

farm, outside a church-town or bourg. It must be stressed, first, that Ker applies only to places 

where there is at least an economically independent, self-supporting farm. It is never used for a 

place where there is only a small holding or a cottage ... Secondly, Ker as a common noun does 

not, nevertheless, mean a farm, independent or otherwise. For a farm the Bretons use the word 

tiegez, or the wordferm, borrowed from French. The real fundamental meaning of Ker is 'a unit 

in both countries that a sociological change influences a following change in meaning and usage of 
generic elements. 
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of settlement, whether small (an isolated farm) or large (a town). 'They [Ker names] are 

exceedingly rare in the mixed zone of Upper Brittany but become rather numerous in a narrow 

belt following the present- day linguistic boundary on the eastern side. The distribution shows 

that the linguistic boundary has moved a few kilometres westward since the period when Ker

names of farms and villages became the fashion, at some period in the Middle Ages. West of the 

linguistic boundary the Ker- prefix remained in use almost to the present day, as long as new 

farms were founded in Brittany. 

Flatres also states that 'caer, car, and Ker, is also like Les, a very old name for a 

stronghold, which is also the meaning of Welsh Caer. This is the meaning that it has in 

Carhaix / Karhes, the Breton name for the former Roman city ofVorgium'(1977:73).58 

Tanguy (1980:458) supported Guilcher's view and using the 9th century Landevennec 

Cartulary he argues that by the 9th century ker had already evolved from a 'lieu fortifie' 

to a 'domaine rural, lieu habite, hameau'. 

Baylon and Fabre (1982: 197) and Galliou and Jones (1991: 137) have discussed 

ker. The latter place ker in the post-migration period. 'Ker is also associated with later 

settlement rather than the migration period. It appears, at least in eastern Brittany, to 

replace Tref- from the tenth century onwards; overall more than 18,000 Ker names have 

been identified. '59 Later on a farm would be termed a tiegez (cf. C. bargen tir, 'farm'). 

Erwan Vallerie (1995:233-234) offers a useful discussion in his phonological treatment 

of Breton place-names, which is also important as it suggests dates for the sound 

changes. 

57 It is of note that the opposite process happened in Cornwall, i.e. trev appears to have superseded ker. 
Also even though it is apparent from Breton toponomy that the number of ker outnumber Tre in Brittany 
Flatres does not provide evidence for Tre- superseding ker and it may prove impossible to establish this. 
58 There has been a long debate over the derivation of Karaes. If Karaes is on the site of Vorgium as 
suggested by Flatres we might expect to see some trace of the earlier Gallo-Roman name in the '-aes'. 
Furthermore Vorgium was meant to have been completely deserted when taken over. Vallerie has 
discussed the meaning of Caraes and has reviewed the scholarship (1995:239-240). In it he criticises 
Tanguy (1989 'Les origines du nom de Carhaix' Ar Men No. 22, 42-43), who suggested that Karaes stood 
on the site of Roman Corophesium. Overall it appears safer to assume that Caraes may not be a ker site at 
all (c.f. Carmunnock LAN). 
59 This leads us to ask again about where the evidence is for ker 'replacing' tre- rather than simply 
superseding it. 
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Deshayes (1999: 165) highlights reasons why ker became so widespread and its 

post- Scandinavian use. In turn this gives an indication as to the period of usage of cair 

as 'farm' in Cumbria, ie. at and after the times of Scandinavian incursions. He states; 

'Ker lieu habite et, par deviation semantique, village et ville, connait a partir du XIe 

siecle une expansion rapide et durable puisque son utilisation en toponymie se chifferait 

a plus dix-huit mille noms, dont la moitie pour Ie seul Finistere. A l'origine, Ie terme ker 

avait I' acception de 'endroit clos, agglomeration enclose', sens conserve par Ie gallois 

caer 'fortresse'. La plupart des villages d' Armorique etaient defendus par un fosse et un 

talus de terre mais, dans un contexte economique favorable et une paix relative qui 

suivra l'arret des invasions normandes, Ie sens de ce terme evoluera en 'lieu habite et 

cultive' . 

Deshayes argues that; '11 perdra donc Ie sens primitif du latin castrum pour 

adopter celui de villa et s' appliquera a des groupes de maisons rurales. Plutot rares dans 

les chartes du Cartulaire de Redon (on n' en denombre que treize), les toponymes en Ker

se font plus nombreux dans les autres cartulaires'. 

6:8 Summation of Breton scholarship 

It is this Breton sense of 'homestead' that we may also see developing in 

Cumbria as opposed to an earlier sense referring to an 'enclosure' or 'antiquity'. It 

suggests that, referring to Cumbria, if we have a cair that refers to a contemporary lOth -

11 th century homestead when named, then we may suggest that we have a cair site of the 

later re-expansion period. In other words we can begin to suggest a date for our cair sites 

when, (and if), using archaeology, we can establish whether it refers to a 'homestead' or 

an!!' antiquity' . 

It can be seen that Breton ker later develops to mean 'hamlet', 'town' to today's 

'city', which is identical to the change in meaning of Welsh tref· Of note is that while 

the Breton and Cornish languages are very close they developed different generics, B. 

ker and C. trev, to be their pre-eminent settlement 'homestead' / 'hamlet' name. 
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Moreover, Breton scholarship provides evidence for generative usage of ker and 

its growth in usage in the period after the Norse intrusions.6o It is with this that we can 

compare the generative usage and meaning of cair in Cumbria and distinguish different 

developments in Wales and Cornwall. 

One gap in our knowledge, however, is the lack of evidence for ker replacing 

trev in Brittany. It is clear that there are many more ker than trev sites and it is suggested 

here that ker superseded trev rather than replaced it. 

6:9 Summation of Scholarship 

Firstly, Welsh developed the primarily military meaning of caer, that this word 

then came to be applied to towns and cities later is understandable given that many of 

these earlier fortifications would become the nucleus or adjacent to later towns and 

cities, e.g. Caerlleon, Caerfyrddin, Y Gaer (Chester). 

The conclusion from Cornwall is enigmatic: according to Padel *ker used to 

mean a settlement (now a 'round'), these rounds were still the main settlements after the 

6th century, so leading to the Breton use of the word as such. However this usage 

changed and applied to rounds only (i.e. old settlements) even though they fell into 

disuse as settlements. The wording for settlement was replaced by chy, bod and trev. 

Such replacement can be suggested as occurring in the sixth and seventh centuries. 

The Breton meaning and the evidence from the MSS give us maybe our most useful 

interpretation for the meaning of Cumbric cairo Initially it may have been applied simply 

to a 'round' (c.f. the Cornish round and Watson's raunds in Scotland) but always carried 

with it an 'enclosed', possibly a 'defensive' meaning, then quite early on after the initial 

settlements it became 'homestead', 'farm', 'hamlet'. Possibly the Bretons took with 

them their practice of building with a bank to enclose a certain area to keep the children 

and chickens in as much as wild animals and marauders out. Fox's idea about them 

60 Of note is that the same period of Norse intrusions in Brittany of the ninth and 10
th 

century corresponds 
with the Norse intrusions in Cumbria and the Cumbric expansion. 
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being built by and for an extended family unit is perhaps the best model. Ifwe accept 

Rose and Preston-Jones' dating for the late occupation of 'rounds' in Cornwall as up 

until the sixth century this suggests that the Breton migrants, who probably started 

moving to Brittany as early as 300, took their building styles with them or at least the 

name. 61 

As noted above Cornish appears to have had a decrease in the use of *ker it 

being superseded by trev. In Breton the reverse is true in that trev was superseded by 

ker. This was possible with a change in nuance of the name and its new application as 

'homestead', 'hamlet'. Any reference to a previous antiquity appears to have been 

removed and the change in meaning appears to have occurred in the 9th century. This 

change meant that Ker- was equipped to become the most common habitative generic in 

Brittany. 

Judging by the old forms of cair sites in Cumbria a similar situation appears to 

have occurred to cair in that cair was applied to antiquities but later on developed the 

nuance of 'homestead', 'hamlet'. If Cumbric had survived longer it might have 

developed different words for 'farms' as Cornish and Breton did. Whatever the specific 

reasons it is noteworthy that the Cumbric usage of cair finds its nearest analogue in the 

Breton context rather than the Welsh. 

7:1 A hypothesis for Cumbria 

We can apply the above discussion to Cumbria and begin to consider the length 

of time that cair might have been a generative term. It would appear that we have two 

semantic applications of cair, and that one is earlier than the other. Firstly we have our 

earliest documentary form which follows the OW form of cair i.e. a 'fort', applied to the 

forts of the Roman military presence but also to the pre-Roman homesteads or 'hill

forts' and enclosures. This accounts for the caer of Caerketton Hill and the cair of the 

61 A note should be made of Cornish appearing to have had a decrease in the use of *ker and it being 
replaced by Ire'- while in Breton the reverse is true in that Irev was replaced by Ker. 
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Antonine Wall, Carlisle, and the Keir in Pictavia. It does not seem to have been a 

contemporary term until the 6th century with usage beginning during the 5th - 6th century 

referring to previously occupied sites. Indeed we do not have any names from the 

Roman-British period that use cair or its earlier Brittonic form for any kind of 

settlement, which underlines the lateness of its usage. The oldest attested name for 

Carlisle is Luguvalio, or Luguvallo from the 4th century Antonine Itinerary, via Bede's 

'Lugubalia id est Luel', followed by Cuthbert's Life (VSC§5) using Luel6~ and Cair 

Ligualid in HB, both of which have been dated to the 9th century.63 

However, we then have a secondary meaning developing of 'farm! homestead' , 

which probably augments the earlier meaning and later replaces the 'fort' meaning; this 

is where Cumbric cair is applied to 'farm' / 'homestead only and possibly the 'chief 

farm'/ 'homestead'. This is later supported by (notably) Ekwall's idea about the 

reoccupation by Cumbric speakers of the Eden valley area as Strathclyde expanded in 

the 10th century, with a name such as Carlatton, a name that refer to homesteads not 

fortifications and, additionally, to farms with English personal names as a specific. 

This hypothesis is also supported by many of the car names having fairly innocuous 

qualifiers such as 'bush', 'flower', 'gorse' or 'cow-parsnip' (if we are to accept 

Williams' etymology of Car ave rick as 'cow-parsnip fort' (1950 EPNS vol.xx :202, caer 

efrog). 

Furthermore, distribution maps of later dedications to St. Kentigem (see Fig.2 

from Bowen (1977:18) and Higham (1985:41)) are outside of Clydesdale (except of 

course Glasgow and Lanark). They give the appearance that Strathclyde influence was 

pushing out from the core area, not only into Cumberland but into Lothian as well. 

Jackson's map of Cumberland (1963: 75) also illustrates Brittonic in the northern end of 

the Eden valley. Such an extension of dedications has the implication that not only were 

the Cumbrian leaders colonising Cumberland but, with the collapse of Northumbria, 

62 See Johnson-South (1990:237). 
63 Refer to the Carlisle entry in the gazetteer for a fuller discussion. 
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finding their way back into Lothian. That there may have been significant survivals of 

Cumbric speakers under Northumbrian rule in the former Northumbrian lands in 

southern Scotland either accounts for the flourishing of dedications to St. Kentigem 6-1 or 

that they all date from the Cumbric expansion period. 

Also we can expect to find cair sites having their later meaning of 'homestead'. 

The evidence on the ground supports this case. Such a re-expansion partly provides a 

chronological framework for the two meanings of cair in Cumbria, the earlier 'forti 

antiquity' meaning of the earlier Brittonic kingdoms and the later 'homestead' meaning 

of the 10th -11 th century re-expansion. It is into this framework that we can fit many of 

the non-fort attested car- forms (i.e. settlement only) and many of the non-attested 

names that fit in with Brittonic linguistic rules found in the Gazetteer. 

The homestead hypothesis is also borne out by the use of other names for actual 

forts. In Cornwall, Padel states that 'occasionally *ker refers not to a round but to a fort 

... but the usual term for that is *dynas' (1985:52). We can extend this in that in 

Cumbria 'castle' is quite regularly used and may have been taken into Cumbric if we 

take the word order of several examples ego Castle Hewin, Castle Douglas, possibly 

examples of Cumbric borrowing of 'castle' .65 

Cair sites need to be compared with din and dinas sites in the Cumbric area 

(found as Tennis, Tinnis, Dennis and Tynron-possibly * Din Rhun). Din and dinas 

indicate a 'fort' and indicates that cair refers more specifically to an 'enclosed 

homestead' . 

6-1 Evidence for Cumbric speakers living under Northumbrian rule can be seen in the many personal names 
and late place-names. Alternatively, many areas came under control of Cumbric kings in the re-expansion 
period so explaining late place and personal names. 
65 These sites could also represent a Gaelic borrowing of castle as eaisteat. 
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7:2 Overall conclusions on the usage of cair 

From the scholarship a clearer picture emerges. Firstly we can see that in Wales 

cair has the sense of 'fort' and that later it develops its sense into 'town' giving us the 

modem names of Caerdydd, Caerfyrddin. The word for 'homestead' or 'villa' is trefand 

it is central to the Laws governing land tenure. In Cornwall ker refers to the 'rounds'. the 

defended homesteads of Cornwall, which falls out of generative use and appears to be 

superseded by trev. However, in Brittany, ker, supersedes tref even though tref does 

have some generative use. Ker as a 'defended homestead' emerges as one of the most 

used settlement generics in Brittany. 

Scholarship identified the period of this growth in the use of ker as post 9th 

century, the century that witnessed the devastation of Brittany by Norse incursions. 

Indeed the incursions were of such ferocity that Breton government was disrupted and 

some of the nobility had to seek refuge in England. The usage of trev in Brittany may 

have broken down in the period of Norse attacks as government broke down. This was 

during in the period 819-936, especially 913-936, where Galliou and Jones (1991:168) 

state that 'the regnum Britanniae ... ceased to exist' .66 It may have meant that the normal 

homestead had to become a defensive homestead and this defensive attribute meant that 

the word ker was used instead of trev. However, it is arguable whether society was any 

less militarized either before or after the Norse attacks and extremely problematic to say 

that usage of ker evolved because of greater militarization. 

The usage of cair may have increased in the period of Strathclyde expansion as 

the areas expanded into were those of North umbria, both English-speaking and settled 

by the English for 300 years. In order to express their new dominance Cumbrian 

overlords may have fortified their homesteads and named them as cair . 

However, the overriding conclusion on cair usage reached from the summation 

of scholarship is that the usage of cair is quite late. It is used primarily to refer to earlier 
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enclosed homesteads and subsequent settlements either on or near to these sites. A 

secondary meaning also develops referring to antiquities, some of these being hill-forts, 

some Roman ruins. 

It is of note that some of the specifics in our cair sites are personal names of 

British historical mythological and legendary figures, for example Car-Maben. 

Previous scholarship as outlined above has, I believe, satisfactorily discounted any 

derivation from Lat. castra or quadra. A survey of possible cair sites is listed below to 

test some of previous scholarship's theories and to attempt to co-ordinate some of the 

archaeological, historical and linguistic evidence. The Gazetteer also seeks to establish 

cair sites in Cumbria. In so doing by examining their aspect and analysing their name 

we can categorize what type of cair site they are. 

66 See Galliou and Jones The Bretons (1991: 166-168) and the effects of Scandinavian raids. 
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Chapter Three 

Gazetteer of Cair sites 

The Gazetteer aims take all the possible cair names in our area and apply the 

ideas discussed above. In addition, it aims to layout the ground rules for establishing 

and assessing a cair site and for name-analysis. Once established a discussion of 

derivation is provided with each entry. 

Nicolaisen (1976:160-4) has outlined the distribution of the cair elements before 

based on MS sources. The present study endeavours to introduce another source i.e. 

names beginning with Car- taken straight from R. Hooker's Gazetteer of place names 

found in the Ordnance Survey (1991), their physical situation noted, and whether their 

second element, the specific, can be shown to be Cumbric. Such a method should 

maximise the possible cair sites for analysis and, coupled with MS sources, give a more 

accurate indication of number and distribution. 

With identification of the generic and the specific we can look for identical or 

similar forms in the other Brittonic languages. For example, the Cornish Carthew lends 

support to the early forms of Cumbric Cardew ( < caroeu). This again supports the 

likelihood of the name being Cumbric and if it is a Cumbric cairo It should be borne in 

mind that these forms are only put forward as a suggestion in the absence, as far as one 

knows, of early forms. Such proposals have been mapped to give a picture of the 

distribution of the cair element in Cumbria. 

Also some examples from Pictavia are mentioned, different spellings can throw 

up variations which may indicate dialectal differences and bring us a more local model 

rather than relying solely on historical sources for where our linguistic boundaries 

should be. For example, we have cair, keir, car and caer, and orthographic differences 

conditioned by the background of the scribe, then the different spellings may indicate 

something else. Added to this we have the different spellings of what appears to be the 
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same qualifier, for example W.-drain, 'thoms', is found as -dryne, -drain, -drona, -

dronow. Are these just different spellings of the same word or is it indicating something 

more. For example, with -dronow the -ow is a plural ending found in Cornish as -ow 

and in Breton as -ou (and notwithstanding possible influences of Gaelic and Inglis). In 

some cases this may show the differences between Pictish and Cumbric, for example, 

but also within Cumbric itself. We may be left with indications as to how grammatical 

cases and genders were indicated, for example, vowel affection and mutation. 

Another indirect question raised is a discussion of the differences of Cumbric 

from OW and the differences ofPictish from these. With many of the place and personal 

names it is the similarity that we notice. Other than Bede saying that Picts and Britons 

could not understand each other we have no evidence that these 'languages' were not 

mutually comprehensible. It is possible that the difference is a dialect difference of the 

same language. Analogy may be made to some native speakers who claim not to 

understand people who speak the same language but who are from a different area, e.g. 

present day north and south Welsh, between Bro Gwened / Vannetais Breton and the 

other dialects, and between different Swiss-German villages (to the extent where High 

German is used as the norm on TV, radio and in the classroom). 

Ground rules 

After a feminine sing. noun such as caer in Welsh the qualifier/ specific 

regularly lenites some initial consonants ( p, t, c, b, d, g, m, 11, rh) whether in a close or 

loose compound (e.g Caer-fyrddin, Caer-gybi, Caer-went, Caer-gai) as in the other P

Celtic languages (e.g. C. Car-thew, B. Ker-zhin) and also after the definite article, Y 

Gaer (see Padel's guide to mutation in C (1988:35-8) and GMW:15 for the practice in 

MW; see also LHEB:68, 561, Koch 1997:cxxxviii). The initial consonant of the genitive 

is often softened after a feminine singular noun such as cair and the initial consonant of 

a personal name. Also the initial consonant of an adjective is softened after a feminine 

singular noun. After prepositions the following noun is softened but after the preposition 

yn the following noun undergoes the nasal mutation. The factors above add to the 
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likelihood that we are dealing with a genuine cair + specific in the absence of MS 

evidence. However, for the purpose of this study OW does not indicate this lenition e.g. 

OW Cair Caratauc, MW Caer Garadawc, and in most cases lenition is not indicated in 

the MS forms of Cu. place-names. It is not until the MW period that lenition begins to be 

written down even though in its spoken form Welsh had lenition long before this (see 

Jackson 1956). Instances of lenition occurring in Cumbric may indicate either that the 

name has been recorded late and that there may have been some late tradition of writing 

names in Cumbric with lenition, 1 or, more likely, that scribes using mainly Latin, 

English or Gaelic were representing in their own orthographies what they heard. 

As for the disappearance of the diphthong in 'c-ai-r' Padel says with regard to 

Cornish that, 'a particular name cannot be ascribed to *ker with certainty unless there 

are spellings in caer- normally in the 14th century or earlier, though reduction of the 

diphthong, giving car-, may appear as early as 1086'(1985:52).The Cornish spelling of 

car- using an English orthography indicates that Car- names in southern Scotland, also 

under the influence of English orthography, may reveal a genuine cair site in the 

absence of early forms. Pitfalls, especially for the interpretation of specifics, are that in 

MW orthography lenition is not regularly indicated (GMW: 14), with no written 

examples of it before the 13th century. We know that lenition probably took place in the 

second half of the 5th century in speech (see LHEB: 561 and Sims-Williams 1991: 20-86). 

However in our oldest written forms Watson states 'absence of mutation is rather the 

rule' (1926:366). Gaelic names can be spotted by the occurrence of the genitive case as 

in Strath-cathro for Srath Cathrach. Gaelic cathair should be, if we believe Watson, not 

too much of a problem. In Scotland Watson describes cathair as being 'very rare' 

(1926:222). When it does appear in our area it appears as Catter STL from Cather, 

Cathyre (1370 RMS), 'of the cathair' or from cathar 'marsh'. We can compare it with 

Cadder, Kirkintilloch, the site of a Roman fort and Sanquhar, possibly sean chathair 

'old fort' (c.f. Shanquhar, Gartly, Aberdeen). Also there are a few examples of cathair 

being written as car- e.g. Catherlauenache now Carlownie PER. 

1 Such a theory involves promoting the idea of a middle Cumbric developing before it died out. 
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However, a significant problem with Gaelic cathair which Watson did not 

mention is that with the loss of the Ithl sound it is likely that sometime in the 12th 

century the pronunciation of cathair moved to something like the modem Argyllshire 

disyballic pronunciation /ca'her/. This may be compared with the modem disyballic G. 

pronunciation of athair 'father' pron. la'her/, and latha 'day'. Gaelic orthography kept 

the cathair spelling but unfortunately many of our early sources are not from Gaelic 

scribes. Instead it appears that scribal practice may have not heard or been able to 

express orthographically either the Cu dip thong lail in cair or the disyballic G. cathair. 

Instead in the sources we are left with 'Car-'. This leaves us with the problem of 

distinguishing between a 'Car-' of Cu. derivation and a Gaelic one. It will be shown that 

analysis of the following specific is able to give us a fairly definite derivation as to 

which the language the place-name is from. 

In eastern Scotia, Pictavia and Manau it is difficult to establish whether Gaelic 

borrowed Cumbricl Pictish cairo The actual use of cathair for a 'large fort' e.g. with 

Catter and Cadder, seems to imply that in the Gaelicl Pictishl Cumbric contact zones 

Gaelic kept the cathair generic rather than borrowing cairo 

For keir it will be argued that these are either from a Pictish pronunciation 

because of their concentration in STL and because of the CeirfuiU entry in the second 

Abernethy note of the Pictish Chronicle (A, SL1). This has recently been dated to 843-

8762
, much earlier than the 1180's suggested by Anderson (1973:95-96). It indicates that 

either that ceir is the Pictish spelling for cair or possibly that ceir shows a slight 

dialectal difference in Manaw from more southerly British dialects. Watson surmised 

(1926:370) that the specific -JuiU is G. pol 'pool, sluggish stream' and this is supported 

by the lenition of p > f (ph) in the specific. 

2 I am grateful to Nick Evans of the Celtic department, University of Glasgow, for drawing this to my 
attention in an e-mail note, 17 th May 2001. 
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However, it can be seen that our lack of early fonns and our lack of knowledge 

about the pronunciation of Gaelic in the medieval period, attempting to discern a Cumbo 

cair from a Gaelic cathair, in the areas that were previously Gaelic speaking, is difficult 

indicating that further research is needed in this area. 

When there is an obviously English specific and no archaeological site, car

names from the Gazetteer have been left out unless an old fonn suggests a Cumbric 

derivation. 

Word order 

Jackson (1963:81) discussed cair place-names as 'inversion compounds', which 

he described as 'loose compounds in which a noun is qualified by an adj ective or 

dependent noun whichfollows it. The type of name is purely Celtic ... Moreover, even 

in British, inversion compounds do not seem to be an old type'. Recent discussion as to 

the age of inversion compounds can be found in Gelling (1978:52), Padel (1984:xv), 

Mac Giolla Easpaig (1981: 151-63)3, and in the chapter on tref Within the cair gazetteer 

I have followed the definitions used by Padel in his classification of usages. Most cair 

place names are a B2, a generic in a name phrase, cair + x (x = the specific). We also 

have examples of cair as a simplex place-name (A) e.g. Keir DMF, and as a C2, a 

qualifier in a name phrase, e.g. Ros-kear, CNW. 

Brittonic place-name word order also helps us determine the likelihood of a 

genuine Cumbric cair, especially as a B2 generic + specific its most regular fonn. This 

eliminates the likelihood of it being Scandinavian n. kjarr 'marsh' or Scots carse 'fen' 

ME kers, also W. cars, 'bog, fen' (which may have had a Cumbric fonn) or OE 

(restricted to NTB) carr 'rock'. In Scand.lOEI Gennanic place-name word order the 

specific usually precedes the generic e.g. Hopecarr, Hoscar, LNC. All the examples 

given in EPNS (XXVI:4) follow Gennanic word order, that kjarr is common in the 

3 Mac Oiolla Easpaig (1981) presents a useful overview of compounds before they were inverted in Celtic 
and Irish. He dates the beginning of inversion to C. 400. He also notes how few places were named after 
human settlement. 
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Danelaw and is frequently combined with OE, ME and ON elements, and these are 

mostly plant and bird names. 

However, pitfalls are that Scand. kjarr can also occur initially especially when in 

a hybrid name. For example, Fellows-Jensen (1985:222) derived Carry LANC « 
Carrehey 1443), from kjarr plus OE hege 'hedge', 'fence'. In such cases we have to 

look out for a Scandinavian specific. Of particular interest in our area are the 

'Scandinavian' settlers who applied the same word order found in the later Celtic 

languages, i.e. generic + specific. EPNS (XXV:xix) note that the (Celtic) 'syntactical 

order was adopted by Norwegian Vikings in the north-west in such names as Aspatria 

CMB, (Patrick's ash), or Setmurthy CMB (saetr plus the personal name Murdoc). 

Furthermore Fellows-Jensen (1985:303) has discussed borrowings from Gaelic such as 

aergi 'shieling' and suggested that these were used by Scandinavians 'who had become 

familiar with the Celtic method of name formation while resident in Gaelic-speaking 

areas' . 

In addition, she discusses how the kirkja names follow Celtic syntax showing 

that the Scandinavians had also become Christian. Having borrowed the religion and 

naming practices it suggests that many of these 'Scandinavian' settlers spoke Irish. 

OE carr 'rock', itself borrowed from Brittonic, also occurs initially in names. 

EPNS (XXV:81) state that it only occurs in the Old Northumbrian dialect. This helps us 

to de-limit its use to the areas where Old Northumbrian was spoken. One example is 

Carham from the dative sing. Carrum, 'at the rocks'. Such forms can be eliminated by 

checking the specific and the situation of the site. 

With the above eliminated the possibility of Gaelic cathair « cathair gen. 

cathrach), car' a twist, bend, turn', carr, f. 'bog, fen, moss' and carr m. 'rocky shelf/ 

projection' have to be discounted. This can be done by considering the geographical 

location of the site. In the Gaelic-speaking areas, both present and historical, there are 

few examples of settlement names beginning with car on maps where Gaelic has been 
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mangled into English, this tends to support the theory that the car sites, as a generic in a 

compound settlement name, are chiefly of Brittonic origin and derived from cairo Also 

cathair is quite a rare element in Ireland. 

Lastly, we have to account for the possibility of Gaelic using cair as an ex

nomine element. Such a process may be indicated by Dunnikier FIF.4 

Possible indications of cognates in Gaelic with Cu. cair is the verb cair which 

has the sense of 'to dig', 'to raise' and the noun cairidh found in place-names as 'weir' 

but having a more broad meaning of 'mound' or 'wall across a river'. Both of these 

carry the sense found in the W. cae 'enclosure', 'field', the verb caeru, 'to encompass 

with walls, to raise a rampart', and the sense of caer as a 'trench' or 'bank'. Also, as has 

been illustrated by 6 Maolalaigh (1997a: 12-53), we can discount anglicised forms with 

-ie or -y endings as these are likely to be derived from the G. -in suffix, and in some 

cases discount -0 endings as these derive from the G. locative suffix -ach e.g. Balerno < 

Balernoch. At the same time, however, -0 and -o(c)k endings can derive from British / 

Cumbric, e.g. Bannock < Bannawc, Cargo < Cargaou. At this stage the archaeological 

evidence can support the case for the language of the place-name, i.e. if there is an 

enclosed settlement or fort there. It is apparent then that except for G cathair all the 

othe~car type elements found in E., Scand. and G. all refer to topographical features 

with some of these being applied to nearby (later) settlements. Cair sites refer to 

settlement only, whether a living settlement or an antiquity when named, so if we have a 

settlement and/or an antiquity it adds support that our car form is more likely to be a 

Cumbric cairo 

'Cairn' is regularly spelled caryn, carrin, carren, in MSS, which can also lead 

the researcher astray. In these cases map work, or preferably footwork, is needed to 

..\ The G. generic Dzin plus the gen. fern. sing. of the def. art. na plus possibly an ex-nomine fonn keir 
derived from cairo See page 83 above (c.f. the process whereby W. alon 'river' was used ex-nomine in E. 
as 'avon' giving tautological names such as River Avon WLO). 
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check out the site. Some of the sites discussed are mapped in Fig.I. 'Cair generic in 

Cumbria'(p.2IO) 

Suggested derivations are made only if they appear in the lexicon of names in the 

other Celtic countries. In examining these names certain words commonly occur as 

generics, specifics and appellatives. We can then draw from this total stock to see if it 

matches our form. This also helps to exclude some of the more wild interpretations. 

Padel (1985:50) has suggested that many of the ker names in Cornwall with animal or 

plant names as specifics indicate a non-living settlement when named, while specifics 

referring to people indicate living settlements. This interpretation then, by analogy, adds 

to the case of cair being used as a generative element for living and non-living 

settlements in Cumbria. Cornish names are useful as a comparison to Cumbric names as 

they have also been re-spelled into English. 

Finally, in assessing whether our car site is derived from cair or from cae 'r 'the 

field or, Owen's studies of place-names in Wales (1994:xxxv) provides ample proof 

that firstly, 'caer' is common as a spelling for cae 'r < cae+ yr 'the field or, of which 

there are many examples and that secondly, caer as 'fort' is comparatively rare. This 

indicates that some of our car- sites may refer to previous 'fields of or 'enclosure or 

that had farms that took the name. Such a theory may be considered alongside that of car 

sites referring to antiquities no longer inhabited in the sense of' enclosure or. The late 

(9th century) appearance of cair in MSS supports such a theory. Moreover cae is a 

masculine noun meaning that we should not expect mutation following it. However, 

with the definite article there is lenition of the initial consonant in the following noun 

and with personal names in the genitive we also find softening e.g. Cae Ddafydd FFT. 

The car- sites have been listed giving names, county and grid reference (the 

number is from Hooker (1991) (which is not exhaustive) using the OS 1 :25000). 

Standard OS grid references have been given when the site does not appear in Hooker. 
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Next, early forms are given.5 This is followed by a geographical description, and 

further discussion, (e.g. British saint dedication, presence/absence of an archaeological 

site).6 This is especially important with an element such as cair referring as it can to 

defensive structures, also nearly all the cair sites have an archaeological site often 

described as a 'fort', 'enclosure' or 'settlement', (see previous discussion of 

archaeology). Discussion includes a suggested etymology and cross references where 

applicable. Car- sites found in Retours only are included with a mention of where they 

are near as many of them are obsolete. Also Retours is a late source (1600s) so the 

likelihood of the Car- site being E./Scots carl carse is greater, also it is very irregular in 

its spelling. 

In the absence of early forms, or if the forms are late, I have refrained from 

suggesting a derivation as it would be pure speculation. However if the specific suggests 

a cognate word in another Celtic language (usually Welsh), I have mentioned this. 

For the purposes of this study the discussion of each name is kept short as our main 

purpose is to establish if and where the proposed cair (and tref) sites are, in order to map 

British! Cumbric settlement. It is hoped that future research such as county volumes of 

Scottish place-names will provide such a full discussion. 

Archaeology 

The archaeological record is especially relevant to an element such as cairo I 

have used the following definitions used currently by Scottish archaeologists.7 

Fort: RCAHMS currently define a fort as a 'hilltop enclosure bounded by one or more 

substantial banks, ramparts or ditches' and with two or more external ditches and banks. 

In England a threshold size for a fort is 1.2 ha.; however most Scottish hillforts are 

smaller than this. 'Hilltop enclosure' is a relatively recent term; earlier OS maps and 

5 The scope of the study means that the early fonns given are far from exhaustive and that much work 
remains to be done at a macro and micro-toponymic level. 
6 The RCAHMS website and the Canmore resource have proved invaluable for this study. See 
www.rcahms.gov.uk/canmore 
7 With thanks to Dr. Ian Ralston, Department of Archaeology, University of Edinburgh who kindly gave 
the above definitions bye-mail 13 th June 2000. 
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surveys use 'hillfort' much more widely and it is only recently that the whole defensive 

nature of 'hillfort' sites has been questioned. 8 

Dun: In Scottish terms a fort is bigger than a dun. RCARMS set an upper limit for a dun 

at 375 m2 (400 square yards). However, an archaeological dun is not the same as G dim 

which is a 'fortified hill, fortification'. So a 'fort' is a dim and usually one of high status. 

In 01 dun is a 'high status fort', which also appears to be its application in G. e.g. Dim 

Eideann. Ian Ralston (bye-mail 13th June 2000) kindly gave the following definitions 

Settlement: Ralston defined a settlement as 'a small concentration of dwellings, with 

two or less external ditches and banks' and more than two internal houses. 

Enclosure: 'An enclosed site of any scale with no apparent internal houses and usually 

not defensively located' (Ralston 2000). 

Homestead: This follows from the German EinzelhaJe i.e. 'single farmsteads', meaning 

'an enclosure with one or two internal houses'(Ralston 2000). 

House: Conventionally and minimally this refers to the surface traces indicative of the 

stance of an assumed former timber house. 

It is important to stress that all the settlements, fort, and homesteads need not be 

contemporary with each other. We should also be aware ofW. names for fortified sites 

such as dinas and din. Such names usually refer to actual forts rather than the enclosed 

or possibly defended homestead that cair appears to refer to. 

Stress 

Most of our old forms are spellings rendered into Scots or Gaelic. With Cumbric 

we can assume that, along with WCB, Cumbric had penultimate stress, see Jackson 

(1956:682), final stress having been replaced by the 11th century, except in Bra Gwened 

Breton. However with language shift to Scots/ Inglis stress in place-names became 

initial which may have led to changes in the contemporary pronunciation of many of 

our Cumbric names, e.g. Munethau 1166> Myntawe 1296 (Minto). In this example it is 

possible that the internal medial vowel /e/ is lost because of a shift in stress as the area 

8 Ian Ralston suggested bye-mail (13.6.2000) that 'many of my Scottish colleagues are suffering a crisis 
of confidence about what constitutes a 'fort". 
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switches from British / Cumbric to Inglis speech. It implies that the word may not, as 

Watson suggests (1926:399), be derived from a hybrid Cumbric *myneth + Scots heugh 

or how, but rather may be based on an alternative Cu. pI *mynethou, c.f. W. mynneddau, 

hills < mynydd, hill. Examples where Cumbric stress are preserved are the (borrowed) 

Carhitton and the early spellings of Cargo < Cargaou CMB. 

In the areas where Gaelic replaced Cumbric, penultimate stress in names would 

also be replaced with Gaelic initial stress (see Gillies 1993:164, Russell 1995: 29, 

Jackson 1953: 687). 

Orthography 

Most of our early sources are written by scribes used to writing in Latin, their 

own spoken language may have been Scots, Gaelic, or possibly in some cases Cumbric. 

Jackson (1972) has noted the sound changes in Gaelic found in the Book of Deer. Taylor 

discussed some of the problems in relation to Fife (1995:38) stating: 'The choice 

between and Anglo-Norman spelling of a G [aelic] original, and a latinised form, where 

one exists, appears to be fairly random, as is seen for example in the short story entitled 

'De libertatibus uillarum de Kyrkenes et de Pettenmokan' where the name Duncan 

appears both as Conchat for Dhonncaid and in its lat.[Latin] form Duncanus'. 

Gazetteer Abbreviations 

Grid reference 

E.g. S 472 NT2822 

S Settlement 

R Relief feature 

A Antiquity 

W Water feature 

V Vegetation 

472 as Pathfinder Sheet Number 

NT NGR two letter prefix 
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2822 grid reference 

PNCu Place Names of Cumberland Pt.1-3.(EPNS:1950) 

County abbreviations as given in the abbreviations section above. District names are also 

added sometimes to distinguish the area e.g. Lauderdale BER. 

The Canmore references can be found on the RCAHMS website 

(www.rcahms.gov.uk!canmore) and by entering the place-name in the Canmore search 

engtne. 

No ID No grid reference or other identification available. 

OD Overall Diameter 

* mapped 

Bankeir * DMB S404 NS 7779 

Bankyir Blaeu; Bankir 1850. 

West of Castle Cary and just north of the Antonine Wall. In 1850 (OS) it is marked as a 

farm. It contains -kyir either as C2, qualifier in a name phrase or as a D., suffix, and may 

be preceded by a Cu. version *bann of W. ban 'hill', 'peak' (c.f. Bannock < Bannawc). 

*Bann + Kyir may have originally referred to a hill with part of the nearby Antonine 

Wall on it, but with the wall as an antiquity when named. The name was then applied to 

an actual farm with the sense of 'hill farm (of/near a walll embankment) '. The -kyirl kir 

spelling indicates that this site could be grouped with the other STL keir forms. 

Cadder DMB NS 616 725 

Cadar 1170; Cader 1214; Cadder 1509; Foresta dec Passelet et Senecathir 1226. 

Antonine period (l st century) Roman fort, the last traces of which disappeared in 1945. 

Part of the Antonine Wall, it measured l.4ha, 3.4 acres. It is included here as an example 

of G. cathair developing to Sc. catter, and providing an example of scribes using cathair 

and not spelling it as car. It is possible that the medial 'd' was pronounced as 101 (see 

Jackson on Mec-Bead 1972:63). The 101 disappeared in Gaelic in the 11 th to 12th 

centuries. The Cadder spelling appears to reflect a Scots pronunciation. This example 

along with Catter (below) helps us to argue for the cair generic elsewhere instead of 
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cathair as it shows that cathair was taken into Scots as Cadder not as cair or car (c.f. W. 

cadair, 'chair, cradle' e.g. Cadair Idris MEl). It has been linked with Cathures of 

Jocelin's Vita Kentigerni, (see Brooke 1994:25; and see Durkan's discussion 1998). 

Jackson suggested a derivation from G. Cathir Esa 'city or monastery of the waterfall' 

(1958:310 and n2). Cathair eas would be preferable9 and may be a G. name for a 

previous cair / defended homestead site rather than a 'city' or 'monastery'. 

Caer Greu NolD 

Caer Greu TYP 

An example of a literary caer mentioned in the Triads (TYP 1961 :61) as the place where 

Peredur and Gwrgi, head of one of the 'three faithless warbands' who 'abandoned their 

lord at Caer Greu, when they had an appointment to fight the next day against Eda 

Glinvawr, [identified as Adda, son of Ida of Bernicia ruler 561-569] and there they were 

both slain'(TYP 1961:61). Bromwich (TYP 1961:61) suggests a derivation from W. 

creu 'blood'. The source being from W. literature implies caer as 'fort'. 

Caerketton* MLO R420 NT 2466 

Kyrketen 1275 Boia. 

Described by the database Canmore as: 'A fort situated in a strong defensive position on 

the summit of a 20-30' high knoll to the E of Caerketton Hill, c. 1100' OD.' It is in quite 

a good 'defensive' position but it could equally have been a 'defended! enclosed' 

homestead. It is interesting to find a W. caer form used. Watson states (1926:369) that it 

is probably a corruption of the older form of nearby Kirkettle (see below). The 1317 

Karynketil (RMS) probably refers to the farm Kirkettle but it may refer to the hill and!or 

the hillfort. It may refer to an individual Kettill, his farm and his cairn, perhaps the cairn 

marked out the western extent of his lands. However the -kelton specific probably 

indicates someone or something else entirely and need not be linked with Kirkettle at all. 

We do for example have Breton personal names such as Catin, < cat 'battle', and 

Catoien (see Loth 1890: 115). Boiamund mentions Kyrketen as a vicarius. 

9 The genitive fonn of eas does have an a at least in the singular. 
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Caerlaverock Castle* DMF A543 NY 0265 

Karlaveroc 1153-65; Carleuerocke 1306-1329; Carlaverock 1362; Carlaveock 1513-46 

RMS; Carlaverock 1546-80 RMS. 

These earthworks were identified by the RCARMS (1920, visited 1914) as 'Old 

Caerlaverock Castle'. The first or 'Old' Castle is believed to have been established in the 

1220s and abandoned 50 years later in favour of the surviving triangular plan castle. It 

was an important centre of administration in medieval Scotland. 

Above today's Caerlaverock Castle half a mile to the north on Ward Law is a substantial 

hill-fort (according to the OS map S.84) with a Roman fort next to it. Such a site 

suggests that either of these would be called cairo Rivet and Smith (1982:484) have 

suggested that this is the fort Uxellum derived from Britt. n. *Uxelon 'high place' or 

'noble place' or derived from an unrecorded river Uxela. 

Immediately to the north of this is a farm called Lanarkland « llanerch). 

Watson (1926:367-8) suggested a derivation from OW limarch from LLD which gives 

Lifarch and then Llywarch. Watson compared the development of the epenthetic vowel 

'after r with 01 erelc later elerc now eleirg, Elrick'(1926:368).lo This in turn was 

influenced by analogy with AlS lizwerce ME laverock, 'sky lark', giving the specific. 

Support for this theory comes from a similar Cumbric development found in Rederech 

from Riderch (Rhydderch). Here the epenthetic vowel also develops medially after the 

'r'. We would expect then an earlier form of * Lifarch > * Lifarech. 

From this in E. spelling we would expect - livirick - a form close enough to laverock to 

be blurred by analogy and a form similar to Carlavirick SLK.ll However, there are two 

10 Elerc from 01 erelc 'an ambush' later became in G eileirig or iolairig 'a deer trap', i.e. a funnel shaped 
slope, natural or artificial, into which deer were herded and then shot. 
11 Another alternative suggestion is that the specific may be E laverock. However, for our purposes it is 
more important that cair has been prefixed onto this possible English name. This makes Caerlaverock 
similar to Carlisle both of whom have had cair prefixed onto possibly E., or at least anglicised, specifics 
and both of which recei ved their cair prefix in the Cumbric expansion of the lOth century 
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other examples ofCa(e)rlaverock in Scotland neither of which appear to have any 

connection to Llywarch. 12 

Ifor Williams (1972: 123) cites a Llywarch who 'belonged to the north: he was cousin to 

Urien Rheged' and that 'Llywarch fits into the sixth century very comfortably'. Bartrum 

(1966:72) in Bonedd Gwyr y Gogledd notes 'Llywarch hen mab Elidyr lydanwyn'. The 

poems of Llywarch Hen appear to locate him in the area of old Powys. However, our 

name need not refer to the Welsh LI ywarch but simply show that LI ywarch / * Lifarech 

was a contemporary personal Cumbric name. 

According to Groome (1885:209) there is a local tradition which says that the castle was 

founded by a 'Lewarch Og son of Lewarch Hen' (Og G. 'young' implies a switch to 

Gaelic) and Camden claimed it was the site of the Roman Caerbantorigum. 

An alternative derivation can be found with the Caerlenrig ROX entry below where it is 

suggested that -laverock may be derived from lanrig, itself from lanerch 'clearing'. 

Lastly, Caerlaverock may be an example of the affixing of cair onto an English name 

during the Cumbric expansion period (also see Carlisle below). 

Caerlaverock Farm ELO S408 NT 4071. 

Tranent parish. Caerlaverock Farm is situated just south of Tranent. Cf. Caerlaverock 

Castle DMF. Watson spells it as Carlaverock (1926:367). That the farm is part of the 

Douglas estate based at Seton Castle suggests that it has been named after Caerlaverock 

Castle DMF. 

Caerlee* PEB R460 NT 3236 

No early forms found. 

Canmore quotes Chambers (1864:22) who mentions that on Caerlee Hill there is a 

'settlement' contained within an annexe. Originally the settlement measured internally 

12 Caerlaverock ELO and Carlivirick SLK. Dwelly (1911: 1 009) gives a questionable G. cathair beinn 

thorraiche for Caerlaverock. 
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about 200' by 150'. Only four house-platfonns are visible. The use of the caer form plus 

what appears to be an English leah 'wood, clearing', is intriguing suggesting the recent 

application of W. caer by analogy. Alternatively the suffix could be a form of W. lle 

'place'; its E. realisation as '-lee' is reflected in some E. forms ofW. names, e.g. E. 

Longley, 1840, FFT from W. Llongle. A G. derivation for the specific may also be 

suggested as leath 'slope'. If G. survived in PEB relatively late it may have been late 

enough for the loss of the /th/ sound in G. to be recorded in Scots as '-lee'. 

Caerlenrig* ROX S496 NT 398 049 

Carlangriggs 1514 (OPS:337); Carlanerik 1610 RMS; Carlanryik Blaeu; Carlenrigg 

OSA; Carlangrig 1641; Carlarnig or Carlanrickrig 1849. 

A farm with an old 'fort' on Watch Knowe above the Teviot, west of Teviotland, 

Teviothead parish. The 'fort' could have been the earlier enclosed farmstead. The hill 

above is called Caerlan Rig and there is a circular earthwork here. 

Canmore comments: 'The fragmentary remains of a fort are situated a few yards N of 

Caerlanrig farmhouse, on a ridge overlooking the right bank of the River ... The total 

length was originally about 250 ft. The situation and appearance at the remains suggest 

that they are those of a ridge-fort of conventional type'. The OSA mentions that some 

Roman urns were found there. 

Watson suggests (1926:368) caer lanerch 'fort in the glade'. By its siting we can 

suggest 'enclosed homestead in the clearing'. Alternatively the OS use of a space on 

their maps between the words 'Caerlan' and 'Rig' may provide a clue. It suggests caer + 

llan with Scots rig added on. The sixteenth century spellings seem to support this. 

However, these forms do not predate the metathesis that has occurred to our other 

llanerch sites. If Caerlanrigg is the Carlaverick of 1511 and 1622 and is not confused 

with somewhere else, perhaps unidentified, then it would explain the caer + laverock 

sites with the -laverock being a later Scots transmission! rendering of -lanrig. As for

lanrig from lanark we have a 1412 Drumlanark (OPS:342), which is later called 

Drumlanrig which would lend support to our laverock qualifier being derived from a 
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Cu. fonn of W. llanerch. Alternatively we can suggest cair + E. 'long rigs', or that the 

1849 version implies that the name is cair lanerch + E. 'rigs'. 

Caerloch Dhu A YR (Carrick) R502 NX 3992 

The use of caer appears to be the work of antiquarians and no old fonns for this site 

have been located. -loch and Dhu appear to be G. but if we compare it with Glen Dhu 

CMB < Glen deu 1338, the derivation maybe a lenited fonn ofW. du (> ddu) 'black', 

or possibly tew 'fat', see Cardew. Similarly for loch a Cu. alternative of W. llwch 'lake' 

C.logh 'pool' is suggested. However Loch Dhu itself may be a G. name. Many 'dhu' 

spellings in E. reflect an unlenited original e.g. 'sgian dhu' < G. sgian dubh. In tum this 

suggests that Cu. cair has been prefixed onto a G. Loch dubh. 

Caer Mote * CMB NY 1937 

Carmalt 1777, Caer-Mot 1784 (EPNS vol xxi, Cumberland part 2, 1950:326) 

Torpenhow parish, Cumberland (possibly < Tor pennou/ pennau) 

I. Williams, quoted in EPNS (1950:326) suggested W. caer mollt, 'fort of the wether'. 

However, these 'early' fonns are late and the Welsh 'fort' derivation should be noted. In 

its use of an animal name it indicates cair in the sense of a non-inhabited antiquity when 

named. 

Caer Reon (lost, possibly Stranraer WIG) 

Possibly Rerigonium? 

Mentioned in Oianau Myrddin, 'Ojan a parchellan andau de ir eilon, a groar adar kir 

kaer reon d3 (see Jannan 1982:34). 

See Watson (1926:34-5), Jackson (1953:661-2), Rivet and Smith (1979:447). Identified 

with Rerigonium, 'great royal place' (following Jackson's interpretation of the prefix *re 

as *ro 'great'); perhaps a centre of the Novantae people. It has been associated with 

Penrhyn Rhionydd 'Arthur yn Ben Teyrned ym Penn Ryoned yn y Gogled' (Bromwich 

\3 '0 little pig, listen to the deer, And the twitter of the birds by Caer Rheon'. 
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1961: 1), one of the thrones of Britain mentioned in the Welsh Triads, possibly under 

today's Stranraer WIG. Alternative spellings are Penrhyn Rhianydd, Penrhyn Rhionedd. 

The text, Peniarth 16, is late and dated to the early 13th century. Watson (1926:367) 

identifies it with the northern end of the Rhinns peninsula next to Loch Ryan. Rhinns 

may be a borrowing into E. 

Ramp (1989: 108) has convincingly argued for a derivation from *rorig-on-io as a title, 

illustrated by I. Ruiri, gen. Ruireeh. 

Caer Thannock * (or 'Maiden Castle') CMB NY 3318 

Carthanaeke 1285; Carthonoek 1589; Carthonoeke 1604. 

Leath ward, Watermillock parish, above Thirlmere. 

Detailed in EPNS (vol XX:255), described as 'an ancient fort or encampment, called 

Caer Thannock; the country people give it the name of Maiden Castle'. EPNS state that 

it is a eaer with a personal name, suggesting Danoe (vol.XXII:508). The initial 'th' may 

be a spirant mutation (t >th), but this usually implies possession in W. Ifwe compare the 

lenition in Carthew from Caroeu CMB the medial 'th' in Caerthannock could represent 

lenition giving a specific of thanna(u)e < tanna(u)e. If it is a personal name *Tanna(u)e 

/ Tannawg is its presumed form. A similar name is that of Taneu mentioned as St. 

Kentigern's mother and this is spelled Theneuu, Thaney, Denyw. The 'Maiden Castle' 

may offer a clue here as Theneuu was meant to have been a virgin, and thrown from a 

castle. This has been traced to Traprain Law but Edinburgh castle is also known as 

Castel/urn Puel/arum, first applied in the reign of David I and meant to be referring to 

the legend of St. Monenna and her maidens, she founded a church on Castle Rock. This 

could imply that the Theneu and Kentigern legend was also localised in Cumberland and 

there are dedications to St. Kentigern nearby. Also cf. Breton Tanuoud in Loth 

(1890: 166). In addition, W teneu 'slender, thin' may refer to an aspect of the site to give 

'slender eair' 

Also we could suggest tanau m., 'fires' for the specific. The endings in the early form 

suggest an -og ending from MW -awe < Britt. -akos adj. suffix, which forms m. nouns 

such as (vw.vsog 'prince', marehog, 'knight' , and is found in personal names e.g. 
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Gwallawg, Caradawg. So the -og/awc ending as an adj. suffix could simply mean 

tannog 'fiery' (cf. bannock < bannawc 'hilly'). The W. -og suffix besides fonning 

names of persons also forms fern. names of things, e.g. arfeddog 'apron', of places, 

mawnog 'peat-bog', brwynog 'marsh' and m. names of birds, cyffylog 'woodcock', and 

animals, draenog 'hedgehog'. So Caer Thannock may mean a 'fiery' or perhaps refer to 

a 'beacon' cairo -og can also form a diminutive in W. names e.g. Moel, 'bare hill' and 

moelog to distinguish it, this suggests' cair of the small fires'. Another suggestion is a 

possible E. derivation of the specific considering the E. dim.-ock e.g. hill-ock with cair 

prefixed onto the earlier E name after the Cumbric expansion 

Cair Alclut 

CT 63 (Gwallawc) mentions '0 gaer glut hyt gaer garadawc'(see Williams 1987:15). 

The Brut also mentions for 870 'ac y torret Kaer Alclut y gan y Paganyeit' (see 

Williams 1860: 14) 

Identified with Dumbarton / Al Clut. Jackson stated (1938:49) that Cair Brithon found in 

HB 'can only mean Dumbarton'. This may be an example of Welsh poets applying the 

cair element to places in the Hen Ogledd. Dumbarton Rock is recorded as Al Clud by 

people from Strathclyde never as Caer Glud. That caer is prefixed onto Alclut in the 

Brut appears to be a specifically W usage and late. It implies also that the Strathclyde 

Britons as opposed to the Welsh found cair to be an unsuitable generic to describe a 

fortress such as Al Clud. It may be suggested that Caer glud used in CT raises further 

questions about the early dating of the poems and whether the form was coined for 

reasons of meter for example. 
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Cair Celemion 

Mentioned in the HB, Celemion has been associated with Camelon (e.g. Skene 1886). 

Camelon is sited in STL at NS 8681. Jackson (1938:51) suggested a plural ending -ion 

and that the spelling 'must represent Celeimion; or with scribal error, Celeinion. Cf. 

MW celein corpse'. 

Camcar (lost) 

Camcar 1116 David 1 Inq. 

Lawrie discussed this element (1905:301) mentioning Brownl4 who claimed that the 

scribe had mistakenly written 'me' for 'dd' claiming this referred to Caddar. Lawrie 

counters this by commenting: '1 doubt that Camcar can be Cadder, because Cadder (a 

parish four miles north of Glasgow) was granted to the see by Malcolm IV'. Mistaking 

'me' for 'dd' appears improbable. 

This may be Cu. cam + cair, 'crooked homestead' or 'homestead (on) the bend' . 

However, the name may also be G. cam 'crooked' plus -car 'twist, bend, turn, course 

(of a stream),. However, if the generic is cam, a Cu. reflex of W.adj. cam, 'crooked', 

this could be an example of cair as a C2, a qualifier in a name phrase. 

Caraverick * CMB No ID 

Karrauerok 1285; Caraverick 1597. 

Now lost but in Hesket in the Forest parish, Leath ward. 

Padel, for Averack and Haverack CNW (both fields) suggests (1985:127) cair + 

*havrek, C, 'arable land' equivalent to B. havreg. If so, we can suggest a Cumbo 

*haverick with an epenthetic vowel as found in Riderech. Forms in Cornwall are 

Averack, Haverack, (Tre)harrock. LWilliams in EPNS (PNCu.:202) suggested W. caer 

efrog or cae'r efrog, 'fort' or 'field or a place where efwr (cow-parsnip) grows', 

comparing it with Dinefwr (CRF). Adams (1996:82) accepts Williams' interpretation 

14 Lawrie quotes The Earliest Document Relating to Glasgow 1.T.T. Brown. 
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without reservation. A Cumbric fonn (* haverek) of C. *havrek is more satisfactory 

perhaps reflecting transhumance in the area. 

Carbarns Wood LAN V 431 NS 7753 

Carbarnes 1696 Ret. 

Canmore states' Aerial photography (RCAHMS: AP 1995) has revealed the cropmarks 

of parts of a possible settlement and enclosure on the flood plain of the River Clyde, 

240m N of Upper Carbams fannsteading.' Also a Celtic carved stone head was found 

here. 

The barnes suffix appears to be E. 'barns'. Despite the presence of an enclosure here, 

the position of the site and the second element 'barns', implies that the car here is from 

Sc. carse. 

Carbellow * A YR S469 NS 6122 

Carbello Ret.; Carbello 1580-93; 

A fann near Lugar next to a 'hill-fort' situated in the bend of the Bellow Water which 

runs into the Lugar water (not mentioned in Canmore). We need an old fonn for this but 

this could be a classic example of the nearby fann name taking on the' cair' element of 

the earlier enclosure. The -bellow specific is problematic as it could be referring to 

(originally) the river or to the car- site. Ekwall (1928:32) discusses a R. Belah or Beela 

which runs into the R. Eden near Brough Sowerby CMB; its earlier forms were Belewe 

1292; Below 1576; Bellow 1577. Ekwall derives the name from a postulated OE adj. 

*bellig 'roaring' giving ME Belwe and with svarabhakti Belewe, Belowe. 

Bello could be a Cu. personal name, cf. Beli d. 722 son of Elffin and father of Teudebur, 

named in the Ir. Annals (Tigemach and Ulster) as Bile son of Elphine, king of 

Dumbarton, also W. Beli map Nwython, B. Bili. If the specific is not a personal and or 

king's name we can also suggest W. bele, another word for 'wolf. Bellow could then be 

a realisation of a Cu. plural *bellow, 'wolves', so 'wolves' river' and 'wolves' cair', 

referring to an uninhabited site when named. Cf. Carbilly CNW which Padel suggests 

may be from a C. form ofOB Bili (for which see Loth 1890:110). Other possibilties 



from the specific found in W. place-names are bela, bele, 'henbane' and belau, bele, 

'martin' . 

Carberry MLO A420 NT 3669 

Crefbarrin c.1143, 1150 Reg. Dunf.; Alexander Craberri 1311 Bam's Cal.; Carbery 

Ch.Hol.; Carbarrin 1450 . 

Estate and fort here. Canmore mentions a Pit and an alignment found here. Watson 

(1926:143) deduces it as G. craobh + barran, 'branch fence/palisade'. An alternative for 

the specific may be Barry GLA which derives from a stream name Barren 13th c. > 

Barre 1510 and anglicised as Barry. Owen (1998:9) interprets barren as 'hill brook'. 

The early form indicates G craobh 'tree' so Carberry is discounted as a possible cair 

site. However cf. Carbarry FlF. 

Carbeth* DNB S403 NS 5379 

Carbeth Blaeu. 

NS 47/57. Parish of Strathblane, Deanery of Lennox. 

North of Erskine. An estate on Loch Beth. Also an Easter Carbeth, 

The birch is the shield badge of the Buchanans whose clan lands are in the area. 

Johnston suggests cathair an beithe (1904:32). For the specific to be Gaelic, the place 

would have to have been named prior to the c.12th century loss of /8/ in Gaelic. There is 

no need for there to be the G. def. art. na as suggested by Johnston, a G. form may be 

cathair beithe. 

A suggested Cu. derivation is cair + peth, (b>p). 'homestead of the piece/portion'. W. 

peth cognate with Pictish pett c.f. Carpet MLO. Alternatively, we could suggest W. bedd 

'grave', found in W. place-names, e.g. Beddgelert (MEl) Bedd Taliesin (CER). Anglo

Norman scribes appear to have made no distinction between /0/ and /8/. We have other 

instances of a possible Cu. /0/ (a version ofW. /0/) being rendered as 'th' or It' in early 

spellings by Norman scribes. For example, we can compare the ending with early forms 

ofCulgaith < Culgait 1140, Penrith < Penred 1167, Culcheth < Chulchet 1137. See 
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Carbeth STL below. We know from history that the Lennox / DMB was part of Cumbria 

and may have made up the core area along with Clydesdale throughout the period. 

Carbeth STL S391 NS 5287 

Carsbethrune Reg.Lev.; Carbeth 1482; Carnbeth 1513. 

Killeam parish. STL. Left bank of the Endrick Water two miles south-west of Balfron. 

Large estate and mansion. See Carbeth notes above. The nearby keir may indicate the 

origin of the cair element in Car-beth; the name was then adopted and 'moved' to 

Carbeth. Possibly showing the linguistic development of keir > car. The 1513 form 

indicates G. cairn and the specific G. beith f. 'birch', however the earlier form suggests 

cair, probably after the nearby keir site. Reg. Lev. mentions a 'Carsbethrune ex parte 

une et Culbachan '. The latter I take to be Boquhan, about one mile east of Carbeth, 

implying that Carsbethrune may be an early form of Carbeth or somewhere near it. In 

this case the early form suggests Scots carse (or possibly Cu. cors) + G. beith, 'birch 

tree bog'. 

Carbowie AYR No ID 

Carbowie Ret. 1698. Lost 

Near Ochiltree and Kingshill, in Kings Kyle. There is a Bowie Burn to the south-west of 

Ochiltree. -bowie is possibly derived from G. buidhe 'yellow, lucky, agreeable'. Cf. 

Auchenbowie near Stirling. It is difficult to establish this as a cair site with the lack of 

early forms and probability of a G specific. 

Carbrain* DMB S404 NS 7674 

Carbrain 1850. 

Part of Cumbemauld New Town today. Marked on the OS 1 st series as a farm near the 

old Cumbemauld (Cumbrenald 1350) estate. No MS early sources found. The lenition 

ofp > b suggests cair + prain. According to GPC, prain « L. prandium ) is 'feast', or 

Uys brenin, 'a royal court'. Carbrain may have been a homestead of a royal court or 

possibly a royal centre itself. A more viable derivation may be suggested: taking the 
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modern version of -prain from Tra-prain we know that this was derived from Trepren 

and we can suggest that it is fairly likely that pren is behind the modem - brain here. If 

we compare Carbrain with Dinas Bran DIN < Dinbran, in Wales we can suggest a 

derivation of the specific from the appellative Bran. Also there is a Bran noted in the 

northern genealogies as Bran the Old son of Dyfnwal Moelmut. Miller (197Sb:267) has 

discussed Bran and places him as a Gododdin ruler c.S47. In this case the place-name 

could be another example of Brittonic heroic names being projected into the landscape. 

Alternatively it may refer to the deity Bran found as Bendigedig Fran in the 

Mabinogion. Lastly the specific could be a Cu. version of the W. f. pI. brain 'crows' < 

bran 'crow', (in poetry 'ravens'), this in turn implying that the site was uninhabited 

when named. Gaelic proinn chh 'banquet of a hundred' or 'feast for heroes' is found in 

the 1th century Book of Deer 15 which would suggest a Gaelic specific. Another Gaelic 

alternative for the -brain specific is Acchenebron near Mauchlin in Kyle, recorded as 

Auchenbrain in 1200 and suggested by Watson (1926:187) to be Achadh na Brim, 'field 

of the quem'. Possibly with reference to one of the thirteen wonders of Britain which 

was a quem that ground constantly except on Sunday (the site may be that of the 

substantial cup and ring mark site near Mauchline, in that cup and ring marks have often 

been identified with querns). This suggests a borrowed cair + G brim, 'defended 

homestead of querns', possibly referring to an antiquity and possibly to a cup-marked 

stone. 

Carbrook Mains STL S393 NS 8486 

Carbrok 1497 

A large estate to the south east of Plean, south of Stirling. Lack of old forms and an 

archaeological site suggest initially that this may be E. carr or Scand. kjarr plus E 

'brook', but with Scots we would expect 'bum' instead ofE. 'brook' and carr is 

restricted to Northumbria. A likely alternative is cair plus a Cu. form of W. broch 

'badger'(C. brogh, B. broc'h ). Broch is often used in personal names, e.g. Brochmail. 

15 See Jackson (1972:55-6) for a discussion. 
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In addition, one may suggest a G. carr + either G broc 'grey, dark grey', or broc 

'badger' . 

Carcant * MLO S434 NT 3652 

Carcant 1581; Carcant, Carcane 1609 Ret. 

A farm west of Heriot. There are some ancient settlements here and what appears to be a 

small enclosure or settlement on Carcant Hill (not mentioned in Canmore). 

Cf. Cant Hill/ Farm, St Minver, Cornwall. We can suggest a derivation from cair + cant 

('rim', 'embankment'), 'homestead with the embankment/ enclosing wall'. We would 

expect *Cairgant. Padel (1985:37) suggests OC '*cant, perhaps 'district, region' or 

'edge, border' or possibly 'host, throng, troop". A review of *cant is given in Rivet and 

Smith (1979:297-99). Carcant may also be derived from cair of the 'host/party' or of the 

'hundred'. 

Carcarroun STL No ID 

Carcarrunis 1580-93 RMS; Carrcarroun Ret. (also spelled Carcattoun). 

There is an East and West version of the place which gives the E. plural above, probably 

located near R. Carron. Possibly G. car, 'twist, bend' referring to the river, or Scots 

carse, plus the river name Carron. 

Carcarse DMF S493 NS 6908 

Near Sanquhar. Scots Carse as qualifier suggests that this is not a cair site, however 

there is a 'homestead' marked here (not mentioned in Canmore). Lack of early forms 

makes any derivation tenuous but one suggests that the site was called cair with Scots 

carse added on later. 

Carclout A YR S492 NS 4009 

A homestead/farm today. Near Kirkmichael, Ayr and its high density of trefnames. 

Lack of early forms makes any derivation tenuous. 
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Carcluie* A YR S479 NS 3415 

A hamlet between Dalrymple and Ayr. Near to a Barr Hill with an 'ancient settlement'. 

It is not mentioned in Canmore but we could suggest that the hamlet has taken its name 

from the earlier hill-top settlement, which interestingly has kept its Cu. name bar 'hill' 

and is tautological with the addition of E. 'hill' .16 Again situated in an area relatively 

dense with tref names. It is tempting to posit a Cu. version of W. cair + lhvyd, 'grey 

cair' using the 'cl' as a Scots rendering ofW. '11' I AI (assuming Cumbric had this 

sound) with the 'd' ending disappearing. This is very problematic as we have no 

evidence elsewhere in toponymy, we would, for example expect to find it in Lanark < 

llanerch. Also, as discussed by 6 Maolalaigh (1997:30), Scots endings in -ie and -yare 

often developed from an earlier G. -in suffix. The archaeology suggests that it is a cair 

'homestead' and a borrowed name of a non-living, earlier settlement. Also at Carcluie 

Loch (A YR NS 348 161) there is a possible crannog site; Canmore mentions 'pile 

heads' being found here. Durkan (1986:278) identifies the Carcleuien of David I's 

Inquisition with Carcluie. Reasons given are that the church is dedicated to St Kentigem 

and is within Glasgow diocese. 

Carco * DMF S481 NS 7813 

Carco (Mekill) 1546-80; Cairco 1660. 

Kirkconnel parish, a farm today. Here (and at Carco Mains) a whetstone was found 

similar in age to one from an Iron Age crannog now in Dumfries Museum. 

Carco may correspond to W. cair + cau ' hollow, dell, enclosed.' We would expect 

lenition of c > g to give a specific *gau/ *gow, cf. Glasgow. There are numerous 

examples throughout Cumbria of co(w) I go(w) as a specific and we can suggest a Cu. 

*co(w) cognate with W. cau. 

The 1660 form is interesting for the (re?)-appearance of the lail dip thong in cairo 

Cf. Cargo CMB. 
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Carcow Burn* DMF W492 NS 5907 

Carcow Ret. 

Near Dalleagles and quite near to Carco (see above) possibly deriving its name from 

Carco. 

Carcow AYR No ID 

Carcow 1698 Ret. 

Near Cumnock, in Kyle Regis. The suggested derivation is cair + cau 'enclosed 

homestead' / 'homestead in the hollow/ dip' (see Carco above). 

Carculanrig BER Lauderdale No ID 

Carculanrig (alias Kingisrig) 1586; Cartalanrig vel Carcularig Ret. 1650. Lost. 

A suggested derivation is cair + cau + lanark, the 'enclosed homestead of the clearing'. 

Cf. other cair + cau forms above and Cargo. See Caerlemig above for the use of 

llanerch. Alternatively plus llan and E. rig. 

Cardelachan LAN? No ID 

Cardelachan 1285 Reg. Pass. Lost. 

From a place found in the personal name Adam dictus de Cardelachan. Located in the 

Glasgow area. Possibly containing G. lachan, 'reed'. 

Cardew* CMB NY 3451 

Caroeu 11 th c.; Karthew 1259; Cartheu 1278; Carthu 1246; Kartheu 1279; Cardew 

c.1345. 

A well attested site (see EPNS PNCu vol xx:131). For a derivation Ekwall suggested 

caer-ddu, the 'black fort' (1918:106). Forster (1921:95-6) has discussed this name, but 

he mistakenly states that there is a Carthew in Dumfries, apparently confusing this with 

the 1259 form of our CMB example. He supports Johnston's derivation from *Caer 

Ddewi indicating that the loss of the final i of Dewi is reflected in other names taken 

into English that contain Dewi, e.g. Dewchurch < Dewes-chirch 1234, Dewsbury < 

16 Barr may also from G barr which has the meaning of 'top' or 'summit'. 
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Deus-berie 1086.17 The suggestion is of interest as if -deu is derived from Dewi it shows 

that Cumbric personal names were in use supporting the notion of Cumbric usage here at 

this time even if the name has been recorded using an Anglo-Norman orthography. 

However, this still does not explain the loss of the [mal Iii in Dewi again supporting a 

derivation of du for the specific. 

One immediately noticeable feature of the early forms is the disappearing 101 by 1345 

according to the spelling. This may give us another indication of the demise of Cumbric, 

i.e. that not even the place-names were retaining their Cumbric pronunciation. There are 

four examples of Cart hew in Cornwall and two examples of Car dew, Padel (1985:53) 

has derived all of these from C. du 'black'. 

Other examples of -du suffix nearby are Glen Dhu < Glendeu 1339, Glendue NTB, 

Glendow DMF. Jackson (1963:82) cites Cardew as an example of a name taken into 

English relatively late and an example of the Cumbric re-conquest of Cumberland. He 

says that: 'The development here of Cumbric it to English iu shows that these names 

were not taken into English before the end of the tenth century at the earliest and more 

likely later'. Fellows-Jensen (1985:265) also notes the change of Iu! to Iju! and re

iterates Jackson (almost identically). It is interesting to note firstly the use ofE. '0' to 

represent the Cu. form ofW. Idd/ and that this is then replaced orthographically with 'th' 

by 1259 which would accord with the Norman scribal practice we have seen elsewhere 

where all 181 and 101 sounds are spelled 'th'. Furthermore, the dip thong in -oeu, -thew 

and -theu indicates some difference from the pronunciation ofW. 'du' pron. Idil. It hints 

at something similar to the W. pronunciation of tew or alternatively the F (and C. pron.) 

of the 'eu' in F peur. An alternative interpretation of the suffix could then be a Cu. form 

of W. tew, 'great, numerous, fat, thick', perhaps with the meaning of 'well-endowed', 

(adjectives have soft mutation after fern. sing. nouns t > d). However, this would not 

explain the 10/. This brings us back to du 'black' but probably with a pronunciation of 

the final dipthong more akin to F and C. leu! e.g. F peu. 

17 To this we may add examples from CNW e.g. Davidstow < Dewstow 1269, Dewestowe 1313, 

Davystol\'(! 1423; and cf. Dewstow MYN. 



Of course here the eaer could be 'fort' or more likely 'old established farm'. Other 

Cardew derivations back up the importance of this place (Cardewlees, Cardew Mires). 

Nearby Aballava Roman fort is identified with the fort at Burgh by Sands (see RiYet and 

Smith 1979:238). 

An interesting suggestion from Clancy refers to the nearby field of Lakewolf. 18 The old 

forms are Lekwlf1340-50, Leek wolfe 1601, Leekoufe 1606. 19 Clancy refers to the hero 

Ulph who fought alongside Urien of Rheged. The -wlf in the old form may refer to him, 

its meaning being W. lleeh Ulph. Also the Angles gave Urien a nickname of 'wolf and 

perhaps this is the 'wolf that appears here (i.e. a British adoption of an English 

nickname). Cardew was a site of Cumbrian lordship later on under Gospatric and it 

could have been a site that was part of Uri en's estates and possibly his chief estate. Its 

proximity just to the south-west of Carlisle adds to a case that Urien was based in the 

lower Eden valley. 

Cardie Hill* PEB R448 NT 2740 

Parish of Kailziel Hopekeliou, Deanery of Peebles. 

A hill near Peebles, with a 'fort' on it. Also there is a Castle Hill nearby and other 

'forts'. Canmore comments: 'The fragmentary remains of a fort occupy the summit of 

Cardie Hill ... The fort appears to have had at least two, and possibly three, lines of 

defence, which enclose a circular area measuring about 105' in diameter'. A later 

comment adds, 'The mutilated remains of this site are difficult to interpret. Cardie Hill is 

not naturally defensive and this work may be a settlement'. A personal visit to the site 

showed that in its situation and aspect it has all the hallmarks of other enclosed 

settlements. 

We know that Cumbric had ty 'house' as in Pen-te-iaeob, (today's Eddleston). 

Alternatively it could be another Cardew *eaer du, 'black fort', if we follow Welsh 

pronunciation of du, but in W. this would lenite to ddu. Cf. Pol eardie Burn, DMF, Kells 

parish where crop marks have been found. 

18 See PNCu: 134. 
19 Dr. T.O.Clancy's paper, 'Poetry, Place-names and Politics in the British Old North'. 
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Cardon* PEB S459 NT 0933 

Cardrone (1534) Ret; Cardonis Ret 1618; Cardone 1668. 

Deanery of Peebles, parish of Glenholm (itself perhaps derived from glen -(g)ltyn, 

according to Glenwin, 1233 Reg.Glas.) and near Trebetha Hill and Merlindale. 

Canmore mentions two 'forts' (one of which is latterly termed a 'forti settlement' and 

the other a 'fort' but recently described as a 'settlement') and a 'settlement'. 

On Chester Rig, known as 'The Rings' are 'the remains of a nearly circular, small fort 

with a mean internal diameter of 185' in which a settlement was later constructed'. The 

site has the remains of a sizeable settlement (with possibly 8 houses and definitely 6); 

however, no dates are given for its period of occupation. 

Canmore continues: 'On Preston Hill, Cardon is a settlement occupying a low knoll on 

the SE slopes of Preston Hill. It measures 105' by 90' within a wall. The interior contains 

well-marked surface indications of three ring-ditch houses and what is probably the 

fragment of a fourth'. Finally 'on Rough Side is an unfinished bivallate fort'. This 

settlement is described in 1985 as a 'hill top settlement'. Cardon can be derived as with 

Cardrona and the other Cair-Draen. A W. pI. drain B. pI. drein C. pI. dreyn 'Thoms, 

thorn-bushes', suggesting 'thorn homestead' as a derivation. Also cf. the singular W. 

draenen, B. draenenn, C. *draenen and W. draenen ddu 'blackthorn', draenen wen, 

'hawthorn'. -Drone as a specific is of interest as, if it is derived from a Cu equivalent of 

W drain, it shows the medial vowel 'a' being realised as '0' in Cu. This is also shown 

with W gwas being realised as Cu g(w)os. 

The presence of three enclosed homesteads plus the 'thoms' as specific suggests a site 

named after the homesteads had been living settlements. 

Cardon Law PEB NT 2745 

No early forms. See Cardon above and its suggested derivation from W cardden 'bush'. 

'thicket' . 
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Cardona * STL S370 NN 6800 

Kilmadock parish 

The name of a hill fann today between Doune and Thornhill. Canmore refers to a 

monument there which 'comprises the remains of an enclosed settlement of prehistoric 

date represented by cropmarks visible on oblique aerial photographs'. An example of 

the existing homestead taking the name of the earlier one. This may have been named 

when the area was part of Manau. Lack of early forms make any derivation tenuous but 

for the specific '-dona' we may consider the personal name Dona named in Bonedd y 

Saint (see Bartrum 1966:63) son of Non son of Selyf In addition Donan, a diminuitive of 

Don, appears in Brittany. For example, Kerdonan, Penn ar Bed, and Kerdonen, 

Morbihan. Nearby is Lanrick castle which itself may derive from llanerch with 

metathesis of the final 'r'. 

Cardonald* RNF S416 NS 5364 

Cardonald 1499. 

Parish of Paisley now Abbey parish. Nothing now remains of Cardonald Castle 

(Cardonald: NS 5364). Writing in the mid- 19th century, MacDonald (1854) said that it 

had by then been replaced by a fann, although part of the gardens including the orchard 

remained. MSS record a Dundonald in this parish and a family Dundonald. Watson 

suggests that it may be Donald's fort. He states (1926:367) that, 'Donald is the E. form 

ofG. Domhnall,' and adds, 'OW Dumnagual or Dumngual is a name which occurs 

several times in the royal family of Strathclyde'. There are at least six kings named 

DyfnwaPO in the genealogies some of which are spelled in Irish and Scottish annals as 

Domnall, later anglicised as Donald. Because Cardonald is within Strathclyde and near 

Govan a derivation from Cu. Dyfnwal is acceptable and it may have been a cair of one 

of the Cumbric Dyfnwals. Its difficult to say if this was a fort or a farm as the area is 

urban today. 

20 E.g. Dyfnwal Hen (undated); Dyfnwal d.694; Dyfnwall Dumnagual d. c.760; Dyfnwal fl. mid 9
th

; 

DyfnwallDonald d.908; DyfnwaV Dunguallonl Dyfnwallon d.975. 
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Cardoness* KCB A553 NX 5855 

Brooke (1991 :319) suggests Karden 1240 (CPLi) as an early form; Cardynes 1495; 

Carderneis, Cardernes, Cardirnes, 1424-1513; Cardernes 1536 RMS; Cardenes, 

Cardirnes, 1546-80; Carderneis 1556 Ret. 

A strategically placed castle, overlooking Water of Fleet, similar in its situation to 

Threave Castle. There is also a Cardoness farm which presumably is part of the castle's 

estate. The 1240 form suggests a derivation from W. cardden, 'thicket'. 

However, because of its strategic position it could be caer + din or cair dynas. Cf. 

Cardinham, *ker + dynan, Cornwall. The 1495 form suggests a cair + dynas . The 

appearance of the -ness ending after 1240 is odd ifit is a Norse ending. We could also 

suggest cair deyrnas, 'fortified place of the kingdom' « teyrnas). Alternatively we 

could apply Watson's derivation ofCardenie PER (see below) being derived from a Cu. 

form ofW. cardden, borrowed into G. with a locative ending -aigh added and then an E. 

-s pI. ending added. Such a tenuous derivation is problematic: with the PER example the 

-s ending disappears leaving Cardenie, but the -es ending here has not disappeared 

enabling us to propose an alternative Cu. etymology. 

Cardoon Burn. KCB W540 NX 5365 

Near a Carstramon farm near Water of Fleet and Castramont Hill. 

Cf.with Cardowan LAN < cair dwfn and C. down < doven, e.g. Downderry CNW. 

The name may be wholly G with the specific donn 'brown' with G carr 'bog' as the 

genenc. 

Cardoven Wood WML No ID 

Lupton parish, Lonsdale ward. (EPNS vol xlii:47) 

cair plus a Cu. reflex of C doven and W. dyfnl dwfn, 'deep, dark'. cf. Cardowan LAN, 

Cardwan FIF. Also cf. ~C. Duuenant 1086, W. Dyfnaint, E. 'Devon'. 
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Cardowan LAN V417 NS 6667 

Identified with Carcleuien of David 1st's Inq. c.1116; Cardwyn, Cardvyn, 1264-1359 

Exch Rolls. 

A hamlet and a moss near Craigendmuir, between Glasgow and Airdrie. 

Firstly we can make derivations if we emend Carcleuien to *Cardeuien or *Cardewen. 21 

Of the two the latter seems more likely especially in comparison with the later Cardwyn 

> Cardowan and the Fife example Cardwan( e). The suggested derivation is a Cu. form 

ofW. cair dwfn/dyfn 'deep homestead' perhaps referring to its position on the moss (cf. 

Cardoven WML). Also of interest in the 1116 form and with Cardevon above is the 

development of an epenthetic vowel in the specific matched also in Wand C (see 

Jackson 1956:337) e.g. OW *cemn > MW cefyn 'back, ridge'. However the 1264 

spelling appears to counter this development. A convincing G. alternative for the 

specific is domhain 'deep, hollow' cognate with dwfn indicating that the generic is G. 

carr 'moss', giving 'moss(y) hollow'. This suggestion is made all the more appealing as 

the hamlet is situated on a moss and fits in with the spelling of the specific. 

Cardrain* Galloway/WIG S563 NX 1231 

Pont Kardrain. 

Maxwell (1930:58) interprets this farm as G. ceathramh draighean 'thorny quarterland'. 

Properly we would expect the genitive draighein and the absence of the definite article 

is odd (cf. Auchendrain ARG). We can suggest cair + a Cu. form of W. draen, 'thorns'. 

The similarity of the name with Cardryne and proximity to each other would imply that 

the two in Galloway are linked. Lastly, the nomenclature of this area (the Rhinns of 

Galloway) is predominantly Gaelic so that Cardrain may be an all G carr 'bog, moss' 

generic plus draighein to give 'thorn bog'. 

21 No emendations need be made either if we accept Durkan's (1986:278) identification of Carcleuien 
with Carcluie A YR. In addition, the final 'n' may have fell out of use as Carcleuein was adopted into 
Scots to give Carcluie. 
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Cardrona* PEB S460 NT 3037 

Cardronow 1500; Cardrono 1546-80; Cardrono 1580-93; Cardrono Ret.1633. 

Parish of Hopekeliou (Kailzie), Deanery of Peebles. 

Canmore states: 'The fort occupies a defensive situation on the summit of Castle 

Knowe. The defences consist of two walls enclosing an area measuring about 160' by 

110'. In the valley below at Cardrona Mains RCARMS identified a possible enclosure. 

Cardrona is a previously fortified site, and also has a ruined peel tower that belonged to 

the Govan family. In the 19th century it was an 'estate and mansion'(OSG 1885:235) 

near the Tweed near Traquair. It is interestingly echoed by 'the lands of Cardrone'(Ret), 

near Glenholm, a close by -drone / drono (see below). This may signify a regularity in 

spelling. The Cardronow (1500) form suggests a possible Cu. form of the W. pI. 

draennau, 'thoms' (or more specifically 'briars') from the collective f. noun draen, also 

found as drain, f.sg. draenen (cf. B draenou, C dreynow). It could equally be from the 

adj. dreiniog, 'thorny'. This suggests the possibility that the Cu. -iog ending may also 

have undergone the same process of a reduction to -0 as happened to the G. -ach 

ending. OC has drain, drein. C colI. dreyn meaning 'thoms', or cruc draenoc, 'sloes/ 

blackthorn'. The B. pI. is drein, sg. draenenn, adj. dreinek. 

Also there is dron, an obsolete word for 'host' of which -dronow may be the pI. 

(dronau in W). The 1500 -dronow may also derive from Gaelic draighneach 'thorny 

place' 1. draighnean 'blackthorn'. If so the /0/ ending may be derived from a G. -ach 

ending.22 

Another comparison and possibility for the specific is West Dron Hill in Perthshire 

possibly from G. dronn (f.) 'ridge, back, summit,.23 Derivatives from this are dronnach 

'ridgy' and dronnag, 'hump, knoll, summit, highest point of a ridge, small height'. A G. 

derivation is likely as has been shown with the replacement ofG.-ach endings with 

Scots -o(w}. However in this area we would expect either a Cumbric survival or a cair 

established in the re-expansion period rather than a G. name. 

22 See 6 Maolalaigh (1997). 
23 Definitions are taken from Dwelly (1911). 
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Cardrona appears to be of the homestead type and an established large farm by the 1200s 

and then fortified, it is likely that it took its name from the fort! defended homestead on 

Castle Knowe. It is argued then that Cardrona is an example of a cair established during 

the re-expansion of British rule into PEB or that the area around the headwaters of the 

Tweed had always remained Cumbric speaking despite Northumbrian rule. The charters 

from nearby Stobo show people there with Cumbric and Gaelic names in the 12th 

century. Also cf. Dron STL. 

Cardross DMB S402 NS 3477 

Cardin ross 1208 (RegGlas:93, OPS:26); Cardross 1477 RMS; Cardros 1546-80; 

Cardros 1580-3; Cardrois Ret; 

At Cardross, on the west side of the River Leven, Robert I built a castle in which he died 

in 1329. Nothing remains of this castle, but the small eminence on which it stood retains 

the name of 'Castle Hill'. However Canmore states that 'Castle Hill is a small rock 

outcrop and bears no trace of any foundations or fortifications. ' 

A parish in the Deanery of Lennox, and seat of the Duke of Lennox, near Helensburgh. 

J.B. Johnston suggested cerddin ros, 'rowan tree promontory' (1934: 125). Nicolaisen 

sees it as an 'outlier' of a specific 'Pictish' generic carden (1976: 159) because it is north 

of the Forth. However, being in DMB it is more likely to be a Cu. version ofW. cardden 

rhos, 'bush promontory', (or just possibly cair + din + rhos, 'homestead of the 

promontory fort'). Ros regularly occurs in Cumbric place-names, initially in Raswraget 

and finally in Melrose and Primrose « *pren ros). The position of ros may reflect the 

age of the name: when final it dates from the period before the majority of Brittonic 

place-names switched to inversion compounds. 

Cardross House STL A382 NS 6097 

Cardrouse Ret. 

Between Thornhill and Doune, Menteith. It is a large established house near the 



Trossachs. Watson derives it from carden + ros, 'copse moor' (1926:353). See Cardross 

above. Also Cardrouse may be derived from cair + traws, 'crossing homestead', with 

reference to its proximity to the Trossachs, na Troiseachan 'the crossings'. 

Cardryne* WIG (Galloway) S563 NX 1132 

Cartryne 1546-80; Cardryne 1547 RMS; Kardryin Pont; Cartryne, Cardryne Ret 1608. 

Kirkmadrine parish. 

The database Canmore states: 'About 800m SSW of Cardryne farmhouse, there is a 

small earthwork ... It comprises a bank with an external ditch which cut across the ridge 

in a shallow arc on the uphill (N) side.' There is also a cairn nearby (Eagle cairn). 

Canmore also reports that: 'The manse and glebe associated with Kirkmaiden church 

(NX13SW 7) were at Cardryne, which name is given by Pont as Kardryin, suggesting a 

derivation from the Gaelic caer [sic] = a fort, and druim = a ridge'. The entry continues: 

'A chapel dedicated to St Medran is said to have stood at Cardryne' . 

Ret. also records a Cardraine in 1668 with Leswalt which is on the northern part of the 

Rhinns. As with nearby Cardrain above we may consider either a wholly G. 

interpretation e.g. carr draighean, 'thorny rock' or 'thorny bog'. A Cumbric derivation 

is a form of W. cair draen referring to the enclosure as an antiquity when named or to a 

later farmstead. As this site has the enclosure perhaps this was the original cair drain 

from which the nearby Cardrain borrowed its name and/or it was part of the same estate. 

Cardunneth Pike* CMB NY 5552 

Cardinogh, Cardinoughe Pike 1603. 

Cumrew parish, near to Cumbric Castle Carrock, Cumwhinton and Cumwhitton. EPNS 

(XX PNC:77) states that the qualifier is 'consistent with a derivation from the British 

personal name recorded in Bede ... as Dinoot (OW Dunod from Latin Donatus),. The 

name may be referring to an earlier farm since re-named or abandoned. Miller 

(1975:105-10) suggests other specifics referring to Dunod the Stout (d. 595), son of 
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Pabo and brother of Sawyl, present at the battle of Arfderydd and mentioned in the HB.2-+ 

She mentions Powdonnet Well in Morland parish, the regio Dunutinga, part of which 

was acquired by Wilfrid. Dunutinga, as she mentions, may be a back-formation meaning 

'the people of Dent' in west Yorkshire, but to counter that we have the regional name 

Dunoding from Dunod in north Wales. A derivation from Dunod seems satisfactory as 

literature suggests that he was active in the area. In a seminar paper Clancy (1997:3) has 

suggested that Leck (llech 'rock') near Kirby Lonsdale may have been the seat of 

Dunawd Bwrr and that the Dunawt names could delineate his kingdom. We would 

expect cair to be a generative element at the time of Dunod and afterwards. In this case 

the cair may refer to either the defended homestead of the Dunod or someone with the 

same name. If the derivation is from Dunod then it may be an example of Cumbric 

speakers projecting heroic figures onto the landscape, or simply that the land holder was 

called Dinoot. 

Alternatively the 1603 version appears to preserve a final fricative Ixl suggesting W. ych 

'ox' or W. uch (C. ogh) 'above, super'. This would make the din refer to 'fort' and may 

show cair being prefixed to din after Cumbric expansion. It also suggests that din ogh 

was no longer understood so that cair could be prefixed onto it. 

Cardurnock CMB S556 NY 1758 

Cardrunnock 13th c.; Kardrunoc 13th c.; Cardonock 1366; Cardrunnok(e) 1387; 

Cardunnok 1395; Cardirnoke 1437; Cardronok(e) 1485; Cardronnok 1531; Cardronock 

1589; Cardornoc(k) 1707. 

(See EPNS PNCu. Ptl: 123). EPNS suggest W. dwrn, 'fist'or G dornach, 'pebbly'. See 

also PNRB:345 for a discussion of Britt. *durnaco-, meaning a 'site covered with fist 

sized pebbles'. Such small pebbles would presumably make ideal ready-made 

ammunition for slings. It is near a presumably pebbly coast and near the western end of 

Hadrians Wall. EPNS mentions a fortIet being excavated here made up of cobble stones. 

The 'pebbly' element may refer to the run down state of the Roman fort at the time of 

~4 See the HB in Harleian MS 3859, Gl1)'r y Gogledd, discussed by Bartrum (1966: 11) and edited by 

Philhmore (1888: 152-183). 
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naming with rubble lying around. Cardunock may be an example also of cair being 

prefixed onto a site simply known as *durnoc at the time of the Cu. re-expansion. The 

presence of a Roman ruin would lend itself to being named cairo 

However, the earlier fonns, before the metathesis of the 'r' in the specific, also suggest 

the W. adjective dreiniog, 'thorny' C. *dreynek. Another tentative alternative for the 

specific in keeping with other examples naming a non-inhabited site is W. draenog, 

'hedgehog' . 

Carfin LAN S431 NS 7658 

Carnefyn 1489 RMS; Caerjin Blaeu; Carinphin (OPS:54). 

Parish of Bothwell, Deanery of Rutherglen. Near Motherwell and S. Calder Bum. 

Watson (1926:367) interprets as G carnjionn 'white cairn'. See Carfin below. 

Carfin LAN S446 NS 8346 

Near to the Clyde, Carluke and Lanark. There is a strong possibility that this is Gaelic 

carr - 'rocky shelf or 'bog, fen', because of what appears to be a Gaelic qualifierjionn, 

'white', 'shining', but there is W!fin 'border', e.g. Capel y Fjin in the Black Mountains, 

Wales, implying cair !fin 'border cair'. 

However, cf. Carfin above apparently derived from G. earn + jionn. The latter brings to 

mind Watson's suggestion that Fintry may have originally been Gwendref By analogy, 

with Carfin, we could suggest a similar process giving an earlier Cu Cairwen (cair + 

gwen 'white cair') which was then adopted and translated into G. 

However, an analogical argument for a Cu. form of W. cair !fin 'boundary farm' comes 

from G. Balnacree, Baile na crioch 'boundary farm' PER. 

Carfyn Carrick A YR No ID 

C arfi '/1 1511; Carphin 1580-93; Carfyn 1600 Ret. 

Probably derived from G. carnjionn 'white cairn' by analogy with Carfin LAN S431, or 

carr jionn either 'white/ bright rock' or 'white/ bright bog/fen'. Similarly with the two 

Carfin (LAN) above this may also be derived from Cu. cair + !fin, 'border cair'. 
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Carfrae* Lauderdale BER S435 NT 5055 

Carfra 1504; Carfra 1513-46; Carfra 1580-93; Cairfrae, Kaerfrae Blaeu. 

RCAHMS (1915, visited 1909) describe the remains ofa large, oval hill fort next to 

Carfrae hill farm as measuring about 350' by 210'. The remains of a peel or bastle, are 

close to the present farmhouse at Carfrae. 

Johnston (1934:125) gives a 1458 Carffra for Carfraemill but his form refers to Carfrae 

in ELO while Carfra in BER includes et rnalendina which must refer to Carfraemill 

BER. The early forms indicate the mutation of -bre 'hill' to -Ire, and mutation is not 

usually indicated in early sources. One suggestion that derives from this is that Scots 

brae may come from Cumbricl Brittonic bre (also W. and Cornish bre), 'hill', for 

example, Cam Brea in Cornwall. Alternatively Scots brae may be derived from G. 

braighe 'upland'. 

The Carfrae site may represent the way in which the name has transferred from the 

hillfort to the homestead or farm. The next stage in this process is that cair as 

'homestead' superseded the meaning of cair as 'hill-fort'. 

If the specific is derived from a Cu. reflex ofW. bre, and as the mutation is written 

down, this could be a late example of Cumbric. The appearance of Carfrae as a place

name may fit in with the decline of Northumbrian power from the ELO area and where 

not only Gaelic speakers took land but so did Cumbric speakers. Alternatively we may 

suggest survival of the local Brittonic speakers, from the pre-638 period, but such a 

linguistic survival is doubtful after 300 years of English rule. 

Carfrae* ELO Haddington S421 NT 5769 

Carfra Lib Dryb; Carffra 1458. 

SW of Garvald Mains. See Carfrae BER above for a derivation. 

Cargean KCB No ID 

Cargean Ret. lost 
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The specific may be from G geanais 'wild cherry tree' or gean tree in Scots. If the 

specific is G it implies that the generic is G and probably carr. 

Cargen* DMF S529 NX 8797 

Carguinnann Blaeu; Kargan Pont; Cargane Ret. 

Troqueer parish. A farm! mansion near a 'Picts Knowe' earthwork and three and a half 

miles from Dumfries and on the Cargen river. There are derivatives such as Cargen 

Bridge, Water, and -holm. Maxwell gives Pont's Kargan and derives this from G. 

carraigan (1930:58). According to the OS Gazetteer Cargen is 'one of the principal 

estates in the parish of Troqueer' along with Carruchan and appears so on Blaeu's map: 

however, as a 'principal' estate, we would expect more early forms. It is difficult to 

determine whether the settlement has given its name to the river or vice-versa. However, 

it is reasonable to assume that Cargen as an estate would lend its name to the river that 

runs through it. 

Gwinnion or Uinniau was a British saint, founder of Whithom, discussed by Clancy 

(1997) who has been obscured and confused with Ninian. Blaeu also has Kirkguinnan 

today's Kirkgunzeon south west of Cargen, a parish dedicated to Gwinnion. 

HB mentions the eighth of Arthur's battles as being 'in the fort of Gwinnion and in it 

Arthur carried the image of the holy Mary, the everlasting Virgin, on his shield, and the 

heathen were put to flight on that day, and there was a great slaughter on them' (Nennius 

ed. John Morris). The fort of Gwinnion may refer to cair gwinn ion. Also there is a Loch 

Arthur just to the south west of Cargen. HB also mentions Coed Celyddon, possibly 

situated in the Borders as a battle site. Perhaps Dumfries itself is the original Caer 

Gwinnion and the name was then transferred to the estate. However, the late nature of 

the earliest form, while making a good case for a derivation from the personal name 

gwinnion, does not lend itself to speculation as the site of the cair gwinnion mentioned 

inHB. 

Syncope leading to loss of the second Iii would explain Gwinnion developing to a Scots 

Guinnann. However if Guinann is derived from St.Uinniaui Finnen, Uinniau in Scotland 

post-dates any Arthurian battles, but he is contemporary with and is meant to have been 
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taught by Gildas. Clancy (1997:6) has discussed St. Uinniau or Gwinnion and 

convincingly argues that Ninian replaced Gwinnion as the Northumbrian church of Bede 

and Pecthelm wanted to assert 'jurisdiction over the southern Picts', and assert 'the 

Roman links of the monastery's [Whithom] founder, as well as linking him with the 

monastic patron St. Martin'. It also affords an insight into Northumbrian politics 

implying that they (the Northumbrian kingship) were uncomfortable with the British 

Gwinnion probably for his pro-Celtic (i.e. anti-Roman) church background. 

The name implies the cair of Gwinnion. This could refer to the earthwork and may 

reflect Cumbrians placing their historic figures in the landscape, especially as we know 

that the cair element can refer to antiquities at the time of naming. 25 Or it could refer to 

the homestead of Gwinnion. However, indirect evidence indicates that cair may not 

have been a generative element in his lifetime, the late 6th century, so the former reason 

for naming is preferred in this case. Further research will map out the occurrences of 

names associated with Gwinniau in this area as there appears to be a concentration here. 

Cargilston AYR S479 NS 2911 

A steading half a mile north of Maybole. 

Despite a lack of early forms the second half of this name appears to contain OE tun, G. 

appellative Gill' /osa, (or borrowed into E. as Gillies) cf. Gilmerton MLO < G 

Gillemoire plus OE tun. 

This may be derived from a wholly G. carr + Gill '/osa 'bog or rock of Gillies' with tun 

added later as the area shifted from G speaking to Scots speaking. Watson (1926: 134) 

comments that names beginning with gille indicate the period after 1000 when gille 

begins to replace the older maol 'servant', with reference to a monk. 

Carglas (Craig) A YR Carrick R503 NX 4191 

This appears to be tautological with Scots 'craig' added onto a previous G. carr 'rocky 

shelf / 'crag' + glas'blue, green'. 

25 See Meek (1998: 147 -168) on the literary function of place-names and how heroes from the Gaelic 
tradition were placed in the landscape with place-names. 
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Carghidown 'Castle' WIG A574 NX 4335 

On the coast of Whithorn parish. Canmore states: 'A small promontory enclosed by a 

low earth-and-stone bank ... In the interior are two timber house platforms, both levelled 

into the slope ... this combined with the small enclosing bank, is more indicative of a 

homestead' . 

Maxwell (1930:58) suggests Carraig a' duin, 'rock of the fort' (more accurately carraig 

an duin) and says that there are the remains of a fortification there. The first part is 

interesting and is possibly derived from early modern I. carra(gh) 'standing stone' and 

the down could be an English addition. We can suggest a Cu. version ofW. *cair + gi, 

'hound's cair'. Ci being a usual appellative, e.g. Brengi. This ancient fortification is on 

the Tonderghie estate (Groome 1885:238). There is a discussion of Tonderghie in 6 
Maolalaigh (1998: 17) where this refers to an administrative unit of townland in Ireland 

(also it is translated as 'backside to the wind' , toin re gaoith). The -ghi- in Car-ghi may 

represent gaoth if we accept that the ghie in Tonderghie is from gaoith. This would 

imply either G. carr gaoithe 'windy rock' The suffix -down may be derived from G. 

dun, fort, but the word order implies E. down OE dun. We can also suggest G donn 

'brown' to give an all G 'brown windy rock'. However, the presence of an antiquity 

lends support to a derivation from G carraig an duin. 

Cargo* CMB S557 NS 3659 

Cargaou 1178; Kargho 1195; Cargou 1240; Gargou 1274; Cargo 1303; Karghowe 

1339; Carghow al. Carighow 1610 (EPNS PNCu vol xx:94). 

Eskdale near to Carlisle and mouth of the River Eden. Cargo is a hamlet today. Ekwall 

(1947:83) suggested a Brit. *carrecc to which ON hagr has been added, and then adds 

that it stands on a long hill. Alternatively it may be argued that this is a *cair site. This is 

supported by the specific cau (> gau) 'enclosed space', 'field' also 'hollow' (e.g. Glas

gow) and that it is problematic to posit a hybrid Cu generic plus an ON specific.
26 

It 

would fit into the *cair as homestead definition; it is however near to Hadrians Wall. 

26 Cox has argued convincingly (1988-89) against the over-use of suggesting hybrid derivations. 
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We may also note -0 endings as possible Gaelic -ach (see 6 Maolalaigh 1997). 

However we do know from the dating of Gaelic endings that Gaelic did not move from 

an -ach to -0 ending as early 1170-1200s. The -ach ending would be replaced by -ock in 

nearby Dumfriesshire (Dalgarnock, see 6 Maolalaigh 1998:38), so this also makes it 

more likely that Cargo is wholly Cumbric. Cf. Drumcargo, Ballantrae, Galloway, where 

a small circular enclosure is marked by a cairn and a possible homestead site (also see 

Carco above). The 1178 form of the specific as -gaou appears to indicate the scribe 

trying to express the diphthong in the Cu form ofW cau 'hollow', 'dip'. The early 

spellings also indicate stress on the second syllable. Further analogical evidence for a 

Cumbric origin as 'homestead hollow/dip' comes from Cornwall where Cargoll, a 

homestead, is spelled as Cargau 1086 DB. 

Carham NTB S462 NT 7938 

Carrum 1050 (HSC); Carrum 1104; Karh 'm 1250; Karram 1251; Karrum 1252; 

Karham 1255. 

Canmore has identified an enclosure at Carham Hall and suggests that it was a 

rectangular, stone built building. 

HSC describes Carham as 'villa et quiquid ad ea pertinet', an estate centre. The 1252 

spelling would appear to be the OE generic -ham. However, an interesting document 

from Richard of Hexham (see Mawer 1920:39) speaks ofCarrum, 'quod ab Anglis 

Werch [Wark] dicitur', which according to Mawer (1920:39) indicates 'an English name 

trying to oust a Celtic one'. The earliest spellings and the presence of an archaeological 

site could support a cair derivation, and why would an English alternative be proposed if 

the name contained -ham? We could suggest an E. derivation of OE carr found in 

Northumbria (a borrowing ofW. carreg 'rock') and ham 'homestead', but carr in E. is 

usually found in the suffix position making this interpretation unlikely. A satisfactory 

alternative for carrum is from the dative OE aet carrum '(at the) rocks', this being 

supported by Carhampton SOM, mentioned by Fellows-Jensen (1985:270) and EPNS 

(XXV:xxii) as deriving from OE *carrum + tun 'farm near the place called aet Carrum'. 
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However, the presence of an enclosure means that we should not discount it all together 

as a cairo 

Carhullan* WMD NY 4517 

Carholand 1420; Carehullend 1540; Carhullan 1540; Carhullan 1617. 

EPNS (PN WMD: 189) suggest W. caer or OE carr 'rock' or G. carr 'rocky ledge', the 

generic (Ekwall' s suggestion) from an older place name Holand a by-name from ON 

* hollandr 'helper' and that it may be referring to a nearby stone circle at Towtop Kirk. It 

is unlikely to be OE carr because of syntax alone (we would expect Holand's carr). 

Carhullan was noted by Jackson (1963:83) as an example of a reconquest period name, 

where cair has been prefixed to an already existing name, in this case, he suggests, an 

unattested, OE one. If it is the personal name -holand it indicates that the place was 

given its name while still a living settlement which itself implies that cair in this 

instance must mean a (defended) homestead. 

There are however two attested personal names from which we can derive -holand. 

Firstly, in the Liber Vitae Eccl. Dunelm we find OE Hulan meaning 'monk', giving a 

plausible, but hybrid, *cair hulan, 'monk's homestead'. This suggestion would also still 

fit in with the prefixing of Cumbric names onto English settlements hypothesis. 

Alternatively we have the attested British name Hoeluuallon. In the later Cumbric period 

we do find the personal name Dyfnwallon in that of the royal families. To find a personal 

name using Hoel / Hywel, 'generous', with -wallon 'leader', added is plausible. This 

would give * Cair hoelwallon which, by elision, became Carhullan. The final -nd 

representing -nn. This last suggestion indicates a wholly British name with no prefixing 

of cair onto an English name. 

Carlandcheek A YR R479 NS 2718 

On the Ayrshire coast south west of Ayr. No early forms. Interesting because of the caer 

+ llan possibility. G. orthography regularly spells lann / llan as land, i.e. 'nn' > 'nd' (Cf. 

Pentland possibly < Penn lann; lanerch >+ meta Landrig). Lann is found in Irish while 

land in English and kept the older sense of 'open land'. In W. Llan developed the sense 
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of 'church' and 'churchyard'. The absence of a church here implies the sense of 'open 

land' meaning the derivation is probably E. or G. 

Carlatton* CMB NY 5252 

Carlatun 1158to 1371; Karla ton 1169; Karlatun 1187: Carlaton 1190; Carleton 1197; 

Carlattonl200. 

Pronounced /ka la'tnl. EPNS (PNCu vol XX:73) mentions the difficulty in interpreting 

this name, giving a doubtful -latton from OE leactun 'kitchen garden'. They note the 

persistent and stressed /a/ in the second syllable. The 1197 form looks like a normal E. 

ceorla tun 'freemans homestead'. EPNS also notes that it could have been an Anglo

Scandinavian karlatun in which after the Cumbric reconquest the accent shifted to the 

second syllable, as with Prestatyn (FFL) which is said to derive from OE preosta tun. 

The most satisfactory answer is that the specific is the gen. pI. karla of Scand karl' free 

peasant' or originally from OE ceorl plus tun. The name was then borrowed into 

Cumbric during the 10th century reconquest which is reflected in the accent shifting to 

the second syllable (see Jackson 1963:83). 

Carlavin Hill* SLK R483 NT 1418 

Near Carrifran Gans and the DMF border. The specific may be a Cu. form of W. llyfn 

'smooth', 'even', or W. llwyfen 'elm'. There is also W. llafn, 'blade', or 'youth' (Cf. G. 

names after Og, 'young') but llafn would be an unlikely toponym and is itself derived 

from Lat. lamina. Alternatively we could suggest the W. verb llefain, 'to cry', by 

analogy with various G.names mentioning a 'cry' or a 'shout'. See Carleffin below 

where the specific (G. leth-pheighinn 'halfpennyland') may be the same. Possibly 

named after a nearby cair or a carreg- 'rocky site' or referring to an earlier homestead. 

Carlavirick SLK NT No ID 

Carlavirick 1528; Carlaverick 1511 RMS; Carlavirick 1546-80; 'chapel or Carlavrock 

1662. 
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Cramalt, Megget Water. Parish of Megget or Rodonno. Watson (1926:368) identifies 

Carlaverick 1511 RMS and the 1662 'chapel of Carlavrock ib.' ('ib. 'which I take to 

mean ibid. referring to RMS) with Carlenrig ROX. This is an error. See Caerlaverock 

DMF where the specific may be from OE lawerce 'lark', from the W. personal name 

Llywarch < Lifarch, or from a Cu. form of W. llanerch. 

Carleatheran * STL R382 NS 6861 

A hill near Gargunnock and site of a cairn with a possible 'kerb' according to Canmore. 

The specific may contain derivatives either of W. llethr, 'slope', 'steep '+ dim. suffix -an 

(PadeI1985:7); W.lled, 'breadth', 'wide (view)' + rhan 'part','piece' (but we would 

expect rhan+ lled) or G. leathad 'slope'; leathannlleatha, 'broad', 'spacious'+ rann 

'portion', 'piece'. If G. the generic would be carr 'rock' or earn. 

Carleffin Fell A YR Carrick NX 3598 

Garleffan, Carleffyne (1513-1546); Garleffyne 1533; Carleffyn 1662 Ret. 

7m SE of Maybole, A YR. Cf. Carlavin above. 

Cf. W. llyffant, 'toad' C. lyfans (e.g. Polyfant CNW, OW pulllifan (LLD:229)). 

Alternatively the specific may be a Cu. reflex ofW.adj. llyfn 'smooth', 'even', 'level' or 

its f.noun form llefn. Llyfn appears in Wales as Afon Llyfni, cf. C. leven, Porth-Ieven 

CNW, OB. Limn. A G. candidate for the specific could be leamhan, gen. leamhain 'elm 

tree'(or W. llywfen). The MS forms are late making all suggestions guesswork. Maxwell 

(1930: 141) suggests a convincing G. ceathramh leth-pheighinn 'half-penny land' Cf. 

Carlavin Hill SLK. and in (nearby) Arran we find leth-pheighinn anglicised as Leffan, 

Leffen, Leffin, and Leven, e.g. Auchleffan and Levencorroch. 

Carleith * 

Carlyth Pont. 

DMB S403 NS 4773 

Deanery of Lennox, Kilpatrick parish. Previously a farm, now a town near the Clyde, 

near Erskine bridge and the western end of the Antonine Wall. There is a Letyrmo~rn 

near here (OPS:23) Leth yr Melin. Part of the Antonine Wall runs through here. 
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Canmore suggests that Carleith is the site of a Roman fortlet on the Antonine Wall based 

on a wall base nine feet wide found emerging at ninety degrees to the Wall (at NS 480 

729). The site is very near to Carleith farm. OSA 1796 states that: 'In the middle of 

Carleith are the ruins of an old building, perfectly circular, and nearly 24ft in diameter'. 

Later descriptions refer to it as a cairn bounded by a drystone dike or a cairn bounded by 

a ditch. However all accounts concur that there were burials found here and the (robbed) 

cists remain. 

This may be a Cu. reflex ofW. cair + llaith, the 'damp' or 'moist' cairo (Also see 

Nicolaisen (1986: 178) who suggests a derivation of Leithen Water PEB from Celt. * Lek

to-na < IE *lik-to- 'to drip, to ooze, to dissolve'). More promising is a derivation from 

W. llethr 'cliff, 'steep slope' found in LDC (18.173) as llethir y brin, 'the hillside', the 

final -r either disappearing in Cumbric or because of language shift. (The specific may 

also be derived from G. leathad, 'hillside', 'slope', leathann, 'broad', 'wide'or lith 

'pool', 'stagnant water'). The naming process appears to derive from the cairn or from 

the possible fortlet, as an antiquity, with cair (or possibly earn) having then been applied 

to the farm and then to the town. 

Carleith A YR/ Kyle Stewart No ID 

Carleith Ret. Carleyth 1580-93. See Carleith DMB. 

Carlethan LOTHIAN No ID 

Carlethan. Source unavailable. 

Cf. Leithen Water PEB. Cf. Innerleithen. Behind the specific may be a Cu. form of W. 

llaith said by Watson (1926: 148) to be behind the Leith river names of southern 

Scotland. We may also consider a G. specific leathann, 'broad' 'wide' (view) or leathan 

'broad' (slope). Cf Leathan Dubhthaich, Lethan, Nairn (Watson 1926:284) if the 

generic is G. 
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Carlisle* CMB S557 NY 3855 

Luguvallo, Luguvalio, Ant It.; Lagubalumi, Lagubalium Rav.; Lugubalia 731 Bede; Luel 

9
th

_12th century VSC (698-705 acc. to PNRB:402); Lugubalia, Cair Ligualid 9th-lOth 

century HB ; Karlioli 1100; Carlo I 1125 ; Cairleill Lugubalia 1129; Carle11130; 

Karleolum 1131; Kaerleoli 1171-5; Kaer Leil1200; Luercestre late 11 th ; Mod. W. C aer 

liwelydd. 

Probably capital of the civitas of the Carvetii. PNCu (1950:vol xx, 42) conclude that by 

'the 9
th 

century the OldW cair (W caer) had been prefixed.' Also they indicate that the 

Luercestre version 'might have been expected to survive'(1950:vol xx 42), presumably 

in line with England's other -cestre sites. However, perhaps this indicates quite a strong 

survival of Cumbric speakers in this area at this time, i.e. 11-lth century. EPNS argue 

'valio- is probably to be taken as a derivative of the -*valo related to Latin valeo and 

common in personal names, as Cunovalos (whence Welsh Cynwal, Irish Conal!)', 

meaning 'strong one, strong with Lugh'. EPNS add, 'British -ion (Romano-British -ium) 

is common in derivative town names. This was in response to Jackson (1938:46) who 

suggested Br. Luguvalion 'the rampart of the God Lugus'. However he later modified 

this to a derivation from a British personal name * Luguualos 'strong with Lugus' with 

*-io- derivational suffix, hence * Luguualion 'town of Luguualos'. 

Jackson (1970: 77) and EPNS add that from Luguwilium would come a Prim W (6th _8th 

century) *LcJvvelor *LcJvveil, of which Luel must be a corruption.' (1950:vol.xx ,42). 

Interestingly Rivet and Smith (1979:402) do not mention this hypothetical version, 

stating: 'From the British name derive Old Welsh Cair Ligualid, Welsh Caer Liwelydd, 

Anglo-Saxon Luel (Bede) and modem Carlisle,.27 

However, we can suggest a Brit. * LcJvvel and that this was borrowed into English. When 

Cumbric power re-emerged cair was simply prefixed onto the original British word. 

Meanwhile -ligualid may have been the name given by specifically Welsh writers in the 

27 This may be because * LOrvel is not needed and also it does not make sense for Lugubalia to become 
Prim. W. *LOrvel and then to lengthen again to become OW Ligualid. We can postulate then that Ligualid 
developed from Lugabalia and that Luel is the result of an adoption into English of an earlier form of 
Ligualid and given to the place after Anglian kingship took over the area. 
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9
th 

century, not by the local people in the Carlisle area, just as they had applied cair to 

other towns mentioned in the HB. 

Another factor raised by the early forms is the amount of times that two or three versions 

of the name are given, e.g. in the HRB 'Lugubalia, id est Luel, nunc dicitur Carleil and 

Brittanice Cairleil, Latine Lugubalia' (1129). Symeon of Durham (HDE) has 'Luel, 

quod nunc Carleol appellatur'. This could reflect the bilingualism of the area or the use 

of the Luel English form to show that the area had been English-speaking before the 

Cumbric reconquest. A derivation to an earlier Roman name would affirm the legitimacy 

of English dominance in the area. At the very least it shows that two languages were in 

use in the area enough to be recorded as official versions of the name. Bede' s statement 

'ad Lugubalium civitatem, quae a populis Anglorum corrupte Luel vocatur,' could imply 

either that the entire populace was English-speaking or that it refers only to the English

speaking portion of the population of Carlisle as opposed to the rest who spoke 

Cumbric. 

EPNS (xx:42) state that Luel must be a 'corruption', while Jackson (1938:46) states that 

'it is the spoken form without its Welsh termination'. However, we know that 

Northumbria had taken over the Cumberland area, which indicates that Luel is an 

English form of a previous British name. The prefixing of cair in the 9th century 

represents the Cumbric expansion into the area (cf. Carhullan and Carlatton). 

Furthermore, if we accept the interpretation that W. -ligualid is derived from Lugubalia, 

while the English named it as Luel, deriving from a separate Cu. development of 

* Lawel. It implies that people in the area may have kept the name going in a bilingual 

Cumbric and English environment. Such a bilingual environment may have disappeared 

quite quickly once Northumbrian rule had been established. During the period of English 

overlordship Luel was borrowed into English from Cumbric speakers. However, 

subsequent Cumbric overlordship is indicated by cair being prefixed. Such a theory 

raises further questions as to which peoples these new rulers were presiding over. Place

names such as Carlatton and Cumwhinton indicate people with English and Anglo

Norman names. In addition, there were people of Hibemo-Norse descent, with these 
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being Norse and! or Gaelic speakers. The implications of different peoples living under 

Cumbrian rule are discussed in the Gazetteer conclusions. 

We are lucky to be able to trace Carlisle back to a Romano-British Luguvalia but it also 

indicates the problems we face with a lack of early sources with our other Car- place 

names. The specific luel / ligualid is significantly different from Luguvalia, highlighting 

the problems faced in attempting derivations. 

Lastly, another derivation for Carlisle can be proposed. Ligualid may also be derived 

from llugfalydd with the medial u of -ualid being a 'v'. This v (u) in turn represents the 

'b' in Lugubalia. The -ydd « Britt. -iio) ending creates a derivative noun, cf. melinydd 

'miller', prydydd 'poet' (see Morris-Jones WG:233). This would give aRB Lugobalia > 

Lugovali > Lligval > Lligvalydd = lligualidd. 

Finally, we should mention a Lliwelydd whose son Llwydawg (Llvytaue uab Lli'fvelit) is 

mentioned in the Englynion y Beddau 'Stanzas of the Graves' (see Jones 1967:63) 

copied down in 1250. This may also illustrate a Welsh milieu for the projecting of 

historic figures into the landscape and that the name need not derive from Lugubalia. 

Alternatively it may be that Welsh poets concocted a figure called Lliwelydd to fit in 

with the Welsh form of the specific in -Ligualid, so making a historical claim to 

Carlisle. 

There are other implications for the Cumbric eair as 'homestead' theory. Cair being 

applied in the 10th century implies the word is being used to refer to old fortifications, a 

little like 20th century archaeologists calling circular embankments on hills 'hill-forts'. 

Carlochan Round KCB V541 NX 7567 

Crossmichael parish, near Castle Douglas. Included here because it is a 'round'. 

Canmore indicates that there is a cairn here within which a cist and a bronze dagger 

were found in 1780. 

The specific is the G. pI. loehan 'lochs' or the gen. sing. of the dim. lochain 

The presence of the cairn suggests a former G. earn + loehan , or carr + loehan. 
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We also find the dim. -an in Cornish and Welsh (see PadeI1985:7). Padel's examples 

are Brit. suffix -ana, Gaulish -an names, early Welsh Nant Caruguan, C. Manaccan, 

Ludgvan (cf.W.llwch, B.loc'h and C.logh, 'pool' e.g. Looe, CNW). 

Carlock Cairn A YR (Kyle Stewart) NX 085 772 

Carlock 1662 Ret. 

A cairn on top ofCaerlock Hill from which 'large human bones' (Canmore) were stolen. 

The caer spelling of the hill may reflect later antiquarian influence. Cf. Caerloch Dhu. 

Also cf. Carlochan, which also has a cairn which may have lead to Car-. 

Carlops* PEB S433 NT 1656 

Carlinglippis 1580-93 RMS; Carlips Ret. 

A site of two Roman temporary camps situated at NT 171 572, an enclosure, cultivation 

terraces, and on a Roman Road. Parish of West Linton, (Linton Rotheric), Deanery of 

Peebles. In folk etymology Carlops is ascribed to karlinlippis, the 'carlin's leap' or 'the 

carlins loups' (Watson 1926:140; also OPS:191, quoting Wyntoun and Fordun). Watson 

(1926:140) suggests a translation from Gaelic Leum na Caillich, 'the hag's leap'. The 

presence of two forts here would fit it into an early form of cairo However, its difficult to 

explain the lops/ lippis with its English/Scots -s plural, even though this would appear as 

folk etymologising of a possible previous cair name and a -lop specific. Cf. Dun-lop 

A YR (pron. /dun lap/). An idea from Watson provides an insight by comparison with 

Dunlappie ANG which he suggests (1926:222) is derived from G. Dim lapaigh 'bog 

fort'. Carlops may then be either a carr, carn or cathair lapaigh; with a switch to Inglis 

the -aigh ending could be lost and the E. -s plural added by analogy. The folk 

etymology version would later explain the name and also reaffirm it, creating a self

fulfilling explanation.28 

28 Owen (1994:xxxv) argues convincingly for folk etymology to be included in onomastic studies, stating: 
'They do not represent 'correct' etymology but they certainly represent what people thought them to 
mean, and therefore (and more importantly) those elements frequently followed sound changes more 
properly appertaining to their adopted guise'. 
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However, a British second element may be a better candidate considering the presence 

of the Roman camps and that in W. we have the personal name ending -llywb spelled 

earlier as loyp e.g. Cynloyp ap Cinhil. Possibly derived from llyw 'leader'. This suggests 

cair loyp. Also there is the W m. noun llywbr 'path', 'track', giving cair lly)'t'br 'path 

homestead'. The final 'r' fell away with language shift, with the [mal's' of -lops being 

added in Scots. 

Rotheric is interesting in itself as an attested Cumbric name with a medial epenthetic e 

vowel, e.g. Riderech of Vita Kentigern, Rotri ap Mermin of 877 in the AC. 

Carloquhie CLA No ID 

Carloquhie Ret. 1684, lost. 

In the 'lands of Hallhill, Pittensheen, Hillend and Kirkhill'(Ret.). Cf. Caerloch and 

Gleann Lochaidh discussed by Watson (1926:50). G lochaidh, possibly 'loch of the dark 

goddess', may be the specific here. 

Carlowrie* WLO NT 140751 

Carlouryn 1336; Carlowry 1452 ; Carlowry 1546-80; Carlourie Ret. 

Site of an enclosure at NT 140751 and a long cist found near Carlowrie House. 

West Lothian, Dalmeny parish. A fann and cottages near to the present day Edinburgh 

airport and also a castle to the south according to MacDonald's map (1942:xii). Early 

forms are discussed in MacDonald (1941 :5) and Watson (1926:370). Watson is cautious 

as the Car- could be Gaelic car a 'turn' as well as Cu. cairo Further afield there is an 

OW Cair Lerion as one of the '28 cities of Britain' in the 9th century, a MB Coit-Lerien 

and a Lerryn in Cornwall. The cair probability could be reinforced by the nearby 'fort' 

marked on the south side of Craigie Hill. This site is also near to the Cat Stane. Groome 

(1885:237) mentions Carlowrie Castle as a manor in the parish of and near to Kirkliston, 

Linlithgow. Wilkinson (1992:22) suggests a caer + llewryn < llawr, 'low, level ground', 

i.e. low-lying cairo Also he suggests a Cu. version of W. caer + llel'.')'rn (also spelled as 

1~}'1varl1 and llywnog today) < B. *louernos 'fox', i.e. 'fox fort', made more convincing 
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by the nearby Foxhall. Llewyrn also has the meaning of 'will of the wisp' or 

'phosphorescence'. Previously occupied 'hill forts'/defended homesteads often have 

associations with will of the wisps, fairies and otherworld beings. The 'fox' derivation is 

more convincing, and it can be added that we may be looking at a personal name, 

llewyrn. Cf. the various B. louarn, C. lowarn as personal names and place-names 

themselves (e.g. C. Lanlawren, Millewarn, Pitslewren, Wheal an Lowren). The 1336 

louryn form almost matches the early W. pI. cruc leuyrn (LLD: 142) 'foxes' hill' so we 

may in fact have a Cu. plural here. Cf. the G. personal name Loairn and G. sionnach 

'fox' as sionnachan has the meaning of 'will of the wisp'. 

Carluke* LAN S432 NS 8550 

Eglismalescok 1147 Lib.Calch; Eglismaleshoghe 1319 Bains Cal.; Eglismalesoch 1321 

Reg. Glas.; -malesoke RMS; Carlug 1304; Carluk 1373-4; Carlouk 1440; Carluke 

1513-46 RMS; Carneluke 1629 Rob. Index. 

Parish of Carluke, Deanery of Lanark. Canmore indicates the possible site of an 

enclosure and the discovery of stone cists. Carluke parish church, which belonged to 

Lesmahagow Priory, was dedicated to St Andrew, but there was an earlier dedication to 

St Luag or Maluag as the 1147-1321 forms indicate. 

The etymology is perhaps best explained in that the original church was placed next to 

Carnluke Law meaning that the place also became known as Carneluke. Eventually the 

Carneluke name may have taken over from the church name. 

With reference to the eglismalescok form Watson (1926:196) compares eglis- forms 

with St. Loesuc of Brittany. The -oghe and -och ending imply a previous Gaelic -ach 

suffix (see 6 Maolalaigh 1997). However, we can suggest a Cu. form ofW. eglwys + 

mae! + esgob the 'bishop'S church', or G. eaglais mael easpaig. It may refer to one of 

the bishops of Glasgow. Eglwys names have be seen as marking the earliest Christian 

sites in Scotland meaning that we would expect a Cumbric form to precede a Gaelic 

form in LAN. 
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In addition, earn luag, which may be a G. fonn behind earneluke, itself may be derived 

from Cu. earn + Lue / Lug (the W. spellings of Luke (or perhaps referring to the god 

Lugh/ LIeu). Also there is the obsolete W. llweh, 'lake', found in Loughor near 

Abertawe, which could be an alternative meaning for the -luk and -louk ending. 

Carlung* A YR Cunningham S442 NS 1949 

Carlung Ret. 

Canmore suggests a possible earthwork on a small 'landscaped' knoll known as Carlung 

Hill, near Carlung House, but found no sign of an antiquity. 

An estate with a substantial house. Cf. Carlungie ANG. The specific may be derived 

from W. liang G.long, 'boat' or W. lIwng / liang 'damp'. G. long also has the meaning 

of 'house, place, enclosure' and 'encampment'. Cf. W. lIongborth, 'harbour', G. long 

phort, 'harbour, camp, palace, tent, shieling'. Carlung is close to the sea. 

Carmaben* LAN W447 NT 1147 

Carmabane Reg. New.; Carmaben 1546-80; Carmaben 1573 -1617 RMS. 

Parish of Dolphinton, Deanery of Lanark. 

Canmore quotes J.K St. Joseph (1952) who suggested that Cannaben Hill would be a 

suitable site for a Roman signal station and that 'the first part of the name is suggestive' 

but adds that there are no traces of earth works. A whorl was found at Cannaben bank 

and it is on a Roman road. 

However, Cannaben is more likely to have been named after the fort and enclosures on 

nearby Keir Hill at NT 100474. Canmore states: 'The remains ofa multivallate fort, 

measuring 95m by 61m internally, are situated 370m E. of Roberton Mains farmhouse in 

a plantation on the summit of Keir Hill (303.6m OD)'. This could be Mabon's fort as 

Watson suggests (1926:367) or simply 'Mabon's fannstead'. We would expect in W 

*Cair faben; the unmutated m usually represents scribes failing to indicate mutation but 

we can also expect borrowing into English after the fall of Cumbria. 

Maben is an attested and local Cumbric name. For example, Clach-maben, Loch Maben 

known as locus Maponi in Ravenna (see Rivet and Smith 1979:395-6), and Sett -
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mabaning near Derwent Water. It may refer to Mabon, a contemporary of Owein, 

Uri en 's son. A Taliesin poem BT 29 on Owein and Gwallawc refers to kat ynracuydmvl 

a mabon and BT 39 to gwlat Vabon. Mabonfab Modron was one of the famous three 

prisoners of Britain in the Triads (see Bromwich TYP:433-6). The Mabon names then 

may delineate a territory, cf. Ceredigion < Ceredig. Such a derivation adds to other 

examples of the names of heroic figures in Cumbric history being placed in the 

landscape with the cair generic. 

Alternatively it could refer to the Brittonic personal and deity name (cf. St Mabyn in 

Cornwall and Maban of the Mabinogion), a deity associated with a non-inhabited hilltop 

enclosure. It appears that locus maponi identified with Castle Loch at Loch Maban may 

refers to dedication to the god Maponus. There is a Carmaben Well nearby. 

Lastly, the Maben after whom the cair was named may simply have been the local 

owner of the cair enclosure and that Mabon was a contemporary personal name to an 

earlier inhabitant of the farmstead (called Maben) which itself had taken its cair element 

from the nearby hill-top enclosure. We are reminded here of Armit and Ralston's 

(1997: 182) suggestion that some hilltop enclosures may have had a religious function. 

Carmacoup LAN S469 NS7927 

Carmackoup 1259; Kormacop Pont; Crommokhoip 1528; Cromokhope 1528; 

Cormokhop 1538; Cormokop 1607; Cormocope 1622; Carmacoupe 1668. 

Parish of Douglas. Canmore lists a post-medieval enclosure and shielings at NS 781 269, 

near Carmacoup Bum. There is an estate and mansion here and a 'mote'. 

The isolated 1528 forms suggest Cu. *Crummock, (from B. *crumbaco, W. crwm 

'crooked', e.g. Crummock Beck, Crummock Water CBD) and OE hop, 'enclosed land'. 

Pont, the 1259 form, and 1538 forms onward, suggest a G. appellative Cormac + OE 

hop 'enclosed land'. OPS (vol.l:157) mentions a charter of 1259 where 'lands of ... 

Carmackhope' were donated by William of Douglas to his son Hugh. However, this 

form is from the highly unreliable Hume of Godcroft's (c.1560's: 12-15),History of the 

Douglas family'. It is problematic to establish whether there is an indenture written at 

Edinburgh in the reign of Alexander III concerning the lands of 'Glaspen, Hartwood, 
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Kennox, Carmackhope and Leholm'. Hume discusses it in detail on p.16-17, and OPS 

accepts this as evidence but we must question it. The derivation is most likely to be 

Cormac + hop (although in E. we would expect to see the appearance of an E. gen.' s' 

e.g. Cormac's hop) and that the 1528 occurrence of Crommok hoip is an isolated 

example of metathesis of r in Scots, cf. the pren > pirn change. 

Carman* DMB R402 NS 3779 

Carmane, Reg.Lev p51. 

Parish of Bonhill, Deanery of Lennox. 

There is a hill-fort marked (NS 372 794) near here. Canmore describes it as 'a large 

fortification on top of a hill, measuring approximately 180 x 140m overall. The defences 

comprise a 'citadel' ... and two strong walls on the east' and that there are fifteen hut 

circles within it. 

The -mane spelling of the specific indicates cair + maen s.m. or more likely cair +pl. 

main/ meini 'fort of stone(s)' / 'stone fort'. In W. this would be *cair faen s./ fain pI., cf. 

Llithfaen CRN. Also we can suggest cair + man, 'fort place'. As a type Carman would 

fit as a homestead named after the original, non-inhabited, fortified settlement. Cf. 

Carmanelawis WLO. 

Carmanelawis WLO / Linlith. No ID 

Carmonelawis 1586; Carmontlawis 1586; Carmanelawis 1580-93 RMS; Carmonlawis 

1638; Carmelaws 1696. 

The medial-mont- / month suggests a Cu. *monith 'upland common grazing' or G. 

monadh, found elsewhere. It was the 'common muir' of the burgh of Linlithgow in 1586 

which fits the description as a mynydd or monadh exactly. MacDonald (1941:114) points 

out that Carmontlawis belonged to the Carmelite order which may lie within the name. 

However, the existence of the medial 'n' and 'nt' support a derivation from cair + 

*monith + the later addition ofOE pI. of hlaw 'mound, hill'.Cf. Carman DMB. Cf.. 

Carmondean. 
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Carmelcolme LAN No ID 

Carmelcolme 1294 Reg Pass. 

Described in Reg. Pass. as being 'inter Langesawe (Langshaw) and Dungelesmore',29 a 

district in the west of Neilston parish with a small part on the north of Paisley parish. 

The specific melcolme appears to be G. Mael Coluim or poss Cu. version of Britt. 

Maelcun W. Maelgwn. 

Carmell A YR Cunningham (Carmelgrove at NS 4040) 

Carmell Ret. 

River near Burnstone. The name Carmel in toponymy is usually associated with the 

Carmelite order meaning that this is unlikely to be a cair example. 

Carmichael* LAN S458 NS 9339 

(Planmichell124 David 1); Kermiche11179-1186 Reg. Glas; Chermicdh 1164-1174; 

Karemigal 1250; Kermighel 1296 Ragman Rolls; Kirkmychel1306; Carmichell 1315-

21; Carmichel1485. 

Parish in Deanery of Lanark and village. There are small cairns sited on Carmichael Hill 

at NS 928 396 and gold torcs were found here. The lands of Planmichel are referred to 

in 1116 in David's Inquest as belonging to the see of Glasgow but the Inquest does not 

necessarily identify this with Carmichael itself. Plan- could be the Cu. reflex of W. 

blaen 'end', 'point', 'summit', 'uplands'; a similar form occurs in the first part of 

Blencow and derived from blaen. Blaen could refer to the lands around cair mychel or 

that this was the original name i.e. Blaen+ Mychel, 'Michael's uplands'. There was an 

old manor on White Castle hill, possibly the site of the original cairo Nearby Kirk Hill is 

considered traditionally to be the site of an earlier church of Carmichael and is today the 

site of an 18th century tomb. Chester Hill, perhaps the original cair from which the 

church and village took its cair element, has a circular fort measuring about 85m in 

diameter within double ramparts and a medial ditch. The spelling Kermychel of 1179 
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RMS may reveal that this may have been a cair which had kirk applied to it by 1306, 

perhaps by analogy, and as Cumbric had died out. The present village possibly acquired 

the cair element just as many other cair settlements are named after a nearby or 

underlying cairo Carmichael Hill (1156ft.) is nearby; high places were often named after 

this saint eg .. Mont St Michel, St. Michael's Mount CWL (Ie Mont Myghellmont 1478). 

Cf. with Carmagyll WIG 1616 Ret. and Kirkmichael DMF which itself was Kermyghkel 

1296. Recently Breeze (2000:73-74) has echoed the present author's derivation from 

blaen, but he argues that Plan michael is the same place as Carmichael and that cair has 

been prefixed. As we have seen with Carlisle this did happen in the 9th century in the 

Cumbric takeover, but it is unlikely that in the period 1124-1179 Cumbrians would have 

replaced blaen with cairo As discussed above Planmichel simply refers to 'Michael's 

uplands' not the settlement. It may be an instance of generic element variation but this is 

unlikely as the two generics are different. What it may indicate is that Blaen mychel and 

Cair mychel refer to two separate but close places and that with the decline of Cumbric 

the meaning of cair and blaen had been lost leading to the cair and the blaen being 

confused as the same place (at least for the purposes of the visiting official). This same 

process is witnessed in Fife by Taylor (1997:9) where Balcouty, Moncouty and Pitcouty 

referred to different places, but 'they ended up becoming interchangeable only after the 

lexical meanings had become lost or unimportant'. Planmichel probably refers to 

Carmichael Hill. 

Carmicruik BER No ID 

Carmicruik Ret. 1629 . 

Duns parish, near Bromicruik. Ret. mentions a cadra / cauldra sited near here. 

Carminnows*KCB S504 NX 6090 

Kirremonnow 1615 Ret.; Karmunnero Pont. 

Farm near Kendoon Loch, Carsphaim parish, an area with Gaelic toponymy. There is a 

forti curvilinear earthwork marked on the headland of this loch. It is now partially 

29 N.B. the Dungel in Dungelsmore may be from Cu. Dyfnwal or G. Domhnall plus Sc. muir. 
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submerged but when seen by the RCAHMS (1914, visited 1911) they commented: 'The 

scant remains of this probable promontory fort comprise the denuded remnants of triple 

ramparts ... there are no signs of settlement inside the fort'(Canmore). 

Maxwell (1930:59) suggests G ceathramh meadhonach, 'middle quarter-land'. We have 

seen that G. -ach endings become '-0' in Scots so the specific could be G.(perhaps from 

monog 'peat berry').The -s ending seems to have been added comparatively recently 

and probably by analogy as the name was borrowed into Scots leaving us with the 

specific -monnow to explain. 

However, a convincing comparison comes from Carminow CWL, Mawgan in Meneage 

parish, from Karmennou 1280, Carmynou 1284, Kaermynaw 1299, Kaermenou 1300. In 

addition there is a Carminows Cross in Cardinham parish (Carmynowes Crosse) 1613, 

derived from a family name (hence the addition of the E. 's' gen. ending which shows 

that this part of Cornwall was English speaking by 1613) and a Caermenow in St. 

Breward.3o The specific may be a Cu. reflex of C. myn, 'edge, border', with a pI. 

ending -ow, and we can suggest this for our Cu. example with an -s added later in Scots. 

There is also W. min, 'brink', 'edge', 'lip' and minws 'thin lip'. The specific would give 

'cair (on) the edge (of the loch)'. The 1615 form of the specific suggests a reduced form 

of Cu. *mynethoul monethou cognate with W. mynneddau, the internal Idd/ being lost 

either as the name was taken into G or taken in with Idd/ but subsequently lost when G 

dropped this sound. Therefore 'hill I common pasture cair'. There is the C.p!. menow 

referring to 'individual stones' rather than meyn 'stones', this would be appropriate for a 

non-living settlement when named, with the -s added in Scots later. 

Or it appears identical to the E. spelling 'Monnow' of the W. river Mynwy which Ekwall 

(1928:296) suggests is derived from minu + lry meaning 'little Wye' as the Monnow is a 

tributary. Following from Padel (1985:163) C.*menawes an 'awl, hill, stone' or 'piece of 

land shaped like an awl' may also be suggested.W. Mynalryd, also W. personal name 

Manauid (BBC 94.11). The form from Pont is notable for the appearance of final 'r'. 

30 The -ow ending is also of note in comparing with the Cornish example in that when the names are 
written down by E-speaking scribes in CNW the plural is consistently spelled as -ow. Cf. The B -ou pI. 

ending. 



Carmondean WLO No ID 

Carmandenis and Carmanden Estir 1535 RMS; Carmontdene 1549 RMS; Carmondeinis 

1580-93 RMS; Carmondeyn 1641; Carmendeen 1693. 

Livingston parish. MacDonald (1941:77) has the early forms but treats it as obscure and 

'that it may be a hybrid' and doesn't include Carmandeinis. The -mond looks like local 

realisations of W mynydd or possibly G monadh with the OE. pI. of -denu 'valley' 

added later. Nearby is Dechmont, the -mont part of which is first found in 1506, 

although its earlier form is Deghmethe 1336. 

However, if we take Carmandenis to be the earlier form and the same place (note that 

there is an east and west version just as with Carmondean), the final-denis may be W. 

dinas 'fort', appearing in Cumbria as Tennis, Tinnis, and -dinnis. It changes the 

interpretation of the -man- element as well; it may be referring to the Manau area 

giving us a meaning of the 'homestead of the fort of Manau'. British speaking Manau 

included some of West Lothian during its existence according to names which may 

contain Manau e.g. Slamannan. Also Cf. Carman DMB and Carmanelawis WLO; the 

latter also containing Carman, although in a different parish, may be referring to the 

same territory. 

Carmuick DMF No ID 

Carmuick Blaeu 

N. of Schyringtoun, Nithsdale according to Blaeu. In the proposed Cumbric expansion 

area, the earliest form is late, rendering an attempt at a derivation as conjecture. One 

such attempt is a Cu. form of W. pI. moch 'pigs', cf. Mochdre DIN, or, going by Blaeu' s 

spelling of the second element, G. f. muice, gen. of muc, 'sow, pig'. 

Carmuirs* STL S393 NS 8580 

Duas Carmuris 1457 RMS; also a Wester Carrmure, Eister Carrmure. 

Canmore states that there are: 'traces of five Roman temporary camps, each defended by 

a slight ditch and rampart, have been observed on air photographs at nearby Camelon. 
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Also there is a probable fort and settlement at Wester Carmuirs visible on RCAHMS air 

photographs which show 'the vague mark of a possible circular hut'. Also at Wester 

Carmuirs, NS 848 809, are the remains of a 'palisaded enclosure' . 

Carmuirs is situated near to the Antonine Wall, to two marked Roman camps and two 

forts. Such proximity would suggest it being a cair element the later settlement taking its 

name from the original fort. Suggested etymology is cair + Cu. fonn of W. mur 

derived from Lat. murus, and reflected in the Lat duas muras, 'two walls', so 'the fann 

or fort of the walls', which would fit its circumstance ideally. Watson (1926:370) 

compares it with Pennymure. 

The later development to Sc. muir, and the two east and west farms would explain the -s 

pI. being added to an original Carmuir. The Eister and Wester Carnnure versions do not 

have the -s ending. The specific may also be a Cu. form of W. mawr 'big'. 

Carmulache BER No ID 

Carmulache David II. 

Mentioned as being '0 the twa Lethams'. -mulache appears to be G. maol 'bare' + loco 

suffix -ach. We can suggest a hybrid 'bare hill' + cair, or G. carr as generic to give 

carr maolach 'bare bog'. If it is an all G. name, as is likely, it is of interest being so far 

south-east. Cf. W. moe/. 

Carmunnock LAN S430 NS 5957 

Cormannoc, 1180, Reg. Pas; Curmannoc; Curmannaws (baronia) 1440; Curmanws 

(vic.) 1440; Carmannoc, 1552. 

A Parish in the Deanery of Rutherglen. 

On 'The Law' at Carmunnock Canmore reports two enclosures at NS 607 570 and 571. 

'The manor of Cormannoc which composed the original parish' (OPS:64). Watson 

suggests 'monk's close', from W. cor manach, and that it is not a caer (1926:367). What 

we may have is the same cor that is found in Bangor, CRN i.e. an enclosure made of 

reeds. The archaeology shows that there was an enclosure here. 
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Carmyle* LAN S417 NS 6561 

Caruil c.1124 D.Inq.; Kermyl Reg New; 'lands along the Clyde called Kermyl', 

Malcolm IV; Kermilll240; Kermyle, Kermyly, 1511-12; Kaermyil Blaeu. 

Monldand parish, Deanery of Rutherglen. A large country house, the mansion of 

Carmyle estate, was built here in 1657. A Roman coin was found nearby. Watson 

suggests (1926:367) caer-foel with an unmutated 1m!. Ifwe take the Keruil of David's 

Inquisition as referring to Carmyle it suggests *cair -foel, 'bare homestead I fort' likely, 

possibly referring to poor surrounding land quality. Cf. Carmyllie, Fife. (Breeze has 

suggested (2000: 120-1) Cu. *mil in the sense of 'host' found in early Welsh poetry such 

as the Gododdin. If correct it also helps to explain away the apparent absence of the oe 

diphthong of moel in the -uil and my I forms), 

If the qualifier is moel / mil or at least a word beginning with 'm', it is interesting that it 

is spelled with a 'v' and later spelled with an 'm', indicating that lenition may have been 

written down at first and then later on was changed back to Om' perhaps as Cumbric was 

replaced.31 

Carnidanis LAN No ID 

Carnidanis 1546-80 RMS; Carrendenis 1580-93 RMS. 

Derivation: a Cu. form of W. Carn + dinas 'cairn fort'. I assume that these two forms 

from RMS are the same place. Cf. Cairndennis, near Traprain ELO. Dinas appears quite 

regularly in the British North appearing as Tinnis Castle PEB for example. The medial 

'i' in the 1546 form may be simply a misspelled 'cairn' rather than a Cu. definite article 

y. 

Carnwath LAN S446 NS 9746 

Chefcarnenuat 1124 D.Inq; Charnewid 1165 Reg Glas.; Karnewic 1174 Reg. Glas.; 

Karnewid 1178 Reg Glas.; Carnewith 1185 Reg.Glas. 

31 Breeze's recent discussion (2000: 120-1) of this name is problematic. 1) He wrongly states that there is a 
'non mutation of m to f after a feminine noun'. 2) Proper onomastic practice would be to discuss earlier 
forms not just the 1240 form. Watson did recognise the problem here that written forms of names do not 
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Site of an enclosure and cropmarks at NS 996 452, a Bastle, a Motte and a parish church 

built in 1386, dedicated to St Mary. 

Possibly a Cu. form of W. cam + newydd 'new cairn'. It has previously been 

conjectured that this could be the Chefcarnenuat of David (s Inquisition (see Lawrie 

1905:302). If so, and we discount the initial Chef, we have a possible carne + nuat 

(probably pronounced Inuathl) The possible *-newith ending could lead one to the 

assumption of Cumbric *newith cf. W. newydd 'new'. It is probably named after the 

cairn from which 'the church was separated by a bum (from a mound or 

cairn)'(OPS: 126, mentioning OSA). The post-1124 forms and the presence of a cairn 

suggest that the derivation may be Cu. *carn (with an 'e' added in written E.) plus 

gwydd 'trees, forest', 'forest cairn', (or possibly a form of gwyddfa, 'tomb, monument', 

'tomb cairn'). The initial 'g' has been lost in lenition. The final 101 has been preserved in 

the form '-(wa)th'. However, without the 1174 version, the old forms and the site of an 

enclosure appear to favour a derivation of a Cu form of W earn + newydd. 

Caroche WIG No ID 

Caroche 1643. 

The second element may be a form of the G. locative suffix -ach. Cf. Cumnock in Ayr 

which was Cumnoche 1247; Cumnach 1373; Cumnoch 1501. See Nicolaisen (1996:286) 

and 6 Maolalaigh (1998:38). Derivation possibly from Cu. version ofW carraig or G. 

carrach, 'rocky, stony, uneven place', perhaps originally referring to some land or a 

field name. Alternatively the second element may be a Cu. version *och ofW. uch 

'above', cf. Ochil. Or G. ochd referring to an eighth share of land. 

Carpell A YR Kings Kyle No ID 

Carpell Ret. 

Cf. W. specific pella (f.) 'furthest' found in W field names e.g. Cae Pella, Eithen Pella, 

Erw Bella. Or W. pel 'pellets', 'slingshots'. If the specific is derived from pella the loss 

always show mutation. When there is language shift as well, the written form may then become the 

spoken form in the incoming language. 



of final a may be a result of a change in shift from penultimate to initial stress as 

language shifted from Cumbric to Gaelic. Cf. CarpalIa, St Stephen in Brannel, CNW S\\T 

9654 

Carpet PEB S433 NT 1655 

Near to Carlops, West Linton parish, Deanery of Peebles, a homestead today. The 

qualifier may be Pictish (or early Gaelic) pett but it is more likely in this area to be a Cu. 

reflex of W. peth 'portion (of land)'. Its close proximity to Carlops may mean that it is a 

portion of land of the caer, or the 'caer's portion! piece'. However no early forms found. 

Cf. Carbeth. 

Carrarie A YR Carrick No ID 

Carrarie 1621 Ret. 

Mentioned in Ret. as near' terras de Cunrie'. The specific may be G. airidh (f.) shieling, 

hill pasture', e.g. A.irigh an Tuim, Lewis, G. airidh, 'green grove', or G. airigh, 'prince, 

ruler'. This suggests G carr as the generic. 

Carraw * NTB NY 8471 

Charrau 1ih century; Karrawe 1279; Cadrere 1280; Carrawer 1298; Carraure 1354; 

Carraw 1479; Carrow 1610: Carrow Blaeu. 

Newbrough parish. The earliest form suggests the W. pI. caerau. Mawer (1920:40) 

suggested a derivation from W cadair 'chair'. Its location on Hadrian's Wall and the 

early forms strongly suggest that this is a Cu version of the W pI of cair, caerau in this 

case meaning 'walls'. 

Carriber castle* WLO A405 NS 9675 

Karibyr 1282; Karibre 1296; Caribre, 1296; Carribber 1296; Carriber 1491. 

See MacDonald (1941 :58). Linlithgow parish. Situated in a deep glen on the R. Avon 

which if 'Avon' rivers mark a boundary would be a good site for a defensive structure. 

However, Carriber Castle, or Rob Gibb' s Castle, refers to a Robert Gib who was the 
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Queen's principal baillie of the port of Newhaven in 1553. The fragmentary remains of 

his house stand on the right bank of the steep Carribber Glen. There is a fann there 

today, possibly the 16th century structure overlies an earlier one. 

MacDonald (1941:59) suggests 'British' caer + abar, 'marsh'; but MacDonald did not 

state that abar is Gaelic and it is not found in W. Unless we propose a G./ Cu. hybrid 

this derivation is unsatisfactory. 

We could suggest cair + aber from the 1282 fonn, aber in the sense of 'confluence' or 

'stream' with later metathesis of -ber > bre as the name was borrowed into Scots, cf. 

pren > pirn. Alternatively from the 1296 -bre fonns we can suggest *cair y bre, -'of the 

steep hill'. Or using the -byr fonns caer + byr 'short', 'small' f. ber as in Ynys Byr 

(Caldey Island, PNF). It is quite a strategic spot and may have guarded a crossing place 

of the Avon and is quite near to the Antonine Wall. Described as an 'estate and mansion' 

by Groome (1885:239). 

Carrick* NTB NY 9096 

Kairwych; Carwyk 1324; Cairewik, Kayrwik 1331; Carewyk 1344; Caricke 1586; 

Cairwick, Carrick, 1628 (see Mawer 1920:40). 

Elsdon parish and near the junction of two Roman roads. Possibly a hybrid, Nicolaisen 

(1976: 162) follows Mawer (1920:40) and states that, 'OE wic 'dwelling' was apparently 

added to Cumbric cair, making the linguistic and ethnic sequence Cumbrians > Angles, 

quite clear'. While this is acceptable one may also suggest equally that cair may have 

been added to an earlier OE wic and that the linguistic and ethnic sequence shows 

Cumbrians adding cair to an OE name in the expansion period (although we would not 

expect Cumbric settlement so far east). It is of further interest that the early fonns kept 

the diphthong in cair until the 14th century. 

Carriden* WLO A394 NT 0280 

Karreden 1148 Ch HoI; Kair Eden 1164x1214; Carredyn 1164; Careden 1165; Carden 

1335; Caredyn 1366; Carriddin 1492; Carridin 1551; Carridein 1580-93 RMS. 
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There was a substantial Roman fort here with an adjacent settlement. An inscription on 

an altar found here states: 'To Jupiter the Best and Greater God, the villagers (vikani) 

dwelling at Fort Velunias (castello Veluniate). This helped to confirm that Carriden was 

the Velunia or Veluniate at the eastern terminus of the Antonine Wall in the Ravenna 

Cosmography (see also Rivet and Smith 1979:490). 

In Bo'nes and Carriden parish, MacDonald gives some of the early forms (1941:25). 

Watson suggests 'the fort of Eden' (1926:369), Johnston (1934:127) 'the fort on the 

slope or hillside'. MacDonald lays emphasis on the pronunciation with the stress on the 

first syllable, saying 'it is ... a British place-name, but its exact meaning must remain in 

doubt'(1941 :26). 

Jackson argued against Carriden deriving from Cu. Cair Eidyn (1969:77-8) and that 

Carriden was not the sort of major site to attract a cair name (note Jackson's earlier 

opinion (1963: 80-1) that Cu cair referred to minor places). Dumville has argued 

convincingly (1994:297) that there is no difficulty in identifying the Kair Eidyn of the 

Sawley Capitula added to the DEB (1164xI214) with Carriden and its situation at the 

eastern end of the Antonine Wall. To summarise Dumville's argument he suggested that 

Cormac the writer was probably a Scottish Gael with access to local knowledge and 

need not have been Irish with, what has been assumed, little local knowledge of WLO. 

There is no need for a cair name to be applied only to major sites (as this chapter has 

shown). Moreover Carriden has the credentials to be termed a civitate antiquissimas 

with its fort and attached vicus. Lastly, Edinburgh is over fifteen miles away from 

Carriden and the Wall. In addition, Eidyn / Eden may be a territorial or bra name (cf. the 

names containing Manau) an idea raised by Watson (1926:340-2). 

Furthermore, as argued above, it supports the case that cair may have had a later usage 

than din and was applied to the homestead / village which was sited next to an antiquity 

when named. 32 The generic din in Cumbria appears to have been reserved for major 

32 Penguaul identified with Kinneil may have been the actual ruined wall's end by the 8th 
- 10th century. 

Dumville has suggested (1994:297): 'We must suppose that it once applied to Camden, but that, as that 
name became established and physical evidence for the line of the easternmost sector of the Wall 
disappeared, the name 'End of the Wall' (in whichever Celtic language) moved westward in pursuit of its 
monument. ' 
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forts, hence Din Eidyn, and helps to underline that the Cu. use of cair differed from \V 

usage. 

That the Gaels called Din Eidyn Dim Eideann (dim being cognate with din) suggests that 

Din Eidyn was the name when the Gaels took it over, not Cair Eidyn. The Angles called 

it Edineburg and burg is cognate with din rather than cairo Welsh sources may have 

prefixed cair to Eidyn after the transfer of some of the literature there from the north 

whilst in Cumbric cair had already evolved into meaning a 'lesser walled! enclosed 

place' . 

In Wales din as was a more suitable word for a larger fort in the true sense, a sense that 

cair never developed in Cumbria. In the Gododdin, which according to scholarship is the 

oldest OW poem, Din Eidyn is mentioned, but it is not called Caer Eden once but Eidyn 

Vre, Eidyn Ysgor, Kyntedd Eidyn or simply Eidyn. It is conspicuous in its absence in the 

HB's 'Twenty Eight Cities of Britain' . Meanwhile the W Brut y Tywysogion refers to Alt 

Clud as 'Kaer Alclut '. It is suggested that the Welsh use of cair applied to various towns 

outwith Wales is fine for helping understand the meaning of cair in Welsh but does not 

aid us in understanding its use in Cumbric or in Cumbria. 

In the form 'Carriden' we have no trace of the earlier Velunia form, and it has been 

completely re-named. Rivet and Smith (1979:490) state that Velunia 'records a second 

century form taken from British speakers at the time of the occupation of the vic us at the 

fort'. It also illustrates that the cair form must have come later and supports the idea of 

cair referring to an antiquity (cf. Carlisle and the 9th
- 10th century application of cair). 

Carrifran + Gans/ Burn* SLKI DMF R483 NT 1611 

Corriefaine 1577; Careiffrin Ret; Meikle Cariffan 1695; Little Carifan 1692. 

Canmore reports the remains of a farmstead, shieling huts and enclosures, around the 

present farm of C arri fran NT 158 114, and at Carrifran Burn NT 152 129. 

Carrifran Gans is a large hill, near Ramseycleuch, Selkirkshire. Gans is Scots for 'jaws', 

(cf. W gen 'jaw' pI. genau ). The modem form Carrifran suggests a similarity to cair y 

fran, 'crowl raven farm' (with lenition ofb > f) which Johnston noted (1934: 127). 

However, going by the earlier forms there is no 'r' in the specific. We do however have 
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a few examples of the definite article y appearing after caer in W. e.g. Caer Y Bont MEL 

Caer Y Twr MON. 

Retours places Careiffrin in DMF near Moffat and Annandale. The fonns are late but we 

may suggest a Cu. fonn of cair y + fan < ban 'homestead of the peak' (the 1692 fonn 

suggests cair + !fan, a personal name), as well as cair y fryn « bryn) 'hill fann'). The 

earliest fonn, however, itself not that early, suggests W. cor 'sanctuary' or cor 'small' 

(cf. Corwen < Corvaen 1254 MEl see Owen 1998:29). Also G. coire 'corrie', or W corr 

'dwarf. -faine as the specific suggests a Cu. version of the W. m.faen < maen, 'stone'. 

Also cf. W. corfrain, 'jackdaws'. Lastly, being in the area of Northum brian rule, we may 

also expect the usage of OE carr 'rock' which could be the generic here. 

Carriteth (Cottages) NTB S521 NY 7884 

Ie Caryte 1325; Ie Karite 1328; Caryteth 1597. 

Simonbum parish, on the River North Tyne, near Kielder Water. 

Early fonns appear to preclude a cair derivation and Mawer (1920:40) derives it from 

ONF carite(dh) < Lat. caritatem, referring to 'land used for some charitable / religious 

purpose' . 

Carruchan* KCB S529 NX 9478 

Corrouchane 1565 RGS; Corrochane, Carrichane 1580-93 RMS; Carruchan Ret. 1641; 

Corruckan Blaeu. 

Parish of Terregles, west of Dumfries. Pronounced with stress on 'u', carruchan. 

Canmore describes a nearby 'palisaded settlement' at NX 958 738 with another 

palisaded enclosure at the edge of Conhuith crag-and-tail, directly above Covenanter's 

Cave. The cropmark of a palisaded enclosure, probably a settlement, has been recorded 

overlooking the River Nith 620m NE of Townfoot of Carruchan fannsteading. 

Nearby is Carruchan House, centre of the estate and also another enclosure at NX 947 

741. According to the OS gazetteer Carruchan was one of the principal estates in the 

parish of Troqueer. 
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Maxwell suggests (1930:61) G. ceathramh ruadhan 'red quarter land', and compares it 

with Roughan and Rooghaun in Ireland. However, this is unsatisfactory, as it does not 

explain the medial 'ch' pron. IX/. 

The generic may be the same as that of Carmunnock i.e. cor, 'a wattle fence' or cor 

'sanctuary'. The specific is problematic. We have the early Uxellon placed in SLK and 

derived by Watson (1926:35) as 'high place', the neuter of uxellos ... in our place-names 

now Ochil' , cf. W. uchel, C. ughel, B. uc 'hel 'high' . 

If it was originally a cair site as suggested by the archaeological record, the -uchan is 

explainable as a diminutive i.e. uch 'above' + dim. ending -an, i.e. the 'lesser upper 

farm' (see Padel (1985:7) for the suggestion of -an as a diminutive suffix, ego Mannacan 

CWL ). Also there is a Nant Caruguan in VSBG:54. Other diminutives of adjectives 

found in place-names are, for example, bychan, so it may be possible to have -uch+ an. 

However, there is no evidence for -uchan in Welsh toponymy or in W. dictionaries. 

Ifa G name the specific may contain rucan, dim.ofruc, 'a small round hill', a small 

rick of com, hay (or peat)'. The 'h' may have been added mistakenly. However with this 

site derivation remains inconclusive as we also have G. corrach 'stilt' (hinting at a 

crannog), corrachan 'jackdaws', or the n.pl. of corr > corrachan 'any undersized or 

diminutive animal', and corrach 'bog, marsh'. The presence of the palisaded enclosure 

however makes this a good candidate for a cair site. Carruchan may have formed part of 

an estate with nearby Terregles. 

Carruth* RNF S415 NS 3566 

Carrith 1655 Ret. (Ret. places Carrith in Ayrshire, Carruth is quite near to the Ayrshire 

border unless there is a Carrith in A YR) 

Kilma1colm parish. An estate and 'modern'mansion near Strath Gryfe. 

The 1655 spelling reflects the W. pronunciation of 'u' as a short Iii. Even though our MS 

form is late the specific could be a Cu. version of early W. *udd < OW iuo (LHEB:345) 

and OB iud 'lord', it is found in the B. personal name Iudiccael, C. Gyoiccael (Bod 

Man) giving * Yuo and is possibly the specific in the Cornish place-names Treeve, 

Treave, Trew and Trereife. See Padel (1984:232) who suggests a C. *yuf Cf. Threaye 
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A YR < Treif which may also contain udd as a specific. There are other examples in Cu. 

place-names which illustrate a probable /ddl becoming /thi. Alternatively we may have a 

Cu. reflex ofW. rhudd 'red, crimson', found in Rhuddlan FFL < Ruthelan 1191; and in 

Rhuthun DIN < Ruthun 1253, to give cair + rhudd, 'red cair'. 

Carruthers* DMF S519 NY 2580 

Karothris 1264-1359 Exch. Rolls; Car-roth res 1334; Carotherys, Caruderis, Carutheris 

c.1344, Reg. Pass.; Caer Ruther c.1350; Carruthtre 1487 RMS; Carutheris, Caruthiris 

1511. 

Canmore lists two main sites here one on Birrens Hill (or Carruthers Hill) and the other 

on Shilla Hill or Carruthers Fell 

'The remains of what may have been a stone-walled enclosure measuring up to about 

25m in internal diameter are situated on Shilla Hill'. Of Birrens Hill it states: 'Probably 

not prehistoric: ?Roman or medieval. Situated in non-defensive position at NY 2446 

8077, astride the broad ridge of Birrens Hill, is an earthwork with rounded comers 

measuring 68.0m square, comprising an earthen bank and outer ditch'. 

Middlebie parish, near Lockerbie, in Annandale beneath Birrenshill with its Iron Age 

and Roman settlement. It was itself a parish and seat of the earls of Bothwell. 

Johnston (1934: 128) describes Ruther as 'he being some old Celt' and compares it with 

Carruderes BER. Ruther may be from a personal name e.g. Rotri. We know of a 

Rotheric of Linton Rotheric now West Linton, also we have RederechlRhydderch an 

attested Strathclyde king, 'Rodercus filius Tothail qui in petra Cloithe regnavit' (see 

Adomnan VCi:15). !fit is the cairofRederech of Myrddin fame ('in quo bello 

Guendoleu cecidit: merlinus insanus effectus est' given in AC for 573) it may have some 

significance as it is sited in the vicinity of Arthuretl Arfderydd and the assumed Caer 

Gwenddoleu/ Carwinley. The battle of Arfderydd is dated as 573. It is possible that we 

have an early pre-890 British site or, more likely as it is a cair, a later site established 

after the expansion of Strathclyde. For an expansion into Cumberland it would have 

been essential to capture this area. The 'r' could have run over and obscured an Uther or 

Uchtred both contemporary personal names. As Watson notes, 'the name Uchtryd occurs 
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several times in the Mabinogion: 'Uchtryd Varyf Draws would spread his red untrimmed 

beard over the eight and forty rafters which were in Arthur's hall" (1926:367). However 

we have several very real Uchtreds existing in our period without having to refer to the 

Mabinogion, e.g. Uhtred, Earl of Northumbria who lost at Carham (or was killed on 

Cnut's orders two years earlier) or Uhtred of Galloway c.1170. If the specific does refer 

to Uhtred of Northumbria we could have another example of Strathclyde extension of 

lordship over previous Northumbrian territory. As an example Carruthers would then tie 

in with the late Cumbric examples in CBD, e.g. Carlatton, Cumwhinton, Carhullan, 

indicating Strathclyde expansion in the 10th and early 11 th centuries at Northumbria' s 

expense. Alternatively, we could argue that the area had never become wholly English 

speaking and that the cair site was simply named after a Cumbric Rother. Forster 

(1921 :95) added his own interpretation suggesting that the specific derives from the 

personal name found in MW as Ruthir, itself deriving from MW ruthur, ModW. rhuthr 

'to rush', 'to attack', cognate with 01. ruathar < Celt. *routro.33 

Cars AYR 

Cars 1306-1424. 

Probably Scots carse. Cf. W. cors, 'bog', 'fen'. 

Carsinker (Law) SEL R449 NT 4548 

No early forms found. Stow parish, Selkirkshire. A hill above Torquhan, (see the chapter 

on tref) . Canmore notes an enclosure here, an earlier reference states that there were 

'traces of vitrification' . Canmore places it in Penploth when it is on the other side of the 

Gala valley above Torquhan (see tref chapter). There are quite a few Cumbric names in 

this area. The specific may be G sean chathair, cf. Sanquhar DMF, and Shanquhar 

ABD. The nearby name of Plenploth, blaen + plwyf, indicates that this area may have 

been one of the latest of the Cumbric speaking areas as Dixon and Nicolaisen have 

suggested. 

33 Also cf. the specific with the R. Rother, Yorks. which Ekwall (1928:348) suggests may contain W. 
dwfr, dwr plus the intensifying prefix ro- ( > rhy, ego rhylaw 'heavy rain '), with a meaning of 'chief river'. 
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Carslaverock Hill RNF R415 NS 3864 

Kilbarchan parish. Canmore notes an enclosure and the 'vestiges of turf hut 

foundations'. Cf. Carlavirick and Caerlaverock above. This name appears to contain 

Scots carse + E. laverock 'sky lark'. 

Carslipan (Wood) A YR V469 NS 6227 

Near Greenock Mains, Muirkirk beneath a 'Castle Hill' with the remains of a hill fort on 

it of which there is no mention in Canmore. Lack of early forms make any derivation 

difficult however the presence of an enclosure indicates a possible cair site. 

Carslo A YR-Carrick (lost) 

Carslo 1529 RMS. Probably Scots carse + OE hlaw. 

Carsluith Castle* KCB A553 NX 4954 

Carsluthe 1422; Carsluth 1440; Karsluyith Pont; Carsluth 1517. 

Kirkmabreck parish, 3 miles south of Creetown. There is a tower house here but also the 

'doon of Carsluith' with a 'fort 'and cultivation remains (at NX 497 544). Canmore 

states: 'The fort on Doon of Carsluith is sub-rectangular and measures internally about 

130.0m NW-SE by 90.0 transversely', and that it is 'protected on three sides by a steep 

slope with substantial walls'. 

Cars- suggests that the element is Scots carse 'marshy, fertile, alluvial land usually 

beside a river'. However, Brooke (1991:319) suggests that it is a cairo and with its 

enclosure it appears to satisfy the criteria. It is clearly a dun, that is contained in the 

name Doon of Carsluith. The specific suggests W. llywdd or its G. cognate luath / hath, 

'grey' . 

Carstairs LAN NS 939 461 

Casteltarres 1170; Casteltarras 1174; Casteltarris 1245; Carstairs 1592. 
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Skene placed Coria, the seat of the Damnonii, near here at Corbiehall farm and where 

there was meant to be a Roman camp. However, Canmore states that earlier writers 

mistook the remains of the medieval castle commenced in 1286 as Roman. However, at 

Carstairs Mains Canmore states that there was a temporary Roman camp: 'Aerial 

reconnaissance in 1983 revealed more of the perimeter of a marching-camp of at least 12 

ha (29 acres) first noted in 1978 1.7 km E of Castle dykes. (NS 947 443)'. 

Early forms suggest Celtic syntax, castel + tarres, and suggests that 'castle' was an 

appropriate word to use for a fortified place instead of cair which in Cumbria referred to 

a fortified farm! antiquity. -Tarras, -tarris, -tarres proves difficult to interpret. We have 

initial It! probably originating occasionally from Id/, e.g. W dinas is realised in Cu. place 

names as Tinnis, Tennis. Possibly a Cumbric form of hard mutation or provection found 

in Cornish and Breton. Following such a suggestion we can propose a Cu. darras, 

possibly related to the W. dar, 'oak tree', which also has the sense of 'leader'. Carstairs 

is called Castel Tarras before 1286 which indicates that there was a pre-existing castle 

here. this may have referred to the earlier Roman camp at Carstairs Mains but could also 

be referring to an actual castle possibly at the site where the 1286 castle was built. 

Presumably it would have been a key Strathclyde site. A useful example in its derivation 

from castel especially in comparison with other car sites where we do not have early 

forms which may be themselves derived from castel. 

Carthat DMF R530 NY 0677 

Carthwat 1680 Ret. 

Near Lochmaben, north and south Carthat Farms. Near to Rockall Mote, marked as a 

motte and bailey, but there is no mention in Canmore. Also a Carthat Moor and Carthat 

Hill. Nicolaisen (1986:104) states 'Carthat ... which apparently contains Scand. kjarr 

'brushwood, fen, marsh,'can be compared with Kirkgate (Kergate 1275), a street name 

in Wakefield, containing kjarr and ON gata 'road, street'. Also he mentions a Lairthat, 

'a compound of ON leirr 'clay' and thveit'. The specific indicates N. thwaite implying 

an ON kjarr first element plus thwaite, 'rock stead', or because of its situation a possible 

Cu. cair plus ON thwaite. Some support for it being a Cu.! Scand. hybrid comes from 
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Scand. word order which usually places kjarr at the end of the compound e.g. Harker, 

Holker, and Selker (all LNC) instead of initially. The -thwat specific indicates that the 

generic here is more likely to be OE Northumbria carr or Scand. Kjarr. Nicolaisen states 

(1976:103) 'the usual modem Scottish spelling [ofthwaite] is -that. He adds further 

weight to a Scandinavian derivation in that Curthwaite in CMB is pronounced 

Ikarthatl.34 

Carthreavy* A YR R492 NS 4703 

Carthreavy Knowes today, above a Craigangillan Farm near Dalmellington, which may 

have been the original Carthreavy. There is no mention in Canmore. 

Carthreavy is of interest as the name suggests a combination of the generics cair + treji, 

the' cair of the farms/ estates'. There are no other examples of the juxtaposition of these 

two elements. We would expect -dreji, but we have -threavy. This ties in with Threave 

and the 1422 date of Treife going to Threave. We may assume that this a development 

within Scots or possibly in the Gaelic of this area. Also note that there is a concentration 

of tref- forms in the same area. Watson has already noted the absence of G treabh in 

Scotland as an element except in Ross. What we may be seeing here, given the presence 

of other tref in the area, is a later G. filtering of Cu. tref as an ex-nomine element perhaps 

derived from G treabheibh 'farmed village' by analogy for -threavy. 

Carthrow MLO Edin lost 

Carthrow Ret. 

34 Generally hybrids are problematic especially in a Celtic + Germanic setting. When one of the languages 
has replaced the other there have been very few lexical borrowings and it is difficult to see why there 
should be any difference within place- names. In an intra-Celtic setting, on the other hand, where place
name elements are often similar, then borrowing is more likely, as the cair-pen-taloch to kir-kin-tilloch 
sequence shows. Also in closely related languages words are often borrowed both ways. This effects 
place-names in an old and modem setting as language shift proceeds in the Western Isles for example, or 
with policies of bilingualism in signs. English speakers in Wales will say 'I'm going to Aber', not, 'I'm 
going to the river confluence/ estuary'. 
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Carthur Hill* DMF R506 NY 1894 

Near Boreland, next to the River Dryfe, parish of Hutton and Corrie. There is a 'hill fort' 

marked near here (NY 183 940) overlooking the bend in the River Dryfe and another on 

the opposite hill. Canmore states: 'On top ofCarthur Hill is an oval fort measuring 

internally 57.0m NE-SW by 34.0m transversely within the remains of an earth-and-stone 

rampart'. Also there are 'cultivation remains' and the remains of a house platform and 

possibly three others in the fort. Other old settlements are dotted about on the hill. 

Listing this site among 'Non-defensive settlements with round timber-built huts', Jobey 

(1971:96) comments: 'Though situated at altitude, on a shelf, there is no real pretence at 

defence in the artificial perimeter. ' 

We have the 'th' appearing, which may have replaced t or it could be the Cumbric form 

of dd. Derivation, suggested as unfeasible by EPNS because of the lateness of MS 

forms, could be from W. twr 'heap' or a form of Norse Thor. This area would have been 

a key part in the Cumbricisation of the 10th century, falling as it does between 

Strathclyde and the Eden valley. It may be another example of the prefixing of the cair 

element onto a Norse name.35 Indirect evidence comes from old forms of Blencathra 

CMB (or Saddleback) which are Blenkarthure 1589 and Blenkarthur 1794, EPNS 

(vol.xx :253). That it is prefixed with a Cumbric *Blen, W. Blaen, strengthens the case 

for there being a Carthur in Cumberland and that Carthur on the Dryfe is also Cumbric. 

(If it was OE we would expect Thur's karr). 

Carty WIG 0540 NX 4362 

Farm near Minigaff on the River Cree where a stone axe was found. 

Carty may be a kjarrl carse site as it is situated by a river. Maxwell suggests (1930:63) 

G ceardach, 'workshop', 'forge' by association with Farranacardy, Co. Sligo. There was 

an 'old-established tile-works' here according to Maxwell (1930:63) supporting a G. 

35 Cumbric-(Gaelic) Norse hybrids may have other implications, as noted before, of a Cumbric- Norse 
alliance in the reconquest of Cumberland. 
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origin. Cf. Cardie Hill PEB, Luncarty PER, a dat.loc. pl.of longart 'fortress', 

longartaibh (see Watson, 1926:494) and Pittencarty PER. 

Carvoran* NTB NY 6665 

Magnis 4th _5 th ND; Magnis i h century Ravenna. 

Large Roman fort on Hadrians Wall with vicus attached. Identified with Magnis (see 

Rivet and Smith 1979:407-8). Despite a lack of early forms the presence of a Roman fort 

suggests that this is a cair site referring to the fort as an antiquity when named and its 

location near to the Cumberland border suggests a cair site named during the Cumbric 

expansion. The second element may be a personal name. Several can be suggested: e.g. 

it is tempting to suggest a form of Uri en such as Eufurenn, or Urfoen. However, the lack 

of early forms make this speculation. 

Carvorland KCB lost 

Carvorland 1429 

Recorded as at 'Ie Treyf. Despite the lack of early forms it may be suggested that the 

specific is OE boreland with Cu cair affixed onto it. The borrowed specific then had its 

initial consonant lenited to give -vorland. If this is the case it is another example of Cu 

affixing of cair onto earlier OE names. Jones (1992: 110-16) has discussed OE bordland 

as being derived either form Lat. bordarii, OE bord or from Fr. borde. Bordland has 

been defined (OED) as 'land held by a bordar in bordage tenure' or 'demesne land 

which a person has for his own table and property' (cf. W. tir bwrdd y llys 'board land of 

the court' a trefused for the kings need in Llyfr Iorwerth. Tir bwrdd are found in north

east Gwynedd). If the derivation is from cair + boreland it marks the coining ofCumbric 

names in the feudal period. 

Carwaur AYR R492 NS 4602 

Next to Carthreavy. A hill above R. Doon. No sign of settlement. There is an obsolete 

W. word gwaur, but an unlikely toponym, which means 'lord', 'hero', 'king' or a 

feminine version meaning 'lady', 'heroine', 'queen'. 
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Carwilkin KyleAYR. 

Carwilkyin 1532 RMS 

It is highly speculative to attempt a derivation with only one early fonn and that a late 

one. However, the specific may be derived from anyone of a number of sources. One 

example may be the obsolete W. noun gwilog 'mare' with the diminutive suffix -an 

added
36 

giving 'enclosed homestead of the little mare'. It may be cair prefixed onto the 

E. dim. personal name Wilkyn. 

Carwinley* CMB S532 NY 4072 

Karwindelhou 1202; Carwyndelaue e.l3th century; Carwindelawe 1267; Kaerwyndlo 

1281; Carwanalow 14th century; Carwinley 1596. 

Situated just south of the present day border, early fonns are in EPNS (xx:52). 

There is a Roman fort, Castra Exploratorum at Netherby (see Rivet and Smith 

1979:302) and nearby Liddel Strength is Nonnan in origin. It overlooks the Roman road 

north and the marshes and estuary of the Solway Firth. Skene (1866:91-98) originally 

proposed that Carwinley is named after the Gwenddoleu mab Keidyaw, a British leader 

at the battle of Arthuret (573), and that the original cair was Liddel Strength. Ekwall 

(1918:107) and Sedgefield (1915:33) suggest that the name is a hybrid with Brit. cair 

added to an English or Scandinavian name Wendla (or Wandel) plus a varying hlaw 

'hill' or hoh 'spur', EPNS deem this unlikely. However if it is a hybrid it ranks 

alongside Carhullan as evidence of the prefixing of the cair element onto English names 

by Cumbric speakers. 

Alternatively derivation of the specific from Gwenddoleu is supported by his mention in 

the poems attested to Myrddin who has been placed in the locale and in the Triads (for 

which see Bromwich 1961:379-80) and that he fought at Arfderydd (accepted as 

Arthuret). As a figure he is enigmatic and not attested in the Strathclyde or Gododdin 

genealogies, but contemporary with Gwrgi mab Eliffer, Rhydderchl Rederech and Urien. 

However, according to the poetry he was 'chief of the kings of the north'(pen teernet 
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goglet), and was 'collecting booty from every border' (in cynull preitev 0 pop eithaw), 

he possessed magic birds and a magic chessboard and was the patron and protector of 

Myrddin, who was present at his leader's death. 

Miller (1975: 102) argues that the Myrddin poetry is not helpful as she points out that 

Coit Celidon must refer to somewhere near the other Caledonii sites of Schiehallion and 

Dunkeld; however, Coit Celidon could refer to the forests of southern Scotland. 

Furthermore, she argues that the connection of Gwendoleu with Carlisle is dubious and 

that the battle may have been as a result of losing Carlisle. She points out that Urien 

himselfwas not based in Carlisle but on the Lyvennet ( <Llwyfenydd) and that the centre 

of defence of the area may have been at Palmecastle, Old Carlisle near Wigton rather 

than Carlisle itself. It implies that Gwendoleu was caught between an alliance of 

Rhydderch and Urien to carve up his kingdom. We can accept the general thrust of the 

argument but bearing in mind that Urien is said to have had dominion over Llwyfenydd 

and Catraeth, it does not mean that he was necessarily based there. Koch accepts 

(1997:xxxii) that Carwinley is derived from a 'neo-Brittonic' cai"r-uendolou 'Fort of 

Gwenddolau'. The Arfderydd or Koch's Armterit was noted for its ferocity and duration 

and is likely a key event in deciding Coeling and Kynwydyon interests. 

Further indirect evidence of Gwendoleu in this area comes from Taliesin. For example, 

Clancy (1997: 5) suggests that there was a Powys in the Liddesdale area and that this is 

indicated in the mention of a Powys in BT 61 37 and listed by Pont as Pouis near 

Castleton. Clancy mentions Dinlabyre on the Liddel which he suggests contains dinlle 

'fortified place' and furthermore there is a Tinnis « dinas) Hill not far to the west (and 

an Arthur Seat to the east). Powys as a place-name, rather than being derived from W. 

poues 'rest, repose' as suggested by Watson (1926:382), has been derived from Lat. 

pagenses, 'country people / side'. If we accept the former proposals and the Myrddin 

poetry we could suggest that Gwendoleu ruled a bro called Powys, perhaps the 

countryside around Carwinley as a king. Unfortunately for him it may have bordered 

Rheged; if we accept the existence of a kingdom of this name, at least it bordered with 

36 See Monis- Jones (1913:229). 
37 Vryenyracpowys, line 14. See Williams I (1987:7). 
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the ruler Urien. In BT 62 Uri en is shown fighting against Powys, 'dechreu mei ym 

powys bydinawr, ' line 33, possibly indicating either the battle at Arfderydd itself or 

(again) some former attacks by Urien to control his neighbour, or the yearly summer raid 

that each chief was meant to undertake on a border country. It further shows that we 

should not become too closely attached to a simple tri-partite division of the Hen Ogledd 

rather, as Clancy (1998) has argued for Manaw before, Powys and Manaw need to be re

instated alongside (possibly Rheged), Gododdin, Clydesdale and Elfed. 

If it is named after Gwenddoleu then its likely to have been a militarised fort rather than 

a homestead. The earlier spellings (e.g.-windelhou) all indicate that we should have 

Gwyn+ dolau the masculine form of 'white' which would be suited to a prince, it is the 

later Welsh poetry that spells it with f. form Gwen+ doleu > MW Gwenddolau. Lenition 

is shown with the loss of the initial 'g', which can mean two things: that the name was 

adopted into English as it was sounded and then written down, or that it is a late name, 

written when lenition was beginning to be shown in MSS. However if lenition is being 

showing with the loss of initial 'g' where is the medial 101 that we find in the MW 

version Gwenddolau? In the initial, medial and final position we know that Anglo

Norman scribes preserved the 101 sound usually as 'th' so in 1202 we would expect a 

form of *-winthelhou 

If it is named after Gwendoleu it may also be an example of cair sites being named after 

Cumbricl Welsh historic figures and these figures being projected onto the landscape 

after Cumbric expansion. Gwenddolau need not have lived here at all and as with 

Carmaben etc. it is simply the lore of the area that has fixed a local hero to a site. 

Furthermore, the name may have been originally applied to the Roman fort at Netherby 

and been transferred to the village of Carwinley,38 or Carwinley developed from a 

defended homestead sited there. Or, lastly, that the Cair of Gwendoleu underlies Liddel 

Strength which was built over it, the nearby hamlet taking the name. 

Alternatively, the specific may refer to Carwinley Bum and not contain the personal 

name Gwenddolau. Instead it may be a Cu. form of W. Gwyn dd6lau 'bright', 'white', or 

'holy meadows'. 
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Carwinning Hill* A YR Cunningham R429 NS 2852 

Carwynninhill1513-1546 RMS 

Parish of DaIry. A large 2 acre hill-fort with 3 concentric walls situated here above the 

200m line. Watson says (1926:366) 'The name is from the saint of Kilwinning, the 

adjoining parish. A grant of a fort to a saint was not uncommon.' He gives St Monenna 

and St Blaan (Dunblane) as examples. From -winning we can extract UinniaulGuinniau. 

Also there is a Loghwinnock nearby. It contains the Cumbric saint's name Uinniau or 

Gwinniau (for which see Cargen above, and Clancy (2001)) renamed in Gas Finnian. 

We may compare it with an old form of Kirkgunzeon which is Kirkwynnin in 1200 (see 

Watson 1926:165), giving a *gwynnin. Uinniau appears to have been later conflated 

with a later Ninian. Besides confirming in this case the association of the cair element 

with an antiquity, Carwinning may act as another example of a Cumbric projection, 

perhaps of the 10th century onwards, of their own past heroic figures onto the landscape 

of what was held to be British land, or perhaps land that was contested with another 

group. Cf. Carwynnen, Kerrier, CNW SW 6537 

Carwinshoch A YR NS 3017 

Steading south-west of Ayr half way up Brown « Bran ?) Carrick Hill. The ending 

appears to be the G. locative ending -ach. 

Carwood LAN S447 NT 0340 

A substantial house in Biggar parish. Canmore states that there is a 'possible' fort at NT 

041 399. Also there is an enclosure at NT 031 396. It is described as a 'ring bank 

enclosure measuring 17m in diameter, the bank spreading to 3m by 0.3m high'. 

The English' -wood' as specific implies an E. carr, 'rock' as the first element, however 

the presence of an antiquity and the restricted nature of the distribution ofE. carr 

suggests that this may be a hybrid cair site with E. 'wood' added. 

38 Also there is Carwinley Bum from which the name may derive, this flowing near to Netherby. 
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Carzield* DMF S517 NX 9681 

Kerezield 1567; Kerrezell1577; Keirizield 1580; Kerrizield 1582; Carrezield 1582; 

Carzele, Ca rez ill 1584. 

On the River Nith, north of Dumfries, parish of Kirkmahoe. OS have a 3 acre Roman 

fort marked here on low flat land adjoining the river and there are other 'Roman' forts 

marked on the map. 

Canmore states: 'Excavations at Carzield in March 1939 revealed an Antonine cavalry 

fort measuring some 500 by 560' over the ramparts'. Later a 'medieval tower and later 

farmhouse, themselves now levelled, were erected over the completely stripped site of 

the Roman main buildings' . 

It would be dismissed because of its situation, i.e: it appears to be sited on a kjarr, but 

for the Roman fort. 'z' represents a yogh. This is an example of a cair site referring to an 

Roman antiquity from which the later homestead took its name. The early forms appear 

to contain a pI. generic of cair as cairau, or a variant of cair cf. C. Care-, Cari-, found in 

the early forms ofCarworgie CWL < Carewrge 1086, Karewurge 1244 (PadeI1985:53). 

Alternatively the medial 'e' may represent the definite article 'y'. With the late forms 

identifying the specific -zield is problematic. 

Castle Carrock* CMB NY 5455 

Castelcairoc 1165-1530, with variant spellings -kayrok, kayroc, keyroc, cayrok, 

kairoc; Castello Kairuc 1215; Castelcaroc 1212; Castel Carok 1357; Kastelkayrok 

1459. 

Situated overlooking the Eden valley to the east of Carlisle, near Cumrew and Talkin. 

Pron'! ka sl karikl (see EPNS, CuPN vol 1 :75). It also names a parish in Eskdale. EPNS 

state 'This is a British place name from castel (a borrowing from Latin castellum) and a 

word corrsponding to Welsh caerog, 'fortified', from caer, 'fort, camp'. They add: 'The 

original castle may be represented by the remains of ancient stone work on the summit 

ofCarrock Fell'. The question we may ask here is that if British borrowed the Lat. 

castellum why would cair also be applied to forts and castles. The implication is that 

cair referred to lesser sites, fortified homesteads and not to higher status sites such as 
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castles. Cair as a castle is only a later development within Welsh but which has been 

applied to all cair sites outwith Wales. Cf. Carrick NTB and A YR. 

The 1165 -cairoc spelling may show a Cumbric adjective cf. W caerog 'fortified, 

walled' and n.b. the final c ending instead ofW g. It also maintains the lail medial 

diphthong. It suggests that the area was still Cumbric-speaking up until c. 1200. A cair 

site named after a stone antiquity. 

Castle Cary* STL S404 NS 7878 

Castelcary 1450 RMS. 

Canmore states: 'Excavations in 1902 (see Christison 1903) showed that the fort was 

oblong on plan and enclosed an area of 3 Y2 acres, a settlement has also been identified at 

NS 787 783. The main defence consisted of a stone wall which was carried round all 

four sides of the fort ... There is a sufficient number of 1 st century sherds, including ... 

'Belgic' ware, to make it quite certain that Castlecary was the site of one of the 

praesidia established by Agricola between the Forth and Clyde in AD 80 or 81' . 

Watson (1926:371) suggested that the second part may be W. caerydd, the plural of 

caer, because of the important Roman fortifications there. There is another, more usual, 

but modem, W. plural, caerau which would suit the 'Cary' spelling better. Also we may 

consider G. cairidh 'weir'. Cf. Kary 1513-46 Perthshire. 

Cathcart* RNF S416 NS 5960 

Kerkert 1158 APS 1; Katkert c.1170 Reg Pas; Ketkert 1165-73 Reg Pas; Chatkert 1296 

Bag. Roll; Kerthkert 1451 Bain's Cal; Cathcort 1590s; Carcarth c.1650. 

Canmore notes that the castle here dates from the 15th century at NS 587 600 and 

indicate that there are signs of a ringwork around it. Also at Druid's Temple Hill (NS 

559 575) is a nearly circular enclosure 22m in diameter with a substantial rectangular 

build, 10m by 9m. 

The castle was in the hands of the Cathcart family since the 12th century indicating 

possible continuity of ownership since the Cumbric-speaking era. 
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Watson (1926:366) suggests Caer Gart 'fort on Cart', and that Ketkert represents coet 

Kert, 'wood of Cart' . He also suggests that cat (Kat-) maybe W. cat 'a bit', 'a piece' 

with reference to Catochil (1926:209). Nicolaisen (1976:162) suggests Caer Gart 

'hamlet or fort on the (River) Cart'. Taylor commented on cat in eastern Scotland 

(1997:7) indicating that W. cat in GPC derives from E. cut and that cat in eastern 

Scotland was more likely to be the Pictish cognate of W. coed 'wood', which usually 

occurs in stressed syllables as Keith, but can be reduced in unstressed syllables to cat. 

The presence of the enclosure suggests that the site was named after a cair site with the 

cair developing the nuance of 'homestead' as the established homestead developed. The 

apparent change in generic between cair and coed may be an example of Taylor's 

'generic element variation' (1997) caused by the decline in Cumbric-speaking in this 

period. However, as suggested reo Carmichael and Planmichael, Kerkert and Katcert 

may refer to two close but separate places, the coed and the cairo The disappearance of 

Cumbric would also help to facilitate confusion between the cair and the coed. 

Catter STL S391 NS 4787 

Cather, Cathyre 1370 RMS; Kateris 1498; Cattirs Pont. 

Canmore states, quoting Chalmers (1890:864) about Catter Moot Hill: 'A large artificial 

mound of earth where justice was administered in former times and whereon stood the 

Earl's gallows' and called 'furcas nostras de cather' (our gallows of Cather). It stands in 

the grounds of Catter House. Chalmers also states that the Earls of Lennox had a castle 

near to the moot hill which would have been the original cathair. The stronghold of the 

Earls of Lennox was described as a 'manor house' in 1505: traces of this 16th century 

house indicate that today's Catter House was built on the site of the former one and this 

on the site of the original cathair. 

Watson (1926:223) places it as the site of an ancient court of the Mormaers of Lennox 

and derives the spelling from G. cathair. However, if this is so it shows that many car 

sites that have been assumed to be cathair must be Cumbric or Pictish. If scribes in 1370 

were spelling a cathair site as catter or cadder it removes some of the reasons of other 

car-sites being from G. cathair making them more likely to be Cu. cairo Another 
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tempting derivation is from W. cadeir, 'chair'. Cf. Catterlen CMB, its early forms are 

Kaderleng 1158, Caderlen 1165, Katerlen 1201 also in Pictavia (Bervie) Caterline < 

Katerlyn. A cadair derivation is supported by the fact that the Lennox was one of the 

centres of British power. 

Crailing ROX NT 685 244 

Crailingis 1147 . 

There is a hill-fort situated here, just north-east of Jedburgh. 

The -s plural may have come from the two Crailings mentioned in MS, Craling 

Gospatrik and alterius Craling ville Orme filii Eilaf Cf. Crail FIF < Chere11150. 

Crailzie (Hill) PEB R447 NT 1945 

Karelzi Mel Lib. 

Cf. Crail FIF < Chere11150. For the Crail specific Taylor suggested cair + *al- 'rock' 

cf. Wallt 'rock' and al of al Clut. A Cu form of W alit may be the specific here. 

Cramond* MLO S406 NT 1976 

Caramonth 1178; Karramunt 1166-1214; Caramonde 1178-9; Karamunde 1293. 

Canmore notes; 'Cramond Roman Fort encloses just under 5 acres; a civil settlement 

[vicus] lay outside the E rampart. Excavations 1954-66 showed that it was first 

constructed about 140 AD, with a second Antonine occupation.There was a third 

occupation under Severns, with extensive reconstruction along existing alignments. 

Some use of the fort (probably civilian) with minor building in a Roman manner also 

took place in the post-Severan period which may be associated with a little 4th c pottery. 

The civil settlement was occupied during all four phases and yielded some 1 st century 

coins, but if there was an Agricolan fort at Cramond, no trace of this has been found. 

Watson suggested (1926:369) that: 'The river name is the same as that of the Perthshire 

Almond which is Aman in Gaelic, and caramonth means' fort of the Almond' . 

The modem form, Cramond, is due to contraction of the first syllable, arising from the 

stress on the first syllable of Almond. Cf. Crail FIF < Caraile. In this instance the cair 
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refers to the Roman station situated here as an antiquity when named. The name then 

came to refer to the settlement as well and suggests Cu expansion into MLO. Ifnot it 

may be a survivor from the pre-Northumbrian period. 

Crawick DMF S481 NS 7710 

Watson (1926:368) mentions Skene who 'thought that the name Crawick stands for Caer 

Rywc of the Book of Taliesin, on the analogy ofCramond for Caer Arnan'. An example 

of Car- becoming Cra- is found in the personal name Caradoc> Craddock. 

However, the -wick generic suggests a Scand. alternative of a specific krcika f. or krcikr 

m. 'crow' for the first element, plus OE wic 'farm'(Cf. Cracalt WML). Lack of early 

forms make any derivation tentative. 

Gargunnock* STL S382 NS 7094 

Cargunnock 1513-1546 RMS. 

Village at the foot of the Touch Hills west of Stirling. Keir Hill of Gargunnock is at NS 

706 942. Canmore states: 'This homestead, of which no trace remains visible on the 

surface, occupies the summit of Keir Hill, a prominent grassy knoll situated near the E 

end of Gargunnock village ... finds from the excavation ... all of which were of Roman 

manufacture ... suggested a date for the homestead within the latter half of the first or 

the beginning of the 2nd century AD. Excavation has shown that the summit of this 

knoll was enclosed by a wall which overlay a palisade trench on the N, Wand S sides 

and enclosed a circular timber house' . Also situated in Gargunnock was a medieval Peel 

and a now recumbent standing stone. 

The -ock ending may be indicative of G. -ach, a locative suffix, adjectival, and referring 

to a special quality of the place named found. It is found in Scots as -och, -ock, and 

reduced to -0 (e.g. Balerno). It is cognate with the W. locative suffix -og, derived from 

-MW -awe < Celt *ako-s. Nicolaisen derives *-ach from *-acum (1996:278). In this 

case however it may be a Cu. personal and saint name of W. Cynog e.g. Cynog ap 
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Brychan,39 Cynog Mawr ap Iorwerth Hirflawdd (see Bartrum 1966). Also W. cynnog m. 

'debtor, enemy', 'enemy cair'. If it is named after a Cynog then the site may have been 

named while inhabited otherwise a cair site referring to an antiquity. N.B. Cynog / 

Mochonoc (Mo + Cynog) of the Irish annals (see Bartrum 1966:32-33). 

Garlies* KCB NX 349 771 

Garlois 1457; Gerrolis 1497; Garles 1548; Garules 1551; Garulis 1559; Ghairlys 1662 

Pont. 

Minigaff parish. This is the site of an old, once extensive, castle. Canmore states that 

there are the remains of a rectangular structure and bank and that 'the various 

cairnfields, together with the possible hut circles and the fragmentary lengths of dykes, 

would appear to represent the vestigial remains of prehistoric settlement in the area' . 

Alexander III granted the Barony of Garlies to the Stewarts in 1263. The Pont spelling, 

although late, suggests a close compound Cu. form of W. (1) gaer lys, 'the court cair'. 

Cf. Y Gaer Chester. Llys 'court' (or G. lios) is regularly indicated. The initial 'g' 

indicates that it is following a leniting definite article 'y'. It was a site of the previous 

elite and may have had its origins in the British or Cumbric past and their own elite 

(possibly Rheged here). In Comwalllys applied to somewhere known as a manor in the 

middle ages (e.g. Lesnewth). In Breton 9th and 10th century charters local chiefs are all 

based in a lis (see Loth 1903:292). Padel (1984:150) states 'when used as a suffix, the 

element may refer to a manorial court, and this is quite late (after the Norman conquest) 

in date'. Garlies may have been a centre of administration. Maxwell (1930: 141) suggests 

G. ceathramh lios, 'court/castle quarter land', which appears equally likely judging by 

the 1497 and 1559 forms. 

Gogar* MLO NT 1672 

Goger Reg. Dunf; Gogger 1245 Lib St And; Nethergoger 1336; Coger 1336; Gogare 

1392. 

39 (St) Cynog ap Brychan, said to have been a king in Ireland, Dygaist, ... yn Iwerddon, goron gynt, 'You 
bore in Ireland a crown formerly' (see Henken 1987: 178-9). 
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Watson (1926:210) suggests go 'under/ sub' plus cor, the wattle fence/ coping! (cf. Ban

gor). However, from the recurring -ger form, not gor, one suggests a Cu. reflex ofW. 

g(w)o 'sub', 'under' and gair < cair (its proximity to Carlowrie suggests that Gogar may 

have been part of the same estate). Also cf. W. gogorl gogawr 'fodder', 'crop'. Another 

example of G(w) 0 appearing as an element may be found in Govan < go + bann, 

'under' / 'sub,' + 'hill', as suggested by Clancy (1996:2-3). Cf. Cocar CMB. 

Kaerkuran Law LAN No ID 

Kaerkuran Law Blaeu. 

Marked in Blaeu as near the farm of Haywood near the village of Forth on the Calder 

Muir. Although a late source the use of kaer is of interest. The second element may be a 

personal name e.g. Ciaran. 

Kardanoch DNB No ID 

Kardanoch Blaeu 

Indicated as near Loch Grug, north of Dumbarton. It can be compared with Carthannock 

CMB or is possibly a Cu carden + Cu. form of the W suffix -og to give 'bushy place', 

or the G. loco suffix -och. Also it may be compared with the Cu. fern personal name 

Tanoc and Theneu. 

Karkerevil No ID 

Karkerevil 

Lawrie (1905:305) suggests that this was part of the Bruces' land in Northamptonshire, 

but notes: 'Dr. Prescott thinks it was in Annandale'. 

Keir* DMF NX 862 931 

Kere 1498; Keyr 1522; Keyr 1660. 

Gives its name to a parish in Nithsdale, south of Penpont, near Courthill. Keir old 

church, of which no trace remains today, is mentioned in 1225. As a parish name and a 
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high status site Keir may preserve an earlier Cu. spelling of cair, keeping the diphthong 

(cf. the keir sites in STL). 

Keir Brae of Garten * STL NS 588 946 

Kippen parish. The Statistical Account (OSA 1796) records that 'the marks of 

some ancient military work', in the form of an oval rampart, once stood at a height just 

over 100' OD, on the highest point of the ridge, 300 yds ENE of Keirbrae farmhouse. All 

traces of the work had disappeared by 1860'. The grouping of keir sites in STL has been 

remarked on before.4o This grouping of keir in STL may indicate a survival of a 

dialectal spelling of cair in Scots or possibly of a Gaelic or Pictish form of cairo 

Nevertheless the early use of ceir in Scotland could predate that ofNennius' twenty

eight Cair and that within a Pictish-Gaelic milieu. This could indicate that ceir was part 

of the Pictish lexicon cognate with cair and either borrowed quite early into Gaelic as an 

ex-nomine element or non-generative appellative. The archaeological record illustrates 

that keir sites most often have 'defended', i.e. enclosed, homesteads sited there which 

indicates that ceir had the same meaning 'defended/enclosed homestead' as Cu. cairo 

The keir spelling may also represent a particular a dialectal pronunciation of cair found 

mainly in Manau. The following keir sites are listed for brevity (some are marked on the 

map for reasons of space some are left off the map because of lack of early forms and/or 

lack of evidence for an enclosure. 

Keir Hill DMB S404 NS 6078 

Near Clachan of Campsie. 

Keir Hill DMB S404 NS 6777 

Near Auchinreoch, Kilsyth. 

40 See Watson (1926:370), who compared the E. spelling 'keir' with an old spelling of Carp ow, near 
Abernethy from Ceiifuill found in the Pictish Chronicle). It is this example that could be the oldest 
example of cair in Scotland if we accept M. Anderson's (1973:93) dating of the manuscript to the 14th 
century but ultimately deriving from a 724-1093 period (and see above Clancy and Evans pp.74n). The 
language of the Chronicle is Latin but contains names purely in Pictish or that have been Gaelicised to 

some extent. 
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Keir Hill of Dasher* STL NS 653 951 

Kippen parish. Enclosure. Canmore states: 'This earthwork encloses an area measuring 

40m from ENE to WSW by 30m transversely, and consists of a stony bank up to 10m 

thick and l.2m high, with an external ditch at the E end'. Local tradition has it that a 

church stood here dedicated to St Mauvais, the parish saint. The hill is also known as 

Kirk Hill. 

Keir Hill of Glentirran * STL NS 669 945 

The Keir Hill of Glentirran is a natural mound, 300 yds SW of Boquhan House. It is 

occupied by a disused modem burial ground. The OSA records that 'the marks of some 

ancient military work' in the form of an oval rampart existed on the hill, but all traces of 

this have now disappeared. 

Keir, Mid Borland STL NN 645 003 

Port of Menteith parish. Canmore states: 'Although the situation is a suitable one for a 

defensive work, such as a dun, no conclusions can be reached from field observations' . 

Canmore also mentions Chalmers' comment that Keir is 'evidently a corruption of 

'Caer' = fort'(see Chalmers 1887-94:93). 

Keir, Easter Tarr* STL NN 637007 

Port of Menteith parish. Canmore defined it as a 'fort'; but more tentatively continues, 

'all that remains of this earthwork is an arc of a bank, which measures 7m thick and 

'0.8m high'. Such a description fits the W. definition of cau 'enclosure'. 

Keirs castle* AYRS492 NS4308 

Caeris 1300 CDS iv. 

Straiton parish. Castle, a ruined fortalice, overlooking R.Doon, near Waterside. 

Backed by Keirs Hill with an enclosure at NS 425 069. Padel (1985:54) suggested a 

Cornish a past participle passive equivalent to W. caeru 'to fortify' or else a noun 
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equivalent to W. caered 'wall' , possibly occurring as a simplex in Kerris (Kerres 1310 

Paul) and Kirriers in Cornwall. We may have an example of this here as shown by the 

1300 form. Alternatively Keir may have been borrowed into Scots and a -s plural added 

later by analogy. 

Keir CLAISTL S393 NS 9588 

Near Kincardine. 

Keir* STL S382 NS 7798 

Large estate, 2miles NW of Bridge of Allan, SW of Dunblane. 

At Mill of Keir Bank (NS 781 998), according to Canmore, part of the estate has a; 'D

shaped fort, the chord formed by the steep right bank of the Allan Water and the arc by 

two ramparts, encloses an area measuring about 90m by 55m'. 

Keir Hill LAN R447 NT 1047 

Dolphinton, see Carmaben. 

Keir STL 391 NS 5287 

Situated on the Carbeth estate a mile north of Killearn. Possibly the original cair 

settlement site that gave the generic to Carbeth (see Carbeth notes above). 

Keir Knowe of Drum* STL NS 636 953 

Kippen parish. Canmore calls this a 'motte formed by isolating a promontory with a 

broad shallow gully. The top, oval on plan, measures 75ft by 70ft and stands between 11 

and 40ft above the surrounding ground. Excavations on the top in 1957 revealed the 

post-holes, of a square wooden building, probably a tower, defended by stockades and, 

in one sector by a wall. No dating evidence was found'. 

Keir Knowe* STL NS 645 915 
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Balfron parish, near Easter Glinns farm. 

Some slight remains of an earthwork can be seen on the natural knoll known as Keir 

Knowe. The knoll is some 14' in height, is oval on plan, and has a flat top, c.90' E-W by 

60'. Canmore hesitates from calling it a motte stating that there are 'insufficient 

remains'. It fits the description of a cae, an 'earthen bank! enclosure'. 

Keir Knowe of Arnmore* STL NS 621 943 

Kippen parish. Canmore states: 'The remains of this earthwork, which have been under 

the plough, consist of a sub-rectangular level area, measuring 170' x 100' ... The 

appearance of the work suggests that it is of medieval, rather than prehistoric, date'. 

Kirkcarswell NX 754 487 

Kirkassudie 1329/79; Kyrassalda 1365; Kirkassail1537. 

Rerrick / Rerwick parish. 

Canmore gives a fort at East Kirkcarswell and a motte at Kirkcarswell. This used to be 

the seat of the Broughtons of Cally, inhabited when Dundrennan Abbey was flourishing. 

At East Kirkcarswell NX 752 497 Canmore states that there is a fort: 'Situated on a 

knoll from which the ground falls away steeply to the E, is a fort, kidney-shaped on plan, 

measuring internally 78.0m NE-SW x 25.0m transversely'. 

Watson states (1926: 167) that this derives from St. Oswalds church which is indicated 

by the earliest form. However the presence of the enclosure means that the site may 

originally have been named a cair possibly with cair affixed onto an E name in the 

expansion period. 

Kirkettle* MLO S420 NT 2661 

Carketill, Adam de, Reg.Glas.1160; Karynketil1317 RMS; Carketi1l1403; Carkettyll 

1543; Carkettill1546-80; Karkettill Blaeu; Carkettle Ret. 

A farm near the right bank of the Esk near Roslyn. 

Watson describes this as being derived from caer Gatell, Catell' s fort, and that it 

probably gave its name to nearby (3 miles) Caerketton Hill. Alternatively Nicolaisen 
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(1976: 116) suggests the common Norse name Ketill and G. carn using a 1317 form 

Karynketil, and Karketile 1474. This is problematic as with Norse word order we would 

expect it to be 'Ketil's cairn', cf. Kettleshulme, Cheshire. However this would be 

satisfactory in Gaelic word order. The 1317 source, however, may refer to Caerketton 

Hill and not the farm. 

Kirkintilloch* DMB NS 651 739 

Cairpentaloch HB; Kirkintulach 1196; Kerkentulaht 1199-1202; Kirkentulach c.1200; 

Kirkintolauche 1288; Kerkintallach 1306-29; Kirkintullach 1399. 

Kirkyntulloch, Kirkentulaht, Kirkintholach, Kirkyntulok (OPS :48). 

Parish in Dumbartonshirel Deanery of Lennox. Site of a Roman fort and vicus on the 

Antonine Wall and a later 1th century peel belonging to the Comyn family (OPS:48). 

Watson translates as 'fort at the head of the eminences' (1926:348). An important 

example because it illustrates Gaelic borrowing of cair and in this case translating pen 

to kin. It also gives an approximate dating for this borrowing which must have occurred 

in this case at some point between the lOth century and the late 1 t h century. Cf. the 

change from Pengwaul to Kinneil. Watson (1926:348) comments that the earlier form 

would have been pen bryn and that: 'The people who used the names knew perfectly 

well the meaning of both terms as pen, cenn; bryn, tulach, in both languages'. Watson 

gives another example of pen becoming ceann with Kin-pont WLO in comparison with 

Penpont DMF; 'had the name been completely turned into Gaelic, it would have been 

Kin-drochet' (Ceann drochm·d). Kirkintilloch is important as well as it shows Cumbric 

being replaced by Gaelic with no interference from Inglis. The specific is G. tulach 

'hillock, knoll, mount'; an anglicised reflex is tully and tilly. 

Cf. Kintillo PER from Kintulath 1370, Kintullache, Kintillache 14th century. 

Kirkmagill WIG NX 085 502 

Karmagell 1488; Carmagyll 1616; Kyrmagil, Kirmagil Pont. 

Parish of Stoneykirk. Canmore states that there is no evidence of a church here, only a 

'near level amorphous area'. Maxwell (1930: 172) suggests G. cathair mic Giolla, 
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Mac Gill 's fort, he adds an accent over the final - i-, 'Kirkmagill', where 'i' marks the 

stress position. The OS map indicates ruins behind Balgreggan Mains. This may be a 

cair site adopted into Gaelic and would fit into the estate/ local elite type. It may be 

another example of a Carmichael < cair + Michel, 'Michael's homestead'. Cf. 

Carmichael LAN and Kirkmichael DMF, < Kermyghkel1296. Kirk appears to have 

been added later (late 1 i h century) by analogy and as Scots replaced G. 

Kirroughtree* KCB NX 416 654 

Caruthtre 1489; Kereouchtre 1539 RMS iii; Kerrochrie 1570; Kirreuchrie 1570. 

Minigaff(Monygoif1539 RMS iii) parish. Maxwell (1930:174) gives a Kirouchtrie 

spelling, the accent indicating stress. The OSA (1793) mentions that there are 'some 

vestiges of an entrenchment'. This was identified by the OS Surveyor in 1849 with 'the 

remains of a circle or rather oval which is now almost level with the ground'. Canmore 

term the site as 'enclosure' but that there is little sign of this today. It was previously 

described as a Roman camp or fort, the area is known as Camp Park of Kirroughtree. 

There is also a cairn and standing stone nearby. 

Maxwell (1930: 174) suggests a cathair Ochtraidh named after Uthred, possibly the 

Uthred elder son of Fergus, Lord of Galloway, killed by his brother Gilbert. 'Carruthtre' 

is mentioned by Watson (1926:367) and attested in 1487 RMS as in Galloway. We 

should also consider the earlier Uchtred of Northumbria. Cair + Uchtred appears more 

convincing as the initial 'uch' ofUchtred has survived as 'ough'. If so it is of interest as 

another example of the prefixing of Cu cair onto an E name. Watson suggests 

(1926:367) that it may be derived from Uchtryd a personal name found in the 

Mabinogion. It is tempting to suggest a cair uch+ tref, homestead above the village. Cf. 

Carruth RNF. 

Sanquhar* DMF NS 775 105 

Sencher 

A Roman fortlet and an enclosure and a crannog are situated in the immediate area. A 

fortlet measuring c.54m NW-SE by 39m was recorded from the air near the confluence 
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of the Nith and the Crawick Water; it has a single ditch c. 2.9m wide. The enclosure 

with a ditch at its northern end is quoted by Canmore as being 'called (bi-lingually) 

'Sean Caer". Furthermore there is an 'Iron-Age' crannog on Black Loch (NS 797 106). 

It is sited at the junction of Crawick Water and Nith whence Conrick, 'meeting' (not 

aber). Its strategic importance is indicated by Knockenhair 'watch hill'. Carco is 

opposite and may be the original fort. Watson (1926:368) suggests a derivation from G. 

sean c[h ]athair. However it is suggested that the site may have been a previous Cu. cair 

referring to the fortlet or enclosure, but with the arrival ofG. settlers and the change to 

G. speaking sean was prefixed to cair (> *sean chair) with cair adopted as an ex nomine 

element. The occurrence of Sanquhar / Shanquhar in Pictavia and elsewhere in southern 

Scotland41 also suggests not only a G borrowing from British / Cumbric but also from 

Pictish. 

41 E.g. Sanquher, A YR; Senquhar, Forres MOR; Sharnpler, Strachan KCD; Shannacher, Fowlis Wester 
PER; Shanquhar, Gartley ABO; Craigsanquhar, Leuchars FIF. 
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Cair Conclusions 

Table 1: Cair Site Types in Cumbria 

Enclosure plus later Enclosure only Settlement, village, Roman site 
settlement. hamlet, estate only. 
Carbeth STL + keir Caerlee Estates Caerlaverock Ward law 
Carbellow Caerlenrig Caerlaverock Castle Cadder 
Carcant Caer Thannock CarbethDNB Cardurnock 
C arb arns Carcarse Cardew Carleith DNB 
Carcluie Caerketton Cardonald Carlisle 
CardonPEB Cardie (Hill) Cardoness Carlops 
Cardonald Carghidown Carbrook Carmuirs 
Cardrona Carleatheran Carmyle Carriden 
Cardona Carlochan Round? Carriber Carstairs 
Cardryne Carlock Cairn Carruth Carwood 
Cardunneth Pike? Carsinker Carthat Carzield 
Carfrae BER Carslaverock Hill Castel Carroc Cramond 
Cargen Carslipan Wood Keirs Castle Kirkintilloch 
Carlowrie Carthur Hill Keir STL Sanquhar 
Carlung? Carwinning Hill Homesteads/hamlets Castel Cary 
Carmaben (Keir Hill) Keir Brae, Garten Carbrain Bankeir 
Carman Keir Hill, Dasher Carclout Carvoran 
Carmichael Keir Hill, Glentirran Carcow Carraw 

Carrninnows Keir, E. Tarr Carco (Carcow Bum) 18 
Carmunnock Keir, Borland Cardowan? 
Carruchan Keir Knowe of Drum Cardrain 

Carruthers Keir Knowe, Ammore Carfrae Hadd. 

Carsluith Keir Knowe, Balfron Cargo 

Carwinley Caer Mote Carhullan 

Carwood 24 Caraverick? 

Cathcart Carbeth? 

Crailing Carlatton 

Gargunnock Carlaverick 

Garlies Carmondean 

Kirkcarswell Carpet 

Kirroughtree Carrochanestoun 

31 Carthreavy 
Carwinshoch 
Gogar 
Kirkettle 
Kirkmagill ? 
Caerlaverock Farm ELO 
Carrick NTB 
Keir DMF parish 
Carrifran? 
38 

1. The 'other' category includes sites that are highly likely to be cair but that may be built over an 
earlier archaeological site and/or that have not been investigated by archaeologists. Sites marked * are 
felt to have a very high likelihood of an earlier defended homestead type site. The unlisted keir sites 
with exacavation may reveal earlier farmsteads. 
2. Sites occurring in more than one category are italicised. 
3. ? indicates probable category only. 
4. Not all of these sites are mapped in Fig. 1 as the another generic (e.g. earn) has been suggested. 
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(Insert Figure 1 map of distribution of proposed cair sites i.e. it does not include 
sites dismissed as cair sites) 
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Site-type analysis 

The discussion of car- sites taken from Hooker's Gazetteer reveals the following 

results: only 18 car- sites have Roman remains; 24 car- sites register on the 

archaeological record with a 'hill-top enclosure'; a further 31 sites are settlements with a 

hilltop enclosure nearby giving 55 sites in total named car- with a hilltop enclosure. 38 

car- sites refer to a farmstead! hamlet! village only; of which 13 car- sites are estates. 

The other sites are not included as they do not arise in the archaeological record (of 

course this does not preclude them as cair for archaeologists may not have excavated 

them). Those have either become lost or are not attested by old forms. Lastly, a section 

of car- sites are not include because their old form indicates another generic (e.g. 

Cardross < Cardinros, indicating a derivation from W. cardden) or they represent a 

different generic in another language. Some of these need not have been included at all 

but it was felt that some discussion was needed to help explain the process employed 

here (e.g. Catter, Cadder). 

Even discounting the eliminated sites we can see that a vast majority are not sites 

associated with Roman forts as some scholarship has suggested and that a vast majority 

(55) of our archaeologically attested sites have some form of hill-top enclosure 

associated with them. Even before we start any analysis of the name it means we have 

more evidence that this is a site using the generic cair and not similar sounding words in 

OE or Scandinavian. Gaelic presents its own challenges as it would appear occasionally 

that Gaelic may have borrowed cair into its onomastic lexicon, one result being keir. 

However, this still counts as a derivation form Cu I P cairo 

Distribution 

From the map, Fig.l, it is immediately noticeable that the car element is absent 

from the Tweed basin and NE England, and that this absence is co-extensive with the 

kingdom of Northumbria for most of its existence. Similarly it is absent from the areas 

of almost total Gaelic toponomy to the north and west. There are examples in Pictavia 

but they are less dense. After Carhullan, CMB, the next examples of Car- sites are in 
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Wales and Y Gaer, Chester. The areal distribution of cair re-affirms Nicolaisen's 

conclusion that cair is a key generic in delineating the areas of Cumbric settlement. 

Moreover, we can add that it delineates the extent of later Cumbric settlement before 

absorption into Scotia. However, the same can also be said of its use in Pictavia, 

especiall y the southern part. 

Although there has not been the space here to discuss cair in Pictavia the 

indication from analysis of sites there is that cair had exactly the same semantic 

meaning in Pictish as it did in Cumbric. The Pictish area is of especial interest as it 

provides a glimpse of Gaelic borrowing of Pictish place-name generics ego Dunnikier 

FIF.42 As far as methodology goes for future research, it indicates that we should assess 

the Pictish and Cumbric areas together as Brittonic areas. To separate them off means 

we are falling into the trap laid by previous historical interpretations which have 

emphasised differences rather than similarities.43 

It is felt that mapping the keir sites of Stirlingshire may have unbalanced the 

distribution map from the point of view of illustrating Cumbric settlement. As suggested 

above keir in this area appears to represent either British or Pictish adopted into Gaelic 

either as a non-generative appellative or as an ex nomine element. However, they are 

mapped because there is an enclosure on the site and keir derives from British (or 

Pictish) cairo 

Overall Conclusions 

From the survey above and the preceding chapter we may make the following 

conclusions. 

42 Further study is required to detail Gaelic borrowing of Cumbric and Pictish words, Watson and 
Nicolaisen mention it but there has been no discussion of the processes involved or the amount of 
borrowing. One starting point is Greene (1994: 107). 
43 Differences of Pictish from Cumbric may be partly attributed to the varying amount of Roman Latin 
influence on the areas to the north of the Forth compared to the relatively more Romanised areas to the 
south during the, albeit varying, period of Roman rule. 
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Historical and archaeological 

Firstly, we have little evidence for the use of cair as a generic before the time of 

Bede while Carlisle does not acquire its cair element until the ninth century. Secondly, 

by considering the application of cair, we can see the development in nuance of the 

word. In an earlier setting it would have been applied to hill-top enclosures (also known 

as 'hill forts'). At the time these would have already been antiquities in the landscape 

but some may refer to living settlements at the time of naming either on the enclosure or 

near to them (especially if we bear in mind archaeological evidence for the use of hilltop 

enclosures up until the 7th
- 8th centuries) . As antiquities cair could also refer to previous 

Roman sites yet such sites are, in Cumbria, in the minority. 

Discounting the eliminated sites we can distinguish three categories; 1) those 

with a hilltop enclosure and later settlement; 2) a hilltop enclosure on its own and 3) 

Roman sites. At the same time Cumbric may have had a reflex similar to the W. cae'r 

'field! enclosure of, these sites could be the ones represented as farmsteads or hamlets 

today that have no archaeological record.44 

Cumbric developed the nuance of 'farmstead' for the generic as, it is suggested, 

the places called cair by the 10th century were mostly farms that had taken their names 

from the nearby enclosure. The later cair names that indicate Cumbric re-expansion, for 

example, refer to such 'farmsteads'. Perhaps one other common element about hill-top 

enclosures and Roman forts and how they both had the cair element applied to them 

were that by the 4th _10th centuries they would have stood out in the landscape as stone

walled ruins compared to the contemporary wooden buildings. 

A later development in nuance in the element is indicated by the higher 

proportion of the cair as a Roman fort in Pictavia compared to the Cumbric area. This 

may be explained in that cair ceased to become a generative term earlier in Pictavia and 

44 Such sites should be eannarked for further archaeological study as they may reveal an earlier enclosure 

and/or may have been built on one. 
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also that Pictish died out earlier than Cumbric. As Cumbric lived on and as Strathclyde 

expanded cair found a new nuance which applies to 'enclosed homestead' only and need 

not have referred to a nearby antiquity. At the same time some of the forms may be 

simply cae'r 'the enclosure / field of. Both these forms may later have been spelled 

car-. Such a development in nuance is also found in Brittany (as indicated by Jackson), 

itself an expanding kingdom in this period. 

It is of note that some of the specifics in our cair sites are personal names of 

British historical mythological and legendary figures, for example, Car-maben.45 These 

may have been named at the time of these figures and reflect that it was for example 

Dunawd's cairo In addition, they are likely to have been contemporary personal names 

and may not have anything to do with the historical or legendary figure at all. Also such 

names may have been the work of later Cumbrians. 

The function of placing heroic figures in the landscape asserts contemporary 

political control: it gives the people doing the naming legitimacy. It works in the same 

way as clan histories, genealogies and may be used to assert a later, contemporary claim 

of lordship. For example, bards at the Cumbrian courts in the 9th to 11 th century may 

have referred to their genealogies and poetry to justify the conquest of what would 

become Cumberland from the Northumbrians by invoking earlier historic figures 

mentioned in genealogies and poetry. Once conquest had been achieved some of these 

sites, as enigmatic hill-top enclosures and antiquities were named after these heroic 

figures (e.g Dunmail Raise CMB, possibly named after Dyfnwal). 

The use of cair in literary sources which have been given an early dating has to 

be reconciled with the actual use of cair in other sources such as Bede and its use in 

Carlisle. Given the argument about dating of the literature it is hard to give any absolute 

45 Such examples are Cardunneth - Dunawd, Carmaben, (Lochmaben, Clach maben) -Mabon, Carruthers
Rederech, Pabo ( Papcastle , possibly Peebles < Pablis, Pabo's !lys or a G. Paba, name for an abbot + 
lias); Cardon aId < Dyfnwal; Carbellow < Bele; Carwinley < Gwenddoleu. Cargen < Uinniaul Gwinnion. 
Tenuously:- Carrifranl Carbrain < Brfm (Hen) ;Carthannock < Danoe! Teneu; Carlaverock < Llyfarch. 
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dating to the use of cair as a generative element. However, its use in Y Gododdin and the 

Taliesin poems suggests that as a generative element cair was being used at the end of 

the sixth century onwards at least in Wales. 

Further research can be proposed of known G. cathair sites and their possible 

link with an archaeological site both in Scotland and Ireland. 

With Carthur DMF, if we accept a derivation of cair + N. Thor, it suggests a 

Norse speaker holding a cair under Cumbric rule. In the conquest of Cumberland and 

other areas of previous Northumbrian rule there may have been alliance between the 

Norse and the Cumbrians against Northumbria. If we accept that hog-back stones 

represent Norse burials46 at Cumbric centres e.g. Govan and Penrith, as well as our 

Cumbric names with Norse personal name specifics and Cumbric-Norse hybrids, this 

may be indirect evidence for the theory of Norse and Cumbric alliances. Such a 

hypothesis would make sense in the situation following the fall of Dumbarton, the Norse 

leadership would have then been in a very powerful position to influence the Cumbric 

leadership, they could also have formed the king's retinue and intermarried into the 

Cumbrian leadership. (A good comparison is with Gwynedd kingship where Gruffudd 

is partly descended from an Irish Scandinavian line). A firm alliance against a 

weakened Northumbria would be in the both parties interest. It would leave the 

Cumbrians free to attack Northumbria and undertake the establishment of lordships in 

Cumberland. Intermarriage with the Scots leadership suggested alliance and also close 

links with the Norse may have acted as a deterrent to a Scots attack on Cumbria. Norse 

aid may have been an essential part of this campaign and they would also profit from 

any victories. Examples such as Carthur DMF suggest that land may have been given to 

some of these troops for service. It is suggested that the establishment of Cumberland 

may have been ajoint Cumbro-Norse operation. The origin of the Norse in question 

46 Although this itself is doubtful. 
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points at either Irish Norse as shown with many Norse who use a Gille- prefix, which 

itself became a productive toponym, or Gaelicised Norse from the western isles. 

Alternatively, it is also suggested that there was Cumbrian overlordship over 

English and Hiberno-Norse subjects, Carthur being a homestead held by Thur. In its 

situation it lies on the line of Strathclyde expansion into Cumberland. In addition, it 

suggests that the Cumbrian overlords did either not expel local landholders or that allied 

Hiberno-Norse warriors, on a Cumbrian advance, received land as a reward. 

However, the entry from Duald mac Firbis' Three Fragments between 911 and 

91847 states that the Cumbrians were attacking the Norse, which undermines the idea of 

any long-term alliance. It is possible that Carthur dates from this time and represents 

Cumbrian overlords of an estate held by someone of Scandinavian descent. 

The parallel Norse experience in Brittany and Cumbria and the usage of ker sites as 

opposed to tre! in Brittany in the 9th century has been discussed above. That tre! would 

thrive in Cornwall and Wales may be because of the relative absence of Norse 

incursions and the removal of a need for a defensive structure around the homestead. 

Cair names have to be seen in the context of their time. The majority of 

examples in Cumbria illustrate Cumbrians (and Picts) using the cair generic to refer to 

an 'enclosed homestead', either inhabited or an antiquity at the time of naming, and 

what were Roman sites or assumed Roman sites. In the same way, twentieth century 

archaeologists have referred to 'defended homesteads' / 'hill top enclosures' as 'hill 

forts'. They were referring to places that were antiquities at the time of naming: whether 

they were inhabited or not is a separate question. Often the use of a personal name 

indicates occupation at the time of naming, although names referring to vegetation or 

animals probably indicate non-inhabited sites. 
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Language 

From analysis of the second elements, mainly the specifics above, we can begin 

to discern Cumbric words (cau for example) and naming patterns and add to the 

Cumbric lexicon. While we notice some differences from Old Welsh, on the whole, the 

words appear to be similar. It can be concluded from this that Cumbric, rather than being 

a separate language from Old Welsh, should rather be seen as a dialect of British 

alongside OW and MW. 

The keir sites and cair sites in STL may represent settlements named during the 

period that STL was part of Manau. Keir in these cases may either represent a G. 

pronunciation of Brit. Cair, it being adopted as an ex-nomine generic, or possibly a 

dialectal pronunciation of cair associated with either Manau or Pictish pronunciation. 

Distribution + Expansion 

Fig I (p.2IO) illustrates the Cumbric expansion into Cumberland. For the 

previously English speaking area to have late sounding cair forms (Carlisle, Castle 

Carrock, Cardew) supports this. Furthermore this expansion appears to have penetrated 

Peeblesshire, Lothian and Ayrshire. However, the keir forms of Stirlingshire appear to 

be an earlier layer not showing Cumbric expansion but instead a Gaelicised form of cair 

taken into the language at an earlier stage from either British or Pictish. Next the lref 

element is discussed with which, as another Cumbric habitative generic, we will be able 

to balance the suggestions discussed above concerning cairo 

47 See Ch 1 :33 above and Anderson (1922:402). 
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Chapter Four 

The place-name element trefin Cumbria 

1: 1 Introduction 

Tref is one of the most distinctive generic place-name elements in the Brittonic 

world, found in Scotland, Wales, Cornwall, Brittany and England. This chapter will 

focus on its situation and usage in what has been considered as Cumbric Scotland (that is 

the south of present day Scotland to the area just north of the Forth and Clyde, 

including Clackmannanshire, Stirlingshire, and Dunbartonshire to Cumberland in the 

south). It is found all over this area, in varying concentrations, and a list is provided in 

the gazetteer in chapter five below. 

In order to discuss this element, which has justifiably been termed as one of the 

key Cumbric (Nicolaisen 1986:160) and Brittonic features, we will firstly look at what 

has been said about tref names from the oldest written sources such as Llyfr Llandaf and 

at sources from Scotland alone, with a chronological discussion of scholarship on the 

tref element with a summary of the various camps. 

We will then examine what scholars have said about tref names elsewhere 

chronologically in Wales (with a brief discussion about its role in Welsh Law), Cornwall 

and Brittany respectively. This wider view will then be summarised and conclusions 

drawn with special reference to the Scottish problems. Previously suggested tref forms 

will be mapped (see Nicolaisen's trefmap(1976:167) and Watson's discussion 

(1926:357-365)), along with the present author's proposed trefforms and why these 

have been proposed. It will be seen that Hooker's gazetteer can prove useful as an 

entrance into fmding elements when MS documents have either not registered a site, or 

that site has been lost. It will be suggested that tref names and their distribution can give 

us some ideas about Cumbric contraction / expansion and some indication about where 

the language lasted longest. This chapter includes discussion of previous scholarship and 

the gazetteer has proposed etymologies for the tref sites. 
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The conclusions will discuss the distribution and density of tref sites, and discuss 

whether the tref generic can help map out the tenth-century Cumbric expansion. 

1:2 Problems 

Identification 

It is argued that in Cumbric tref stayed as one of the words for a 'single 

settlement' or 'homestead'. However, there are examples such as in the south Ayrshire 

cluster, where it may also be argued that trefhad begun to take on the 'centre of local 

government'definition. 

It is difficult to be certain, even with old MS forms, when we have a Cumbric 

tref However, one of the main factors we can rely on is the non-usage of its possible 

cognate treabh in Irish and Scottish Gaelic as a generative element indicating that it was 

either borrowed into Scottish Gaelic as an ex-nomine element or that Cumbric survived 

to the time when it was replaced by Scots/ Inglis and not Gaelic. 

Lastly, it is important to distinguish at the outset where trefis still being used to 

give names to places and the usage of trefwhere the element, although in use, is not 

generating any new names of places. The time when tref is generative can be seen to 

vary in the different Brittonic countries. This generative distinction is necessary when 

we come to consider whether trefwas adopted into Gaelic. We have to ask whether it 

was simply borrowed as an element and re-spelled as treabh therefore acting as a filter 

for Cumbric tref, or whether treabh became a generative form itself in Gaelic. It is 

possible that its presence in Easter Ross as mentioned by Watson (1926:357n) may 

represent a much earlier use in Scots Gaelic on the mainland. Furthermore, the absence 

of tref in Irish appears to confirm this probable ex-nomine, non-generative borrowing 

into Scots Gaelic. 
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2. Celtic dictionary Definitions and Philology 

2:1 IE roots 

Lewis and Pedersen (1937:45,46) state that' IE t and IE th gave Celtic t, this 

remains initially in insular Celtic, subject to lenition in Irish (and Scots Gaelic) to th, in 

Brittonic to d '(e.g. possibly Threave and Y Drej). Pokorny (1959:1090) traces it back to. 

'treb, trob, treb oder tro b-, trb- , Balkenbau, Gebaude, Wohnung' (beams, building, 

house).' Cognate with Lat. Trabs and trabes, -is f., 'beam', and taberna, 'living space', 

Osc, triibum 'domum, aedificium'. Other cognates given are OG dorp, drop, 'Landgut, 

Hof, Dorf, (,estate' ,'farm' ,'village'), OFries, Therp, thorp, AS thorp, OhD Dorf and 

Goth. Paurp, 'field, acre'. Mann (1984/87: 1422) also traces it back to IE treb 'dwelling' 

and trebo 'to dwell'. The earliest source for its use in Celtic is in the Gaulish name 

Atrebates (*ad-treb-) 'home dwellers'. 

Vendryes also draws a cognate with Latin tribus which gives English 'tribe'. 

This has been discussed by Benveniste (1969:366). He suggests that this derivation is 

cognate with Greek tri and phyl. Although it is outwith the scope of this study to discuss 

this particular derivation Nagy (1987:246) has suggested that tribus is rather from tri + 

polis. Vendryes (Lexique:T-128) also glosses troba, trioba as 'maison, biitiment '. Such 

meanings have an important bearing on the main argument of the use of tref in the 

Brittonic countries as they show slight changes in the meaning of the word developing. 

Scots Gaelic 

Dwelly (1911 :967) gives, 'treabh, pr. pt. [v.noun] a' treabhadh, 'to plough', 'till 

the ground', 'cultivate', 'delve". Also treabh, pI. -eibh, 'farmed village', 'tilling', 

'agriculture'. There are numerous words derived from this one of which is treabhair, a 

'collective', 'houses in a cluster', 'steadings', 'out-houses', 'farm-buildings', 

'homestead'. Cf. Trefor, CRN. Watson (1926:357) says that he heard it freely in the 

Gaelic of Easter Ross but not in the isles. Dithreabh is 'wilderness', or 

'untilled' /'uninhabited' land, cf. 01 dithrub. 
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Charles-Edwards discussed (1972:18-19) the eet treb 'hundred farms' of Argyll 

and noted how it does not always contain a hundred farms just as the English hundred 

does not always contain a hundred hides. For example, he quotes from the Senehusfer /l

Alban pISS, line 40, 'Cet treb i n-ile Odeieh.xx.teeh', 'A eet treb in Islay (Odeich) 

twenty houses' . 

Irish 

DIL (1913:280) defines treb as of 'native origin, but in meaning perhaps 

influenced by Latin tribus and defines treb as a)'house', 'farm', 'holding' b) 

'household', 'tribe' c) 'stock'. Also trebad a verbal noun meaning a) an 'act of 

ploughing', 'cultivating', 'husbandry' b) 'residence' c) 'a searching of the mind', 'taking 

thought', 'resolve' (i.e. cultivating, ploughing the mind). Also trebaid, a)'cultivates', 

'tills, 'ploughs' b) 'inhabits', 'dwells in' c) 'contemplates', 'resolves'. 

There is some evidence for treb, cognate with tref, in Ireland. What is surprising 

is despite its large attestation in Irish Law it does not appear to have become a 

productive place-name element. Watson (1926:357) cites only two examples Oentreb 

now Antrim and Seantruibh (anglicised as Shantry) near Dublin. 

Ifwe refer to Vendryes (Lexique:T-126) there are a multiplicity of meanings 

found for the word. Again a feminine noun and defined as a 'habitation', 'agricultural 

exploitation'. In treb eoiteenn a 'communal habitation' and a nominative plural a treba, 

'their houses'. Also a dative singular In eeeh threib is rat 'in each family it has to be 

said'. A genitive singular in inud trebe Leuve 'a la place de la tribu de Levi'. Also verbs 

are conjugated from it; trebaid, 'he works/cultivates', 'he lives'. Ad-treba, 'he lives' (cf. 

Atrebates ) eon-treba, 'he lives/frequents'. 
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Charles-Edwards noted (1972:18) how in the Irish laws the five hide unit was 

called the coic treb, and also that the five hide unit in England was the amount needed to 

be seen as a noble. 1 

This amount of evidence would suggest that it may have provided a place-name 

element in Irish. Treb in Irish may have been replaced by baile later. However, it is 

curious that treb did not become an established element in Irish especially considering 

its meaning of 'holding'. Perhaps it came to be used for the 'household' rather than the 

building itself, or perhaps it had a too strongly 'home' definition. The use of Treb in 

Ireland illustrates how some generics cease to be generative. 

Welsh 

The Geiriadur Mawr (1983:415) gives: tref(f.) pI. trefi, trefydd 'casgliad mawr 0 

dai yn fwy, na phentref, cartref. 'Town', 'home'. Cartrefis 'home'; to 'go home' is 

mynd adref Further usage is; 0 dre : iffwrdd; tua thre: tuag adref; yn nhre : gartref 

The GPC states; 'Ardal ddinesig ac iddi ffin bendant a llywodraeth leol, yn fwy na 

phentref ond heb ei phennu yn ddinas, casgliad mawr 0 dai, &c. yn ffurfio ardal boblog; 

prif fan siopa neu fusnes y cyfryw ardaloedd; pobl sy'n byw mewn tref; trigfan, 

preswylfa, annedd, cartref, hefyd yn ffig. (am y nefoedd); t"y" (a'r tir o'i gwmpas), 

tyddyn, ffenn fechan, dam 0 dir; (yn y cyfriethiau Cymreig) pedwaredd rhan 0 faenor a 

gynhwysai dau gant pum deg a chwech 0 erwau, (- mesur arbennig 0 dir). GPC partly 

translates this as, 'town; dwelling-place, habitation, residence, home, also fig. (of 

heaven); house (and surrounding land), homestead, smallholding, piece of land; (in the 

Welsh laws) fourth part of a maenor consisting of two hundred and fifty six acres, (a 

special measure of land). 2 

I However, he states (1972: 18) that the I. coictreb (5x 120) 600 acres) is a cognate unit with the W cantreJ 
This is mistaken. A trefin W Law is 256 acres which multiplied by 100 is 25,600 acres. 
2 GPC: I am indebted to Dr. Andrew Hawke of the GPC, Aberystwyth, for this pre-publication excerpt 
from the GPC, which is under their copyright. 
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Old fOlTIlS given in GPC are; 9th century treb guidauc. 12th cad yn IH'erton 

diryon dreuyt. 1th_13th, yg Caer Amwythic, yg kein dreui. 13th, pedeyr gauael em pob 

tref; pedeyr tref em pob maenaul. 14th, Manauydan ar y drefyn llundein. 14th Tref 

eurddyn.15th gidaiw'n dref 1547 Tref- a towne. 1588, ond tai trefly rhai nid oes 

caeroedd ... 1604, Tref gaerog = urbs, oppidum. 

It is of note that the earliest reference dates from the 9th century. It is perhaps 

worthwhile to comment on the word trefnu 'to organise' and trefn, 'order, arrangement' 

as they may have a bearing on the semantics of the word tref 

Breton 

Roparz Hernon gives (GIB:3142) 'trev m. pI. -ou treve (division de paroisse), 

succursale'. He refers to DEBM (p.394) which gives treff translating it as,' treuaix, lat. 

Treuia, i.e., urbs'. And to Rostrenen (p.890)3 who gave tref!, tre 'succursale, treve ou 

aide de Paroisse fort etendue'; the plurals being treffou, trevou, treou. In the Bro 

Gwened dialect it is found as tre, treu, treau with the plural forms of treeu, treueu (pI) ; 

an iliz tre is translated as ' l'eglise succursale'. He cites Pelletier4 who gave tref, treo, 

trew , and who translated it as 'treve, hameau, tas de maisons ou, villages attaches a une 

petite Eglise dependante de la paroissiale, dont celIe-Ie est Succursale'. Hernon gives the 

plural as treviou and trevou . 

Cornish 

Padel (1985:223) states; 'Tre, *tref (t). 'estate, farmstead', in texts 'town, 

village' or 'home'. OC treuedic gI. colonus - 'cultivator'. MC., the drevas, 'thy tillage'. 

It is found as tre with a loss of the final -v (from trev), meaning 'farmstead', 'village' 

'town' and 'home'. It is found in ordinary speech e.g. mos a-dre, 'to go away' (from 

home). 

3 Gregoire de Rostrenen, Dictionnaire Francois Celtique ou Francais Breton (1732) Rennes. 
4 Dom Le Pelletier, Dictionnaire de fa Langue Bretonne (1752). Hernon does not give the page number. 



Padel continues (1985:223), 'The usage of tre in Cornwall as a place-name element is 

more standardised and more widespread than in any other Brittonic areas.' Because of 

this widespread usage we may suggest that the Cornish example be used as our standard 

in relation to Cumbria. 

Conclusions 

The Scottish Gaelic usage as found by Watson is intriguing as it may indicate a 

previously wider usage in the historic mainland Gaelic-speaking areas. Currently it has 

use as a noun or a verb but it may be possible to back project that Gaelic may have used 

it as a generative element earlier in its history, this being replaced by other generics such 

as baiZe. The Irish usage appears to support such as theory. With its very specific referral 

of treb to 'house', 'habitation', again it is odd that it did not become a key generic in 

Ireland. As with Scotland the key generic for homestead becomes baile. The popularity 

of baiZe may have come later in the proto-, and full, feudal periods. 

Welsh and Cornish have followed the same path with regard to tref I trev. The 

generic refers to 'homestead' initially but then, obviously as these homesteads grew, 

referred to 'villages', 'hamlets' and then by the 15th century, 'towns'. Surviving Welsh 

Laws also enable us to see that trefhad a legal definition as a specific amount of land on 

a maenor. Tref I Trev in Cornwall and Wales, as with baiZe in Ireland, becomes the pre

eminent generic for 'homestead', and it appears for the same reasons as Irish and 

Scottish baile and with English tun, because of the feudalisation process. 

To place the chief period of generative usage in the feudal period is to imply late 

usage of trev which may be true but this does not discount that trev had been used much 

earlier albeit not on such a wide scale. The implications for tref in Cumbria are 

discussed below. 
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3:1 Scotland - scholarship referring to tref 

In Watson's discussion of the generic (1926:357) he mentions 'an early Celtic 

trebo-, 'dwelling', perhaps also 'village', saying that it is, 'seen in the tribal name 

Atrebates for Ad-trebates 'nigh-dwellers' ... In Welsh tref is a homestead, a hamlet.' He 

continues; 'treabh is extremely rare in Irish place names', and cites Oentreb and Sean 

truibh, and that 'these may have been influenced by British usage. In Wales, on the other 

hand, trefis as common in names of places as baile is with us and in Ireland'. Before 

going on to survey the evidence he gives a brief overview of the distribution, 

mentioning; 'In the southern part of Scotland this term is found all over; north of the 

Forth and Clyde isthmus it occurs fairly often on the eastern side of the country; in the 

west two possible instances occur in the Kintyre region. The Gaelic-speaking people of 

Galloway and Ayrshire evidently retained it as a legacy from Welsh' (1926:358). Later 

scholarship in the main agrees with Watson's definition. 

Nicolaisen (1976:166-70;1972:8-9) gave a useful analysis of the trefelement in 

Scotland. He isolated with a distribution map (1972:8) the position of trefas the first 

element as south of the Forth-Clyde line and as a second element as straddling the Forth

Clyde line. He then suggested that the examples where it was a second element could be 

Pictish or 'Picto-Cumbric'(1972:9) rather than just Cumbric. He also drew attention to 

the fact that the distribution of the tref element' differs essentially from that of those 

containingpren, pen and cair element. Names with tref as a first element are exclusive 

to the south of the Forth-Clyde line, with those followed by the definite article yr plus 

noun apparently of a more easterly distribution than those in which neither the present 

nor the historical forms do imply such usage' (1976:167). 

One problem with this is that tref occurs as a second element in Welsh and 

Cornish (see Padel 1985:232) and is not exclusively 'Picto-Cumbric'. Moreover there 

are quite a few examples of tref as a second element in the south although admittedly 

not many. 
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Nicolaisen also drew attention to the important fact that some of the examples of 

tref as second element have what appears to be Gaelic first elements (e.g. Clentry FIF, 

Fintry ABD). This he explains to be a Gaelic borrowing of the trefelement (as treabh) 

and he points to the absence of the Irish cognate treabh in Scotland and in Scots Gaelic 

and its rarity in Ireland. He suggests that the pit- element satisfied the homestead 

function as a first element while tref would fit as second element which pit- could not 

do. He also draws comparisons with Gaulish (1976:166-170). 

Moreover, Nicolaisen gave a model of sedimentary layers of different ethnicities' 

place-names which was useful. However, for the purposes of examining British names 

in general we have to devise a more complex model. Such a model has to insert another 

layer that isolates the Cumbric re-conquest / expansion period as it has left us with 

another layer of names, names that need to be distinguished from the earlier British 

layer. This Cumbric layer can be seen to vary according to locality; in some areas it 

supersedes English place-names, in others, Gaelic names. In tum this layer of Cumbric 

names is overlain by English and Gaelic names, the proportion of each varying 

according to locality. 

Whittington (1974: 1 06) usefully distinguishes tref in Scotland from that in 

Wales, (describing it as cognate with the Welsh tref). 

In Wales this element is very common and referred to a homestead or hamlet but in Welsh it also 

had the connotation of a land division - a combination of meanings similar to those suggested for 

pit. In Scotland trefplace-names are common in the south but N of the Forth and Clyde they are 

almost entirely restricted to the E.; only one example occurs in the W, in Lochcarron, and thus 

the overall distribution is very similar to that of the pit element. The tref element is however not 

as common as pit and there is some doubt as to the origin of this word in E Scotland. Unlike the 

pit element which is followed by a Q-Celtic element, trefis preceded by one. The occurrence of 

trefplacenames is somewhat puzzling for if that word had the same connotation in E Scotland as 

it had in Wales and possibly SW Scotland then a further complication is added to the system of 

land division in the area'. 

Taylor describes it (1995:472) as; 
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The Welsh cognate is tref, 'homestead, hamlet ... North of the Forth it occurs as a second element , 

while in the fonner British territories south of the Forth it is more usual to find it as the first 

element'. He adds; 'Although rare in Irish place-names, treb was, ... an appellative in OIr 

meaning 'fann'. Therefore Watson's assumption that it is of non-Gaelic provenance when it 

occurs in Scottish place-names north of the Forth, must be open to question, especially since the 

specifics in Capledrae and Clentrie appear to be G. 

He suggests that; 'Perhaps its presence in P. place-names stimulated its use as a 

place forming element in the G-speaking east. At all events, it cannot be classed with 

pelt as a loan word from Pinto G'(l99S:472). Other contributions to the discussion of 

trefin Cumbria are listed in the footnote below.s 

3:2 Conclusions from Scottish scholarship 

To conclude, Scottish scholarship has closely followed Watson. Nicolaisen 

refined the argument with his mapping of the element and his suggestion that tref as a 

B 1 (i.e. qualifier before generic) was more concentrated in the east and north-east of 

Scotland. There appears to be little evidence of tref ever having the legal meaning that it 

had in Wales. However, while Strathclydel Cumbria existed independently we might 

assume that it did. We know that galnys and cylch existed as legal terms in Cumbria and 

that trefwas a legal term in Wales and by analogy with Wales we can suggest that 

Cumbric tref had a legal function as well. 

S Maxwell (1930:258,262) mentions that the tro- of Troquhain could be W. tref or equally 'Erse' treamh. 
Johnston tended overall to look for a Gaelic name before a Cumbric one, but his interpretations were 
rather vague. E.g. 'Some names in tra and all in tre are Brythonic for this is the Welsh and Cornish tra, 
tre, tref, also Irish treb, 'house, home "(1934: 1 0). There is no fonn 'tra' referring to tref in W. and only -
dra as a suffix in C. MacDonald refers to trefas 'dwelling place' (re. Ochiltree 1941 :61) and as 'town, 
fann' with reference to Niddry (1941:43). Dixon (1947:284, 215) followed Watson closely and added a 
few more trefi to the corpus describing it as a 'stead'. Jackson (1963:77) described the Cumbrian tref as a 
village and reconstructed the spelling to *trev. Brooke (1991:314) describes Terregles DMF as a 'Brittonic 
homestead' (its old fonn being Travereglys in 1365). Proudfoot and Kelly (1997:43) define tref as 
'settlement' and suggest that the tref element in the Lothians could be associated with multiple estates 
previously illustrated by G. Jones in Wales. However, this article is a confused piece when it comes to 
onomastics, e.g. giving Gaelic lios as an example of Cumbric (1997:43). Breeze has made several 
interesting forays into the field of Cumbrian onomastics discussing, for example, Soltre and Cannichael 
(both spring 2000) and Trailtrow (1999). His views, which show a tendency to place Welsh literary figures 
in the Hen Ogledd, are noted below under the relevant Gazetteer entry. 
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The element trefin Wales and Cornwall developed the same meanings i.e. as a 

homestead then later, after the 13th _14th century being applied to a town; however it 

could still be applied to homestead. As Cumbric died out it did not develop this nuance.6 

3:3 Wales - scholarship referring to Iref 

Trefin Wales has had a much more definitive treatment and because of the 

survival of the language it has developed in meaning through time from 'homestead' to 

'town' and still has meaning and generative use in the language. Trefin Wales has a 

meaning as a place-name element and also a specific meaning in Welsh Law. It can be 

implied from this that it may have had a legal meaning also in Cumbria. 

Melville Richards (1969:vii) provides a useful overview of interpretation of the 

tref element in Wales. 'Originally a single settlement or homestead the tref developed as 

a centre of local government, and in this sense it corresponds to the Latin terms villa, 

villata, and the English township. In order to distinguish the homestead from the 

township the word trefwas sometimes added to the name of the later unit, e.g. Gwrych 

in Abergele for the house of that name, but TrefGwrych for the township.7 In some cases 

trefbecame an integral part of the name, e.g. Tre-bwll in Llansantffraid-Glan-Conwy. 

This was the general rule where a personal name was involved, as in Trefadog in 

Llanfaethlu, or Tregarwed in Llangaffo'. It may be that Richards' definition does serve 

for trefthroughout the Brittonic world. In Cornwall, for example, while Richards' 

definition remains useful, we will see that the trev (in Cornish) sites are simply too 

numerous for them all to have become a 'centre of local government'. Rather Cornish 

trev keeps its sense of 'homestead' while still a generative element and develops the 

meaning of 'hamlet', 'village' and 'town' later. 

6 Of course we can see that Tranent ELO is a town today but Cumbric died out while it was still a 

steading; it only became a town in the 18
th 

century. . 
7 See Taylor (1997:5-22) on Generic Element Variation, where he introduces the idea of 'zero genencs', 

applicable in this case. 
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Earlier Welsh scholarship also remains useful. Firstly Lloyd (1892:28): 'In 

modem Welsh trefis town, ... trefhas gone through the same change of meaning as 

town itself, and meant originally a village settlement. '" Nowhere do we find the form Y 

Dref, indicating that the object described was unique in that neighbourhood, but always 

forms like tre-helyg, tre-iorwerth, Uchel-dre, Tref-eglwys, which imply that the trefs 

[sic] were many and contiguous, and so had to be distinguished'.8 

Lloyd continues, 'trefwas the equivalent in meaning of the OE -ham and -ton, 

the Danish -by, the villa of the Middle Ages: it was the hamlet of kindred, dwelling 

together in a group of huts' . Lloyd notes a possible connection to the word to tribus, and 

takes trefto have signified 'first a joint family, held together until the fourth generation 

from a common ancestor, then the rights and privileges attaching to membership of such 

a joint family - a usage seen in treftad, i.e., tref or privileges or inheritance by right of 

ones father - then the hamlet occupied by the joint family, remaining a compact 

settlement even after by process of time more than one joint family, one trefin the eye 

of the law, or one gwely in later language, had sprung up within it'. 

Lloyd concludes; 'Trefthen in Welsh place-names is a relic of the village or 

township stage of civilization ... and which in Wales has only within comparatively 

recent times given way to the market town, the !lan, and the farm'. Lloyd also describes 

how the trefi were divided between bond and free, how every can tref (1 00 trefi) and 

cymwd was divided in to trefi. 

Richards had made further contributions towards our understanding of tref in his 

earlier work in the early 1960s. Richards emphasised (1960-63:273) that the parish, 

before the Normans, was an ecclesiastical unit rather than a secular one with little or no 

importance in the administration of secular affairs. Instead he suggests that the tref 

fulfilled this function. Besides its original 'homestead' meaning it had 'developed a 

8 The multiplicity of treji in Cumbria is also apparent when we look at the remaining ones that we have, 
previously there must have been many more, the case of Treverlen being replaced by Duddingston 
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secondary meaning for the purposes of local government and administration'. He 

continues, 'some of the trefi in this later meaning are very old, others can be dated to a 

period in the twelfth century, say, and others are still later' He repeats that; 'They 

correspond to the Latin terms villa or villata, and to the English viI! or township. They 

are seen at their best in north Wales in the counties of Anglesey, Caemarfon, Denbigh, 

Fflint, Merionydd and Montgomery. And a distinction is made at times between two 

kinds oftrefviz. trefrydd and trefgaeth (free and bond)' (Richards 1960-63:273-74). 

Richards adds (1960-63:277), 'many townships bear the name of the single 

settlement inhabited by a family which was later to become the most important in the 

neighbourhood, and it is no coincidence that later medieval townships have the same 

name as the local mansion or gentry house' . 

The discussion about the difference in meaning between the tref of the Welsh 

Laws and the trefoftoponymy can be followed in Jones (1972,1979), Charles-Edwards 

(1993) and Davies (1978). 

Glanville Jones in several articles (e.g. Jones 1971,1972, 1992,1994) criticised 

Seebohm's concept of 'Celtic cowboys'.9 He has shown that there were settled hamlet 

dwellers in early Wales and that these were to be associated with nucleated bond 

settlements, especially those inhabited by the bondmen who worked for the local 

commote lord in his maerdref Furthermore, he suggests that all early Welsh churches 

were established near a bond hamlet. In 1961 he argued for a continuity in settlement, 

and he relates many nucleated settlements to an early hill-fort (1961: 111-32). Following 

on from this his more recent research has explored the Welsh Laws especially LZ1fr 

IOl'Werth and has led him to the conclusion that the distribution of trefi across the land is 

attributable to the system laid out in the Laws and that these are derived from 'multiple 

(Edinburgh) serves as one example for such replacement. 
9 Frederic Seebohm in his Tribal System in Wales (1895) assumed that Welsh society was made up 
primarily from semi-nomadic pastoralists, 'Celtic cowboys'. This notion came to him from observing, as 
he saw it, the scattering of' Welsh' homesteads in contrast to 'English' nucleated settlement. 
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estates' that in tum existed during the Roman occupation. Briefly, the system outlined in 

Llyfr Iorwerth is as follows; 

4 erwaul acres = 1 tyddyn I homestead 

4 tyddynau = 1 rhandir I shareland = 16 acres 

4 rhandiroedd 1 gafael I holding = 64 acres 

4 gafael ion = 1 tref I vill, = 256 acres 

4 trefydd = 1 maenol = 1,024 acres 

12 maenolau + 2 trefi I vilIs = 1 cymwd = 12,800 acres 

2 cymydau = 100 trefi I vilIs = 1 cantref I hundred = 25,600 acres. 

Jones suggested that the land was exploited in large tracts of 12 square miles or 

more with trefi as the component units. He envisaged tref as representing both the focal 

settlement and the land worked from these settlements, and in relation to which the 

servile population made their renders. With such a large unit self-sufficiency could be 

achieved and with upland and lowland included in the area there would be summer and 

winter pasture, woodland, meadow and arable. This led Jones to formulate his theory 

about the continuation with 'multiple estates', with the tref, in Welsh Law at least, often 

being glossed as villa. Furthermore, Jones comments; (1979:34) 'The maenol I maenor 

of the law tracts is a late manifestation of the multiple estate ... and is characteristic of 

the Welsh agrarian system since at least the i h century and probably since the Roman 

period'. 

Wendy Davies criticised this view in 1982. While admitting that Jones may have 

a case with manors and hundreds such as that at Aberffraw and that these were organised 

into large estates in Wales, she suggests that his argument is seriously undermined 

because the Laws are written in the 11 th and 1 t h centuries and not earlier. Davies states 

(1982:44) that the 'trefis the essential fiscal unit - the unit in relation to which food 

rents were assessed and paid - the tref is the essential working unit ( both settlement and 
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land) upon which each maenol is constructed'. Davies has found from her study of the 

Llandaff Charters that in the laws' treji were grants of land, and not purely grants of 

settlements, since their bounds ran from woods to streams, as did the bounds of any 

other estate' (1978:39). Moreover she found that frequently trefwas glossed as uilla 

(villa) in the text. 'Both tenns', trefand villa, 'indicate an estate dependent on a focal 

settlement, that is worked from or making returns to that settlement'. In a later period 

'villa' may have become restricted to the house or settlement alone as happened to tref 

Also nearly all villa/ ecclesial trefunits which are still locatable today enclose only one 

principal modem settlement and church within their bounds, with or without outlying 

fanns'. Davies adds; 'Such a co-incidence suggests correlation with the pre-Nonnan 

Conquest situation'(1978:39). At this point Davies supports the idea of some continuity 

albeit not on the same scale as Jones. Davies is discusses the system whereas Jones is 

talking about individual sites. Furthennore, Davies says 'the personal names by which 

villa and tref were identified must have referred to the tenant or owner who ran the tref 

as a unit of production, and do not imply that the units were the lands of a single 

household' (1978:39). 

She argues against Jones' 'universal applicability and uniformity of this 

framework ... we do not have any evidence of the nature of the association of the treji. 

Indeed, since the model is essentially a fiscal one, it implies a consistency over many 

centuries in the machinery of proprietorship which appears extremely unlikely in a 

period which saw certain climatic and demographic alteration, and presumably some 

fundamental agrarian change. Can both land use and political organization have been so 

static, so unchanging? The effects of inheritance at least would have inaugurated some 

modification' (1982:44). 

Davies continues by suggesting that from the 9th century onwards evidence 

suggests the fragmentation of larger independent estates into smaller, independent treji, 

and that by the 11 th century any functional relationships between groups of treji were 

largely lost, only maintaining any grouping for fiscal reasons (1982:46). 
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Davies' evidence from south Wales also underlines how different the area of the 

tref was from the north and this further emphasises the local differences making it 

difficult to be too schematic about the distribution of trefz. 

Charles-Edwards has shown that a tref in the south had the same acreage as a 

maenol of the north, thus again making it difficult to apply the notion of multiple estate 

(1993:382). Charles-Edwards defines trefas 'farmstead'. 'In modem Welsh trefmeans 

town, but the earlier meaning is still preserved in cartref'home' and adref 

'homewards'. The change in the meaning of tref exactly parallels that of the English 

'town" (1993:571). He states: 'The word trefstands in origin for an individual 

farmstead, a meaning which the lawyers preserved especially in the phrase treftad, 

'patrimony" (1993 :431). 'The tref was a principal unit for the imposition of royal 

dues'(1993:432). Furthermore, 'In England ... the standard villein holding was the pivot 

of an administrative regime by which lords and their officers could control large estates. 

In Wales the pivot was the tref If obligations were imposed upon the tref, equal division 

of land among the taeogion assured an equal division of obligations. Obligations did not 

need to be assessed upon individual holdings precisely because they were imposed upon 

the trefand the land of the trefwas equally divided (1993:433). The trefhas a different 

meaning for the free and unfree; 'for the unfree whose lives were governed by the 

regime of reckon land10 the trefwas at once a settlement unit and a community within 

which their main activities fell; for the free the tref did not mark the boundary of their 

lives' (1993:434). 

However, he notes that in the Llyfr Iorwerth tyddyn is 'houseplace, homestead'. 

'The earlier sense ... is of a place in which a house is, or may be, built; it later becomes 

the term for the house itself (1993:571). In north Welsh tracts a treJitselfis translated 

as 'a vill', 'a township', comprising 256 acres. Charles-Edwards contributes an overview 
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of kingship of this period which has relevance to our interpretation of the tref element. 

'In the whole of the British isles all but the very minor kings kept on the move to 

survive; itineration was an essential economic basis of kingship' (1989:29). Earlier 

Charles-Edwards had noted that 'these linguistic changes [from 'homestead' to 'town'] 

are the result of an expansion of population changing the size of the old settlement 

units'. He also noted the similarity of the English hidage system with that of the eantref 

and Irish eet treb (1972:7). 

One further point remains to be considered in this discussion of Welsh 

scholarship: the Llyfr Iorwerth model (see p.217 above), and its relevance to Scotland. It 

can be suggested that each tyddyn contained at least a minimum nuclear family i.e. four 

people for example; there are 64 tyddyn per tref, (64 x 64 = 256 people per tref); then 

multiply this into the number of treji per eantref, (256 x 100 = 25,600 people per 

eantref); and then multiply this by the number of eantreji, 52, of the time, we end up 

with a population of early medieval Wales as (25,600 x 5 2) 1,331,200. The popUlation 

of Ireland at this time has been estimated as only 500,000. It is more realistic to estimate 

the population of Wales at around 250,000 in this period. Ifwe take the latter figure and 

then divide it down, by 52 eantreji, this gives us 4,807, a figure perhaps unsurprisingly 

very close to that estimated of the Irish tuath population of3,000. Ifwe then divide this 

down to the trefydd level we get 48 per trefydd, which is close to Davies' figures for the 

population of a villa or mansus in south Wales of 40. To further illustrate this point it 

only leaves. 75 of a person in each tyddyn. The figures above add to the argument that 

the Welsh laws are overly schematized. Furthermore, it can be argued that the figure for 

a tyddyn represents transhumance, i.e. that not all the tyddyn were inhabited all of the 

time and that the term tyddyn, 4 acres, indicates land with a habitation or land that could 

support a habitation, but did not necessarily have a habitation, or that it was simply a 

unit of measurement. 1 1 Some of these must be the hafodty, the summer shielings, only 

10 Reckon land or tir cyfrifis defined by Charles-Edwards (1993:570) as 'Land held by villeins (taeogion) 
under a special regime whereby there was no escheat and all the land was shared equally by all the adult 
taeogion within the townland'. 
II See Charles-Edwards (1993:571) definition of tyddyn. 
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occupied seasonally in the summer. In the winter people returned to the hendre, the focal 

point of the estate, the tref, and also the building at which the taxes were collected for 

the whole estate by the native rulers on their itineraries. 

Furthermore, a recognition oftranshumance and its itinerant character may have 

been built into the legal system, meaning that the laws should not all be taken literally. 

Glanville Jones' discussion of the Ripon area of North Yorkshire has also been 

useful. He has shown how the settlements taken over from the Britons would become 

the most successful (1979:9-34). This takeover often led to a change in place-names and 

therefore conceals the Brittonic origin of many settlements. He indicates that villages 

with English and Scandinavian names are no proof necessarily of English and 

Scandinavian origin. 

Jones states that (1979:31-2): 'The renaming of settlements is likely to have taken 

place when the bonds linking the components of any estate to its caput were loosened or 

severed. In general, such fission of estates is likely to have been more advanced in the 

richer areas, and the better land is therefore less likely to have kept its original name' . 

This can be applied to Scotland by using the surviving tref- names (and most Cumbric 

names) as they are most often found in upland areas. In turn this has led to the 

misleading assumption that Celtic speakers 'survived' longer in upland areas. Even 

Jackson echoed this idea in addition to Celts surviving in dispersed homesteads as 

opposed to the 'new' nucleated 'English' villages. 

In England such fission was more advanced by 1086 in the richer lowlands, 

which may indicate why there is a predominance there of English or Scandinavian 

names and the more frequent survival of the British place-names in the uplands. An 

ignorance of the economic and political organization has led to an ethnic interpretation 

of settlement history. 
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Jones' model of the multiple estate may provide us with the economic and 

political framework for a clearer understanding of early settlement history and the role 

of the trefin Brittonic Scotland. This is acceptable so long as it is borne in mind that the 

element tref can change in meaning and in size; it is difficult to say if it meant the same 

thing at the same time in any of the Brittonic areas. 

3:4 Conclusions from Wales 

In conclusion regarding the subject of trefin Wales it is apparent that we are 

dealing with two types of tref The first is that of the Welsh Laws written in the 12th and 

13 th centuries, but emanating from an earlier source, and the second, the tref in the 

landscape, its meaning beginning as 'home'or 'homestead' and developing to today's 

'town'. Undoubtedly its legal definition of vill / estate added to an expanding population 

and increasing hierarchy lead to its change in meaning from 'home' to 'town'. 

Furthermore, Davies has indicated how tref may have begun to become an obsolete term 

in Welsh law with the fragmentation of larger estates, and the trefi becoming more 

independent (1982:44). 

Tref in Wales has usage as a generic place-name element and has a legal 

meaning. The Cumbric world was part of the Brittonic world shared with the people who 

would become known as the 'Welsh', therefore we may seek to apply some of Welsh 

scholarship's conclusions to the surviving trefi in Scotland. While such an application 

may be useful and give us a model on which to base assumptions, it is Welsh law 

surviving in 1ih and 13th century texts, influenced by Norman law, and claiming to go 

back to Hywel Dda in the loth century. However, merely because the Brittonic areas 

were geographically separated does not mean that contact ceased; Y Gododdin mentions 

warriors from the south fighting in the north, before separation by land from the more 

southerly Brittonic areas. Later, after a land separation, there is mention of Welsh 

warriors fighting alongside the Cornish against Wessex. This implies that land 

separation need not be that important at all in disrupting contact especially if we 

consider that sea contact was the pre-eminent form of transport and communication in 
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our period. The Welsh poem Armes Pryde in (c.930s) gives an indication of an 

awareness of a common cause against Athelstan. It mentions 'Cornishmnen and 

Clydesmen at one with us' and gives a hint that the Clydesman were perceived as 

sharing a common Brittonic inheritance with the Welsh. The survival in the North of the 

institutions of galnys and possibly kelchyn, indicate that aspects of Brittonic Law had 

survived, so much so that they had to be bannedl2 in the Leges Inter Brettos et Scottos of 

the thirteenth century. The conclusions following the Gazetteer below will discuss the 

concentration of trefi in Ayrshire in the light of a possible cantref -style territorial 

arrangement. 

3:5 Cornwall - scholarship on trev. 

Early place-name studies are by Gover (1948) and Henderson (1935). More 

recently Padel has discussed (1985:223) the trev element, and he states that 'The usage 

of tre in Cornwall as a place-name element is ... more standardised and more widespread 

than other Brittonic areas, though parts of south-west Wales ... are similarly well 

covered. However, the use of tre as a standard settlement term must go back to the 

Common Brittonic period: that is shown by its use in all Brittonic areas, including 

southern Scotland and north west England ... However, while tre does occur in some 

compound names the vast majority of names containing the element are of the phrase 

type,13 making them probably later than the 5th century in date of formation (They can of 

course have referred to already existing settlements when they were formed as names)' . 

3:6 Padel on trev 

Padel gives a discussion of trev in Cornwall (1985:223-232) which is of 

central relevance to this chapter. He makes eighteen observations. Only the observations 

relevant to this discussion of the situation of trev in Cumbria are outlined and 

commented on below. To his study I would like to add an argument for generative use of 

trev in Cornwall later than c.llOO. 

12 Alternatively they could have become redundant. 
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1) In Cornwall there are some forms of trev as compounds but the vast majority are of 

the B2 phrase type, ie. Tre + nowydh, and therefore later than the 5th century.14 The 

latest time of usage according to Padel is c.1100. One reason given is that they are 

qualified by Celtic personal names. Padel surmises that these names were virtually out 

of use by the 1100's except for rare instances. I take his meaning to be generative usage 

rather than just usage. 

However, it is feasible to have trev plus an English or Norman personal name. 

There are other examples of this occurring with different elements ego Cumwhinton 

CMB derived as Cwm 'valley' + Quintin, from Cumquintin 1155 (EPNS PNCu:162).15 

Also the Cornish adopted English names just as they had adopted Latin names (e.g. 

Aeljheah Gerent of Lamorran) and later adopted Norman names. Having an English or 

Norman name does not tell us whether a person is Cornish speaker or not, and whether 

they would be disinclined to use trev as a naming element. Evidence for trev continuing 

as a generative element would be illustrated if we had forms such as * Trerobert or 

*Trewilliam. However, we do have examples of trev plus an English name, (e.g. 

Tredundle, Tresemple, Treburley) which indicates the usage of trev possibly as a 

generative element even amongst bilingual Cornish / English speakers. It is worthwhile 

to consider that there were areas of bilingualism in Cornwall for centuries, so even if 

someone had an English name they could still have spoken Cornish and named a farm 

trev. 

2) According to Padel trev also fell out of usage because it belonged to the native 

system of land-tenure that existed before 'the manorial system current under the Anglo

Saxons and Normans, and therefore belonging to the period of native administration' 

\3 Phrase type refers to trev occurring as a B2 i.e. the element is used as a generic in a name-phrase which 

accounts for the vast majority. 
14 In this discussion of Cornish trev the Kernewek Kemmyn spelhng is used as recommended by the 

Cornish Language Board. 
15 Although this may be a Cu. form ofW. gwaynten 'spring' cf. C. Trengwainton. 
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(1985:224). If this is the case presumably trev would have disappeared with the natiYe 

system sometime after Athelstan's 'cleansing' of Exeter and the establishment of 

Cornwall's new border c. 936, well before c.l100 as Padel suggests. 

Padel bases his assumption above on parallel evidence from the Welsh 

Laws. Trev is contained in many of the manors in Cornwall from their earliest 

appearance in the Anglo-Saxon Charters and the Domesday Book. In Domesday Book 

93 out of347 Cornish manors are called trev, i.e. over a quarter. Of named places 

granted in Saxon Charters 10 out of 42 are called trev, about a quarter. This 'indicates 

that places called tre- occupied a prominent place in the manorial system'(1985:224). 

Padel expands, 'assuming that the (manorial system) was itself partly based upon the 

native system of land-tenure, it follows that Tre- farms had occupied a special place in 

the Celtic period: that would be in keeping with the Welsh evidence'(1985:224).16 

However, the manor names may also show that trev was an established 

generative element and that trev as an element had some administrative usage in 

Cornwall. In addition, trev had increased in usage in the period of English and then 

Norman rule. At this point we can compare the development of G. baile and E. tun, both 

of which saw their usage increase as they became the main unit in a proto-feudal and 

then fully feudal system. If there were many trevow created after the establishment of 

English rule it suggests that the local elite were still Cornish speakers. A correlation can 

be drawn between the usage of tun in English speaking areas and baile in Gaelic ones. 

Furthermore, we need to discover whether all the trevow in Cornwall were 

established before 1100. The language retained the common nounyn Ire 'at home' 

sense. It would have been easy and have made sense to have applied it to a homestead 

16 Further research is needed to establish whether trev had had a legal sense in Cornish law as it did in 
Welsh law. This is difficult to prove because of the absence of texts on Cornish Law. The only known 
instances of surviving Cornish Law are some parts of Stannary Law. See Pennington (1972: 13) who 
described Stannary Law as developing from 'all three sources - Cornish, Anglo-Saxon and \:orman' 
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and this appears to have happened. Undoubtedly some trev- became manors by the time 

of the Anglo-Normans, but trev kept its meaning primarily of 'homestead'. 

To say that there were no new trev sites after 1100 implies that we will not find any trev 

sites on land settled after that date. If so, it may be asked what were these new 

homesteads called. 

3. Padel speculates whether trev replaced ker, quoting Davies. He suggests a possible 

co-existence (1985:225). Such a period of co-existence is indicated by the studies from 

Rose and Preston-Jones which are discussed below. 

4. Trev as a phrase type should be later than the 5th century. Trenowydh appears in the 

9th and in the east at the Tamar. The greatest concentration is in Kerrier. 

5. Padel notes also that the western hundreds had double hundreds, i.e. over 200 trevow 

per hundred. This bears some similarity with early DaI Riata and the eet treb (1985:226). 

6. As a B 1 proper compound we get -dra in Cornish which looks identical to the 

Cumbric occurrence of Tra- both as a B2 name-phrase and B 1, e.g. Soutra ELO. As a 

B2 there are 1300 examples, 305 using a personal name, 392 as descriptive qualifier and 

610 as obscure / ambiguous. It gives us some indication as to the parameters within 

which we can expect our Cumbric trefi to appear. 17 

7. A problem that arises is neatly illustrated by Padel, that of the variance in spelling of 

the same qualifier. For example, for trev-byghan 'small', we have Trevine, Treveans, 

Trebighan, Trebyan, Trevean. Some do not even show lenition, which may be able to 

help us to date them (e.g. lack of lenition also suggests an early form as lenition was not 

17 A Cumbric example oflosing an initial /s/ may be Trefontains BER, a parish in Merse deanery, it 
appears to be a tre-, however its earlier form is Strafontain. The generic is possibly deri\"ed from Cu. Estrat 
/ W. ystrad or ),stre 'abode' or 'border'. 
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represented in the earlier written forms of place-names in C (see PadeI1988:37)). These 

pitfalls are noted before analysis of the possible Cumbric forms. 

8. Padel presents a list of trev along with their qualifiers. This is useful as it helps give 

some indication about what our Cumbric ones may be. For example, if we find it in 

Cornish then it can be used to support our case if we find it in Cumbria. A good example 

of this is Tregallon in DMF and Tregallon in Cornwall both with the same spellings, 

Padel derives the Cornish one from trev - kelin 'holly-tree farm(stead)'(1985:23l). In the 

absence of early forms for Tregallon DMF a similar derivation such as trev + kelin is the 

most satisfactory. It also shows k > g lenition as happens in Welsh and Cornish. 

Furthermore, the qualifiers are grouped according to type, e.g., size / position, natural 

features, man-made features, usage, plants / trees, animals (mostly birds), colours/ 

pleasantness, ownership (other than personal names), and ownership (personal names) 

(1985:231-232). Such groupings are useful as it means we know what kinds of names to 

expect, and considering the absence of early forms, narrow down the guesswork 

involved. 

3:7 Further scholarship 

In their study of the Padstow and Davidstow areas of Cornwall Rose and 

Preston-Jones (1986:143) have illustrated the fruitful marriage of the disciplines of 

archaeology and onomastics. They state that: 

the tre settlements show a consistent distribution, set out along the valley sides approximately 

half a mile apart, and often paired on opposite sides of the valleys. The spacing is controlled to a 

certain extent by the local topography, but it is so regular that it suggests a highly organised and 

carefully planned layout. Each tre seems almost to be provided with a standard amount of arable 

land and with access to the valley bottom for wood, fish and reeds and to the interfluvial ridge 

top for rough grazing. The settlement itselfis generally located on the valley slope, in the middle 

of the arable. 
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They compare the farms in Cornwall of 100-200 acres with the tref or villa of 3 

modii (c. 120 acres) of Wales. This study is significant for the purposes of the 

distribution of trev in A YR for example, where we have a concentration of trev names. 

For instance in Carrick we can begin to look for a similar arrangement of trev in the 

landscape. Furthermore, with a lack of early place-name forms for trev in Cumbria 

shows the importance of the aspect of the site and that the positioning of the site may 

provide further evidence for a trev site. 

Lastly, Thomas has mentioned the trev generic. He states: 

The settlement unit, the farmer's actual home with outbuildings and the adjoined houses of 

relatives or neighbours, was now unenclosed, and the place name element tre(f) emerges by the 

time of the Domesday Book as the usual label. It does not mean 'hamlet' or 'village' in the 

southern English sense; Cornish dialect 'townplace' translates it, and agricultural holding would 

be a technicaIIy correct description because a trefwas clearly accepted as the homestead with 

anciIIary buildings and all the land, a single social unit (1986: 77). 

3:8 Conclusions from Cornwall 

Cornish scholarship indicates that trev retained its meaning of 'homestead' and 

extended its meaning to 'towns'. Later, there is some evidence for trev being used in 

Cornwall as it was in Welsh law. The number oftrev sites in Cornwall, e.g. 100 per 

keverang / cantref and 200 each in the western hundreds reflects organisation along 

cantref lines. The survival of trev names in Cornwall has enabled scholarship to 

establish the planned nature of trev sites giving a clear idea of where we can expect to 

find a trev site (see Rose an Preston-Jones 1986: 143). For the purposes of identifying 

trev sites in Cumbria this is very useful. 

As for the usage of trev it can be concluded the Cornish, during the middle ages, 

continued to coin the term trev for established farms and new ones as they were set up. 

The generative usage of trev continued as did its lexical and onomastic usage. 

Furthermore, it has been argued that it continued as a generative element far later than 



1100. Flatres has commented: 'In Cornwall, Tre- seems to have remained a living prefix 

for a long time, probably down to the disappearance of the Cornish language'(1977:73). 

The prevalence of trev in Cornwall is in itself remarkable given the period of 

time that English has had to have influenced the place-names. It may be suggested that 

trev was so common due to calqueing or analogical analysis with E. tun. Usage in 

English language contexts suggests such calqueing and that tre may have become an 

English borrowing, i.e. via bilingual Cornish / English speakers, it has survived in high 

density in east Cornwall. In addition, it may give us some indication of a long period of 

bilingualism in east Cornwall or even that the population there remained monoglot 

Cornish for longer and that patterns of a gradual east to west decline are at fault. Rather 

it may be suggested that there was a quite sudden decline after the Prayer Book 

Rebellion (1549) after a long period of relative stability and flourishing of Cornish 

during the middle ages. 

However, the meaning of trev did begin to change. The former homesteads to 

which it was first applied had developed into hamlets, some had become manors, and so 

were larger, and included more buildings than just a homestead. Such a development 

matches the change in meaning that happened with W. tref through 14th and 15
th 

centuries and also with G. baile and E. tun. It is with these latter two generics that trev 

can be most readily compared as these also become terms related to food renders and 

lordship. Future research may throw up other links of these generics. It is important to 

recognise that the use of trev did not wane at all in Cornwall despite the overlordship of 

English kings from c. 936 to 1066. In addition, it suggests the continuance of a Cornish 

(speaking) administration under English rule. 

By the mid-sixteenth century trefin Wales came to mean 'town' but trefcould 

still be applied to a homestead. This date ties in with Tregear in Cornwall who in 1588 

had to distinguish between towns and houses. For both he used {rev qualifying it with 

marras 'market' and trygva 'living'. We can see from the W. dating the development in 
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meanings and as Cornish survived it had a similar development in meanings for (rev. At 

the same time the usage of tre was being undercut by other elements such as chi 'house' 

and later bargen tir 'farm'. The late Cornish period 1575-1800 saw the use of bargen (ir 

for 'farm, holding of land' a construction which hints that trev could no longer be 

applied to 'farmstead'. Generative usage of trev petered out as the language faded. 

3:9 Scholarship from Brittany 

Tre is used in Breton (e.g.Treglonou) and is attested as trev. An early discussion 

is by Largilliere (1924:363) who criticised an onomastic work of place-names in France 

for ignoring Breton names. He states that' treve est un nom courant en fran<;ais de 

bretagne pour designer une subdivision de la paroisse ... treve doit etre reserve pour la 

communaute religieuse groupee autour de son eglise treviale; la treve est une sous

paroisse, une succursale; on y baptiste et on y celebre la messe Ie dimanche' . 

He adds that 'les treves n'aient pas toujours pour patron Ie saint eponyme de la paroisse. 

C'est la regIe; Ie contraire est l'exception, et il est naturel qu'il en soit ainsi, car certaines 

paroisses comportaient beaucoup de treves' . 

He continued; 'la constitution de la treve n'a rien de comrnun avec l'origine de la 

paroisse; c'est un hameau, it l'interieur de la paroisse, qui au cours des siecles a pris de 

l'importance, et it qui il a fallu donner une eglise succursale; son nom existait bien avant 

que Ie hameau ait ete erige en treve, comrne Ie nom de tant d'autres hameaux en tre, qui 

sont demeures de simples hameaux' (1924:363). 

Largilliere noted that the tre of the Vannetais rarely have the sense of a religious 

trev, but are usually a significant grouping of houses, whilst in the other bishoprics of 

Brittany, he says, 'Tre est tres souvent suivi d'un nom de saint, et a eu souvent it 

l'origine un sens religieux' (1924:364). 

Nora Chadwick (1965:275 n.4) utilised (rev to illustrate the peaceful nature of 

the Brittonic occupation of Armorica. She suggested that 'tref ... denotes simply a 
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hamlet in which sense it occurs commonly in the Welsh laws. Like piau and lann it is 

found throughout Brittany ... An astonishingly large proportion consists of two elements 

denoting a place or settlement, such as piau, tref-, lann-, lac-, to which are added the 

names of early Celtic saints'. 

Pierre Flatres illustrated the development of the tref element in two articles. He 

suggests that the element followed the same meaning in Cornwall and Wales but with 

three exceptions (1956: 15). Firstly, that the modem Breton Trea was used as a 

subdivision of a commune. 'Les trea sont souvent denommees d'apres une chapelle se 

trouvant sur leur territoire. Pour beaucoup de gens, il y a une trea par chapelle. Mais, en 

fait, certaines Treo portent des noms de villages, d' autres ne possedent pas de chapelles. 

Enfin, il y a toujours une Treo ar vorc 'h, treo du bourg. En franyais, Ie mot treo est 

traduit par 'treve', ou parfois par 'quartier'. Secondly, there is the 'treve' of the Ancien 

Regime in the documents of the 1 i h and 18th centuries described as 'Ie territoire 

dependant d'une eglise succursale, une sorte de 'sous- paroisse". Thirdly, he descibes 

tref!, and tn? as very frequent in Breton toponomy, in this case as in Wales and Cornwall 

the term refers simply to a habitation and not to a 'circonscription'(district). Flatres also 

describes (1977: 73) Tref Trel Tre, as the 'oldest ordinary settlement denomination in 

the Breton language'. However he describes it as 'ambiguous'. 'It is used as a place

name element (but not now as a common noun) to denote a settlement, either an isolated 

farm or a group of farms. It is also used as a common noun with the meaning township, 

the basic territorial division in Celtic lands, a part of a parish ... On the other hand, Tre

as a place name element appears to have meant just 'settlement', the settlement par 

excellence, referring especially to those fundamental settlements linked with 

agriculture. ' 

He continues: 'In Brittany ... Tre- as a settlement name prefix seems to have 

gone out of use rather early in the Middle Ages. Tre- names thus belong to the earliest 

stratum of Breton place names, and settlements thus named were probably important 

settlements from the beginning'. Flatres also comments that 'Tre prefixes were 
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superseded by Ker prefixes' (1977:73) and that ker had evolved from the meaning 

'stronghold' to that of 'ordinary farm'. 'In fact' he continues, 'Ker has replaced tre as 

the standard name for a settlement' .18 

Tre names are found in Upper Brittany and in Lower Brittany. Flatres states: 

'Some became lordly seats; others are associated with chapels. Some became the seats 

of secondary parishes. In that case it is difficult to say whether the Tre name was 

originally the name of a single settlement or that of a township. By and large, however, 

tre names are names of lay settlements, of agricultural settlements. They may be located 

anywhere in the parish, usually at some distance from the parish church or from the 

oldest lordly seats' (1977:73). 

Bernard Tanguy mapped the distribution of Tre names in the mixed zone of 

Breton and French names in Breizh Uhel (1980:461) and went into their distribution, and 

what could be inferred from it, in more detail. He showed how tre were not associated 

with names of religious organisation. He suggested that tre names multiply in the zones 

where -ac is numerous but grow scarce where the names plou-, lan- are and where the 

names of Celtic saints are more dense (1980:458). 

Tanguy (1980:458) notes the semantic extension as in Lower Brittany where Ire 

had taken the meaning of 'quartier, frairie'. Tanguy continues, 'Ce phenomene deja 

perceptible aux abords du Xe siecle, mais bien atteste au Xle par Ie Cartulaire de 

Landevennec, a entraine sa mine au profit du mot ker, qui, du sens ancien de 'lieu 

fortifie', evoluait dans Ie meme temps vers celui de 'domaine rural, lieu habite, hameau' 

(1980:458). 

Tanguy sees little evidence for a religious sense to trev anywhere in Brittany. He 

compares the usage to that of Welsh trefz, saying that they never seemed to have had 

18 See chapter on cair (pp 96-101), it is unlikely that ker simply meant 'stronghold' in Breton. Rather, as 
in Cumbria, it referred to a 'defended / enclosed homestead', which explains its later semantic 
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links with any cult. He gives the example that when Saint Tugdual arrived at Pointe St. 

Matthew he founded a site called Lanpapbu. That the village then came to be named as 

Trebabu did not prove that Trev had a religious sense. He states: 'La difference entre la 

Haute et la Basse bretagne trahirait une plus forte emprise de I' organisation religieuse en 

Basse-Bretagne, ou la repartition des noms en Tre est, d'ailleurs, assez semblable a celle 

des noms en Plou_'.19 

Tanguy continues with a further hypothesis, noting that the density of the place

names in Tre correspond to those that end in -ac, and implies that this must represent the 

vitality of Continental Celtic. He implies that the incoming Bretons must have adopted 

this word from Gaulish. He notes that the trev distribution shares a strong density with 

the lez- names. The element is numerous around Vannes, in the east Vannetais and up to 

Porhoet. Lez 'court' grows more scarce towards the east. Of note is that, even in Lower 

Brittany, their density corresponds to the geography of -pIau 'parish' notably in 

Treguier, in Leon and in the SW of Comuaille, while they are not very numerous with 

pagi Bretons in the north of haute Bretagne. He suggests that this density in the south, 

especially N ofVannes, could be attributed to the conquest of the Vannetais by Woroc. 

Another interesting idea from Tanguy (1980:459) is that the place-names could show 

that the Breton settlements on Upper Brittany had two phases. The first was 

characterised by the evangelisation of the country and the setting up of religious 

organisation and that this was followed by a very active and military colonisation. 

Davies (1988:66) has identified the treb in Brittany as being a smaller division of 

the plebs (pIau e.g. Plougastel, Ploermel, Pleucadeuc; cognate with Welsh plW)f, 

'parish'). It was seen as a settlement and an area and glossed in Latin as villa. Some treb 

went on to become parishes, e.g. Treal which was an independent parish in the late 

middle ages but only a locus, Treb Etwal in Ruffiac, in the 9
th 

century. 

development solely to 'homestead'. 
19 This can be seen as an example of generic element variation. 
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Deshayes (1999: 157) outlines the semantic defInition of tref and importantly for 

the purposes of this thesis, how its usage predates that of cairo He states: 'Ce terme va 

prendre au XI siecle, suite a une extension semantique, Ie sens de 'quartier, 

circonscription'. L' acception de 'treve, eglise succursale' est recente; c' est donc une 

erreur de donner une signifIcation religeuse ace terme en composition dans les noms de 

lieux'. Such a change in meaning together with potentially more militarised conditions 

in Brittany meant that the earlier usage of trev in the post-migration period was 

superseded by ker by the 9th century as the predominant word for 'homestead'. 

3:10 Conclusions from Brittany 

In concluding the Breton section it is especially significant that tref may 

represent Breton expansion after an initial settlement period; that is, expansion into areas 

that were previously Gaulish i.e. Bra Werac, Bra Naaned and Bra Raazhan. Tanguy and 

Flatres effectively dismiss Largilliere's work identifying trev with religious sites and 

instead illustrate how the development of trev in Brittany is similar to that found in 

Britain. Breton scholarship has also shown that trev in Brittany while a generative 

element would nowhere near match the use of ker, which became by far the main 

generic for 'habitation' or 'homestead'. The superseding of trev by ker in the Middle 

Ages may have implications for our Cumbrian cairo It may imply that Cumbric in the 

reconquest period preferred to use cair in preference to tref for new settlements. 

3:11 Isle of Man 

Man provides an interesting example of a term for land division that could be 

related to tref called treen. Flatres (1956:32) states; 'chaque paroisse est divisee en 

treen: Ie nombre de treen par paroisse allant de 5 a 17. La superficie des treens va de 80 

> 160 hectares ... chaque treen possedait une eglise primitive ou Keeil'. There is a brief 

discussion of treen and scholarship in Broderick (1994:xv-xvi). Man is divided into 

'sheadings', each comprising three parishes and each parish contains a varying number 

of treen. He suggests a derivation from G. tir uinge, 'ounceland', representing a 

administrative unit designated for tax purposes comparable with the i h 
century Irish 
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concept of tir mbo, 'cow-land'. He mentions previous studies where the treen, a four 

quarterland unit, is compared with the Carolingian system whereby 4 manses (later 5) 

combined to provide and support one fighting man, one supplying the man, the rest his 

armour and upkeep (1994:xvi). 

Broderick mentions (1994:xvi) Marstrander's study (1932) which 'demonstrates 

fairly conclusively that each treen originally had an early Christian keeill and family 

burial ground thus supporting the traditon of the 'Manannan (Traditionary) Ballad' 

(c.lSOO) that St. German built a small chapel (keeill) in every treen bailey (i.e. the 

treen), and indicating that the treen as a unit has its roots in a pre-Scandinavian milieu'. 

These roots may date back to the time of rule by Gwynedd. However it is difficult to say 

that treen derives from treflinguistically. It might, however, be a cognate for tref, cf. the 

Welsh legal sense, where a tref represents four gafaelion, and four trefi represents one 

maenol. 

3:12 English names and scholarship 

English place-name studies (e.g. EPNS volumes) until the 1960s often showed a 

pro-English / Anglo-Saxon bias in their derivations of place-names. Finberg, himself an 

English historian, in referring to the EPNS volume the Place-Names of Devon, had to 

admit that, 'the work needs revision at certain points; and it seems to me to betray, here 

and there, an Anglo-Saxon bias'(1964:l30). He gives an example where 'they prefer it 

(an OE alternative) even where the lie of the land favours the Celtic alternative'. 

Fortunately English place-name studies have significantly improved since then and most 

post 1950 - 60s material is far less biased. A new attitude came with, amongst others, 

Margaret Gelling who stated, 'the scholars to whom the work of the English Place Name 

Survey is entrusted are necessarily specialists in Old English and Old Norse ... This 

means that they are not well equipped to identify or interpret Celtic names'. Referring to 

the EPNS volumes she states 'the pre-war volumes are very unreliable ... and even Prof 

Ekwall, ... must be regarded as a not wholly reliable guide' (1978:88). 
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It is unfortunate, then, that we have little reliable scholarship on Celtic names in 

England before Jackson, Gelling and Dodgson. However, Gelling has made several 

important points regarding Celtic names in general that have a bearing on the tref 

element, especially as England, like parts of greater Cumbria, experienced English 

settlement, rule, and language shift. One comment is the following: 'The analysis of 

names in the Antonine Itinerary has shown that British settlement names did not 

normally contain habitative words, and that personal names and tribe names occur very 

rarely' (1978:59). In a separate note Gelling has mentioned that trefplus a personal 

name only became so common in areas like Cornwall because of later English influence 

and she compares this process with post-Norman Ireland where baile plus personal name 

became prevalent, replacing former tun names.20 

However, in Scotland we have many examples of pre-Anglo-Norman baile plus 

personal name so this hypothesis remains unproven at best. Gelling has also noticed that 

where Celtic names survive amidst English ones they do so in clusters (1978:90). Such 

clustering can be compared with the tref grouping in Carrick although this does not 

imply an English milieu but rather a Gaelic one. 

English names in Scotland give us further room for manoeuvre if we look at 

Nicolaisen's map of early English place-names. From his distribution map of early 

English names especially -ham (1976:75) (probably the oldest OE generic (see Gelling 

1978: 106-129)), followed by -ingham, we can see that the surviving names are confined 

to the extreme south-east of Scotland, hugging the coast with some incursion up the 

Tweed valley. Such a paucity of early English names at first glance suggests the lack of 

English settlement and that English rulership under Northumbria did not necessarily 

mean English settlement. This distribution of English names adds to our idea of 

Cumbric names and their distribution in that they mirror the English names, i.e. where 

there are gaps in English names on Nicolaisen's maps (for example 1976:74-5) we can 

assume we are looking at areas of Cumbric names. However, the earlier point may be 

20 Dr. Padel mentions this in a private note only as an idea from Margaret Gelling. 
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emphasised that once it is accepted that the Cumbrians laid down their own layer of 

names, followed by Gaels, many of our earliest English, i.e. Northumbrian names, may 

have disappeared. It means that a distribution map of the earliest English names may not 

show us very much at all. If anything it shows us areas that remained English throughout 

Cumbric, Gaelic and Norse conquest. This matches the distribution that we find today 

and the historical record in southern Scotland. 

3:13 The usage of baile 

Before concluding, it is useful in discussing trefto also throw some light on its 

Gaelic cognate baile, especially as Cumbric in many areas was replaced by Gaelic. D. 

and L. Flanagan (1994:24) have discussed the generic in Ireland and shown that while 

starting offby meaning a 'homestead', baile later became associated with the unit of 

land around the homestead. It is translated as 'townland' which is cognate with the 

Cornish development of trev as a 'townplace'. In Ireland the usage of baile was 

accelerated by the Anglo-Norman usage of villa and E. tun, qualified by the name of the 

feudal tenant (e.g. Nicholtown, Phylippestown). Baile was the Irish equivalent of these 

terms and Irish names were coined alongside their English equivalent. In addition, in the 

14th and 15th centuries many of these -toun names became Gaelicised. The Flanagan's 

state (1994:24) that 'the incidence of baile names is highest in areas of intensive Anglo

Norman settlement'. The inference that can be drawn from the Irish usage of baile is that 

English and Norman rule, with their usage of villa and toun for 'townland', may have 

accelerated the usage of trev as well in Cornwall, parts of Wales,21 and possibly in 

Cumbria. These external influences created a situation, in the proto-feudal and feudal 

period, where what had been a standard 'homestead' generic was made to apply to the 

building and the surrounding unit of land. Also, in both Ireland and Scotland, it is 

tentatively suggested that treb may have been a generative element judging by its usage 

in Irish law as eoie treb, the mention in Scottish Gaelic of eet treb, and the correlation of 

eoie treb to the English lord's five hides. However, when Deil Riata began to expand at 

21 Further research could be done to see whether the distribution of tref sites in Wales coincides with the 
Anglo-Norman political rulership. 
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the expense of Pictavia its possible that generative use of treb may have stopped and it 

was replaced by baile. 

4:1 Conclusions from scholarship 

In concluding the scholarship section we can see that tref developed different 

meanings in different places. In all places it appears to have had originally the 

'homestead' meaning. This definition coincides with the earlier distribution of the 

Brittonic areas and the mutual intelligibility of the languages. In Wales and Cornwall it 

went on to mean 'town' as well; in Brittany it was superseded by ker and today means 

'division of a parish'. In Scotland / Cumbria it retained the primary meaning of 

'homestead'. It can also be seen that this change in meaning can be attributed to a 

growth in popUlation so that as the homestead grew to a 'hamlet' and then a 'town' the 

meaning of the word tref moved along with this development. It is because Cumbric 

died out before the population expanded that tref did not develop the meaning of 'town' 

in Cumbria. A process can be identified where population expansion has led to a change 

in meaning of the generic and this can be seen with other elements in other languages. 

For example, OE tun 'farmstead' became E. 'town', and G. baile 'farmstead' also came 

to mean 'town'. 22 

Also we have to bear in mind that the Cumbrian place-names containing tref 

today and of the Charters are all that are left of a much wider range of Cumbric names in 

the landscape. 

Trefsurvived both where the language survived and where it died out. Trefin 

Wales is unique as it survived as a legal term as well, but this does not preclude tref 

from being a legal term elsewhere. Lack of documentary evidence means that we cannot 

be sure if trefhad a meaning in Cornish law or even Cumbric law. However, we may 

assume that it did if only by its presence in Welsh law at an early period and possibly at 
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a point before the Brittonic areas became politically separated from each other. 

Furthermore, its lack of usage and non-appearance as a legal term in Brittany suggests 

separate development there and may help us in dating the semantic change of tref 

elsewhere. 

22 Charles-Edwards also mentions this process (1972:7). Further research will be to develop a theory of 
increasing social hierarchy which will help to explain the cognate development in the meaning of 
settlement generics such as fun, fref, baile and so on. 



Chapter Five 

A Gazetteer of the tref element in Cumbria 

In the trefGazetteer, as with that for cair, a two-fold approach was used to 

identify potential tref place-names. Firstly, via MS sources such as RMS, and, in order 

to maximise the amount of potential tref sites Hooker's Gazetteer was used to gather 

names that contained (usually) tra, tre or tro. 

Where we do have the early form we fmd that the modem form usually has one 

of these spellings, so that other places with such spellings but no early form are 

discussed below. Furthermore, Nicolaisen has given a sound linguistic reason as to why 

such spellings are included in our search. He has noted (1976:168) that in the process of 

assimilation to Gaelic or Scots we witness the change of Treu( e)-chane 1371 > 

Torquhane 1505 > Troquhan 1511 > Troquhain. Nicolaisen identifies this as a 'rounding 

and velarisation of the vowel in the first element which is also found in names like 

Tralorg, Traboyack, Tranew, Tradunnock, Troax (all in Carrick) apart from the ones 

already mentioned. This is, presumably, due to labialisation and subsequent vocalisation 

of the final voiced [ v] in Tref-, although this has not operated in all cases (cf. Triermain 

CMB, Trailtrow and Trailflat DMF, Terregles KCB, etc.)'. 

This section is organised alphabetically with; the name, countyl and grid 

reference (see below); old forms2
, if available, in italics (for sources see abbreviation 

list); parish; geographical description; whether it is a religious site (therefore a high

status site); British saint dedication if applicable which implies BritishlCumbric 

inhabitants; presence/ absence of an archaeological site (where the information is 

available); discussion; cross references where applicable. The northern extent of this 

survey extends firstly to Dunbartonshire, Stirlingshire and Clackmannanshire. The study 

1 A fulllist of abbreviated county names are listed under Abbreviations. 
2 As with the cair chapter this study does not include an exhaustive list of early fOnTIs. However i~ is 
envisaged that future place-name projects, such as projected volumes of SPNS county surveys. WIll 

contain all early fOnTIs. 
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was not extended into Pictavia for reasons of space. For the element trefthe 

archaeological record is not as important as for cair; however, the notes preceding the 

cair gazetteer on ground rules word order, stress and orthography apply to this list of tref 

sites and are not repeated for reasons of space. 

Classification 

Tref occurs in the Brittonic countries in four main forms;3 

A. As an element in a simplex name; i.e. tref on its own, e.g. C. Drift, possibly Dre\'a. 

B. Trefas the generic in a name with two elements; 

i) Type 1 indicates proper compounds where the qualifier precedes the generic e.g. 

Ochiltree. 

ii) Type 2 denotes name-phrases, qualifier following the generic, e.g. Tregaron, 

Tranent. This type is the commonest in all the Celtic countries in the historic period. 

Tre- will most often fall into type B2. 

c. i) the element is used as qualifier in a compound name, e.g. C. Hyrnans where nans 

is the generic. 

ii) the element is used as a qualifier in a name-phrase, e.g. C. Goentre, where goen is 

the generic. 

D. Trefis used as a suffix to distinguish different places of the same name e.g. C. 

Kemyel Drea, Kemyel Pella, Kemyel Crease. 

Trefin Scotland appears either as B 1 or B2. If Dreva is an example of type A then it is 

the only surviving one in Scotland. As noted before Nicolaisen has already drawn 

attention to the more north easterly distribution of -tref as a B 1. 

The trever formation found in many examples was discussed by Watson 

(1926:359). 'It is either 'stead of the' ... , or tref ar, 'stead near', followed by the qualifier. 

In modem Welsh the article is yr before a vowel ofh; y before a consonant; besides 

these there is 'r used before both vowels and consonants when the preceding word ends , 

3 Padel (1985:xvi). I have used Pade1 's method of classification as it caters for the Celtic languages and as 
he maintains that 'the simple grouping of use as simplex, generic and qualifier will not do'. 
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on a vowel. Old Welsh however, had only the two fonns ir (now yr) and 'r; ir is 

therefore possible before consonants in the old fonn of our place names, while before 

vowels ir is regular in any case.' 4 

It is also possible to have the preposition ar, 'on, near', but it is difficult to 

distinguish it from the definite article. 

The variants of TrelTref are Tra and Tro, and after metathesis Ter, Tar, Tor, 

according to the old fonns collected below. The variance of spelling indicates that after 

the decline of the language the vowel 'e' became schwa 181 in unstressed syllables. 

Nicolaisen (1976:168) has shown how trefbecomes tro- or tra as mentioned abo\'e. In 

addition, it may be worth considering as to what extent spoken G may have had on 

written forms in G-speaking areas such as A YR. Even if we dismiss the use of treabh as 

a generative generic element in G it may be that its pronunciation in G influenced the 

pronunciation and then spelling of our historical fonns as Cumbric-speaking areas 

became Gaelic-speaking. 6 Dochartaigh has recently shown (1994:376-377) that the 

pronunciation of treabh in G was ItrEu/ STL, ItrEYI Loch Tay, and ItreDI South Arran. 

Such G pronunciation may have led to the pronunciation of the tref element being 

realized later as Tro, Tra and Tre when written down in E in medieval southern 

Scotland. 

Lenition 

When attempting to determine the qualifier the rules of Middle Welsh lenition 

have been followed. Also it should be remembered that lenition in Middle Welsh was 

not regularly indicated and it is hardly ever indicated in early fonns of Cumbric names. 

Concerning place-names, and according to Middle Welsh rules, lenition happens: 

1. to a feminine singular noun after the definite article, e.g. y wreic, y dref(see Dreva 

below) 

4 See also Monis-Jones (1913:192-4) for a fuIler discussion of the definite article. 
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2. to a proper noun in a genitival relationship after a fern. sing. noun, e.g. auon Deizd, 

river Teifi / tref + bren < pren. 

3. to a noun following an adjective in a proper compound, e.g. prif lys. 

4. to an adjective after a fern. sing. noun, e.g. y wreic decca! 

5. to a noun after some prepositions, e.g. ar 'on', dan 'under', is 'below', tros 'over', 

uch 'above'. 

We would expect Dreva then to indicate the presence of the definite article and 

lenition as trefis feminine (as Cumbric appears to follow Welsh sound rules). However, 

see Lloyd (above) who states that there is no example of a place-name called Y Dre! in 

Wales. In Cumbric, either because of its dating or because it did not have the same 

lenition rules (and that lenition is left out in earlier orthography), we find that lenition is 

regularly suppressed before a genitive e.g. Trochrague is trevercraig when we would 

expect *trev er graig. 

For discussion of examples north of the Cumbric area see Taylor (1995) and 

Nicolaisen (1976: 168-70).5 

Stress 

In the P-Celtic languages stress usually falls on the first part of the specific, for 

example with Brittonic names, where the specific usually follows the generic, we have 

W. Dol gel/au, C. Pol-perro. If the stress position survives language shift (or is applied 

to a different ethnicities' name, which in turn helps it to survive (e.g. Car lat ton CMB)), 

it can be seen to provide another clue as to whether we have a Cumbric name. 

Orthography 

Gaelic orthography has been discussed by Jackson (1972: 125-152). One of the 

main implications is that 01 nd and nt were often written to represent nn. One of the best 

5 Nicolaisen concludes that when tref occurs, as a Pictish word and as a Gaelic borrowing, it appears as a 

second element. 
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examples of this is 'Pentland'. If this is from a Gaelic scribe then we can asswne that it 

refers to a Cumbric *penn lann rather than previous interpretations which have termed it 

as 'Pict-Iand'. Also, by analogy, Hentland in HRE is from W. henllan albeit spelled by 

Anglo-Norman scribes. 

Also we sometimes find 'K' for 'Tr'; this is found in an early form of 

Treveronum as Keveronum, for example. Lastly, we should add a comment by Hamp 

(1959:57) that 'for the most part, the category which we conventionally term proper 

name, or simply name, seems to be defined not at all (or to a very limited degree) by 

formal linguistic criteria'. See also orthography notes in the cair chapter. 

Definite article 

In MW we find the following forms yr before a vowel and hand y before a 

consonant and wand sometimes i, ego yr auon, y wreic, y iarll also yr iarll. However, 

what is useful for the purposes of dating is that the only forms of the def. art. in OW are 

ir and 'r. These are the forms most often found in our Cumbric early forms of place

names. Because we have' er' forms before consonants as well this helps to support the 

idea that the place name is early. Further implications are whether Cumbric had died out 

in the area thus fossilizing the old ir form, or that Cumbric never developed its definite 

article in the same way as Welsh i.e. it kept ir before vowels and/or that orthography 

kept to the older ir form. 

Cornish place-names provide useful analogical evidence as many were, as with 

Cumbric names, rendered into an English spelling. 

Sources quoted are scholarly editions and not the original MSS. On the whole these are 

reliable, but there are some occasional exceptions such as RMS equating Traboyack with 

Troweir in the index. 

Parishes. There are some problems e.g. with Kirkrnichael parish also known as 

Munterdove. A 1320 parish map does not show it but does show Kirkbride in the same 



place - as a parish church granted to North Berwick 1185x1250. Cowan (1967: 118) 

mentions that Kirkbride was 'possibly always a pendicle' of Maybole church. 

Kirkmichael was annexed to the priory of Whithom in 1381. Also there is no early 

record of Gladsmuir parish ELO, only Seton and Haddington in this area. 

Grid reference abbreviations 

E.g. S 472 NT 2822 

S Settlement 

R Relief feature 

A Antiquity 

W Water feature 

V Vegetation 

472 OS Pathfinder Sheet Number 

NT NGR two letter prefix 

2822 grid reference 

* mapped 

A1trieve* SLK S472 NT 2822 

Eltrefe 1455; Eltreif1482 Acta Aud.; Eltryve 1587 RMS; Eltrieve 1621 Ret. 

Yarrow parish, Glasgow diocese. Near to River Yarrow and St. Mary's Loch, a farm 

backed by a steep sided hill by the Altrieve Bum which runs into the Altrieve 'Lake'. 

A Curnbric version ofW. allt, 'hillside', and tref, so allt tref 'hill farmstead' , which 

suits its location exactly. Watson (1926:137) suggests G. alt, 'a height', or allt 'a burn', 

and ruighe 'a slope'. However, this does not explain the persistence of the 'f Iv/. The 

1482 form - treif suggests a tref + udd, 'lord's homestead', see Threave below. 

Blennerhassett CMB NY 1741 

Blennerheista 1188; Blendherseta 1188; Blenh'sete 1190-2, Blenherseta 1194; 

Blenreheyset 1230; Blenreyset 1271; Blennirhaiset 1290; See full list and sources EPNS 

(PN Cu xxi:265). 
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The parish name also, Allerdale Ward. Included here as Ekwall (1918: 105) suggested 

that the medial -er- is best explained as corresponding to W. blaen-dre. Ekwall suggests 

that the ON heysaetr 'hayshieling' has been added to it. We ha\"e examples of a Cu. 

form of blaen but we would expect the 'd' of -drefto survive especially in the 1188 

version. The medial' er' indicates the definite article implying that -heista may be Cu. 

itself instead of a Cumbric-Norse hybrid. 

Nearby is Blindcrake itself derived from blaen, early forms being Blenecreyc Laner., 

Blenecrayc 1268, and the specific creig rocky < W craig, 'rock'. 

Ie Contrefe KCB (see NX 6578 Balmaclellan) 

Ie Contrefe 1408 SRO RH6 ii219. 

Estate in Travercarcou parish (see below), now Balmaclellan. The name may be a Cu. 

form ofW cantref As we have seen some Cu. forms ofW. gwas are realised as gos

giving W. gvva- and Cu. g(w)o-. From this we can also say that OW 'a' is realised as Cu. 

'0' in a post g/c environment (and by implication all dentals). This may explain contref 

instead of cantref 

The final 'e' in the French form indicates a representation ofa softening of the 'f to 

represent Ivl corresponding with the W pronunciation of the final 'fas Iv/ in tref 

It implies also that the institution of cantref existed but in this case has been adopted and 

applied as name for an estate rather than a larger area. This may be because Cumbric had 

died out leaving cantrefwith no meaning in the incoming language (Gaelic) leaving it 

open to mis-application. Barrow (see Brooke 1984:54) has suggested that Ie Contrefe 

may be a 'partially gaelicised name'. This is problematic as he does not state whether 

he means a hybrid Gaelic element ceann with a Cu. specific tref creating a hybrid or 

whether he means a G. borrowing of Cu. pentreftranslated into an all G. ceann treabh, 

'townheadlend' (or whether he is referring to the 1. verb contreb, 'to live, frequent'). 

Also he states that 'it seems to apply to settlements fairly high up ... a parallel might be 

Concraig, the older name for Drummond castle near Crieff, which might originally haye 

been pen craig or pengraig'. Pen and ceann also means 'chief', 'main' and in this 

context may mean 'chief settlement'. 
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There are problems with such an interpretation. Firstly it presupposes a hybrid which are 

nearly always problematic, (also Concraig appears to be an all G. name); secondly we 

need more examples of ceann tref / treabh before we can challenge the linguistic 

evidence of a > 0 in Cumbric and that Ie Contrefe derives from cantref Also the 

prefixing of the Fr. Ie onto Contrefe suggests that it previously referred to a greater area 

than an estate. 

An alternative explanation comes from the Irish verb contreba 'to live, frequent', verbal 

noun coitreb which is a combination of com 'joint' and trebaid 'farms, lives', suggesting 

that contrefmeans 'joint-farm(ing)'. Its absence in modem Sc.G. may suggest settlement 

directly from Ireland. However, coitreb may have been present in 11 th century G but not 

survived. 

Cummertrees DMF S543 NY 1466 

Cumbretres 1194; Cumbetres 1223; Cumbertres 1245; Cummirtreis 1553. 

(see Johnson-Ferguson 1935) 

Annan parish, formerly Cummertrees parish 1320, Diocese of Glasgow. 

Possibly Cumbre tref 'farmstead of the Cumbrians'. For such a name to occur would 

imply that another ethnic group had named this place, i.e. people who were not 

Cumbrians. It is difficult to explain away the final-s making a Cumbric interpretation 

problematic. However, we may compare the similar Cornish use of tres developing from 

res < ret 'ford'. Another example of Cumbri being used by another ethnic group is 

Cumbrae (plus Norse ay, ey, 'isles', and Cumbri). Lastly, it is suggested that the last 

element is E 'trees'. 

Dramore Wood PEB V459 NT 1337 

No early form found. 

Stobo parish, near to Stobo Castle, Diocese of Glasgow. If Dreva (below) is a plural 

Dramore may be another one of the other trefi referred to. Also possibly part of the 

estate belonging to a forerunner of Stobo Castle. Cf. W. OJ dreffawr 'the big stead'. 



Suggested qualifier; W. mawr, Cumbo * mor. Alternatively this could be a \V. trum 

mawr or Gaelic druim mar 'big ridge'. 

Dreva* PEB S459 NT 1335 

Draway 1649 Ret; Drevay 1688 Ret.; Drevah OPS 1850. 

Stobo parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Small farm, south facing, overlooking the Tweed at 

Merlindale. 

OPS (vol 1 :200) mentions it as Drevah and originally having' a place of defence'. It was 

part of the Bishop of Glasgow's manor, the lands belonging to the Diocese of Glasgo\\'. 

Mutation of initial consonant after the definite article would give (1) drefin W. The 

(assimilated) -va ending could signify a qualifier of -fa , 'place', (Cumb. *va. W. -fa, C. 

-va) so the 'trefplace'. Alternatively it could be a plural. W. plurals are trefi and trefau, 

trefydd. It should be added that there are no examples of this, Y Dref, as an actual place

name in Wales. Cf. Trewardreva CWL which Padel (1984:106) derives from tre plus a 

pl.of godre W. godref, 'homestead, small house' (Arguably this Cornish name appears 

to be trev + war + drevow, trev 'on/by the homesteads' rather than a derivation from 

godrej) Alternatively with a loss of final Irl and assimilation into Scots it could derive 

from a Cu. form of W. Trefor, cf. Trefor, Gwynedd. 

Dundraw* CMB NY 2149 

Drumdrahrigg 1194; Dundra 1220; Dundrif1230; Drumdrayf1246; Drumdra 1292 

A parish in Cumberland, listed above are the main variants in spelling given in EPNS 

(PNCu:139). 

The generic appears to be W. drum, 'ridge' (an alternative is W. din G. dim, 'fort'). The 

specific may be a lenited tref as a B 1. However, EPNS suggest a hybrid drum or G. 

druim and Scand drag n., 'steep slope' itself perhaps deriving from OE draeg. Fellows

Jensen concurs (1985:226) but omits the 1230 form. If we accept that the specific is tref 

we avoid a hybrid form and have a Cumbric habitative (and parish) name. The 119.+ 

form may be explained as a rig near to Dundraw not Dundraw itself. 



Fintry* STL S339 NO 4133 

Fyntrif 1225 Ch. Lev; Fyntryf 1225-70 Ch. Lev; Fyntrie 1225-70 Ch. Lev; Fintreth 12 7 5 

Boia. 

Fintry parish, Watson (1926:364) suggests G.finn, 'white', 'fair'; adding, 'the name 

represents W. gwendref, 'pleasant stead,' which was, as I consider, the original'. 

Whether gwen dref was the original or not the important point here is that if the -trif in 

the earliest form represents trefthen it provides a clear indication that Gaelic borrowed 

the element and prefixed it withfinn. An alternative interpretation is thatjj:n may 

represent W.fjin, 'border' (cf. Capel y Ffin TFN), 'border homestead', perhaps referring 

to a border between Strathclyde or Manau and the Gaels. This has tref as a B 1 generic. 

Lastly if Gaelic did not adopt the element it may be an ex nomine Gaelic rendering of the 

earlier Cumbric name. MacQuarrie (1993:4 n2) suggests that Fintry may be the Ventre 

of Patricks' birthplace. He mentions a possible derivation from Britt. * Venn tref 

Guiltree A YR - Carrick. R470 NS 3511 

Geyltrew 1383 Cross Charters (see Brooke 1991); Gilletre 1404 RMS; GUtre and GUtre 

Makgrane, 1512, RMS. Gyltry Blaeu. 

Kirkmichael parish. A large farm up a small road in the hills above Kirkmichael. Blaeu 

has a park, orchard and mill of Gyltry marked indicating a sizeable estate. Watson places 

these in Carrick (1926:362). 

Brooke (1991 :320) suggests gweli-dref, 'bed of the kindred', however, this was a legal 

term only in Wales and there are no examples of it as an actual place-name. We could 

suggest, using the earliest form, an unlikely Gaelic Gaidheal threabh perhaps from an 

original Gwyddel tref Also Geyl may be a personal name, or it is derived from be G. 

gille 'servant' cognate with W. gwas. It may also be suggested that the derivation is 

from G. Gall treabh 'the lowlandersl non gael treabh' perhaps referring to Cumbric 

speakers at the time of naming. Such a derivation is supported by the old form of 

Culgaltro Kintyre from Coulgaltreif1511 in G. cui! Ghailltreo perhaps from Gall + 

treabh. A more convincing suggestion may be E. treow 'tree' prefixed by G. gille. 



Locatrebe south-west Scotland, no ID 

Locatreve Ravenna. 

Brooke suggested (1991 :304) that this may be either Carlingwark Loch, Castle Douglas, 

or may be identified with nearby Threave castle. One significance of the name is that it 

shows trev being used as an element, in this case as the generic, before the change in 

Brittonic word order. It also suggests that the use of trev long pre-dates the use of cairo 

Rivet and Smith (1979:394) comment on the use ofv for b common in Rayenna and that 

the final-e is 'unlikely to be right'. Derivation from Britt *loc, lake, pool, W. ll~vch, C. 

logh, B. loc 'h and treb- or possibly * trebo- 'inhabitation, settlement'. Rivet and Smith 

suggest (1979:394) lake village perhaps referring to a crannog. Cf. Contrebia, Atrebates 

(see Jackson 1970:70). 

Longniddry* ELO S408 NT 4476 

Nodref1315 RMS; Langnodryf1315-21; Loungnudrethe 1380-81; in Langnudre (de 

Langnodryffe) Robert I; Langnudre, 1424, RMS (see comments by Watson 1926:363, 

and Nicolaisen 1976: 169) 

Gladmuir parish. For this and the other Niddry forms others have suggested an 

equivalent to W. newydd dref, or C. trev- nowydh. However, early forms just have either 

Nu or No + dref This may be a personal name or possibly trefbeing used by Inglis 

speakers and attaching 'new' to it. 

A Cumbric equivalent of newydd is suggested as appearing here and, as with Niddry and 

Niddrie, it needs to be examined more fully. Mod.W newydd, C. nowydh, B. nevez are 

derived from Britt. *nouiio ( cf. Gaul. Noviodunum) < IE *neuo-. Cf. 01 nua(e), noe, 

SG nodha, Lat. novus, OE neowe. W. forms are 1100 neguz'd, 1200s newyd, 1300 nett)!!, 

1400 newyd. The oldest forms we have ofNiddry all have Nu- or No-. This is either a 

radically assimilated Cumbric form ofnewydd, or simply a form ofOE neowe (which 

would imply the non-generative borrowing of tref as drefinto the OE of northernmost 

Northumbria). This example is also of note as it indicates lenition after newydd (if we 

accept that it is newydd). Lenition is not usually indicated in our old forms of place

names (see Gazetteer introduction). 
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Menstrie CLA S383 NS 8496 

Mestryn 1261 B. Cal.; Mestreth 1263 RMS; Mestry 1315 RMS; Menstl)' RMS 1392: 

Menstray 1505. 

Logie parish. Watson (1926:364) suggests maes dref 'field stead' and that the n is 

intrusive. N.B. there is no sign here of -trefleniting to -dre!, indicating that the word 

had fossilised as a name after British had died out here (in Manaw), or that it did not 

follow the same rules of lenition as MW. Alternatively there is the obsolete W. masc. 

noun, trynni, 'feast', 'battle', 'rough ground'. The latter as a suffix would help explain 

the -tryn in the oldest form giving maes tryn, 'battle field/plain', or 'field/plain of rough 

ground'. The 1263 specific implies W. traeth 'beach, strand'. Alternatively the 1261 

form could have the G. loco suffix -in added either in assimilation or simply scribal 

adding of a very common place-name suffix in Gaelic-speaking areas. 

Lastly, 01 orthography did use 't' for /d/ so lenition may be marked if the oldest source 

is Gaelic. This would then indicate an ex nomine Gaelic borrowing of the whole name. 

Niddrie* MLO-Edinburgh S407 NT 3071 

Nudreth 1140; NodrifI166-1214; NoderyfI264-6; Nudreff1296 (see Nicolaisen 

1976: 169). 

Duddingston / Traverlen parish, Diocese of St Andrews. See Longniddry above. 

Niddrie, Niddry and Fintry are examples of tref as a second element. Nicolaisen has 

commented on the distribution of these in the north and east (1976:168). It can be seen 

that their distribution is concentrated in Pictavia and Manau. The WLO / MLO Lothian 

examples suggest either that Manau, Pictavia or Strathclyde may have extended here at 

sometime possibly post-Dunnichen (see conclusions ch. 6). 

Niddry* WLO - Linlith 406 NS 0974 

Nudreff1370 RMS; Nudry 1393-1522 RPC; Nudre 1410-1492 RSS: Nidre 1542 SHS 

(see MacDonald 1941 :43). 
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Kirkliston parish. A castle, farm and mains on what used to be the centre of a barony 

around the EI SE of Winchburgh. MacDonald (1941 :43) is cautious in interpreting this 

name stating; 'It is not possible to state whether this name is original or borrowed', and 

citing Watson who suggested newydd treffrom forms of Niddry MLO and Longniddry 

ELO. The form could be a reduced form of Cu. newydd plus tref or a G. prefixing of 

nodha onto trefimplying a hybrid, or a G. assimilation of the whole name, i.e. newydd 

tref> nodha treabh. It may reflect the Cu. re-expansion period into WLO during the 

demise of North umbria, and/or the settlement of Gaelic speakers in WLO. 

Ochiltree* WLO A406 NT 0374 (castle) 

Ocldltre 1211-14 Bain Cl.; Okeltre 1211-14 Bain Cl.; Ouchiltre 1282-1558 Bain: 

Ochiltre 1380 Exch. Rolls; Uchiltre 1382 Exch. Rolls; Huchiltre 1386 Exch Rolls; 

Uchhiltre 1402 Ex. Ro; Uchiltrie 1583 RMS (see MacDonald 1941:61). 

Linlithgow parish. Diocese of St Andrews. A castle, mill, and Wester Ochiltree all imply 

a long established settlement and estate. There is a hill-fort above the Mill. Near Eccles 

Machan. MacDonald (1941:61) convincingly states that: 'This is a British name', and 

compares it with Ogilface. 

Qualifier Cumbo * Ochil - 'higher'. Cf. W. Uchel dref, high farmstead. (N.B. the 

retention of Ixl c 'h sound) 

Ochiltree* A YR (Kyle) S468 NS 5021 

Uchiltrie 1406, Wchiltrie David II. 

Parish of Ochiltree, Diocese of Glasgow 1320. 

A small town today, on the Lugar Water in foothills above Ayr. Cf. W. uchel dre! See 

Ochiltree above. 

Ochiltree* WIG S526 NX 3274 

Uchiltre 1506 RMS; Uchiltree Pont; Uchiltry Blaeu 

Penninghame parish. A small steading by a loch of the same name. Isolated and quite 

high up and situated beneath Glenvemoch Fell. Seven miles NW of Newton Stewart. 



A good example of an uchel dref 'high farmstead', just by its situation alone. 

Plenderleith* ROX S486 NT 7412 

Prendrelath 1296; Prenderlaith 1598. 

Oxnam parish, near to Dere Street Roman road, near Carter Bar and on the north side of 

the Cheviots. Possibly Pren + tref + llaith, or bryn + tref suggested by MacDonald 

(1991:31) who states that 'Prender shows the substitution of English 'p' for Welsh 'b", 

and that the country dialect 'laith, leath' has been added. She adds that 'Roxburghshire 

dialect occasionally substitutes 'p' for 'b". For -leith we may also suggest a derivation 

from W. llethr 'cliff, steep slope' found in LDC (18.173) as llethir y brin, 'the hillside', 

the final-r either disappearing in Cumbric or because of language shift. Prenderleith 

also appears as a local surname. 

If this is a tref site it is of interest as it mirrored by Traprain < tref + pren albeit with tref 

as a B 1 generic. However, considering the irregular use of lenition in the early written 

forms of place-names it is difficult to be certain that prendre- derives from pren + dref < 

tref After a masculine noun such as pren there is no lenition so we would expect 

prentref An alternative derivation from bron (f) 'hill' may be suggested (and suits the 

location) but not from bryn which is also masculine. Also MacDonald offers no other 

examples of the substitution of E 'p' for W 'b' and where or when this may have 

occurred. 

Powtreuet NTB No ID 

Poltrerneth 1325 ; Poltrevet 1329; Poltrerneth 1330; Peltreuerot 1370; Poltreuerot 

1376; Powtreuet 1590 (see Mawer 1920:160). 

Falstone parish, in the Cheviots and south east of Kielder castle. The syntax is Celtic 

with the first element being Cu. pol cf. W. pwll, C. pol, B. poull, (also G. poll). The 

1325 form suggests the pI. trefydd as the second element. The 1330 form suggests (rc\' + 

plus the definite article ir ('r) or the adj. ar 'on', + -neth. This may have been the name 

of a nearby stream cf. W. Neath < Nudd, R. Nith DMF < Estrat Nith) giving {rev + of 
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the I on + Nith (see Ekwall 1928:301). The fmal 't' in the other 14th century fOlms 

probably also represent final !pl. 

Rattra KCB S565 NX 6049 

Rotrow P. 

Parish ofBorgue. There is an old fort here. Pont is late but derivations suggested are: 

W. rhyd - dref, 'ford stead' or Cumbo * Roth - tre, cf. W rath-tre(f) 'Fort stead'. (Rath is 

a Welsh and Gaelic word for a 'small, circular fort'). Cf. Rattray PER (Rotrefe 1291, 

Rettref1296, Rothtref1205); and Rattray ABD (Rettre 1170, Retref1274, Ratreff1460). 

The spelling tro(w) regularly derives from tref, cf. Trevercraig > Trochrague. 

Alternatively rhod + tref 'circle I wheel stead' may be suggested. 

Soutra* MLO A435 NT 4558 (aisle) 

Soltre 1164; Soltra 1458; Sowtre 1473; Soltra Blaeu. 

A parish in Haddington deanery, Diocese of St. Andrews. 

Watson (1926:363) suggests sulw tref, 'a trefwith a wide I good view'. Breeze's recent 

discussion (2000:76-79) ingeniously, if not entirely convincingly, links Soltre with the 

'Dinsol in the north' of Culhwch in the Mabinogion. Of Soutra (as Dinsol) he states that: 

'It needs no genius to see that it was a place of vital strategic importance in protecting 

the Britons of Edinburgh against attack from the English'(2000:77). When this was 

meant to occur he does not say. Further' evidence' is the presence of a circular ditch 

which he suggests is a Roman signal station (these are usually square) adding to the 

site's 'military' importance. He then adds that 'anyone who drives up Soutra Hill may 

now think of it as Dinsol, a Scottish place mentioned in the oldest tale of King Arthur' 

(2000:79). 

Soltre, in accepting that it contains tref and with the generic in the final position, 

illustrates that we may find this type of tref site south of Pictavia and Manau. This 

means that while on the whole it is apparent that tref as a second element occurs chiefly 

in Manau and Pictavia it is still possible to have tref as a second element outwith these 
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areas and that not too much can be read into the significance of this distribution. As to 

the specific it is most likely to be a personal name. Loth (1890: 165) notes that in 

Llandaffwe find SuI-uri! ( < Sul-brit) and other examples of SuI (from Lat. sol) occur. 

e.g. Sulan, Sulon, Suloc, Sulconnan, Sulmael, Sulmonoc, etc., also it may haye been the 

tref of Saul, perhaps a Briton with a biblical name. Both types of name make the 

argument for a personal name, Sull Sol, more persuasive. Recent excavation around 

Soutra has uncovered the site of a former medieval monastery which itself may have 

been predated by a tref estate. 

Stirling* STL NS 7993 

Strivelin 1124; Striuelingschire 1164 Papal Bull; Stirleyn 1225; Estriuelin c. 1250; 

Estrevelyn 1295; Striviling 1455; Sterling 1470; Striveleine 1682. 

Johnston (1904:60) originally suggested that Stirling may be derived from W. ystre 

Felyn, 'dwelling ofVelyn', continuing that it is probably 'the same name as is found in 

Dunfermline, whose earliest spelling (Turgot 1090) is Dunfermelyn, i.e. G. dunfiar 

Melain, 'crooked, slanting hill of Melain'. Neither Watson nor Nicolaisen discussed 

Stirling. Jackson discussed Stirling (1981) and identified it with urbs giudi mentioned by 

Bede. 

The early forms suggest either an early derivative form of the trefgeneric ystref(f.), 

meaning 'abode', 'dwelling', or ystre (f.) 'border' or 'boundary'. This site has been 

discussed in Chapter One, p 18, above. It is difficult to suggest a stronger candidate for 

the two as the final Ivl of ystref and initial Ivl of velin would run into each other meaning 

we would lose the 'f in ystref so we must consider both ystre and ystref 

It can be added that the site may have been named after the British king Belin map 

Neithon (d. c.627), map Guithno map Dumnagual Hen, and father of Bridei, or possibly 

the later Bili (d. c.722) map Elffin. This would give Belin's abode or Belin's border. Ifit 

is fromystre the latter raises questions as to the border with whom. The most obvious 

answer at the time of Beli would have been between the Manau Britons and the Picts. 

However, one problem with a derivation of the specific from Belin is that this spelling 
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with a final 'n' only occurs in AC (627, Belin maritur) a source originating in Wales and 

well after 627. Bele or Bili appears to be the most usual spelling in Scottish sources. 

A more convincing suggestion for the second element is W. (f.) melin 'mill' which is 

possible as Stirling may have had a water mill being on a river. The second element may 

also be the W. adj. melyn 'yellow' perhaps referring to the gorse on Castle Rock. 

Of particular note, and adding considerable weight to a British derivation, is what 

appears to be a prosthetic /y/ in the forms from 1250 and 1295. It has been noted 

elsewhere that this is a 'late' feature. Jackson (1953:527-8) identified this as starting in 

the 9th century Wand becoming standard by the Ith century. Ifwe accept that the initial 

'e' is for the prosthetic W 'y' it removes any possibility of the name being Gaelic. In 

addition, the prosthetic 'y' adds further evidence that Cumbric is the northern dialect of 

Welsh even developing specific features hitherto only identified with Welsh and not 

found in Cornish or Breton.6 Importantly it shows that ystrefby being a relatively late 

form is contemporary with the historical expansion period and is not a tref site from 

before or during Northumbrian rule. 

As mentioned before it appears that Giudi may have been the Northumbrian word for 

Stirling7 and in order to claim a derivation from ystre(j) felin, ludeu has to be explained 

away.s However, even at the outset, it has still not been satisfactorily explained that 

Iudeu is Stirling. One example is that Bede states (1: 11-12) that, 'arientalis habet in 

media sui urbem Giudi'. This can be translated as 'halfway along the eastern branch [of 

the Firth of Forth] is the city of giudi'. Alternatively following Jackson (1981: 1), and 

making a better case for Stirling, we may translate it as 'the eastern one has urbs Giudi 

in its midst'. 

The British sources are the Gododdin merin ladea (B2:27), and HB (ch. 65), which has 

ludeu and atbret ludeu. Also there is a MI tract mentioning Muir nGiudan. 

6 In addition see Isaac's mention (1993:70) of the use of stre in the Gododdin B text and ),stre in A and C 

texts. 
7 See Jackson (1981 :6 fn 19) . ' 
8 Lack of space dictates the amount of discussion here but further research IS planned on the subject. 
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Jackson stated that Giudi was the Northumbrian fonn, at least Bede's version, of British 

ludeu and that ludeu was the 'Primitive Cumbric' fonn. Ifwe accept this it is difficult to 

explain how our earliest documentary fonn bears no relation to either ludeu or Giudi. 

One suggestion, however, is that while ludeu may have been the earlier British form, 

ystrefvelin is the later Cumbric / Manau fonn and from sometime in the Cumbric, post-

870, period.9 However, it is unusual to find a major landmark and citadel changing its 

name. An alternative is that ystref velin is the name of the village that grew up next to 

the castle and it eventually gave its name to the whole settlement, perhaps in a period of 

language shift when ludeu became meaningless. That it should be named ystref ,'elin 

implies an influx of British / Cumbric settlers after the Cumbric expansion or that the 

population had remained British. A similar process is observed with Traprain Law. 

Traprain is the name of the nearby farm! vill and the hill was called Keppie Law. 

However, the hill became known as Traprain Law and today people speak of the hill as 

'Traprain'. Also, there need not have been any language shift as ludeu may not have 

been understood anymore by the local British population. For example, this process can 

be compared with Caerfyrddin where caer is prefixed onto *myrddin but from an earlier 

Maridunum. It shows that those adding the prefix had lost the original meaning which 

contained dunum and felt that they would have to add caer to it. IO 

Tarbrax LAN S433 NS 0900 

Dunsyre parish. Hamlet in the hills on the SW side of the Pentlands. Fairly isolated 

between W. Calder and Carnwath. A possible tref site because of lack of alternative 

explanation for Tar- and by analogy with Tarelgin which was previously Tre'r. There is 

a possible metathesis of 'tra' > 'tar'. 

The specific may be either W. brach, 'badger' or W. braich 'ann', both used in place-

names. It could also allude to a personal name. Alternatively, we may derive Tarbrax 

from G. tir or torr (which is also found as Tar-) plus breac, 'speckled land' or 'hill'. 

9 As discussed above a similar process is seen with Carlisle. 
10 See Owen (1998:22). 
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Tarelgin A YR IKyie S468 NS 4620 

Trarelgin 1449 RMS; Terrelgynnis 1530-1 RMS iii; Terrelgynnis 1534 RJ\IS iii; 

Terelgin 1538 RMS iii; Terelgin Blaeu. 

Ochiltree parish. South of Trabboch, near Drongan. Watson (1926:231) associates G. 

Eilginn, Elgin, with the locative case possibly formed on the analogy of Eirinn and 

Albainn. If the suffix is Gaelic then the early form certainly looks like Cumbric (and 

middle Welsh) with the loss of v and the r for the OW definite article, in this fonn 

between two vowels. It may indicate a Gaelic settler in a Cumbric speaking area or tref 

prefixed to a Gaelic name after Cumbric re-expansion into the area. As with Terringzane 

we have the metathesis of 'Tra-' to 'Ter-' in the late 16th 1 early 17th century. The generic 

appears to be G. tir 'land' but tref should not be entirely ruled out (cf. the sequence 

Travereglys > Terregles). 

Tartraven * WLO S406 NS 0072 

Tortrevane 1490 RMS; Tortrebyn 1506 RMS; Tortrevin 1508/9 RMS; Tortrawin 1531 

SRS; Tortraven 1563/4 SRS; Tarthraven 1574 SRS; Tartravane 1585 RPC. 

(see MacDonald 1941:64). Linlithgow parish. Hamlet in the hills above Torphichen, and 

SW of Ochiltree. A parochial chapel in Diocese of St. Andrews in the 13th century. 

MacDonald (1941 :64) suggests 'small hill farm' from G torr plus tref Tor is found in 

WCB meaning in this sense 'hill' rather than 'belly'. Tor has also been borrowed into E. 

W. diminutive endings are largely used to form singular nouns e.g. m. -yn, f. -en (see 

Morris-Jones 1913: 229). The OW forms are -inn, -enn. Also there is the -an diminutive 

ending added to nouns, e.g. dynan 'little man'. 

However, some indication can be gleaned from Morris-Jones (1913:214), 'in some 

nouns final -yn or -en is not the singular ending but part of the stem; in these the II of -

yn is not necessarily double when an ending is added; an -en is affected to -yn; thus ... 

tyddyn m. 'small farm". Alternatively, it may be an example of Gaelic borrowing with a 

Gaelic diminutive added on to tref The -en ending in WCB (enn) is also the fern. sing. 

ending for plant names. Padel (1984:92) adds that 'as well as constituting the singular. 

this suffix was used to form river names and place-names ... cf. the Welsh river name 
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Celynen'. Lastly, the earliest spelling of -trevane suggests a tre fa en, 'rock stead' ~ with 

the finalf of tref disappearing and initialf of maen being lenited. Maen is m. in W. so 

we would not expect it to lenite unless it is in the genitive. 

Finally, another alternative can be suggested for trevane, that of W. terfyn 'boundary, 

limit'. It is found in Wales and England, for example, Tarvin in Cheshire. Old forms of 

Tarvin are Terven 1287, Treuyn 1324, and Travine 1560. 11 This would give the meaning 

either of 'boundary tor' or with metathesis of tor < tref, 'boundary farm'. It is intriguing 

to speculate as to which boundary this could refer to considering Tortraven's position in 

West Lothian. It may be a simple land boundary or mark the border between Strathclyde 

and Manau or Strathclyde and Northumbria. 

In addition, G. torr 'hill' is realised as 'Tar-' so we can suggest a hybrid torr + tref + 

loco suffix -in, ' small hill farm'. The emergence of the -thravin spelling in 1574 can be 

compared with the various Threave sites below. 

Tarwilkie KCB- Galloway No ID 

Tragi/hey 1604. 

Parish of Balmaclellan, Diocese of Galloway. East of New Galloway. 

Maxwell suggests (1930:258) a Gaelic tir guilach or giolche, 'ground with rushes or 

broom'. Tir is acceptable preceding metathesis to tra but the specific is obscure. The 

earliest form we have is late and makes it difficult to make a worthwhile derivation. 

Terraughtie DMF S529 NX 9375 

Traachty 1457 RMS ii; Traachty 1458 RGS; Trarachty 1477 RMS; Terauchty 1495 

RMS ii; Terrauchty 1497; Terrachty 1498 RMS ii; Trachty Pont; Torachty Blaeu. 

Troqueer parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Off the road running west from Dumfries backed 

by a hill with a hillfort on it and overlooking Cargen Water. Possibly part of the 

Cumbric Dumfries cluster. Watson (1926:201) suggests that the specific may be G. 

ochtamh 'an eighth' . Ifwe accept this it suggests that the generic is G. tir, so tir 

II I am grateful to Dr. Hywel Wyn Owen of the Place-Name Survey of Wales, Bangor, for the lerf)'ll 

suggestion. 
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ochtaimh 'an eighth part of land' , with metathesis of initial Irl as Scots replaced Gaelic. 

It is also possible, but less likely, that the generic is tref, borrowed into G. with ochtamh 

added, as the earlier forms all use Tra- initially and that we know that metathesis 

occurred in Scots, into which the name was borrowed, in the late 15th century (cf. pren > 

pirn). 

Terregles* DMF < KCB A529 NX 9476 

Traveregles 1275; Travereglis, Traueregliss 1359 Ch. D II; Travereglys 1365 RMS; 

Trareglis 1426 RMS; Trareglis, Trareclis,1457 RMS; Toregills P. 

Parish of Terregles, Diocese of Glasgow. Part of Dumfries trefcluster. Backed by hills 

with a 'fort' on it and a 'Medieval Village' marked here. Pronounced locally as 

Itreggles/. 

The derivation is a Cumbric form ofW. trefyr eglwys, Cf. Trefeglwys TFN 'church 

stead'. It is of note that the 1365 form has preserved the Cumbric form more or less 

intact keeping final Ivl at the end of trev and the correct form of the definite article Iir/. 

Terregles* MLO S420 NT 2260 

No old forms found. 

Penicuik parish. Penicuik parish church is dedicated to St. Kentigem and there is a St 

Mungo's Well here. Part ofPenicuik today, perhaps the original name of the settlement. 

A Cumbric form of Tref yr eglwys by analogy with the DMF example and because of a 

British saint dedication. Cf. Terregles DMF. This example, and the British name 

Penicuik, supports the idea of Cumbric expansion into Lothian post-920. 

Tererran DMF S504 NX 7592 

Possibly Trorarane 1511 RMS. 

Moniave parish, Diocese of Glasgow. RMS lists Trorarane as a 'vic. in Dumfriesshire'. 

it is listed with Markmanny, Mannulloch, and Cormyliegane. 



Possibly Tre'r arain/ <garain < Tref +Gerran. Cf. W. personal name Geraint, C. 

Gerrans OC Gerent. The name of a Cornish king and a saint with dedications in Wales. 

Cornwall and Brittany and Cumbria. However the medial Irl in Trorarane may be a 

definite article making a personal name unlikely. There is W. garan 'heron', which can 

be m. or f. If f. it would give a W. tre'r aran, 'heron farmstead' which is an acceptable 

form. The possible garan in Tererran can be compared with Trenarren CNW, old form 

Tyngharan 1302, C. din + garan, 'heron! crane fort' (PadeI1988:168). Also there is a G. 

alternative from G. earrann, 'portion, share, section of land, division', and we could 

suggest tir earrainn, 'portion-land'. The specific could also be G. gearran 'gelding, nag' 

which has been suggested as being in the CBD place name Gilgarran < Gillegarran 

1230 (PNCu: 375). Without metathesis of the first /rl we would have G. tir and possibly 

the personal G. name Gearran, cf. Balgerran CMB; however, this would not explain the 

second Irl or the pre-metathesis tro- in the earlier form. Cf. Terrona DMF, < Teoronane 

1523, possibly from G. Tir Remain, Ronan's land. (If it contains trefperhaps it has been 

borrowed ex nomine into G with earrann added). Lastly, the modem Tererran form 

suggests G tir + Eireann(ach) 'Irish land'. The lack of early forms means that any 

conclusion remains tentative. 

Threave* A YR S491 NS 3306 

Treyf1505 RMS; Trave 1576 RMS iv. 

Kirkmichael parish. Part of the Ayrshire cluster, a farm on a hill near Barbrethan (bar + 

Brython 'Briton's Hill ') and Crosshill. Watson (1926:358) is unclear whether he is 

referring to this Threave or the one in Kirkoswald parish below,12 but, from RMS vol 2, 

entry 2888, it is clear that Treyfreferred to on 5th March 1505 corresponds with this 

Threave 'in baronia de Kirkmichell vic. Aire'. The th in today's form is significant. Only 

in Gaelic can t go to th as part of lenition. This could indicate 1) that Gaelic did adopt 

the element tref and 2) that it was adopted at a relatively late date which also gives us 

information as to the distribution of Gaelic in this area in this period. It is not clear if 

12 Watson (1926:358) states 'The other two are in Carrick (Kirkoswald and Kirkmichael). now also 

Threave, but Treyf in 1504 RMS'. 
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Gaelic speakers understood what trefmeant; they could have been just fitting the \\'ord 

into their own language. Also the name itself rather than the element could have been 

adopted into Gaelic and then been lenited. Considering the lateness of the change to th

it is more likely that the name has been taken into Scots rather than Gaelic. It may have 

been influenced (either by affection or assimilation) by the G. m. noun treabha and 

Scots and English word thrave which is 'two cocks of com, each containing 12 sheaves 

each' according to Dwelly (1911:967). However, this would not make very good sense 

as a place-name. 

The forms Treyfand Treif, although late, may be concealing a suffix. This could be early 

W. * udd < OW iuo (see LHEB:345) and OB iud 'lord', which is found in the B. 

personal name Iudiccael, C. Gyoiccael (Bod. Man.) giving * Yuo and possibly in the 

Cornish place names Treeve, Treave, Trew and Trereife. Padel (1985:232) suggests C. 

*yuf Also we have *udd occurring more locally in CT e.g. Urien, ud Yrechwydd, glyw 

Catraeth, or Owein, ud Llwyfenydd. That Treife could be from tref + udd can also be 

applied to the other Threave in Cumbria. Also c.f. Carruth in the cair gazetteer. 13 

Threave Castle* KCB A541 NX 7362 

Trefe 1440-1, and Treffe, Countess of Douglas (Watson 1926:358); Treve 1456; 

Treifgrange 1550 Ret; Treef Pont (see Maxwell 1930:259). 

Balmaghie parish. Placed on an island on the river Dee. There is a Roman fort a few 

miles north at Glenlochar. The castle was built in the fourteenth century by Archibald 

Douglas, Lord of Galloway. Threave shows that the development from Trefto Threm'e 

is late. The old forms show that Threave is a late spelling as the site was named as Treve 

/ Treifup until 1550. The forms Treifsuggest Tref + udd; see Threave AYR above. 

Brooke's suggestion (1991 :304) that Threave may be identified with the Locatreve of 

13 For a discussion of iudd <judex see Koch (1997:xlvii n3) where he notes that udd / iud as a title is 
applied to the ruler of a hill fort. Also see Barrow onjudex in Scotland (1973 :69-82). 
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Ravenna is of interest considering the siting of Threave on an island and that Locatre\'e 

appears to contain British *loc- 'pool~ lake~~ (cf. W llwch~ C logh~ B loc'h). 

Threave East, North and South* A YR R491 NS 2404 

Treif Blaeu. 

Kirkoswald parish. Three separate homesteads today. Part of the same estate and the 

original Treif noted by Blaeu and these are the farms that have developed later. In the 

hills above Kirkoswald and Dailly. The form from 1645 reflects the lateness of Treif 

becoming Threave. See notes above on Threave for possible derivation. This may be the 

Traver mentioned by Watson as in Carrick and found in RMS 1505; similarly it may be 

the Treyf he mentions as in the 1504 RMS and the Threave above is not the one that he, 

or RMS, is referring to. However they are all marked on today's maps. The arrangement 

of east, north and south is similar to Threave WIG below and the W. uchel, isel, canol 

arrangement. Also found in English with Eastertoun, Middletoun~ Nethertoun (e.g. Stow 

parish SLK) usually with one house as the original tref (that may become something 

more grand) while the others are smaller farms or secondary settlements on the estate. 

Threave, Mid, High and Low* WIG R552 NX 3658 

Threave Ret.; TreefBlaeu. 

Wigton parish~ Diocese of Galloway. A Mid, High and Low Threave probably 

previously linked. Similar to the uchel, isel, canol arrangement in Wales and wartha~ 

wollas in Cornwall. The farms are set up in the hills above a larger settlement. See the 

Threave (E, Wand N) examples above for a derivation. One of the settlements may have 

been the original tref estate centre. 

Torrnitchell A YR Carrick S502 NX 2394 

Tormitchel Blaeu; Tram itch ell 1850 OS map. 

Girvan parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Near to Barr~ it is a farm in the hills. Mitchell is a 

common rendering of Michael / Myghal (found as Michel in place-names) in Cornwall, 

however tor- probably refers to either G. torr, 'hill ~ possibly Cu. tor 'hill', 
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Torquhan* SLK S449 NT 4447 

Torquhene 1593. 

Part of Stow parish, Diocese of St Andrews. An house on the side of a hill overlookin a 
b 

the Gala Water. CfTroughend NTB < Trequenne 1279. 

Possibly an equivalent ofW. trefwen, 'white / bright farmstead' (cf. the 'qu' in Traquair 

probably indicating an earlier 'gw'). It suggests that gw > quh when Cumbric was 

borrowed into Scots. Tref> tor cf. Tramitchell > Tormitchell. Alternatively the generic 

may be Tor gwen 'bright tor'. However the absence of a tor and its location on the side 

of a hill overlooking a river similar to the Cornish trev sites supports a derivation from 

tref Our source is late making a derivation difficult; however cf. the similar Troquhain 

A YR and KCB, with tref developing to tor instead of tro in this case. 

Trabboch* AYR Kyle S468 NS 4621 

Trebathe 1303 Bain's Cal; Trabreche RMS Rob1; Trabeathe 1451 RMS; Trabouk 1512 

RMS; Tryboch 1529 RMS; Trabeauch 1533x1542 RMS. 

Ochiltree parish, Diocese of Glasgow.With its Mains, Castle, Bum and House it 

represents a significant old estate in the hills above Coylton. 

Watson (1926:362) appears to have taken the spellings straight from the RMS index. For 

example, he lists Trabeache, Trebach, Trabeche, Tirbeth as from RMS vol 1 without 

checking the entry. This is misleading as it means we are led to accept the RMS editorial 

opinion that Tirbeith is to be equated with a contemporary Trabeche. Furthermore, the 

RMS vol 2 index equates Trabouk with Tawboyag. Instead it is suggested that 

Tawboyag refers to Traboyack (see Traboyack below). 

The -bathe suffix suggests W. baedd, 'boar' pI. beidd, OC bahet, MW baet 1ih century 

baed, pI. beid 13th century. It is also figurative for a 'brave fighter'. Baedd may also be 

found as the first element in Bathgate (see Watson 1926:381). The '-e' ending in E. 

indicates a longer vowel and would soften the 'th' to 'dd'. Trabathe suggests a Cu. tref + 

*baeth 'boar farmstead'. The later -bouk, -boch, -beauch forms suggests the W. f. noun 

bwch , C. bugh 'cow' or W. bwch 'roe-buck' as the specific. Or, if the name was 
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borrowed into Gaelic, the specific may have been taken to be G. e.g. bochd 'poor·, bo 

'cow', boc 'roe-deer'. 

Trabeattie DMF NY 0376 

No early forms found. 

Torthorwald parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Farmstead south of Torthorwald, north of 

Collin and nearly four miles east of Dumfries, not mentioned in Hooker. We can 

compare Trabeattie with Dalbeattie (Dalbaty 1469, and Dalbety in Pont). Furthermore it 

can be compared with Dalbeathie PER from Dulbethy 1490. Watson (1926:418) derives 

this as G. dal beithich 'haugh of the birchwood' i.e. G. Dal, < dul, dol, itself a 

borrowing from British generic dol 'meadow'i\ and beitheach, gen. beithich. 

An alternative interpretation comes from Beattie the surname. Black (1946:64) suggests 

that it is probably derived from Bate or Baty, however he adds that 'there is no evidence 

to support the theory that this name is from Gaelic biadhtach one who held land on 

condition of supplying food (biad) to those billeted on him by the chief'. He refers to 

AU, II, 128. However, Irish chiefs had a biatach, 'feeder'in their court. In Anglo

Norman surveys and charters it is written as betagius and is equated with the nativus 

'hereditary villein'. Charles-Edwards suggests that 'the biatach descends from the base 

client of early medieval Ireland'. Besides the food render service biathad also referred to 

the 'obligatory hospitality given to a person together with a company fixed according to 

the primary guest's status' (Charles-Edwards 1993:547). If this is a Cumbric site we 

may expect a Cumbric version of MW word for food renders as the specific such as 

gwestfa ('spending the night place' i.e. hospitality + food render) or dawnbwyd (a gift of 

food from taeogion to their lord). There is W bwytal 'payment in victuals' which may 

have been anglicised to -beattie. Breeze has suggested (1999:205-7) that Trailtrow 

derives from another royal office i.e. Tre'r trulliad (butler's tref) perhaps this is a Iref 

giving a food render. The next problem is whether the generic is Cu. trefto which G. 

biatach has been added. This is possible considering the numerous tref sites especially in 

14 That dal is a borrowing from P Celtic dol is explained by its absence as a place-name element in 
Ireland. 
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Carrick where tref appears to have been borrowed ex nomine into Gaelic. In this area 

Gaelicization would have happened in the period of Hiberno-Norse settlement. perhaps 

directly from Ireland, and far from eliminating the local means of food-renders the new 

lords would have been likely to preserve the previous arrangements. In this situation, 

with what may have been an earlier tref site, the function and the generic were kept with 

biatach added on. Its location near Dumfries and near the main route from Carlisle to 

Glasgow make it a good location as a feeder's tref for an itinerant lord. 

Alternatively the -ie ending has been shown by 6 Maolalaigh to derive from the earlier 

G. locative -in endings (e.g. Biffie < Bidbin 1th century) in eastern Scotland, while _ 

ach endings tended to be realized as -0 in Scots (e.g. Balmerino< Balmurinach 1212). 

This may indicate a second element derived from G beithin 'place of birches'. 

Traboyack* A YR Carrick S502 NX 2591 

Trabuyage 1413 RMS; Tawboyag RMS 2; Troubuyach Blaeu. 

Straiton parish, Diocese of Glasgow. A farm halfway up a hill overlooking the River 

Stinchar, west facing, near to Barr. Also there is a Traboyach Mid Burn nearby. Watson 

(1926:361) says there are two places called Traboyack one of which I can find. 

Rounding and velarisation of first vowel, tref> tra, presumably due to the labialisation 

and subsequent vocalisation of the final voiced (v) in TreJ-, although this does not 

operate in all cases e.g. Triermain, Trailtrow, Trailflat, Terregles. 

As a personal name Boyack is found in Fife and the Brechin area according to Black 

(1946:94) as Bawak and Bowack. As a place-name in Carrick we can make three 

suggestions. Firstly from Gaelic boidheach, 'pretty', used in a diminutive sense of a 

baby for example. Secondly the earlier spelling, which should be the most reliable, 

buyage, suggests Gaelic buidheag, which has a variety of meanings; 'goldfinch', any 

'bird ofa yellow colour', any 'yellow flower' (see Dwelly 1911:138). Also it has the

ack ending in Scots which may indicates a Gaelic name e.g. the locative suffix -ach. 

Lastly, buyage may derive from W. bugeilge, 'sheep-dog', the medial g becoming a y as 

Cumbric faded away; this would give us 'sheep-dog farmstead'. G. buidheag seems 

more likely given the 1413 date of the earliest spelling and that we know from other 
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examples, e.g. Fintry, that G. may have adopted the tref element ex nomine from 

Cumbric and Pictish speakers. 

Trabrown* BER S449 NT 5048 

Treuerbrun, c.1170 Dryb Lib; Trabroun 1424 RMS ; Trebroun Blaeu. 

Lauder parish, Diocese of St Andrews. A hill farm up above Lauderdale. Watson 

suggests tref yr bryn 'hill stead' (1926:359) which suits its location exactly. Of interest 

is the use of the def. art. 'ir' when we would expect y before a consonant. Furthermore, 

lenition (i.e. bryn> fryn) has not been written in the early form. It is also of note that C. 

bron 'hill' when adopted into E. is realised as Brown e.g. Brown Willy < bron H'enOIOlt' 

'hill of swallows' and Trebrown, both in Cornwall. Therefore '-broyvn' in Trabrown may 

be derived more precisely from bron (f.) 'hill', 'breast', OW bronn, rather than W. bryn, 

OW brinn 'hill'. 

Trabroun* ELO S408 NT 4674 

Gladsmuir parish, Diocese of St Andrews. A farm near Longniddry. 

A Cu. form of W. Tref y bron, 'hill stead' by analogy with Trabrown BER 

and Trebrown CNW trev + bron 'hill farmstead'. 

Tradunnock* AYR S491 NS 3004 

Trudonag 1444 Cross Chrs; Trewdunnak 1492 Laing; Trodonag 1492 RMS; Trodonag

Makcowben 1492 RMS, 

Kirkmichael (Muintircasduff 15) parish, Diocese of Glasgow. A small farm outside of 

Ruglen, above Water of Girvan, on a hill, near to Crosshill. Rounding and velarisation to 

give tref> tra (see Traboyack). 

15 Alternatively spelled as Muntercasduff, they are referred to as a clan under John Kennedy of Dunure in 
1345 RMSi. The name, according to Brooke (1983:60 (who mentions Barrow 1981: 11», is indicative of 'a 
(Gaelic) name of an ancient Cumbric kindred, the Munterduffy or Montercasduff. Muintircasduff is 
Gaelic. The spelling can be derived from a wholly G. muinntir 'people, inhabitants, tribe, clan', plus cas 
dubh 'black feet'. Cf. Muinntir Fhionnlaigh on Lewis, and that the name may refer to the type of cattle 
they kept. 
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Watson (1926:362) compares it with Tredenauk in LLD, now Tredynog in MYN. 

VSBG (1944:71) offers by analogy a convincing explanation of the specific as a Cu. 

version of MW C2 adjective rhedynog 'ferny' using this site. The Life of St. Cadog 

mentions a 'Trefredinaue [called Tredynog], that is, fern homestead' (gl. l'illafzlieis) 

after a dispute between Arthur and Cadog had lead to a number of cows being 

transformed into clumps of fern. Further examples from Padel (1985: 196) are Tredinick, 

and three Tredinnick in CNW; the Lichfield Gospels have pul retinoe and in OB 

Radenee, Rattenue. The loss of final :fin trefand initial re- in redinaue may be 

explained by syncope as seen in the W. form Tref redinaue > Tredynog as found in the 

Welsh form. Donag may be a personal name. Also Breeze (2000:55) has speculated that 

the second element may be dannog 'betony', which as a herbal medicine would make it 

a good site for a tref 

Referring to the 1492 Trodonag form he states that 'the original back vowel a would be 

represented best in Trodonag, which has undergone vowel harmony'. However, it can be 

seen that two other early forms use Tru and Trew suggesting that any vowel harmony 

that occurred to the name was under the influence of Gaelic and then Scots. 

Trahenna Hill* PEB R459 NT 1337 

Torhenna Hill Blaeu; Trahennanna as 1850. 

Stobo parish, Diocese of Glasgow. A hill above Dreva, overlooking the Tweed. If 

nearby Dreva is a plural this may be one of the other trefz. 

-Henna may be a personal name (cf. Hanna in southern Scotland) possibly from G. mac 

Sheanaigh (see Black 1946:341) and Hanna in Cornwall and Trehanna 1306 (see Padel 

1984:226). Also -henna < W. henaf 'oldest', a superlative, giving 'oldest farmstead'. It 

is tempting to suggest the 'tref of old Anna' from the as form. It may refer to Dreva 

itself and be an earlier form. However, the Blaeu form, and that it is a hill, although late 

suggests either Cu. *tor or G torr 'hill' as the first element. 

Trailflat* DMF S518 NY 4085 

Traverflet 1165-1214 Lib. Caleh.; Traverfleth 1180; Trauerjlet 1260: Trailjlatt Blaeu. 



A farm by the Water of Ae and medieval parish (now part of Tinwald) , Nith Deanery, 

Diocese of Glasgow. 

Tref plus def. art. and -fiet . The -fiet may represent a lenited -blet which may be a 

cognate with the W. m.noun blaidd, B. bleiz, C. bleydh 'wolf, the final 't 'being 

pronounced as W. 101 (as is indicated by the 1180 form). Old Brittonic forms are OC 

bleil, W. 1200, bleyt, 12-13th century bleil, 13th century bleid. This suggests 'wolfs fref 

perhaps after a personal name and epithet (cf. Bleddyn) rather than actual wolves. 

It is notable how Traver- has become Trail-. This may be a specific reflex into Scots of 

trefyr in the Dumfries area. As a parish it is a high status and old site. Also cf. Sc.jlaf(l) 

ONflat, MEflat, and borrowed in to W. asfflat, 'a piece of flat, level ground; a larger 

division of the common field'. It is found in Garrowflat prefixed either with Sc. gairy 

'variegated', 'streaked'(see Taylor 1997:378) or G. ceathramh. 

Breeze (2000:56) has interestingly suggested that the second element is Cu. *llet or * 

llat corresponding to W. llaid 'mud, mire' giving farmstead on lofthe mire which may 

suit Trailflat being by a meandering river. In order to accept this we have to discount the 

1180 form and accept that an English rendition of W III Iwas spelled as 'fl'. This latter 

does seem to be the case with E. forms such as Fluellen for Llywellyn. W. lIed 'width'/ 

'breadth' found in e.g. Lledwigan GWY may be considered and W. lledfen is translated 

as 'flat'. In addition, accepting the 'fl' = W. '11' hypothesis and one that accounts for the 

1180 'th' ending the second element may be the adj. llailh, 'moist', 'damp', again 

accounting for Trailflat's flood plain location and giving 'damp tref .16 

Trailtrow* DMF S530 NY 1471 

Trevertrold D. Inq.1120-24; Trailhrow 1609. 

Parish, Annan Deanery, Diocese of Glasgow. 

See Watson (1926:359) and Barrow (1999a:61) who comment on Trailtrow. However, 

Lawrie (1905:303) quotes 1. Brown, who identified Trevertrold as Trailtrow in the 

Cummertrees parish, but, as Lawrie points out, 'neither Trevertrold nor Trailtrow appear 

16 If this derivation is acceptable it also suggests that Cu had the W 'II' /)..} sound. 
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in the Register as land belonging to the bishopric' (i.e. of Glasgow). As a parish it is an 

old, high-status site. 

Breeze (1999:205-7) has suggested that -trold derives from trulliad 'cup-bearer, butler'. 

He suggests that the Modem Welsh would be Tre'r Trulliad. The trulliad did have a 

legal position in a Welsh court and a butler could have been granted land or held land 

from the king. Breeze (1999:206) suggests that Trevertrold was established during the 

Cumbric re-expansion in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Also trull, 'wine cup' or 

'ladle', is mentioned in the Gododdin. However, Breeze says 'Cumbria was occupied by 

Strathclyde'(1999:206) so its difficult to determine what he means as Cumbria. Ifwe 

accept that Trevertrold is 'butler's farmstead' we would expect it to be, even with 

itinerant rulers, near a royal seat of power, the position of Trailtrow implies that either 

Dumfries or more likely Carlisle would be that centre. It may indicate that the Cumbrian 

king had moved his court south from Lanarkshire or had two centres of administration. 17 

Or that the butler was working for a sub-reguli of the Nithsdale / Cumberland region. 

Alternatively, it may have been land held by a butler during his period of service or 

given to one single butler for good service. However, there is no occurrence that I can 

find of a tre'r trulliad in Wales or in fact a trefnamed after any person from a royal 

court. The earliest form using -trole points to a more plausible derivation for example 

from a Cu. form of W. troell, 'spinning wheel', troellan 'wheel' or 'circle', and trol 

'cart'. If the medial 'er' is the Cu. def. art. ir it is of interest as in MW we would expect 

yr only before vowels and h. In OW we only find the def. art. ir or 'r. This may indicate 

the old form of the definite article being used as the language was dying out; as it was 

borrowed into Scots this old form was fossilised. 

Tralallan* KCB NX 7572 (re-named as Glenlair c.1558) 

Trolallane 1531 RMS iii; Trallane 1589 RMS iv. 

Tralallan / Trolallan of Parton parish 'seems obsolete' according to Watson (1926:363). 

However, RMS iv states that it was re-named in 1589 mentioning it as 'Trallane alias 

Glenlair' on 14th January when the King confirmed it to a John Glendunyng. Glenlair is 
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a large estate on the bend of the Urr Water with an Upper and Nether Glenlair. A 'fort' 

is marked nearby at Margley. It is suggested as a tref site by its location and that it bears 

the hallmarks of a tref estate and cf. Trevercarcou above which also had its name 

changed. 

Parton (Pertoun 1589) parish is part of the Diocese of Galloway, deanery of Glenken 

and dedicated to British Saint Inan, probably < Uinniau/ Gwinnion. The suffix -la!lane 

may be derived from the personal name of the family of Maclellan! Mac Gill , Fhaolain 

according to Black (1946:470) suggesting an adopted Tref + le!lan < Ghi!l'Fhaolain. 

The Maclellans held land in Galloway giving their name to Balmaclellan (previously 

Trevercarcou) after it was granted to a John Maclellann in 1466 by James III. 

Possibly -la!lan reflects an earlier pre-Gaelic form of the name which was used with tref 

. It may contain the element !lain, 'patch', 'piece', 'slip of land' occurring in; W. 

Llainmoidir, in MB. Lein, and in C. len, giving field names Lean Braus and Lean 

Ridden. Also the 1589 -!lane second element may be a form of !lan 'enclosure'. 

Tralodden (Cottage)* A YR S502 NX 2296 

Troloddane 1497 SRO; Troloddan Ret. 

Girvan parish, Diocese of Glasgow. 

In the Ayrshire cluster, a small homestead in a valley above Penwhapple Burn. Near to 

Tralorg, Troweir, Tormitchell. The second element -loddan can be compared to W 

lydan C ledan 'wide', e.g. Rhyd Lydan and C. Carluddon « cruc ledan, Padel 

1984:145). Possibly a Cu. form ofW. treflydan 'wide, expansive farmstead'. 

Tralorg Hill / High* A YR R502 NX 2297 

Trewlorg 1459 RMSii; Troulorg Blaeu. 

Girvan parish, Diocese of Glas. Also a High Tralorg, a small house near Penwhapple 

Burn. There is a possible uchel / isaf relationship with Traloddan where we would 

expect a 'Lower' Tralorg. 

17 Cf. David I who based himself in Carlisle as one of his chief courts. 
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The lack of early forms make any derivation tentative but the specific -lorg may be from 

G. lorg f. 'footstep', 'path', 'print' found in G. place-names elsewhere (e.g. there is a 

terrarum Arnlwrg cum molendino mentioned in RMS iv in Kirkmichael parish A YR in 

the same 1576 entry as Trave). This may have replaced an earlier Cu. version ofW. 

cognate llwrw, 'path', as the whole name, (*tref + llwrw) was assimilated into Gaelic 

(*tref + G lorg).18 

Tranent* ELO S480 NT 4073 

Trauernent 1127 Ch. HoI.; Trevernent 1144, 1150; Trauyrnent 1266 Ex. Rolls; 

Travernant Ch. HoI. (William I). 

A parish and old mining village. Near to the Firth of Forth. See Watson (1926:360). 

Cf. W. trefyr neint 'Trefofthe streams', 'nent 'is a Cu. version W. pI. 'streams'. 

Also Gaul. Nantu-ates, a tribe near Lake Geneva. Note the Cu 'er', and then 'yr' by 

1266. The -nent looks like the Cu representation of the W. pI. neint rather than the sing. 

nant. Tranent either offers an important example of the continuation ofCumbric speech 

in an area administrated by Northumbria from 638 or a name coined after the collapse of 

Northumbria and the spread ofCumbric and Gaelic speakers into ELO (e.g. nearby G. 

Ballencrieff) in the 10th and 11 th centuries. 

Tranew* A YR - Carrick S491 NS 3507 

Trownawe 1370-89 Laing Chrs; Treunewr 1449 RMS ii; Trownaw 1504 RMS. 

Kirkmichael parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Near Cloncaird Castle and possibly part of its 

estate. A small holding on a hill above Water of Girvan and Tranew Linn. Part of a 

cluster of trefsites (see Watson 1926:361). Rounding and velarisation oftrefto tro. See 

the previous note on Niddrie on the use of newydd- nodha - nua. As with the other place 

names in this area, we know that there was language shift from Cumbric to Gaelic, here 

with G. perhaps assimilating tref with a specific nodha cognate with W. newydd. Gaelic 

speakers (or bilingual Cu / G. speakers) may well have understood the sense of newydd 

18 -wlorg or Gwlorg may also be a personal name. 
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and transferred that into their own nodha. Analogical evidence for a Cu. 'new trev' 

interpretation comes from Cornish trev + nowydh, found in Trenower and Trenowah 

CNW, both of which are strikingly similar to the 1449 Treunewr form. 

Traprain* ELO S408 NT 5975 

Trepren 1335; Traprene RMS I; Trepprane David II; Trepprene. 

Linton parish, now Prestonkirk, Diocese of St Andrews. A farm near E. Linton and not 

the hill which is called today Traprain Law (formerly Dumpeldar or Kippie Law). 

Interestingly there is a farm nearer to the Law called Cairndinnis, probably the cairn of 

the dinas 'fort'. This may refer to the Law's earlier role as a major fort and settlement of 

the Votadini / Gododdin (see Watson 1926:363). 

The earlier forms of -prane/ prene are of note. They may indicate a plural along the 

same pattern ofW.bran 'crow' > pI. brain. There is also the W. word prain, 'feast', 

from L. prandium. 

However, W tref bren < pren 'bush! tree farmstead' remains more likely using the 

earliest form albeit with the lenition unmarked. Traprain is one of the easterly tref 

names. As with other eastern examples they raise the question of how they survived in 

the most anglicised area of Scotland. In order to understand this we have to explain how 

they came about in the first place. Either Traprain was established before the English 

takeover of Lothian in the 630s and the name survived or Traprain was not established 

until the collapse of Northumbrian power during the 10th century. The first option 

suggests Northumbrian rule over a Cumbric / British population who retained their 

system of land management or at least the name was retained. The second suggests a 

Cumbric overlord either being given land around Traprain to set up an estate and re

introducing Cumbric land management or simply naming it as trev without the 

accompanying system. This may match up with the establishment of nearby G. 

Ballencrieff which, in tum, indicates a Gaelic overlord establishing an estate on Gaelic 

management lines or simply naming his farmstead baile. 
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Traquair* PEB S460 NT 3234 

(see OPS vol. 1 :218) Treuequor 1124-1147: Treferquyrd c.1124 D. Inq; Trauercoir, 

1124 -1153 Lib Mel; Trauequair 1133-1142 Lib Mel; Trauquere 1135 Lib. Scone; 

Trauequayr 1150-1242 Reg. Glas; Trefquaer 1153-1165 Lib. Mel; Trauerqueir 1165-

1171 Reg. Prior. St. And; Treuequair 1171-1178 Lib. Mel; Traverqveir 1172 - 1189, 

Lib. Calch; Travercuer 1174 Reg. Glas; Trauequeir 1179 Reg. Glas; Trafquair 1186 

Reg. Glas; Trefquer 1200 Reg. Glas; Treuequer 1200 Reg.Glas; Trauequeyr 1211-1214 

Reg. Aberbrothoc; Traquayre 1264 Lib. Mel. 

Parish, Diocese of Glasgow. A small village near Innerleithen. The original settlement 

would have been on the site of the church and hamlet at the junction of the Quair river 

and Kirkhouse / Kilhouse (itself an example of generic element variation) Burn. A 

parish in Peebles Deanery, the church is dedicated to St. Bride. St. Bride appears to have 

been popular in Lanarkshire as well as there are three parish churches, one collegiate 

foundation and several chapels dedicated to her. However, her cult may be linked to the 

spread of Douglas influence, whose patron saint she was, after the Wars of 

Independence. 

The old forms give a very useful record and possibly help us to pinpoint more accurately 

the signs of a language in decline. Above the early forms have been ordered 

chronologically. From this we can see that the medial e, and er, which represents the 

definite article, equivalent to W y / yr is being gradually eroded away. We may suggest 

that this represents a decline in the language where only an approximation is given 

instead of the correct form. Watson (1926:360) compares the river name Quair 'with 

Gweir, earlier Gueir, the river Weir, from a still earlier Vedra, which is supposed to 

mean the clear one'. W. would be trefy wair, the 'Gwair tref. The appearance of the 

'er' as definite article does not accord with the middle W. rule as 'yr' only occurs before 

vowels and' h '. This may be a particular Cumbric instance of 'er' instead of' e' before 

the qua / gwa sound as well as vowels. However, OW (terminating in the mid 1ih 

century) always used ir in front of consonants and we can expect it in old forms of 

place-names in Cumbria. In turn this may indicate that Cu. had died out in the area with 

the 'er' / ir form being fossilised in the name. The 1211 form retains the definite article 
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which may indicate a later survival of the language in this area, also it suggests that 

Cumbric retained ir in front of consonants. However, the other examples with just 'e' 

indicate that Cumbric had developed 'y' for the definite article as in Welsh, if we accept 

that Cumbric lingered on into the early 13th century in this area. 19 

We would expect the river name in MW, if fern., to lenite to -wair. Either lenition has 

not been written or it may indicate that Cumbric had different lenition rules. If we take 

the earliest forms especially the 1124-53 -coir form, besides the lack of lenition it shows 

a typically Cumbric feature of having -coir for what would be in W. gwair. We can 

compare this with Cumbric gos and W. gwas, the absence of the w being shown in this 

place-name. It could be argued that gwa > go could be a specific reflex of Cumbric into 

Northumbrian English.2o In addition, as well as Cumbric Gos-patric we have Gosmungo, 

and we have the OE spelling of CWQ?s patrike which is an example of OE changing 

Brittonic b, d, g, to p, t, k. 

Alternatively the changes from 'er' > 'e' could just be phonological changes in Inglis: 

having already adopted Travercoir as the place-name, even though Cumbric had died 

out. However, when we do have an example of a Cumbric or a Brittonic place-name 

borrowing in English (or Inglis) it normally fossilises the form preserving quite early 

sounds. Here the old forms do appear to be a development within Cumbric. Lastly, even 

though such a multiplicity of early forms is a luxury in Scottish onomastics we should 

also consider that multiple entries from the same Register (e.g. Glasgow) may be 

copying from an earlier source. 

Trarynzeane* A YR NS 5621 

Trarynzeane 1437 Gt. Chamberlain's Accounts; Trarinzeane 1467 RMS; Trarynzeane 

1475 RMS; Traringzeane 1488 RMS; Tarrinzane 1488 RMS; Trarinzane 1497 RMS; 

Trarinyane 1498 RMS; Terringzane 1511 RMS; Terringzeane Ret; Tarringzean (Castle) 

1850 OS. 

19 This would also reinforce the theory that Cumbric is simply a dialect of Welsh and followed the same 
sound developments as OW to MW. 
20 But see Jackson (1953:707), Koch (1997:175) and Ekwall (1918:110). 
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Situated in the parish of Cumnock, Diocese of Glasgow, known as 'the common of 

Crawfuirdstone alias Terringzeane'. It can be found on the as 1850 map as Tarringzean 

Castle on Tarringzean Holm, just south of Auchinleck and north of Cumnock situated 

on a river bend. It bears the marks of a previous fortification. Watson (1926:360) 

suggests 'trefyr fynnon [7] well stead, like Auchintibber'. Rinnian, Ringan and Rineyan 

were formerly thought to be the later Scots form of Ninian. Gaelic is Truinnean (see 

Watson 1926:294). It is more likely to contain the name of the British St. Uinniau I 

Gwinnion and that this may have been a tref belonging to St. Uinniaul Finan or 

perhaps, being church land, the church was dedicated to Uinniau, or simply the 

homesteader was called Uinniaul Guinnion. Cumnock parish church itself was dedicated 

to a British St. Convall I Cynwal. The early form with a W. spelling would be *tre'r 

uinnian. The later forms suggest that the name has been assimilated into G. and that the 

generic has changed, by analogy, from trefto G. tir 'land'(or by metathesis of the initial 

'r'). The later Tra would be from metathesis in Scots of the 'r' as G. died out and was 

replaced by Scots (cf. the tra in Trarachty becoming ter to give Terraughty in the same 

period). 

Trebetha Hill * PEB R459 NT 0834 

Kilbucho parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Above Kilbucho Burn which runs into the Biggar 

Water near Broughton and near to Blendewing. There is a concentration of 'hill-forts' 

and 'settlements' here. Cf. W bedd 'grave'e.g. Beddgelert, or C. bedhow, 'birch trees', 

G. beith 'birch tree'. The -a ending may indicate a plural cf. W. beddau, 'graves' 

perhaps referring to the ancient settlements. 

Kilbucho has been identified by Watson (1926:151) as the most southerly cil- name. 

Taylor (1999:51) has illustrated how Kilbucho parish lay on the route of lona abbots on 

their way to Lindisfarne. Furthermore, the monastery nearby at Old Melrose was 

established 635-51. Ifwe accept that -bucho does refer to a saint dedication, either Bega 

or (Mo )Becoc, and that she did not begin life as a holy bracelet (see Taylor 1999:51). In 

addition, it may not refer to a saint at all but be a reference to its situation e.g. G. bugha 

'green spot by a stream' or W bychod 'small' We can see that it may be a Gaelic 
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settlement name amidst a Northumbrian English speaking society. Trebetha Hill is 

adjacent to Kilbucho suggesting that there once was a trefnear to Kilbucho, possibly 

even a tref attached to the church. Furthermore, before Kilbucho was a church it may 

have been the tref settlement site, Trebetha, itself. Of interest is that, similar to the 

Penteiaeob to Eddleston sequence (referring to the same place), we have Gaelic names 

alongside British / Cumbric ones. Further analogical evidence comes from the mixed 

ethnicities found at Stobo with Gaelic, Cumbrian and English names, showing how, at 

least in Christian circles, the continuation of three language groups was quite normal. It 

is more likely that the trefname came into use after the collapse of Northumbrian 

political power and Cumbric / Strathclyde re-expansion in the 10th -11 th century. This 

area does have other late-looking Cumbric names and the trefmay have been sited near 

the existing eil-site, and overall Peeblesshire appears to have come under Cumbric 

control during the expansion period. Nearby Blendewing may be derived from Cu. form 

of W blaen 'point, end, limits' + dewing possibly a pet form of the personal name Dewi, 

or dewin a dyn hysbys 'wise-man or magician' .21 

Treesmax* AYR -Kyle S480 NS 4618 

Treyvinax 1511, RMS; Trevenox, Trenemax Ret. 

Ochiltree parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Situated near to Trabboch, Tarlegin and 

Ochiltree, over the hill from Tarelgin, up a track off the road to Drongan. Watson states 

with Troax (see below) that -ax is an E. plural. However, -ax may be from a Celtic root 

for example if we take the Scots Lennox being from G. Leamhnaehd. This would be the 

G. loco suffix -aeh (-aeht> -ax> -ox). Similarly it is suggested that the Cu / Wending -

aeh may have been realised as -ax in Scots. If this is acceptable we can suggest a Cu. 

version ofW.m. mynaeh for the specific giving Tre(f) + f;maeh or pl.fynaieh, 'monk's or 

monks22 farmstead', cf. Treveneague CWL < Tre + manaeh (see Padel 1985: 156) and 

Pontarfynach, CER. The later -ax ending may reflect the borrowing of the name into 

Scots. 

21 N.B. the local stories about Myrddin and Lailoken in this area. 
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Alternatively, considering the chronology of settlement and conquest in this area, this 

may be a Cumbric tref site prefixed onto an earlier English name by incoming Cumbric 

speakers following the Northumbrian collapse of the 10th century. 

Tregallon* DMF S594 NX 9374 

Part of Dumfries cluster and in the parish of Troqueer, Diocese of Glasgow. A 'fort' is 

marked on the hill above. A smallholding off the road running west from Cargenbridge 

near Dumfries. Set in the line of hills that rise up to the west of the Nith valley where 

there are other tref names. Also there is a Tregallon Mote here. 

Watson spells it as 'Tregallan' (1926:362) but I could not find a record for it. Perhaps 

the best way of suggesting a qualifier for this is by analogy with the Cornish Tregallon. 

Padel (1984:231) suggests a trev plus kelin 'holly', where kelynn > gelynn. Therefore 

'holly tree farmstead' seems most satisfactory. 

Trevana Knowe* PEB R460 NT 3333 

Traquair parish, D. ofGlas. Immediately south of Traquair, it is only a relief feature 

today. It appears to contain a personal name Anna or Hanna. Cf. nearby Trehanna hill 

PEB and Trehan, in St Stephens by Saltash, Cornwall, from Trehanna 1306 and a 

William Hanna in the same parish in 1327 (see PadeI1985:225). 

Trevercarcou* KCB S481 NS 7818 

Trevercarcou c.1275 Boia; possibly Balmaclellan 1408. 

Balmaclellan, formerly Trevercarcou parish, Diocese of Galloway. Watson (1926:359) 

suggests that this site is linked to Carco on Crawick water in Kirkconnel parish, DMF. If 

so it may have been a tref associated with Carco i.e. part of its estate. Also there is a 

cluster of trefnames here.23 

22 Padel notes (1985: 146) that in place-names the singular 'perhaps seems to stand for the plural 
(*menegh), since the pI. 'monks' enclosure, dwelling, etc. is more likely than 'monk's enclosure". 
23 The -carcou ending strengthens the case that Carco and Cargo CMB (see the cair chapter) are Cumbric 
names and that * cou or * cow is a Cumbric element cf. W. cau, 'hollow, field'. 
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However, Brooke (1991:319) convincingly places it on the site of Balmaclellan (a 

parish, Diocese of Galloway), Barrow has suggested (see Brooke 1984:54) that it was 

the earlier name for nearby Earlston. Trevercarocou is in Galloway diocese, Glenken 

deanery, as is Balmaclellan. Brooke states (1991:302) 'the principal estates of 

Balmaclellan (Troquhain and Ie Contref), and the old parish name Trevercarcou mark a 

long lived centre of British power' (see Troquhain below). Black (1946: 470) places the 

change to Balmaclellan as later in that the Maclellans held land in Galloway giving their 

name to Balmaclellan after it was granted to a John Maclellan in 1466 by David III. 

The derivation may be trev plus def. art. ir added to Cu. *cair-cou (W. cau ) originally 

meaning 'enclosed defended homestead' but later perhaps a more developed site to 

which the trefwas attached (see cair chapter for other examples of Car co in Cumbria). It 

suggests *tref ir cair cou, 'tref of the (or by the) enclosed stead (in the) hollow'. As the 

centre of administration when parishes were formed it then lent its name to the parish. 

The rendering of -cou instead ofW. cau also illustrates the Cu. move of a> 0 after c/g 

compared to W., e.g. W. gwas Cu. g(w)os. Furthermore, there are numerous other 

instances ofW. cau, Cumbo cow, cou, occurring in our area. See notes on Troquhain 

KCB. Also cf. Cardoll CNW spelled as Cargau 1086. 

Trevergylt No ID. LAN? 

Treuergylt B 1 D.Inq, Trevergilt B2 D. Inq. 1120-24. 

Owned by Church of Glasgow, its location is uncertain. During the reign of David I the 

church of Glasgow's property was in the vicinity of Glasgow, in the mid and upper 

wards of Clydesdale, in Tweeddale, lower Teviotdale, lower Annandale and the Urr 

valley. Later claims extended to upper Annandale, Borthwick MLO and southern 

Cumbria (i.e. south of the Solway). Barrow (1999a:61) mentions Treuergylt as 

'unidentified'. A suggested derivation is tref + ir (def.art.) + -Gylt which may either be 

a form of the W. pI. cyll 'hazels' found finally in (Llanfair) Pwllgwyngyll, 'white hazels 

pool' CRN, suggesting for Trevergylt 'hazels tref'. Alternatively, -gylt may be a form of 

gwyllt, 'wild, mad', perhaps referring to a nearby stream or river. In this case with 

lenition. When it was written later in W. we would expect to lose the 'g' giving H)'ilt as 
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found in Myrddin Wyllt. However we would need to explain away the loss of the '1-t", 

Lastly we may consider that gylt may be a Cu. remnant of the W. legal term cyllid 

'tribute' which gives the term tir cyllidus 'taxable land' a term used in Llyfr Iorwerth 

for tir cyfrif, but in southern lawbooks for any land subject to cyllid (see Charles

Edwards 1993:570) and cf. W. cylltyd 'tenure'. A lenited -gylt may be a shortened form 

of cyllidwith a loss of the medial 'i' vowel, (cf. the loss of medial 'a' in another Cu. 

legal term galnys compared to MW galanas), the final 't' being a rendering of the word 

as it was borrowed into either Gaelic or English. Such an interpretation gives the 

meaning 'tribute tref, a trefthat pays toward, or is part of, a lord's estate. 

Treverlen* (Duddingston) MLO S407 NT 2972 

Treverlen 1138-47; Traverlen 1165 -1214 Lib. Caleh; Treuerlene 1245-54. 

Duddingston parish, St. Andrews diocese. Identified with Duddingston by Barrow (1959 

and 1999:86) on the south side of Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh. David I confirmed 

Trevenlene to Kelso abbey and named an early owner as Vineth. Barrow states (1999:86) 

that in the early part of the 1th century it belonged to Uviet the White, a prominent 

Lothian landower and noble. 

The vill of Treverlen was confirmed to Kelso by William the Lion in 1165 and later in 

1168 confirmed to St. Andrews' as Dodin of Berwick held it best'. Cowan comments 

(1967:200) that there is little doubt that this is the church thereafter known as 

Duddingston i.e. it was named after Dodin i.e. Dodin 's tun. 

It may be another example of Cumbric keeping the' ir' definite article before a 

consonant. Watson (1926:361) suggests tref 'wr len, 'rectors farmstead'. However, we 

may suggest *trefir (l)lyn, 'lake farmstead! vill', if we assume that -len may be a 

Cumbric version of llyn and if we take into account Duddingston Loch. Watson also 

associates the rock of Treuanlene (Lib. Calehou) with this site, presumably referring to 

Arthur's Seat, the -lene spelling gives further support to the llyn interpretation being the 

most satisfactory. It is interesting to see Treverlen termed as a vill in 1165 as this term 

exactly matches vill being applied to W trefin MS. Along with the other eastern tref 

examples (Tranent, Traprain) it suggests that these trefi were set up in the lOth century 
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during the collapse of Northumbrian power. It implies that Cumbric speakers took land 

along with Gaelic speakers perhaps as a reward for supporting the Scottish king. It is 

less likely that a trefname survived for so long from 638 under Northumbrian rule. 

Triorn* A YR Cunningham 

Triorn Pont; Triorne 1655 RMS. 

Beith parish, Diocese of Glasgow. East of Beith (itself possibly Taliesin's coet beit, 

'boar's wood') found on the Pont map but not in Hooker's gazetteer, possibly obsolete. 

Watson (1926:362) mentions it as Trearne. It can be compared with B. trionnen 'land 

left fallow' or W. tri ohnnen 'three ash trees', or Tre'r Onnen MYN 'ash farmstead'. 

However, see Trearne below where the derivation is more likely to be from W. haearn 

'iron'. Beith parish church is dedicated to British Saint Inan, probably from Uinniau. 

Johnston (1934:314) gives a 1233 Triern but does not say which place, Triorn or 

Trearne, he is referring to. He does suggest tre airne 'house among the sloes' for 

Trearne; however I do not know where he found this accent. The idea is still useful 

though. The W. collective noun for plums is eirin, a plum tree is pren eirin. A version of 

eirin then may be the qualifier here for an original tref eirin 'plum (tree) farmstead'. 

This could later give Triorne or Trearne. Cf. Tryorne BER. 

Trearne* A YR Cunningham S563 NS 3553 

Triarn Pont 

Beith parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Found on the Pont map just south of Triorne. The 

similarity and proximity of the two names suggests some duplication or relationship 

between the two places. Trearne House today is just east of Gateside, east of Beith. 

Possibly tref + haearn 'iron tref cf. W. haearn, C. horn, OC. Hoern, B. hoiarn, OB. 

houarn 'iron'. 'Iron' occurs as a place-name element in Cornish in Polhearn Farm 

(Devon), Goldenhorn and Castle Hornek, Cornwall, and in MB Plo-harnoc (see Padel: 

1985: 134). 'Iron' is frequently used in personal names, e.g. B. Conhoiarn. There are 

many examples shown in Loth (1890: 139) from Anau-hoiarn to Uur-hoiarn. There is 

Hoiarn and Haiarn on its own, which may be the name we see as the specific in Trearne. 
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It occurs as a prefix e.g. Hoiarncomhal, Hoiarngen. Also there are the personal names 

Trehoiarn and Trihoiarn and place-names Ker drehouarn (Gourin, Brittany) and 

Kerdreouarn (Kervignac, Morbihan) and Tremehouarn < personal name Mohoiarn (see 

Loth 1890:234). Alternatively, there is G. earrann, 'portion', which may give a G. 

qualifier. 

Triermain* CMB NY 3703 

Treverman 1169; Trevermane 1169-1363; Trewermain, Treverman c.1200; Thretherman 

1355; Trivermain Castle 1580 (see EPNS PNCu 1950:116). 

Waterhead parish. Cf. ow. treb ir main, MW. trefyr maen, 'farmstead of rocks' . Main 

is the W.pI. (m) of maen 'rock' . However, the OW singular is main but MW maen and 

the pI. is main. The form here is likely to be the plural e.g. -mane, -mane, and mayne. 

'Rocks I stones farmstead'. Here we have Cumbric the same as Welsh but retaining the 

OW and Cumbric form of the definite article. 

Trigony* DMF S505 NX 8893 

Penpont parish, Diocese of Glasgow. South of Thornhill, near Penpont, an old 

established house overlooking R. Nith. Cf. Tregony, Cornwall, from Tref hrigoni 1049 

'Rigoni's stead' as Padel (1988: 166) tentatively suggests. Possibly from a personal 

name *Rhigoni 'one of noble birth' cf. B. Riginet, Rignod (see Loth 1890:159). 

Troax* A YR Carrick S513 NX 1087 

Trowag 1549 RMS (this is according to Watson (1926:362) but I cannot find this form 

in RMS only a Troaghe which is in Arran). N. Ritrowack, O. Ritrowack Blaeu. 

Colmonell parish, Diocese of Galloway. Small holding on hill facing WSW, up a track 

between Lendalfoot and Ballantrae, near Carleton. 

Tre/> Tro because of Rounding and velarisation from labialisation and vocalisation of 

the final voiced Iv/. Watson states that -ax ending is an E. pI. (1926:362). Troax may 

contain the G. -achd ending giving -ax (and as with Treyvinax above (Treesmax) 

possibly a Cu. -ach or -ag ending). Breeze (2000:58) has suggested W. tref + adj. gwag, 
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'desolate (empty/ vacant) fann'. He adds, 'the name of Troax thus provides infonnation 

of settlement in Carrick. The site was deserted for a while because of violence, plague or 

another reason, so that its old name was lost and it was called 'desolate homestead'. Yet, 

it was later reoccupied, probably while Cumbric was still spoken. ' 

The suggestion for a second element is quite useful especially in comparison with 

Boswague CNW which may contain the C. adj. gwag, 'empty, weak'. In this sense gwag 

may be a (bitter but humorous) referral to the poor fertility of the land (cf. field names in 

W. ysgythyr Gruffudd, 'Gruffudd's scratching' or E. 'Cold Comfort') rather than to the 

actual fannstead. It would make little sense for it to be named the 'empty' fann unless it 

was a ruin when named. 

That there are two Ritrowack in Blaeu may explain the development of what Watson 

noticed as an English plural with the -ax ending. An alternative fonn may have been 

*Trowags. However, it is also likely that the -ax ending was just the Scots rendition of 

the earlier -ag ending. The Ri prefix, as it appears late, may not be relevant but suggests 

Wrhyd 'ford'. 

Trochie KCB S528 NX 6378 

Balmaclellan / Trevercarcou parish. Near New Galloway, a smallholding. The -ie ending 

is common in G. stream names e.g. Feshie, Mashie, Tromie; Watson (1904:128) derived 

this ending from an earlier -ios. 6 Maolalaigh (1998:34) traces the Scots dim suffix -ie 

as sometimes deriving from the G. dim suffix -in. The medial ch appears to confinn the 

Gaelicisation of the name but as we have seen with other examples the initial tro could 

derive from tref. The lack of early forms make a derivation tentative. However, we may 

suggest a Cu. fonn of W. sing. ci 'dog, hound' found in W. place-names e.g. Bw!ch y Ci, 

Moe! y Ci both in CRN and two Trecwn PNF containing the plural cwn 'dogs' as the 

specific. Also we should consider the common element cae 'hedge, enclosed field', as 

the specific. The present spelling indicates its assimilation into G. 
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Trochrague* A YR S491 NS 2100 

Trevercraig RMSi 1324; Trevercraigeis 1303-29 RMS; Trevercragis 1324 Annandale 

Chrs; Crevergraig 1324 RMS (C = Tr); Trewchreg 1498 RMS; Trochreg 1523 RMS; 

TrochchraigBlaeu. 

Girvan parish (in 1850), Diocese of Glasgow (Kirkoswald parish according to Brooke 

1983:64). Established house I estate just NE of Girvan and near to Old Dailly.Watson 

(1926:360), compares it to W. Tre'r Graig, 'rock stead'. Note the absence of lenition of 

craig to graig if we follow W. rules and the addition of the Scots s plural in the 1303 

form. However, the loss of the definite article er and the development of craig> chreg 

« G chreag) may indicate its assimilation into G. 

Trogart A YR Carrick No ID 

Trogart Ret. 

Watson (1926:362) states that it is now obsolete. If it was a tref site it adds a greater 

concentration to the south Ayrshire-Carrick cluster. The qualifier may be a Cu form of 

W garth, 'hill, ridge, promontory'; cf. Penarth MRG or gardd 'garden'(also G. gart or 

E. garjJ). 

Trohaughtonl Trohoughton DMF S530 NY 0072 

Rahothton 1448 (R = Tr). 

Caerlaverockl Kirkblain or Dumfries parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Cf. Troax. 6 
Maolalaigh discussed G. -ach endings (1997:40). One form of -ach in Scots is augh, 

which occurs in the 15th century and possibly originates in the 13
th

. In most cases G.

ach is realised as -0 (e.g. Petslagach > Pitsligo). The E. -tun may have been either added 

at a later date or tref was prefixed onto an earlier E name during the Cu. expansion. 

Trohaughton and Trohoughton are the same place but split onto two maps. However, it 

is curious how the OS manage to spell them differently. Using the 1448 form we can 

suggest that E. tun has been attached and that the tun may have formed part of an earlier 

tref estate. It suggests that there may have been an original Tra- hoth. From this early 

form we can suggest a tentative Cu. form of W. hawdd for the specific which in place-
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names has the sense of 'ease, prosperous, generous, peaceful' found in place-names as 

Hodd e.g. Hoddnant (gl. as vallis prospera YSBG:202) Honddan, and Aberhonddu (see 

Richards 1998:151). Cf. C Huthnance. When Cu. names are spelled in E. or Latin we 

often find the W. sound dd /0/ being spelled as 'th'(unless Cu. differed from W. and did 

pronounce dd as th). 

Trolane 

Troulet Blaeu 

KCB S516 NX 6481 

DaIry parish, Diocese of Galloway. Smallholding up a track to the east of St Johns 

Town of DaIry, by Trolane Burn next to Bogue. The specific may be a Cu. version of W. 

lletr cf. the G. cognate leth 'slope'. 

Troloss LAN S494 NS 9108 

Crawford parish, Diocese of Glasgow. At the head of the Powtrail Water (see Watson 

1926:362). The specific may be from W.los and C. lost (cf. Lostwithiel), 'a tail of land, 

i.e. where a plateau ends in an acute angle and narrows down to the vanishing point' 

(Watson 1926: 362). 

Troneyhill* BER S473 NT 5723 

Keveronum 1116; Treueronum 1124; Traueranni 1170 Reg.Glas; Trarouny; Tronie 

1576 RMS iv. 

Ancrum parish, Teviotdale, Diocese of Glasgow. 

Lawrie was cautious on Treueronum (1905:303) but mentioned Brown (1901) who 

identified this as Tryome in ROX connected with 'the lands of St Leonards, Snawdone, 

Tryome, Cannomunt croft' found in Retours. Watson (1926:361) stated that all of these 

places are in Lauder parish and that he could find no place in ROX called Tryome. 

Barrow (1999: 61) argues convincingly that Treveronum is Troneyhill. 24 From this i t may 

24 Brooke suggested (1996: 116) that Treveronum may be identified with Tynron DMF. It may be 
suggested instead that Tynron derives from *Din Rhun. 
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be suggested that there may have been a Tryorne in Lauder parish (see belo\\') but which 

has now become obsolete. 

Probably a Cu. form *trefir onnen as suggested by Barrow (1999:61) ofW. Trefyr 

onnen, 'ash tree stead', cf. Tre'r Onnen I Trefonnen MYN or with C. Ros-, Rosenannon 

CWL. 

Troqueer* DMF S529 NX 9675. 

Treverquyrd 1120; Treucoer 1154; Trequere 1372-4 RMS; Traquire Sibbald MS: 

Troquyir Pont; Tracuyir Blaeu. 

A Parish in Desnes deanery, Diocese of Glasgow. Part of SW Dumfries today. 

Overlooking the R. Nith it is above the centre of Dumfries, perhaps originally a farm 

outside the Dumfries fortified settlement / din. 

Watson (1926:362) comments that 'it maybe the same as Traquair, and may contain an 

older name for the Cargen Water, which flows through the parish'. This suggests tref 

gwair 'Gwair homestead' Gwair being 'the bright shining one'(see notes above on 

Traquair). The Traquair 1126 spelling is almost identical (Treferquyrd) to the 1120 

form here. Further derivations for the specific are suggested Firstly, in OW we have 

guerit carantauc (VSBG: 148), which is W. gweryd 'greensward, ground, earth', so tref 

ir guerit 'tref of the green'. Secondly W. gwaered 'slope, valley bottom' so tref ir 

gwaered 'tref of the slope'. The initial gw- is represented as qu- in other examples of 

Cumbric names, final d was lost as the language died out. The loss of the final lei vowel 

(if it is derived from gwaered or gweryd we would expect a spelling of * Treverquyred ) 

can be accounted for as having been in a weak position leading to syncope. Also there is 

a W. Tregwyr MRG, 'soldier's tref, but this would not account for the final 'd' in our 

early form. Lastly, also found in W. place-names is gwyrdd 'green, verdant', this may be 

the specific here with the final 'dd' being lost. Breeze (2000:58) has argued for a re

interpretation of Troqueer. He suggests that the specific is not an earlier name for 

Cargen Water (itself a Cumbric name) but corresponds to W *gH'eir, 'bend, curve'. This 

would give, he states, 'farmstead of the bend and there is a 90 degree bend in the Nith 

here'. However, he does not explain the final 'd' in the earliest form. 
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Troqubain* A YR S491 NS 3709 

Trevichane 1370 PRO.A; Treuchane 1371 RMS; Trevichane 1370 PRO.A; Treuechane 

1371; Trewchan 1370 RMS; Troquhan 1511 RMS (see Watson 1926:362; Nicolaisen 

1976:168). 

Kirkmichael (Muintircasduff) parish, Diocese of Glasgow. A farm I small-holding on a 

hill, up a track, near Loch Spallender Reservoir. 

From the 1370 form a derivation from treffychan, i.e. tref + bychan, 'small tref is 

satisfactory. If! and Ivl assimilate> treu e chane and then disappear. Cf. the 11 Trevean, 

< Trev + vyghan, in Cornwall and W. Trefechan CER. 

An alternative explanation from the -chane spelling suggests an English rendering of W. 

adjective -cain, 'elegant, fair, beautiful', with a spirant mutation to give -chain. The e 

in the 1371 form may be a definite article but this would not make sense with an 

adjective following it. For the specific we may also suggest the W adjective can, another 

word for 'white', and also cant 'hundred'. However, we would still have to explain away 

the e ending in the earliest form. Furthermore, in comparison, we can mention Trecaine 

CNW with the C specific keun 'reeds, rushes', W. cawn. 

Troqubain* KCB S528 NX 6879 

Trechanis 1467 RMS; Trochane 1501; Trowhain P; Trowhain Blaeu. 

Balmaclellan (Trevercarcou) parish. Diocese of Galloway. Farm off the main road on a 

hillside, near New Galloway and Balmaclellan. 

There are several suggestions that one can make for the second element. Taking the 

1467 form and the final-s the element may be the obsolete W. word gwanas 'peg, stay, 

clasp' but also 'abode', indicating a secondary, shieling-type, settlement. Secondly, from 

the later forms the second element may be W. gwaun or gweun 'high and wet level 

ground, moorland, heath'; and 'low-lying marshy ground, meadow', which is often 

found in W. place-names. The 'high and wet level ground' describes Troquhain's 

situation correctly. Scots 'quh' is often a realisation of an earlier 'gw' spelling. There is 

also the W. adj, gwan 'weak, feeble', perhaps used to describe the poor quality of the 

soil. Also see Troquhain A YR for a derivation. 
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Brooke (1991 :302) mentions Troquhain as a significant estate of Balmaclellan (formerly 

the parish of Trevercarcou) and with Ie Contref they 'mark a long-lived centre of British 

power'. However in 1984 Brooke equated Troquhain with Trevercarcou. It can be seen 

that, firstly, Troquhain is a separate place (notwithstanding the survival of the definite 

article also distinguishing it). Secondly, as Balmaclellan was only so named in 1408 it is 

suggested here that the previous name of the settlement was Trevercarcou. It would 

make sense that the parish name was also renamed as Balmaclellan. Barrow (see 

Brooke 1984:54) suggests that Trevercarcou may have been the older name for nearby 

Earlston. 

Trostrie* KCB S554 NX 6557 

Trostaree 1456 ER vi; Trostre 1481 ER ix; Trostre 1527; Trostari Pont; Trostary Blaeu. 

Twynholm parish, Diocese of Galloway. In the hills north above Twynholm set beneath 

Meikle Culgaigrie Hill and above Loch Trostary. There is a motte marked here. 

Referring to Trostrie Watson states (1926:350), 'OW tros ... for cross stead, thwart

stead' Brooke also mentions it as a tref(1991:320). Cf. Troustrie, Crail, Fife (see Taylor 

1995:492), Trostref BRY and Trostre MYN in LLD; the two modem Welsh examples 

are Trostre, CRN and MYN. These latter use an OW form of the preposition dros 'over'. 

Also compare Trawsfynydd, and Trawsgoed with the Mod. W. spelling of the adj. traws 

'across, beyond'. It is notable that Cu. kept the tros OW spelling, and may indicate that 

Cu. regularly used '0' where W. used 'a'. It is comparable to the Cu. spelling of gwas as 

g(w)os. 

Watson refers to a Trostrie in WIG of which I can find no evidence. This example has 

Tref as a B 1 suffix. Its physical position suits the derivation 'over' or 'thwart stead' 

ideally. 

In W. lenition should follow a preposition such as tros, thus tros dre! However, the two 

Welsh examples are spelled Trostre, both of these being written, as our Trostrie, before 

lenition began to be represented in orthography. Also there is a Trously in Stow parish 

possibly W. traws Ie, 'thwart place', and a Troston, Glencaim parish, DMF which may 
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have tun replacing tref or where tros has been prefixed onto E tun by Cu. speakers in the 

expansion period. 

Troughend* NTB NY 8491 

Trequenne 1279; Troquenne 1290;Troghwen, Trehquen 1293; Torquen 1327; 

Troghwenn 1331; Troughwen 1399. 

(see Ekwall1960:481; Mawer 1920:201; Nicolaisen 1976:149) 

Otterburn parish. A hill farm beneath Troughend Common facing north-east overlooking 

the R. Rede on the southern edge of the Cheviots. 

Troghwen may be derived from W. tref gwen 'white farmstead'. Gwen is the f. form of 

gwyn 'white' giving trefwen in W. Its aspect overlooking a river is similar to many trev 

sites in Cornwall. If it is accepted that this is trefthe problem remains of its location in 

Northumberland. Despite collapse in the 10th century the Northumbrians still held on to 

Northumberland. While there was Cumbric expansion into Cumberland there is little 

evidence for them taking land in Westmorland let alone Northumberland. 

Because of its remote location it may have been a surviving hill farm that kept its name 

despite English rule from the 600s on. Alternatively it may be an isolated estate granted 

to a Cumbric lord by one of the Northumbrian earls or possibly by a Scottish king. 

Troweir Hill / Low / High * A YR R502 NX 2196 

Trowere 1430 RMS ii; Traver 1505 RMS; Trauwyir Blaeu. 

Dailly parish, Diocese of Glasgow. Part of the Ayrshire cluster. A hill plus a Low 

Troweir and High Troweir smallholdings. Part of Dailly estate. Penkill castle and Dinvin 

motte are nearby. See the reference in Watson (1926:361) who spells it as 'Trowier'. 

The 'low' and 'high' forms reflect an uchel / isafrelationship and both imply a siting on 

an estate, and that there was an original tref as an estate centre with lesser farms 

developing from the original one. The qualifier -were and the later form -weir and

wyir suggest W. -gweir, with soft mutation giving -weir. This may be derived from 

gwair (m.) 'hay'; other derivatives common in W. place-names include gweiriog, 

'grassy', gweirglodd andgweirdir, 'meadow', (e.g.Weirglodd Bach FFL) .This suggests 
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'grassy/ hay fannstead'. The Blaeu fonn is interesting as the medial 'u' may indicate the 

survival of the /v/ in trev; however this is odd when we can see its disappearance in the 

1430 Tro- fonn. The 1505 fonn may be compared with W. Trefor CRN which is Tref + 

fawr « mawr) 'big/main homestead'.25 

Tryorne BER No ID. 

Tryorne 1637 Ret. 

Lauder parish. Lawrie (1905:303) identified this as Tryome in ROX in connection with 

'the lands of St. Leonards, Snawdone, Tryome, Cannomunt croft' in Retours. Watson 

(1926: 361) stated that all of these places are in Lauder parish and that he could find no 

place in ROX called Tryome. See Troneyhill above. Tryome can be compared with 

Triom and Triam above which may be derived from a Cu. form of W. tref + haearn 

'iron fannstead' either referring to iron workings or derived from a personal name. Also 

the derivation may be from * tref ir onnen' ash tree fannstead', with the later loss of 

language accounting for the ir onnen falling together. See Troughend, Traprain etc. reo 

easterly location. 

Yester* ELO A421 NT 5566 (Castle) 

Yestre, Yestrith, Yestred 1165. 

Yester fonnerly Bothans parish, Diocese of St Andrews. An old established farm/manor 

house and castle on the Lammermuir hills facing NE. Formerly Bothans parish now 

Yester. The 1165 date is when William the Lion granted the castle to Hugh Gifford, an 

Englishman. Several derivations can be suggested: firstly if it does contain tref the 

specific may be W. is 'lower' so 'lower tref; the yestred form looks very much like W. 

ystrad, 'vale'. Of note is that a fonn with the prosthetic vowel 'Y'/B/ is late, it is only 

25 It is perhaps too commonly assumed that the forms we have using trever are the cognate of W. trefyr. 
Middle Welsh lost the r in its definite article except before vowels, many of our examples have this lerl 
for yr, which shows that either Cumbric retained the Irl in the definite article or that it had died out and the 
Irl is fossilised in the now borrowed form. The 1505 form may be interpreted as Gaelic treabhair ,'a 
cluster of farm buildings', albeit Gaelic speakers whose ancestors may have been Cumbric speakers, and 
who had adopted the Cumbric word tref, but as stated above treabhair did not become a generative 
generic in Gaelic. 
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occasionally found in written OW (see Jackson 1953:527-8) and a regular feature by the 

MW period (cf. Estrat Nith DMF). 

The Yestre form suggests W. ystre, 'boundary, border, long row' or more likely ystreJ 

'abode'. IfYester is accepted as a deriving fromystreJit is surprising to find a treJsite 

so far east. It may be a survivor from before Northumbrian rule or it may belong to the 

group of eastern Cumbric names that were coined in the expansion period. These forms 

suggest that Cumbrians may have been granted lands along with Gaels during the 

Scottish expansion into south-east Scotland. 
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Conclusions on the trev generic in Cumbria 

Table 1: Trev Site Types 

Farms Estate or ViJlage/Town Village /Town 
Castle and Parish 

name 
Altrieve Ie Contrefe Dun draw Niddrie 
Drevah Niddry Fintry Ochiltree 
Ochiltree Ochiltree Soutra Terregles 
Tartraven Threave C Terregles Longniddry 
Torqhuan Threave E,S Tranent 4 
Threave Threave W Traquair 
Traboyack Trabboch Trevercarcou 
Trabroun Trarynzean Troqueer 
Trabrown Treverlen Stirling 
Tradunnock Triom/Treame 9 
Trahenna Trochrague 
Trai I flat Vester 
Trailtrow 12 
Tral all an i 

Tralodden j 
Tralorg 
Tranew 
Traprain -, 

I 
Trebetha 
Treesmax 
Tregallon 
Trevana 
Trevergylt J 
Triennain 

•. _-----< 

Trigony 
Troax 
Trogart 
Trohoughton I i 

Trolane? 
Troloss I 

Troneyhill 
Troquhain I 

~ 

Trostrie 
-

Troughend 
~ - , 

Troweir 
--- - --- -

Tryome 
-- ---

Trabeattie I 

- -- -- ~ 

Plenderleith 
~--

43 
- -- --- -~-
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Insert Fig. Proposed tre/sites distribution. 
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Distribution 

Referring to the site-type table a majority (43) oftoday's surviving trefsites are 

homesteads / old established farms many of which are situated up a hill overlooking a 

river valley. This distribution is remarkably similar to the systematic distribution of trel' 

sites in Cornwall. 

While analysis by site-type is not as useful as it was with cair and the linking of 

an archaeological site to the place-name, it is of interest that many sites named as tref 

survive as farms today. 

Referring to the map, the distribution of suggested tref sites surviving are notable 

chiefly for their clustering in Ayrshire and occurrence in Dumfriesshire, Lothian, and 

Peebleshire. We would expect to have found some in the area of Clydesdale and their 

absence there is remarkable. Furthermore, Cumbric expansion is indicated. The 

distribution indicates that the tref sites (as with the cair sites) are around Clydesdale but 

not in it. In addition, we know that many of these areas came under Northumbrian 

control so either these tref sites are survivors after 300 years of Northumbrian rule or 

new tref sites set up during the Cumbric expansion. The latter is argued for here one 

reason being that so many sites have kept the definite article in their earliest written fonn 

and moreover appear late. 

Their absence in Clydesdale is equally remarkable if we are to accept that Gaelic 

adopted tref at all. Ifwe are to accept a Gaelic linguistic takeover especially in 

Ayrshire we would then expect to find baile replacing tref there. However, scholarship 

has noted the rarity of baile in Lanarkshire and north Ayrshire. It would appear that 

Gaelic probably came into Ayrshire later but may have adopted the tenn trefas an ex 

nomine generic. Nicolaisen has shown (1976: 136) that baile is a widespread element in 
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south Ayrshire, so we are talking of a linguistic change perhaps with the two languages, 

Cumbric and Gaelic, co-existing for a while.26 

The Ayrshire cluster is remarkable in itself and requires further study. Land 

divisions there may reflect an early tref, maenor, cantref system. The concentration there 

may indicate some kind of organised settlement along the lines of a cantref Barrow 

(1981:13) has previously mentioned kadrez (possibly a late form of cantrej) found in 

twelfth century documentary sources. Clustering underlines Watson's comment that the 

tref names 'tend to go in groups. And that in Carrick there is a group of five around 

Barbrethan, 'the Britons height' '(1926:362). Such clustering may be indicating the 

takeover of administration by Northumbrian or Gaelic overlords in British areas and a 

subsequent re-apportioning of the land perhaps with the British continuing to be ruled by 

their own sub-reguli. Such an arrangement is also seen in the Wessex takeover of 

Dumnonia where, according to English Charters, certain areas, provinces or cantons are 

deemed to be British yet controlled by the English crown.27 Such organisation also 

implies removal from other areas. The Carrick cluster may indicate where the British 

population continued to flourish perhaps under their own administration. Carrick may 

also have been one of the later areas to retain Cumbric. Later development of Scots and 

Gaelic names would gradually submerge Cumbric names in Cumbric cantons. 

Alternatively we may be witnessing a Strathclyde expansion into an Anglicised 

or Gaelic area, the tref names indicating a Brittonic re-population of Carrie k. This may 

be the case in Carrick where some Northumbrians lordships were taken by the 

Cumbrians during the 10th century. The cases of tref names which appear to be prefixed 

to English elements may be partial evidence of this process. Also it is worth reiterating 

26 Further research will be to compare the distribution of baile sites with trefsites in order to assess any 
relationship and whether the baile settlements show evidence of planned Gaelic settlement. E.g. the 
presence of baile sites (e.g. Balbardie, Ballencrieff, Barbauchlaw) around Bathgate WLO (itself with a Cu. 
name) WLO suggests subsequent secondary Gaelic named settlements around Cumbric named estate 

centres. 
27 E.g. A grant by King Edmund to Earl Athelstan of land at Brentesforlong on the R. Axe, Somerset in 
944, which describes it as in a 'province of the Britons'. 



that Northumbrian rule lasted for some 300 years making it unlikely for there to have 

been a great survival of British, or at least Brittonic speech, in areas under their rule. 

This supports the case that tref sites in previously Northumbrian areas illustrate the 

Cumbrian advance. 

The absence of trefin the south-west of Galloway underlines the 

overwhelmingly Gaelic toponomy and reaffirms Gaelic settlement in this area. However, 

the absence of baile names in Lanarkshire indicates two disparate factors. That the 

Gaelic settlement of south western Scotland was partial and that baile as a generic in 

Scotland is not necessarily a good indicator of early Gaelic settlement as assumed by 

Nicolaisen (1976: 136-8). Furthermore, it is suggested that Gaelic settlement in 

Lanarkshire, the centre of Cumbria, may not have happened until the mid 11 th century 

with the fall of Cumbria. 

The paucity of tref sites in the lower Tweed valley, Roxburghshire and 

Berwickshire reaffirms the English toponymy of this area. It helps to illustrate English 

settlement and the adoption of English land administration terms there. This is supported 

by the occurrence of Old English names in Berwickshire, Roxburghshire and East 

Lothian. However such names are with a few exceptions (e.g. Cunningham) limited to 

this area, Anglian and Northumbrian political influence appears to not have been co

extensive with English settlement. In the absence of early English and Gaelic names it 

suggests that some areas of south-eastern Scotland may have remained Brittonic 

speaking throughout Northumbrian rule. 

Nicolaisen's conclusion as to the distribution of tref according to whether it is a 

prefix or a suffix appears to be not wholly accurate as tref can appear to be both in the 

Cumbric area. However his analysis is helpful as the vast majority do occur as prefixes 

while in the Pictish area they occur as suffixes, but not exclusively so. 

The suggested occurrence of south-eastern tref sites (Troneyhill, Plenderleith, 

Troughend) is of interest and may be a result either of the establishment of Cumbric 
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lordships after Northumbrian collapse at the same time as the mo\"e into Cumberland or 

later on under David I where Cumbrian lords or fighters were given estates. Of note is 

their proximity to the Roman road Dere Street and that they appear to be secondary 

settlements located in the hills rather than estate centres. 

The rarity of tref in Cumberland or southern Cumbria was not expected. Some 

survival from a pre-English period was anticipated as was a further layer after the 

Cumbric re-expansion in the 9th and 10th centuries. The element cair is more widespread 

and this may be because homesteads had an enclosure so that cair was a more apt 

description than tref It may have also reflected the unsettled, warlike nature of that 

period. However, it is possible that the periods of generative usage of tref in the North 

pre-dates that of cair and that cair usage is more recent. In effect it means that the 

generative usage of cair may be the key element to be used during the Cumbric 

expansion period. Furthermore, if we accept this, it means that cair helps to map out the 

extent of the Cumbric expansion. 

The distribution of the trefnames is largely co-extensive with what we know to 

have been Brittonic speaking areas. Post-900 Cumbria appears to be broadly co

extensive with the later Diocese of Glasgow. After the decline of North umbria a re

emergent Strathclyde would have ensured its rule over the Nith and Annan valleys in 

order to effect rule over its dominions in Cumberland. The concentration of tref names 

in Dumfriesshire and late sounding names such as Estrat Nith appear to reinforce such 

an idea. 

The syntax of tref names also appear to mark our two periods discussed in the 

historical framework. The forms where -tref is a C2, as Nicolaisen noticed, are mostly 

in the areas of Pictavia and Manau. These, one suggests, are the remnants of settlement 

established in the pre-900 period when Pictavia still spoke Pictish and British was 

spoken in Manau. The tref as B2 forms appear to be later. They all appear to be 

surrounding the margins of Clydesdale rather than in it. They may indicate the lands 



pushed into by Cumbrians and settled in the post-900 period. These are Carrick and A \T. 
~ 

Dumfriesshire, Cumberland and Peebleshire. Further examples are found in the 

Lothians. Parts of West Lothian may have been taken by the Cumbrians. 

Those tref sites in east Lothian may be where Cumbrian lords were settled and 

were probably coined contemporarily with Gaelic names found in East and Midlothian 

(e.g. Ballancrieff) as Gaelic lords were also given land. The period may haye been quite 

late including Carham and the joint Scottish-Cumbric victory up to c.l 070. 

Several tref examples show a later development of the estate developing, howeyer, with 

an English name added, as in east Threave, north Threave and so on. These new parts of 

the estate appear to have been named after Cumbric had died out and the outer farms 

with their English affixes (Easter, Wester, etc.) are subsequent secondary settlements. 

Linguistic 

Examples such as gwas / gos and tre / tro indicate a possible vowel change 

between Cumbric and Old Welsh i.e. Cu. /0/ = MW /a/. 

The definite article appears in many of the old forms as er equivalent with OW ir W yr. 

If it is accepted that both Stirling and Yester contain ystref with a prosthetic vowel 

it lends support to the argument that these are relatively late, i.e. expansion period, 

names (see Jackson 1953:527-8). 

Gaelic borrowing 

Watson stated that treb is very rarely found in Irish place-names and that this 

explained its lack of use in Scottish Gaelic, yet it is, however, an appellative in 01 

meaning 'farm'. Taylor has pointed out (1995:472) that the assumption that it is of non

G provenance when it occurs in Scottish place-names north of the Forth 'must be open 

to question'. Similarly south of the Forth we know that Gaelic replaced Cumbric in areas 

such as Ayrshire and here Gaelic speakers appear to have borrowed tref names. \\"hether 

they understood what trefmeant is debateable. However, one thing that indicates that 

they did is that they kept tref and did not replace it with their own cognate generic 
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*baile. Practices ofre-naming or borrowing in a post-linguistic shift environment may 

have varied from area to area, helping to explain the concentration of tref names that we 

have in Kirkmichael parish, for example, and their absence from other areas. 

Furthermore, it may indicate that areas such as Kirkmichael parish had a particularly 

dense concentration of Cumbric speakers who shifted to Gaelic at a comparatively later 

date. 

. 
There may be an indication of temporal and areal changes in G. Certain dialects 

may have adopted treabh as a generative element while others did not, some only for a 

certain period. A glimpse of this process may be indicated by Watson when he mentions 

(l926:357n2) that he only heard treabhar (,farm buildings') used in his own day in 

Easter Ross and never in the islands. However, although we know of the usage of treabh 

in G this is as a verb and as a noun (m.), not as a place-name generic. In order to discuss 

possible G usage of treabh there is need for more research on Gaelic dialects and rnicro

toponymic studies of the present and historic Gaelic-speaking areas 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

1. Review of conclusions from preceding chapters 

1.1 Hanes Cumbri 

The historical framework provides a window for the expansion of British 

overlordship and settlement in the period from c. 918 to c.1 040. In this period the British 

of the Old North became known as the Cumbri and established Cumbria from a core 

area of Clydesdale. To the south they extended into Cumberland. From the period c.918, 

(and not before) to its demise in c.l200-1300, we can call this northern dialect of British 

'Cumbric'. 

1.2 cair 

It can be seen that cair in Wales developed primarily the 'fortification' meaning 

and then went on to mean '(fortified) town'. In both Cornwall and Brittany ker sites 

referred to 'enclosed settlements'. In addition, ker was used to name sites either on, or 

near, antiquities. However, ker in Brittany developed to become the primary word for 

'homestead' and as these developed ker came to mean 'village' and then 'town'. 

Cumbria appears to have used the Cornish and Breton derivation for the word. 

Scholarship has not dealt with the problem of establishing a chronology of usage: 

however, documentary sources indicate that cair can be seen to have had generative 

usage from the 9th century to the 12th. It does therefore make a good generic to map out 

in order to trace the extent of the Cumbric expansion. Cair can be seen to help us 

distinguish the earlier British areas, which must have been all of southern Scotland and 

northern England, from the later Cumbric ones and helps to account for the extent of 

Northumbrian settlement. 

1.3 cair gazetteer 

The survey of cair sites in our area revealed several conclusions. A large number 

are either on or next to enclosed settlements and few are associated with Roman sites. 
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This has led to a linguistic conclusion that to a large extent the word cair is S)l1onymous 

in Cumbria with 'enclosed settlement' and that this follows the Cornish meaning of ker 

'round' rather than the Welsh meaning of '[ort'. In addition, cair in Cumbria was used to 

refer to antiquities at the time of naming, meaning that they could include both enclosed 

settlements and/Roman sites. Furthermore, there is some correlation between cair usage 

and several large estates. It suggests that cair, had Cumbric survived, might have 

developed the nuance of 'hamlet' and then 'town', if these estates and settlements had 

become larger. 

An analysis of the second element, mostly as a specific, supplies further 

knowledge of the Cumbric lexicon and naming patterns. From the survey it can be 

concluded that Cumbric had little difference to Welsh and can be seen as a dialect of 

Welsh with some specific features rather than a separate language. Lastly, it can be seen 

that the keir generic is concentrated especially in Stirlingshire and that this may either be 

a specific reflex of Gaelic or Scots borrowing cair to give keir, or possibly a specific 

pronunciation of cair identifiable either with the British accent in Manau or with Pictish. 

In its distribution cair is conspicuous for its relative lack of examples in Lanarkshire. 

We know from the history that this must have been the central British area from which 

later Cumbria emerged and expanded. Instead we find cair all around Lanarkshire 

indicating expansion from a 'core'. However from the history we know that Lanarkshire 

comprised lands directly ruled by kings and that these lands, after confiscation and 

removal, were settled by Gaelic-speaking settlers as evidenced in the onomastic on and 

later by English speakers who moved in as the new burghs were set up. 

In this way it can be seen that with cair, archaeological, onomastic, linguistic and 

historical evidence is complementary. 

1.4 tref 

The meaning of tref or trev developed differently according to each country. The 

original meaning is 'homestead' or villa. It has an early attestation, being found in words 
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ascribed to dwelling and farming. In Cornish it developed to mean 'hamlet' and then 

'town' yet kept its primary meaning of 'homestead'. In Welsh it dey eloped to mean 

'town' and also had an integral part in the territorial arrangements in Welsh Law in that 

it meant villa or 'estate' and referred to a vill of256 acres. Breton kept the meaning of 

'homestead' or 'villa' yet today means the 'division of a parish'. Ker superseded it in 

popular generative usage as the word for 'homestead'. Trev survives in generatiYe usage 

today and can also be found in areas that formerly spoke a Brittonic language. 

1.5 tre/Gazetteer 

Distribution 

A majority oftoday's trefsites in Cumbria are (still) agricultural homesteads and 

old established farms. It illustrates a remarkable continuity of land-use from the early 

middle ages. The situation and aspect of tref sites in Cumbria has a correlation with the 

planned aspect of the trev sites of Cornwall as found by Rose and Preston-Jones. 

The surviving clusters of tref sites in Ayrshire, Dumfriesshire and the upper Tweed 

indicate the Cumbric expansion. Of special note is the Ayrshire cluster. 

The distribution of trefindicates the expansion of Cumbria into English areas (in 

turn there was a subsequent take over by Gaelic speakers). It may also show the survival 

of British rulers under Northumbrian authority in the period preceding (c.650-900). 

There is a surprising lack of tref sites in Lanarkshire and the Lennox, where, as the 

British heartlands, we would expect to find more. 

The absence of trefin the Galloway area underlines the intensity of settlement of 

Gaelic speakers in this area which may have followed the fall of Cumbria. Further 

research is needed to establish if the Cumbric expansion even reached Galloway, 

however, this appears doubtful. Also more research is needed to establish whether the 

Gaelic names here were coined by Irish or Scottish Gaelic speakers. 
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The absence of tref sites in the south-east confinns the early post-630s takeoyer 

and settlement by Northumbrians. Except for a few notable examples the tref 

distribution indicates that the later Cumbric expansion only partly extended into the 

south-east. Where we do find a grouping is the upper Tweed valley. This expansion ties 

in with the cair distribution into Peebles shire. 

The rarity of tref sites in Cumberland is of special interest and was not expected. 

We would expect them here and there are several examples of cairo Also Cumberland 

marked the southern limit in the Cumbric expansion. This rarity may be an important 

clue that generative usage of tref may pre-date that of cair, or at least before the 

Cumbrians took over Cumberland, and that cair is our pre-eminent generic for mapping 

out the extent of the Cumbric expansion while trefmay mark an earlier period. 

Alternatively trefmay mark the establishment of Cumbric estates set up after the 

initial advance where there was actual Cumbric settlement. In this scenario cai,. may 

reflect the individual homesteader or where Cumbric lordships, without many Cumbric 

settlers, ruled over English or Norse/Gaelic speakers. This may be the scenario for 

Cumberland with its relative absence of tref sites. 

As Nicolaisen noted (1976:168-9) trefas a C2 generic is found mainly in 

Pictavia and Manau with some examples in WLO and MLO. It suggests that as a B2 

generic tref- may have later generative usage than as a C2, -tref Its usage in Pictavia 

confirms it as a Pictish generic as noted by Taylor (1997:472). However, it is not 

suggested that this is a hard and fast rule as it has been shown that tref can also occur as 

a late C2 in Cornwall and Wales. 

Its usage as a C2 generic in both Pictavia and Manau suggests that * manaH'ec 

may have stood as a dialect between northern, Al Clud, British and Pictish and that 

possibly the dialect of the Votadini was similar in this respect. Altematiyely, the WLO 

tref examples may be used to show a number of possibilities. These are: an early pre-
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Northumbrian use of tref, that tref was still generative throughout the period 

Northumbrian rule; that the Cumbrians established settlements or were granted parcels 

of land during the Northumbrian collapse. 

A linguistic conclusion is that tre and tra developed to tro and this may match 

the similar realisation ofW. 'a', as found in gwas, as Cu. '0' in g(H)OS. 

There are indications of Gaelic borrowing of tref as a non-generative, ex-nomine. 

element. Its occurrence with some Gaelic second elements, e.g. Trabowie, appears to 

confirm this. This occurrence underlines the need for further research into Gaelic place

names in south-west Scotland and to establish a chronology of generative usage of 

Gaelic generic elements. 

Our evidence suggests that the arrival of Gaelic was relatively late in south-west 

Scotland. Baile names also support this lateness as this generic found its greatest 

popularity in the lOth _lih centuries. 
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2.1 Overall Conclusions by Subject area 

Distribution 

Referring to the composite map oftref and cair sites (Fig.3) it can be seen that 

the two generics moreorless support each other and are grouped together in their 

distribution. It re-affirms the theory that tref and cair on the whole help map out the 

areas of Cumbric expansion the chief areas being Carrick, Cumberland, Dumfriesshire, 

Peebleshire and West Lothian. However, it is argued that the distribution of the keir sites 

of Stirlingshire should not be included here as they may be distorting the picture 

possibly originating from an earlier pre-900 period and that they may represent an early 

Gaelic adoption of the generic. 

Onomastic 

1. By the study of two generic elements in southern Scotland it is suggested that cair and 

tref had a relatively late generative usage and as such can be shown to represent 

Cumbria and Cumbric speakers at its greatest, post re-expansion, extent. 

2. Cau / cow 'hollow' appears quite regularly as a second element, most often lenited as 

gow. It is one example of the benefits of this study as it shows the usage and existence of 

another Cumbric element. It is found with other Cu generics for example with blaen 

'upland, summit' (e.g. Blencow < Blenco 1231, Blencou 1278 and with glas blue/green 

e.g. Glasgow). 

3. Further conclusions from distribution show that a lack of evidence today for a certain 

ethnicity does not mean that they were never there. For example, Nicolaisen failed to 

include the Cumbric expansion as contributing to his strata of place-names. Similarly 

there are few Old English place-names in Galloway, a dearth which has led scholars to 

assume that they were never there and that it went directly from being British to Gaelic. 

However, history has shown that Northumbrian rule spread right up to the plain of Kyle. 

for instance and that most of southern Scotland fell under Northumbrian rule. In , 

addition, they had 300 years to coin and establish place-names. The lack of Old English 

names suggests that this strata was largely removed following the Cumbric expansion 



and the subsequent Gaelic settlements. In tum, this was followed by northern English 

settlement with the setting up of burghs. This process muddles considerably the 

distinction between what was originally an 8th century English name generated by 

Northumbrians as opposed to an 1th century English name coined by Anglo-Norman 

peasants of Danish descent from Yorkshire. This process underlines the need, when 

dealing with Scottish onomastics, for a thorough understanding of the history of the 

period from 400 to 1300 and that generative place-name usage can fit into a chronology. 

Furthermore, while the usage of tref and cair has been discussed, further research needs 

to establish a chronology of usage of specifically OE Northumbrian names and to 

establish Northumbrian elements from other English elements. This may lead to a 

complementary picture to the Cumbrian one. In addition, such a chronology of usage 

needs to be established for Gaelic, Pictish and Norse generative usage. 

Linguistic 

In studying generic elements it can be seen that not only do they provide 

additional detail to the historical record but also to that of the Cumbric lexicon. By 

analysing the second elements we can also discern other Cumbric words so that the 

place-names provide language detail. By analysing the whole name we can begin to 

discover linguistic changes and differences from Welsh of the same periods. 

The syntax of the elements helps to indicate the time of coining i.e., whether it is 

from the earlier, post-Roman, British period or the later, medieval, Cumbric period. 

Overall Ekwall and Jackson's theory about the late 'look' of Cumbric names is 

supported here and that it is unlikely that a pre-Northumbrian British name would 

survive intact during 300 years of Northumbrian rule. This thesis has shown that more 

place-names can be added to support this theory. Of particular interest are the more 

easterly examples such as Treverlen and Treverbrun suggesting the setting up of 

Cumbric lordships in an earlier core Northumbrian area. 



The analysis of place-names reveals that there is little difference between 

Cumbric and Old Welsh and that it followed some of the developments to \1iddle 

Welsh. Admittedly there are some distinguishing features such as epenthetic vowels. for 

example, Rederech for Rhydderch. However, it is the similarities which are most 

noticeable. Firstly the Cumbric usage of the defInite article ir is identical to \\'elsh. 

Secondly the development of prosthetic y found in Estrat Nith and ystre(j) Velin. 

Features such as the latter are late (post-9th century). It leads one to the conclusion that 

Cumbric and Cymraeg are not two different languages but dialects of the same language. 

This means that Cumbric and Welsh should not be split away from each other in any 

forthcoming language family trees. Perhaps adding further evidence to this argument is 

that C and B call Welsh Kembrek and Kembraek respectively. In addition, we have 01 

Combrec for Welsh. 1 Meanwhile the earliest form we have for Cymraeg in W is 

Cymraec but from the 1ih century (GPC:768 H». Cymraeg has been derived from 

Britt. *Combrogica. The Irish spelling suggests that the word was borrowed into Irish 

before the cluster -mb- > -mm- in British, a gradual change completed by the i h century 

(see Jackson 1953:511). Furthermore, the assimilation of literature from the north into 

medieval Welsh courts was all the easier because Cumbric and Cymraeg were the same 

language. 

The study of tref and cair and of Cumbric names and of northern British history 

in general has made it possible to distinguish historically between a British phase 

stretching from the Roman withdrawal to the 870-900 period after which Cumbria 

proper comes into focus. In tum, it may be better to call the language of the Cumbrians 

'Curnbric' after 900 as they called themselves that as did other groups. Admittedly one 

is calling the language 'Curnbric' not only for linguistic reasons but also for socio

political ones, but then, as has been shown, that is how languages, as opposed to 

dialects, and nations come about. However, one qualifIes this in that Cumbric did 

develop some specifIc features, but for linguistic reasons, not enough to call it a separate 

language. The question that applies here is that whether there was mutual intelligibility 

I Connac (e.g. see Sanas Cormaic No.206) uses this spelling in his Glossary 
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between an 11 th century Welsh person and a Cumbrian. Place-names, literature, Jnd the 

process of transference of literature appear to affirm this. 

Sound differences between Cumbric and Welsh 

Jackson (1956) and more recently Koch (1997) have noted some of the 

differences between Cumbric and Welsh. Their conclusions are supported by the 

findings from this study. 

1) Cumbric regularly has '0' for W 'a', as found in Cu. g( w)os and W. gwas and 

probably Cu. *tros and W traws. 

2) Cu. retains doubled singulatives in place-names while W loses them, e.g. Lannarc, 

Reg. Glas.1187-89, Barpennald and Pennuld. 

3) The research into tre/and cair in Cumbria has shown that where we do find the 

definite article it is always ir and never an as Ekwall (1947) and EPNS (PNCu:324) 

suggested. They used the name of Tallantire CMB to support his argument. Firstly, 

before suggesting that an is the definite article it may be yn giving tal)'11 til', or, a 

possible Gaelic talan tir 'hind land' either brought in by Hibemo-Norse settlers or later 

Scottish Gaels. 

Other differences have been noted during the course of this research. Two of 

these are; 1) Cumbo lodeo W. luddew, cf. Pictish Onuist and W. Unuist (see the 

Poppleton MS, the Pictish king lists, an example of the same thing. That is '0' used for a 

front rounded vowel, possibly from the Brit. pronunciation of Latin. This never caught 

on in Welsh. But, names like Ochiltree « Ouchiltre 1282, RPSA), may indicate that the 

Cumbric vowel was lower (cf. W uchel). 2) W. Ridderch Cu. Rederech. B-texts of the 

Gododdin show more epenthetic vowels than in most Welsh sources. Kentigem has 

Rederech for OW Riderch (Rhydderch).2 

2 As part of the place-name study conducted here, but not included for reasons of space, research shows 
that the onomastic language, Pictish, is part of the British language family tree. Scholarship conducted by 
Taylor, and supported by Forsyth (1997), has already shown this and buried earlier ideas about Pictlsh 
being a non-Celtic and non-Indo-European tongue. This issue has been mentioned above (see eh 1, pS) 
Place and personal names provide more evidence of the relationship of Pictish to British. As stated before, 
the hypothesis espoused here from the place and personal name evidence is that Pictish is the northern 



Implications for Gaelic 

Recent research by Taylor (2001) on sliabh names in Galloway has provided a 

convincing argument that sliabh names do not provide any proof that there was an early 

Gaelic settlement contemporary with the initial Dalriada settlements. Moreover he has 

shown that the usage of sliabh can be found throughout Scotland, that it is not the 

'toponymic flagship' envisaged by Nicolaisen (1976:39-46) and that its use was 

furthered by 'later localised infiltration due to geographical proximity' to Ireland, Mull, 

Islay and Man. From the study of British names presented here it can be seen that the 

onomastic evidence also does not bear witness to an early Gaelic settlement in 

Galloway. Moreover, it appears that the chronology of settlement followed the pattern of 

British then Northumbrian. This is followed by Hibemo-Norse settlement in the 9th 

century, part of which may have been composed of Gaelic speakers. It does not appear 

that Galloway came under Cumbric rule, the border between the Hiberno-Norse and 

Cumbria probably being at Carrick judging by the concentration of Cumbric names 

there. It is after the Hibemo-Norse period that Gaelic speakers moved into Galloway, 

then Ayrshire and Renfrewshire. 

After the fall of Cumbria the tref element appears to have been adopted into 

Gaelic as an ex-nomine element and not a generative element. This function was taken 

by G. baile. 

dialect of British, a British that did not come under the influence of Latin as the area that became Pictavia 
did not on the whole come under long periods of Roman rule. It meant that the Prydyn, as opposed to 
those in Prydain, were less exposed to Latin. Latin may not have held such high status with them \\ hich 
meant that Pictish may have kept some features of Archaic British. It has meant that Pictish on som~ 
occasions gi ves the appearance of Gaulish, e.g. its use of pelt, related to peth, for a settlement genenc .. 
This similarity is not surprising if we consider Pictish as a~in to Ar~haic .British a~~ Gauhs.h and k~eplTIg 
older British features. The problem still remains oftranslatmg the 'mdeclpherable mscnptlOns whIch has 
still only been partially achieved. However, even these have been shown t~ contain.words that ha\e 
wholly P-Celtic cognates2 and the clusters of doubled consonantal singulatJves remmds one very much of 
OW. 



Implications for Gaelic place-names in Lanarkshire 

If we accept Cumbric royal collapse after 1040, and the earliest settlement of 

Anglo- Normans to David's reign in the mid-12th century, it provides a possible 110-

year window into which we can allow for the settlement of Gaelic speakers in 

Lanarkshire, adding to the diverse languages and customs mentioned by the scribe in the 

preamble to David's Inquisitio. We can expect the chronology of place-names to be 

initiated with the establishment of baile names at fIrst and then secondary place-names 

developing from the initial settlements, as evidenced by achadh, for example. The Gaels 

moved in from nearby Renfrewshire and north Ayrshire and further afield such as 

Argyll. This settlement of Gaels is reflected in the absence of Cumbric names in 

Lanarkshire, the one area we would expect to fInd the heaviest concentration. The cair 

and tref distribution maps appear to act as an inverse image to concentrations of baile 

and achadh place-names giving the appearance of Lanarkshire being 'hollowed-out' of 

Cumbric names. 

Old Welsh and Cumbric 

OW has been dated as the period from the late eighth century to the middle of the 

twelfth (see Jackson 1953 and Simon-Evans 1989:xvi). It is suggested that Cumbric as a 

living, community language fell out of use during the twelfth century. However, when 

we have early forms that do not correspond to OW forms these can be either because of 

differences in Cumbric from OW or very late forms of Cumbric where it may have 

survived beyond the mid 1th century. If so, it is possible to suggest that Cumbric may 

have begun to develop a 'middle' stage just before it died out. In addition, it is worth 

bearing in mind that in the twelfth century there were few written differences between 

Welsh, Cornish and Breton and that Cumbric also had few differences from OW. It has 

been noted elsewhere how a 'language is a dialect with an army (and navy)' 3 and that 

the term 'Cumbric' is a social and political construct rather than a linguistically separate 

'language'. The lack of differences rather indicates that Cumbric is one of the dialects of 

Old Welsh and in the 11th and 1th century comprised a northern dialect of Old Welsh 
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which itself was part of the broad spectrum of Brittonic dialects stretching from Brittany 

to the Forth (and formerly beyond if we include Pictish which had been replaced by 

Gaelic). In this case we can refer to Russell (1995:134) who suggested an alternative 

Brittonic family tree linking south Welsh with Cornish and Breton. To this we can add 

Cumbric developing as OW and not branching away at all rather than splitting off in the 

late 6
th 

century as Russell has envisaged. Russell (1995:134) also comments that 'it 

would be possible to move away from an arboreal view of the situation and see a single 

continuum of Brittonic from Scotland to Cornwall (and subsequently to Brittany) with 

the central dialects of Wales sharing some features with northern dialects and others 

with southern dialects. In Welsh terms it is hardly surprising that such features are 

difficult to detect since the literary language in the modem period has been heavily 

influenced and dominated by a northern standard. In geographical terms the Bristol 

Channel would not have been any more of an obstacle than the mountains of Central 

Wales and certainly easier to cross'. It is this spectrum of dialects which is more 

satisfactory rather than the somewhat arbitrary divisions engendered by branches of a 

language 'tree'. Furthermore, within this spectrum, we can include Pictish as the 

northernmost language in the Brittonic family tree.4 

Historical conclusions 

It has been shown that Cumbric place-name evidence considerably augments 

historical knowledge. The application of 20th century theories about integration of 

multilingual communities can be dismissed within the medieval context. In our period 

for place-names to be created by an incoming language group implies either a critical 

mass of speakers or that an elite had gained ownership of an estate, for example, and 

was able to re-name it. Inter-generational language transmission was the vehicle of 

language continuity for a vast majority of people. 5 There was no-one to teach people the 

new language, and no agencies to promote language shift, so it remains open to question 

as to how areas changed languages if not by the arrival of large groups of speakers. This 

3 See Chambers and Trudgill for a useful discussion (1998: 1-12). 
4 See note 2 above. 
5 Undoubtedly for people in the Church it was an agent for the learning of Latin and for English speakers 
to learn Irish for example, but this would not have affected the majority of people. 



can be seen to apply both to the arrival of English and Gaelic speakers and the place

names they created respectively, and to the British-Cumbric expansion in the lOth 

century. The Cumbric expansion may have entailed taking over estates full of English

speaking peasants explaining why we only have a few cair and tref names, in that the 

English names survived through the British expansion and these estates were not re

named.
6 

Alternatively it may be that the expansion was only one of political boundaries 

and not a take-over by Cumbrian people except for certain key estates taken in order to 

govern the newly acquired area.7 

It is interesting to surmise whether they had any sense of 're-conquest'; of 

recovering the British lands formerly held by Urien Rheged and reconquering land from 

the new pagans, the Norse. 

The Cumbric expansion 

There are few examples of Cumricisation, or more broadly, Brittonisation of 

English speaking areas after previous English conquest except for the extreme north-east 

of Wales, Mael Saesneg, Radnorshire and Trefmaldwyn. Interestingly the Cumricisation 

here is almost contemporary with the Cumbric expansion further north. In this case 

Welsh settlers were brought in accounting for the Cumricisation of the area followed by 

later layers of place-names put down by a wholly Welsh speaking populace. 

The Cumbric expansion was not, on the whole, entirely similar. The early stages may 

have seen a Cumbricisation. However, it is suggested that a closer analogy to the nature 

of the Cumbric expansion is to be found with their neighbours the Scots and their 

political takeover of Lothian. This led to some estates and dwellings having Gaelic 

names but with the language of the area remaining Old English and in turn developing 

into Inglis / Old Scots. The language did not shift to Gaelic simply because the majority 

of people in Midlothian, East Lothian, Berwickshire and Roxburghshire were English 

speakers albeit now controlled by some Gaelic overlords in places. In other parts the 

local Northumbrian overlord maintained his patrimony. In Cumbria some British / 

6 It also means that we cannot base our estimates of a Cumbric expansion on place-name evidence alone. 
7 This may be shown by the clustering of tref estates. 
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Cumbrian overlords may have either gained new estates rather than surviving throughout 

Northumbrian rule as British speakers. This may account for late sounding, easterly 

names such as Traquair, Penteiacob, Treveronum etc. amidst a mostly English 

onomastic on. 
8 
It has to be emphasised that the Northumbrians had controlled south-east 

Scotland for over 300 years, comparable in time with the Roman occupation of southern 

Britain. Their language was firmly established and their place-names rooted in the land. 

The Cumbric expansion into Dumfriesshire, Cumberland and Westmorland was similar 

in this way to that of the Scots in Lothian and the later Norman rule over England. They 

were overlords, and took certain key estates, especially royal demesne in order to rule 

over the local populace. The populace was mixed comprising Norse speakers, Hiberno

Norse Gaelic speakers and Northumbrians and possibly surviving British residents of 

estates. However, I suggest that the areas were predominantly English-speaking \vith 

perhaps some sections of society being effective bilinguals. Cumbric rule lasted at the 

most for c.150 years. Undoubtedly this led to language shift from English to Cumbric in 

some areas but this was curtailed with the fall of the Cumbrian monarch and, much more 

importantly, the influx of English settlers into the new burghs. In the areas under 

Scottish control it would have led to an increased usage of Gaelic (e.g. Ayrshire and 

Lanarkshire) and Old Scots (Peebleshire and West Lothian). In Cumberland, after 

William Rufus and Ranulf Meschin brought in English peasants, it would have led to a 

quite rapid shift from Cumbric to English. 

The similarity with the Norman takeover of England can also be explored by 

looking at the dispersal of Norman names throughout England, such as Beaulieu, Ashby 

de la Zouch, and other estates re-named by the Normans. 

Further research 

In order to discern where the Cumbrians were we have to work in tandem with 

establishing where the Anglians were. In theory the two should complement each other. 

8 It is worth considering that some of these eastern Cumbric names may belong to the. period of David's 
lordship of Cumbria 1107-1124. There is some indication that David conquered LothIan from Alexander 
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A knowledge of Anglian generics and history is necessary and furthennore place-names 

in the south of Scotland require an inter-disciplinary knowledge of all the participating 

ethnic groups, their language history and place-names. Studying one ethnic group in 

isolation gives a distorted picture. 

Other elements (e.g. blaen) have been studied and this research will be 

continued. Ideally further research will provide a comprehensive listing of elements and 

places after them. This would give a total idea of the surviving Cumbric onomasticon. 

Often they are ones that have been mentioned before by previous scholarship and where 

this research may cast further light. Others are new suggestions, also in the light of 

research conducted here. 

It is hoped that this thesis, from discussing the evidence for the Cumbric 

expansion has, in re-examining the history, analysing place-names, and integrating 

archaeological evidence, been able to move the debate a little further on, and opened 

further fruitful lines of research. It is also hoped that some light has been cast on the 

Cumbrians, a people often overlooked in history yet who contributed to the making of 

Scotland and to her P-Celtic heritage. 

c.1114 and that perhaps some Cumbrian followers received estates then. 
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